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PREFACE

The author does not profess in this work to treat the subject

of Structural Engineering from a historical point of view, which

he considers rather interferes with the continuity of the subject

from a student's standpoint, and he may at once disclaim the

possibility of introducing any very novel methods of present-

uig it. He considers, however, that certain aspects of the

subject, for example, the methods of the equilibrium polygon

and of the ellipse of stress, do not generally receive that

attention to which their utility and reliability entitle them,

and he has endeavoured to give them due prominence. He

is also of the opinion that there is a want of a text book,

suitable for students of Engineering, intermediate between

what is generally called Strength of Materials and such specialised

works as, for instance, Claxton Fidler's " Bridge Construction
"

or Merriman and Jacoby's " Roofs and Bridges." He has

endeavoured to place before the student of the subject, in a

consecutive and intelligible manner, the principal ideas and

methods which underlie the investigations necessary in the

design of structures. In most engineering problems it is not

possible to make hypothetical assumptions, which, converted

into mathematical equations, are a pure expression of the actual

data of a problem of design, consequently mathematics have

generally to be applied in detail to each part of a problem and

the assumptions readjusted at each step to prevent the mathe-

matical deductions diverging to any considerable extent from

the actual conditions of the problem.
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Whilst admitting that the success of the design of an engineer-

ing structure largely depends upon the sound judgment of the

engineer, such judgment must be founded on the basis of the

fundamental principles of statics—the ignoring of which would

lead to waste or possible disaster.

This treatise may be taken as an attempt to set forth these

fundamental principles.

The author has to thank Professor W. C. Unwin. F.R.S., for

suggestions after reading over the proofs.

The author will be obliged by receiving notification of any

mistakes that readers of the book may detect.

A. W. BRIGHTMORE.

London, 1908.
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STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING

CHAPTER I

BENDING MOMENTS AND SHEARING FORCES

The bending moment at any section of a structure, such as a

beam or arch, for instance, is equal to the resultant of all the

forces (including the reaction at the supports) to the right of

the section multiplied by the perpendicular on this resultant

force from the axis* of the structure at that section—it being

understood that co-planar forces only are being considered ; the

sign is taken the same as for the moment of the force, i.e.

positive if in the contra-clockwise direction. If the moment
of the resultant force to the left of the section be taken, the

bending moment would be equal to minus the moment of the

resultant to the left.

The shearing force is the component of the resultant force

to the right of the section resolved parallel to the section, and

is taken as being positive if that component is acting upwards
;

if the resultant force to the left of the section be taken and

resolved parallel to the section the shear would be positive

if the component of that force acts downwards.

If the system of forces consist of vertical forces with a

horizontal component of reaction at the support, as in the case

of an arch or suspension bridge hinged at the supports, the

resultant bending moment at any vertical plane is, by the defi-

nition, the algebraic sum of moments of the vertical forces,

including, of course, the vertical component of the reaction,

and of the horizontal component of the reaction. We may
find the bending moment for the vertical forces separately

from that for the horizontal forces, but the two component

* The axis of a structure is the line through the point in each cross-section,

about which the moments of the stresses normal to the section are numerically

equal. In case of vertical forces only acting, the moment of the acting forces

on one side of a vertical section is the same about any point in it.

B
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parts of the bending moment must be added algebraically to

obtain the resultant bending moment.

It is obvious that the bending moment due to the hori-

zontal force equals that force multiplied by the depth from

the axis of the structure to the line joining the horizontal sup-

porting hinges, and for an unvarying load it would only be neces-

sary to suitably arrange that depth in order that the bending

moment of the horizontal force should, at each section, be equal

and opposite to the bending moment of the vertical forces,

in that case the resultant bending moment would be equal to

zero at every section ; but the bending moment of the vertical

forces would always have a certain value

between the hinges, and be equal and opposite

to that of the horizontal force.

If a system of vertical forces in the same

plane act on a structure at rest, such as a

R beam, their action on any vertical section is

necessarily that due to the resultant of all the

Pjq j
forces to the right or to the left of that section,

as these must be equal and opposite, since

the body is at rest ; also the moment of all the forces on one

side of that section must, for the same reason, be equal and

opposite to the moment of all the forces on the other side. As

from the above definition the bending moment at the section

has the same sign as the moment of the forces on the right side,

it is best to consider those on the right side, unless it is more

convenient in any particular case to consider those on the left.

We have, therefore, acting on the section a force = r, the resultant

of all the forces to the right of the section at a distance of, say, x
from the section. If we introduce two equal and opposite forces

(Fig. i) parallel and equal in magnitude to r, in the section,

these will have no effect on the equilibrium, and these three

forces will be equivalent to a force R acting in the section and

a couple R X X acting on it. This force r in the section is

the shearing force there, and

the couple r x x is the bend-
, ^

ing moment there. wT t^ T^
J,
W

In case only vertical forces '

p-j^ ^

are acting, the bending mo-

ment at a section due to a load equals the moment about the

section of its reaction at the right support, minus the moment

of the part of the load to the right of tlie section. The bending
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moment can only be zero at particular sections of the loaded

beam, but it may be constant for a certain length of a beam.

If, for instance, a beam is carried on two supports a and b equally

distant from the two ends of the beam, and equal loads w act

on the extremities of the beam, as in Fig. 2, then the bending

moment on A B is constant, for the reactions at the supports will

obviously be equal to the load at either end, and the bending mo-

ment at any point x between a and b equals — wxxc + wx
XA=:— wxAC, and is, therefore, constant between a and b.

Between the same points the

shearing force will be zero because

it equals — w (at c) added to

+ w (at a).

A girder may be either simply

supported at the ends of its span,

the bending moments at these

points being zero, in which case

the loads carried by it would cause

the girder to bend upwards at the

ends ; or, moments or couples

may act on the ends tending to

alter that inclination, e.g. if the

ends are "fixed" so as to remain horizontal, couples would

have to be introduced for this purpose, which would reduce

the inchnation at the ends to zero.

I.

—

When the Girder is simply supported at the ends

If a single concentrated load \v (Fig. 3) acts on a beam span

L — X,

L, at a distance x from a, the reaction at a = Ra — w x —^- —

and the reaction at b = Rb = w x -. , and the bending moment

L — X
at a point distant x from a = w x — x x. In

L — X
X X.particular at the load the bending moment = w x

To the left of the load the bending moment ceases to be

represented by the same expression because the load also

comes into the expression, and the bending moment therefore is

w X
L — X

a; — w {x — x) = w X X X (l

L
' L

Thus, there is a discontinuity in the expression for the bending

moment at the load in the case of a concentrated load.
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The bending moment diagram is a line—straight, broken or

curved, as the case may be—whose ordinate at any vertical section

equals the bending moment there. It is obvious that the bend-

ing moment diagram for this load w is a triangle with its vertex

on the line of action of the load, the ordinate there being

w X X X (L — x)
^

If there is a number of loads on the span the bending moment
diagram for each load mav be drawn separately, and will, as

shown above, each

Fig. 4. y^ I ^\ consist of a triangle

with its vertex on the

line of action of the

load, the height of

the ordinate there-

being equal to the

load divided by the

length of the span and

multiplied by the

length of each of the.

two segments into

which the load divides the span. The sum of the ordinates

of all these triangles at any section is the resultant bending

moment at that section.

If the span is covered by a uniform load of w tons per foot

W L
run (Fig. 4), the reactions are and the bending moment at

Fig. 4^1.

a distance x from a

W L
X % — W X w— X

2
(L - X).

There is no discontinuity in this expression, it equals at A

and B, and it represents the equation to a parabola with its-

vertex on the ver-

tical centre line.

It is often con-

venient to consider

a uniform load as

broken up into parts.

It must be borne in

mind that the ordinate of the bending moment diagram at

any section is the moment of the total reaction at the right

support due to all the loads, minus that of the portion of
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the loads to the right of the section. Supposing we chvide

the load into two equal parts at the centre ; the ])arabola

representing the bending moment diagram for the load on a

span of half the length includes the moment of reactions

W L
at each end of the loads; thus, if we want the moments of

4
the uniform load only we must subtract from this parabola the

moments of the reactions, or we must add the moments of

loads equal and opposite to the reactions. In Fig. 5, loads

equal and opposite to the reactions on two half spans are indi-

W L WL
cated, namely, at a and b and - at c. Now, the beam is

4 2
W L

subject to the uniform load, and the reactions at each end,

and we have just seen that the two parabolas, each on half the

W 'L - W 'L

span, plus the moments of loads - at a and b and at c

represent the moments of the load itself ; thus, to complete the

bending moment diagram, we have to add to the two parabolas

W L
on the halves of the span the moments due to loads at a and b

and at c and the original reactions at a and b. The
2 2

loads at A and b counteract half these reactions and we have left,

c^(>-x)
I

1'%'
I tJJX

Fig. 6.

in addition to the small parabolas, the moments due to a load

at c and reactions at a and b, the moments due to
2 4

which are represented by the bending moment diagram for a

load of -^ at c and its reactions, which is a triangle with vertex

on the centre line and centre ordinate =
8

Adding together the ordinates of the small parabolas and

of this triangle, we get the original parabola shown by the heavy

line. This shows that bending moment diagrams for parts of

the load and their reactions may be combined to produce that

for the whole load ; e.g. we may substitute for the bending

moment diagram for a uniform load covering the span, that for a
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load equal -^ at the centre if we add the bending moment

diagrams of a uniform load of the same intensity covering the half

spans. Instead of dividing the span into two equal parts, divide

it at any point x distance x from a, Fig. 6. Now two parabolas

for the uniform load on spans x and L — x represent the moments
of such loads and their reactions, and to obtain the former only

we must subtract the moments of their reactions or add the

moments of loads equal and opposite to their reactions. The

- reactions for the uniform load or spans x and L — x are -—- at A,

w {l ~ x) w X (l — -r) w L ^ ^ "
, ^ .

at B, and - + w -' = at x. To obtam
2 2 2 2

the bending moment at any section, in addition to the moment

of the load, we have also the moment of the reactions >

2

due to the original load, acting at a and b (Fig. 6). This leaves

at a and b reactions w and "^ ' respectively and the load

W L
-—- at X, the bendmg moment diagram for which load and

Fig. 7.

reactions is a triangle with vertex on the vertical through x,

w
the ordinate there being (L — x) x, which, it will be noticed,

is also the ordinate for the uniform load at this section. There-
fore the bending moment diagram is the sum of the bending

moment diagrams for a concentrated load of at x, and the
2

parabolas representing the bending moment diagrams for the

uniform load on the spans x and l — x, and the sum of the
ordinates of the two, Fig. 7, gives the original parabola shown
by the heavy line. It is obvious from this that the bending
moment at any section for the unifonn load covering the span
is equal to that for a concentrated load equal to half the uniform
load acting at that section. The analogy of a beam strained

over one support to the beam supported at each end will be
noticed shortly.
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II.

—

When the Girder is siibjecied to a couple at one end

Take the case of a cantilever length I uniformly loaded (Fig 8),

the bending moment for the uniform load alone is equal to that

Fig. 8. Fig. 9.

Fig. &a. Fig. ga.

for the load and its reactions [i.e., the parabola for the uniform

load on span /), minus the moment of the reactions - due to

that load, or plus the moments of loads equal and opposite to

w I

the reactions. Introduce therefore loads equal at A and b,

and draw the parabola for a span a b due to the uniform load and

w I w l^ . .

its reactions. The moment at a due to - at b = and is
2 2

negative, and is the abutment moment ; at any intermediate

section the moment of this load is the ordinate of the line a b
;

the algebraic sum of the two sets of ordinates shown by the

heavy line is the resultant bending moment diagram, and it is

obvious by a comparison with Fig. 5 that it is half the parabola

on base 2 / with vertex at b.

If the cantilever has a load w at the end in addition to the

W /2

uniform load, the negative moment at a = w / + ——
;
plotting

this in Fig. 9 and joining a b, and plotting up vertically from

a b the ordinates of the parabola on span I we obtain the result-

ant bending moment diagram.
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Now take the case of a cantilever and shore span car
uniformly loaded, and supported at A and b (Fig. lo). It

h— -^1-4

' Fig. io

Fig. loa.

is obvious that, as in the last case, there is a negative

moment at a due to the load on the s])an a c equal to

w P
—̂ ; this exerts an U])lift at b, diminishing the reaction there

by an amount = —- and of course increasing that at a by

the same amount. Therefore we have superimposed on the

moment of the uniform load and its reactions on the span a b an
72

additional positive reaction at A = and a negative reaction

at B of the same amount ; thus, as we move from a to the left

the negative pier moment at a, equal — ^ , is proportionately

reduced by the positive moment of the additional reaction

w P— at A until at b the moment equals zero. Thus plotting

w P . . . .

A a = and jommg a to b and c, b a c is the diagram of

bending moment due to the negative moment at the pier a,

and on this we must superimpose the parabolas for the uniform
load over the spans a c and a b. Let the ordinates of these

parabolas be plotted upwards at each vertical from the negative

moment diagram as base, and there results the curve b x a c,

which is the resultant bending moment diagram. The point

X, where the bending moment changes sign, is a point of
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inflexion of the deflection curve. From Fig. 7 the parabola on

w I

A B is equivalent to the load acting at x, whose moment is

the triangle a x b, and the ]:)arab()las due to the uniform load

•on spans l^ and L — l^. Thus the curve a x b is jmrt of the

parabola on base a a^ = l + ^1 with its vertex on the vertical

through the centre of b x.

is equal to the negative bending moment at that point due to

w r- ^ ^. . ... , w l^
at the pier B, which equals X

2 L ^ ^ 2 L

w l^

Now at X the moment of the uniform load

the negative reaction of

That is
^ L (L
2 ' ^ h)

U = -

2 L

/2

(L-/j).

In Fig. 10 it will be noticed that we have a negative triangle

of moments, and the two positive parabolas on spans / and Lj,

whereas in Fig. 7 we have a positive triangle and the two positive

parabolas on the two segments of the span.

The load on the pier a equals w I -{- w l^ -{- w — -^ or

-— (L + /)- ; and the load a.t B = w ^ ^' = w X
2 L ^ ' 2 2 L

If there is in addition a concentrated load on a b, the bending

moment triangle on

A b as base for

this load and its

reactions must be

drawn, and its

ordinatcs added
algebraically to

the ordinates of

the bending
moment diagram

for the uniform

load.

If there is a load

on A c say at Xj

distant x^ from a (Fig. 11), plot the negative moment a Z> at A

due to this load (in this case w x^), and join i to b and x^.

Fig. iia.
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The diagram gives the resultant bending moment diagram due

to that load the ordinates of which must be added to those

previously obtained.

III.

—

When the Girder is subjected to a couple at each end

If the beam is strained over two piers a and b, as in Fig. 12,

the lengths being as in that figure, if the load is uniform, plot the

negative pier moments a a and B & at a and b equal to -

and
W L,

re-

FiG. 12a.

spectively and
join a b. Then
the ordinate of

a b at any sec-

tion is the nega-

tive moment at

that section, be-

cause the nega-

tive moment a a

at a tails out

to zero at b, as

shown by the

line a b, and

the negative
moment b & at

B tails out to

zero at a, as shown by the line b a, and the sum of the ordin-

ates to A & and B a

from A B equals the ^ ! - ' ^"^'^- '

ordinate of a b.

From the line T>ba c

plot upwards at

each section the

ordinate of the

parabola for the

uniform load on
spans Lg, L, and Lj^

and the resultant

bending moment
diagram is evi-

dently obtained.

Fig. i3rt.
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In case a uniform load covers only length / fomiing i)art

of a span length L (Fig. 13), supported at both ends, introduce

loads at the ends of the uniform load equal and o]:)})osite to

the reactions of the uniform load on a span equal to its length.

Draw the bending moment diagrams for these concentrated loads

as shown in Fig. 13, and add their ordinates, which gives the

diagram A c d b; on c d plot the ordinates of the parabola for

the uniform load on span c d, and the bending moment diagram

is obviously complete.

Hitherto it will be noticed that the resultant bending moment
diagram has been

produced by com-

bining b €71 din g

moment diagrams

for parts of the load

and their corres-

ponding reactions,

but there is an

entirely distinct

method of arriving

at the bending
moment diagram

by combining the

moments of all the

acting forces in-

cluding the total

reactions. This

method is very

useful when, in-

stead of a single

concentrated load

ox a uniform load

covering the span

or part of it, the load consists of a series of concentrated loads

with or without a portion of the load uniformly distributed.

To show how this method is apphed, take first the case

(Fig. 14) of a girder supported at the ends and loaded with

three concentrated loads w^, w,. W3 and a uniform load length I

;

substitute for the uniform load a load "'^ at each end, equal and

opposite to the reactions of the uniform load on a span /, and

finally, after drawing the bending moment diagram for these
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concentrated loads, add the ordinates of the parabola on a

span of that length to the ordinates of that portion of the dia-

gram. First find r X l by taking moments about b ; this

is not really necessary, but it is a check on the work, and more

convenient. At B plot upwards, because it is a positive moment,

B a equal to R X L, and join a a. Then any ordinate of a a

will represent the moment of r at that ordinate. From a plot

downwards, a a-^ equal to w^ x-^^, and join rtj to the point y^

where the line a a cuts the line of action of w^. Then any ordin-

ate of the triangle a y-^ a-^ is the moment of the load w^ about

that ordinate. From a-^ plot downwards a^ a^ equal to Wg x^

and join a.^ to the point Vg, where y\ a-^ cuts the line of action

of w.^. Similarly draw a^ a^ equal to Wg x^, a^ a^ equal to
I

X X, and a,
wl

B equal to — X x^, which must necessarily

come back to b, since the moment of the downward loads

equals the moment of the upward reaction
;

join a^ to y^, a^

to y^, and b to y^. Above the line y^ y^ plot the ordinates of

the parabola on base /. Then a y^ y^ y^ y^ y^ b is the bending

moment diagram, because its ordinate at any section equals the

moment of the reaction at a about it, minus the moments
about it of all the loads between a and the section. It will

be seen when consider-

ing the equilibrium

polygon that this con-

struction is identical

with that for this poly-

gon for the same loads.

It is sometimes con-

venient to draw the

diagram of moments
entirely below the line

A B (Fig. 14&). For

this purpose plot b h

vertically downwards
equal and opposite to

the moment of the

reaction at A. Draw
Wo .^2' ^tc. Join b-^^ tob &i

= fl a, = Wi X-. Kh
y^, &2 to y2^, etc., and join a h. Then a y^ y.^^ y^ y^ y^ b

is the bending moment diagram referred to base a 6, its
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Fig. 15.

ordinates being the same as for the diagram drawn above

A B.

Next take the case of the cantilever arm and shore span as be-

fore, but let it now be loaded with a uniform load from a to b with

concentrated loads w and w^ at c and d respectively (Fig. 15).

At A and b introduce loads equal and opposite to the re-

actions of the uniform load on a span l. Find r X l the moment
of the reaction at a

by taking moments
about B. From b

plot B c equal to

w X (l + Z) verti-

cally downwards,

and join c c. From
c plot c a equal to

R X L vertically

upwards, and join

a to a^, the point

of intersection of c c

with the line of

action of r. From
a plot a d equal to

X L verticallv
2

downwards, and
join d a^. From d

plot d B equal
Wj X x-^ vertically

downwards, and
join B to d^ the

point of intersec-

tion of a^ d with

the line of action

of Wj. This comes

back to B, because the moment of the reaction at a about b

is equal to the moments of all the downward forces. To
complete the diagram, the ordinates of the parabola for the

uniform load on the span a b must be plotted upwards

from the broken line a?- d^ b. Now the broken hne c a^ d^ b

W L
is the bending moment diagram for the loads w, ,
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W L
Wj and , because any ordinate is the difference of the

positive and negative moments of the forces to the right of

W L
that ordinate, and if instead of at a and b we have the

2

uniform load of intensity w over the span l, we must add, as

mentioned above, the ordinates of that parabola at each

corresponding section. Therefore the curved diagram c a^ d^ b

is the resultant bending moment diagram.

W L
Instead of taking a load at either end of the uniform

2

load to obtain a skeleton diagram and then adding the ordinates

W L
of the parabola on a b as base, a load may be taken as acting

at D in addition to the load w^ there, then c (7^ D^ B is the skeleton

diagram, and on a^ d^ and d^ b must be plotted the vertical

ordinates of the parabolas on a d and d b. The reasons for

this were explained in connection with Fig. 7.

This method can be employed for any distribution of load

provided the reactions can be found, and the application of it in

different cases only varies in detail, and is of great practical utility.

The methods first treated serve to throw light on the com-

bining of bending moment diagrams, and the effect of a moment
over a pier, which sometimes are not easily grasped.

The shearing-force diagrams are drawn underneath each of

the bending moment diagrams given.

Fig. 3a gives the shearing-force diagram for a single con-

centrated load on a span. At A the shear equals the reaction

there, and remains constant until the load is reached, when
it is diminished by the amount of the load and therefore

becomes negative, and equal and opposite to the reaction at

B, remaining constant up to that point.

Fig. 4a is the shearing-force diagram for a uniform load on

a span. At a the shear equals the reaction there, and is

gradually diminished by the downward load, as the point travels

to the left, becoming zero at the centre, and then a gradually

increasing negative quantity till at b it is equal and opposite

to the reaction.

Fig. 8a is the shearing-force diagram for a uniform load on

a cantilever ; the shear starts equal to zero at b, and is a gradually

increasing negative quantity until at a it is equal to the whole

load.
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In Fig. ga, where there is a load \v at the extremity b of the

cantilever, the shearing force at b is negative and equal to w,

and as a is approached it is a gradually increasing negative

quantity, until at a it equals w plus the uniform load.

Fig. 10a is the shearing-force diagram for a uniform load

on the cantilever arm and shore span. At c it is zero, and is

a gradually increasing negative quantity to a, where it equals

the load on the cantilever arm, then it suddenly increases

to a positive quantity by the amount of the reaction at a, and
gradually decreases again until at b it is equal and opposite to

the reaction at that point. It passes through zero at a and on

the vertical through the middle point of b x, where the bending

moment is a maximum. This is necessarily the case, as the

shearing force is the differential coefficient of the bending

moment. It will be noticed that the sloping lines in the shear-

ing-force diagram are of constant inclination when the intensity

of the uniform load is constant.

In Fig. iia there is a single load on the cantilever arm,

the shearing force is therefore zero from c up to the load, where

it becomes equal to the load and negative, and remains constant

up to the pier a ; it is then increased by the reaction to a posi-

tive quantity, and remains constant up to B, where it is equal

and opposite to the negative reaction caused at that pier by

the pier moment at b.

In Fig. 12a, where the girder is strained over two piers and

is uniformly loaded, the shearing force at c is zero, and is a

gradually increasing negative quantity up to the pier a, where

it is increased by the reaction at that pier to a positive quantity
;

it then gradually decreases, passing through zero, where the

bending moment is a maximum, and then becoming negative.

When the pier b is reached it is suddenlj^ increased to a positive

value by the reaction there, and then gradually decreases to

D, where it again equals zero. The three sloping lines are parallel,

because the load is of uniform intensity.

In Fig. 13a the girder has a uniform load covering part of

its length only ; at a the shearing force is positive and equal

to the reaction, and continues constant until the load is reached
;

it then gradually diminishes, passing through zero, where the

bending moment is a maximum, and at the end of the load

having a negative value equal and opposite to the reaction at b.

In Fig. 14a, where the girder is subjected to three concen-

trated loads and a uniform load of length /, the shearing force
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at A equals the reaction there ; it steps down at each of the con-

centrated loads, remaining constant between them ; it slopes

down for the length of the uniform load, and to the left of it

becomes equal and opposite to the reaction at B.

In Fig. 15a, where the cantilever arm has a load at its ex-

tremity and the shore span is covered by a uniform load with a

concentrated load in addition, the shearing force at c is negative

and equal to the load there, and remains constant to a, where

it is suddenly increased by the reaction, and then gradually

diminishes till the concentrated load is reached, when it

is decreased suddenly by that amount, and continues to

diminish, passing through zero, where the bending moment is

a maximum, and becoming negative, till at b it is equal and

opposite to the reaction there.

BENDING MOMENT FOR TWO MOVING LOADS ON A GIRDER

If a load w (Fig. 16) is moving over a girder of span l, and

is at X, a distance x from the end a, the reaction at b = r^^ =
X W A^ (l x\
- X w, and therefore the bending moment at x = M^y=

which is the equation to a parabola with its vertex on the vertical

at the centre of the span. Thus for the load in any position

the ordinate to this parabola gives the bending moment at the

load. The bending moment is a maximum at any point when
the load is at that point, as for any other position of the load

the bending moment at the point is the ordinate to a straight

line drawn from a or b to the point of intersection of the para-

bola by the vertical through the load.

Suppose a second load w^ is connected to the first at a con-

stant distance x-^ from it, and suppose that Wj is less than w.

Wj will not come on to the bridge till x is greater than x-^, when

x^- Xy^ the reaction at b due to Wj = R^^. = w^ ' —^, and there-

fore the bending moment at x due to w^ = m^^ = w^ --—-—^- X

/j^ ^ 2\

(l — x). Or if we write x — x-^^ z, m^^. = w^ z
-^

.

Now this expression is the ordinate of a parabola of base

equal to (l — x-^ at the distance z from the end. If this parabola

be plotted as in Fig. 16, the ordinate distant z or x — rr^ from

its extremity nearer A is distant x from A, therefore the ordinates

M^ and M^y coincide, and the sum of the two is the bending
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moment m^. at the section considered— i.e., at the position of

w. It is obvious that the sum of the two ordinates for a section

on the left of the centre is greater than for a section on the

right of the centre line when the loads approach from the right

F D

Fig. 16.

side as in the figure, because the vertex of the smaller parabola

is to the left of the centre. In other words, the bending moment

is greater at the greater load when x > than when x < —i.e.,

when the smaller load is on the longer segment into which the

greater load divides the bridge. When x is less than the moment

at X is greater if Wj^ is to the left of w, which is equivalent to the

load coming on from the left and measuring x from b instead

of A.

Now

—

w X (i.— x)
,
w, (x — X-,) Cl— x) , .

L

L — X
{(W + Wj)x — W^X-^} (2)

This shows that the bending moment is greater if w > w^, so

that the smaller weight comes in the terni which is subtracted

in this expression. By differentiating (2) and equating to zero,

M^ is a maximum when (l - x) (w + w^) - (w + w^) x + w^ x^= o,

reducing, 2x (w + W;^) — l (w + \\\) — w^ x^ = o,

L _ 1
Wj a;.

i.e., when x w w.

Now —^^-^ is the distance of the centre of gravity of the
w + v^i

two loads from w, therefore, for the maximum value of m^, w
must be beyond the centre a distance equal to half the dis-

tance of the centre of gravity of the loads from w.

c
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The maximum m^

= (
L

,

^ X, I X
-"i

— i X ( L + -77^ X. ) — w, X,
\

2 L \ W + wj \ W + W^/ 2

^ W + Wt / _ Wi^i \-

4 L V W + Wj/

which is less than , the value of the bending moment
4

if both loads are at the centre.

This proposition may be extended to any number of loads,

each additional load adding another term to equation (i), of

exactly the same type as the second term, but instead of w^

and -Tj we have the additional weight and its distance from w.

It is not obvious without further inquiry that the bending

moment at x is greatest when w is at x. If v.-e consider the

load \v (Fig. 16) to be at c, w^ being to the right of \y, it requires

very little consideration to see that at a point to the left of

the load, say at e, the bending moment is less than when the

load is at e. For with w at c the bending moment at e is e j

+ E K (because b d and b g are lines of the bending moment

diagrams of w and Wj^ respectively), which are ob\'ioush' less

than EH + E F, the bending moment when the load is at e.

But if the load w is at e, and we consider the bending moment

at a point c between w and Wj, then the bending moment at

c = c L -r c M (because a f and b m are hnes of the bending

moment diagrams of w and W;^ respectively), and it is not obvious

that CD + CG>CL + CM. To prove that this is the case :

—

Call ^ the distance of the section c d from a, the load being

at e at a distance x from a, then :

—

The bending moment at c with the load w at e

= M.J, = R„. (L - $) - W (A- - a + R,,.^ (L - ^-)

= ^^^ X {W a: + Wj {x — X^\ — W {X — $).

From equation (2) the bending moment at c with the load

w at c = M^ = ——^ {{w + \\\) 4- — Wi^-i}.
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Now M(,j, > M(, if

L— ^-—^ {W X + Wj {%— %^ ) — \n{x— ^)

That is if

—

^-^ X (w + wj X — w (.T — ^') > ^^^ X (w + Wj) 4-,

or— (L — ^) (w + w^) (;r — ^-) > W L {x — ^-)

cancelling— (l — '^) (w + w^) > w l

L Wj > 4; (w + Wj)

or if S. < ~— X L which is < -•
^ w + Wi 2

Now we have seen that :\i, is a maximum when $ > , there-

fore the maximum bending moment at c occurs when the load

is at that point.

rf there are three loads on a beam, the third one w'g being

less than either of the other two, to find when the bending moment
would be greater at the second load than at the first

—

First let the first load w he at x, w^ being at a distance

}^ X, —^W, ,w
D F-^^i

—

i
^

A

Fig. 17.

of x^ to the right of w, and Wg a distance of x.y^ to the right

of w (Fig. 17).

Then from equation (i)—

•

w x{-L— x)
, Wi {x — x-^ (l — x) W2 (a; — x^ (l — x)

M, = ^^ +
1

+ I

= ^^^-^ {(w + Wi + W,) X — W^ X^ — W., X.-^)

Next let the second load he at x (Fig. 17).

w (a; + X^) (L - X) Wi X (L - X)
Then- M,,^ =

^
+ -

^ Wa {X + X^ - ;^2) (L - X) _ ^^ ^^^

= ^^^^ {w (.Y + ;t-i) + Wi X + W2 (a; + x^ — x^] — w ^v^

a;

{(W + Wi + W2) X + (W + W2) A'l — W2 ^2} — W X^.
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Therefore, m > m^,, if

L X T X--— X (W + Wg) Xj^ — W .-Vj > — -— X Wj x^

L jv;

simplifying, if (w + W-^ + w,) .r^ > w x^^

or it -L — x > —,

, X L.W + Wi + W2

I.e. if x < 7^ -^.— X L.W + Wj + W2

Next consider the maximum shearing force for the case of

two loads on the span.

The positive shear between w^ and w = r^ — w^, where
R^ is the reaction due to w and \\\ at a.

_ w (l — x) Wj (l — a; + x-^~
L +

E
~ ^^'1

w a;
,

w.x, Wi X.

L '

1 L ' L 1

This is a maximum when w is greater than and precedes

Wj, as placed in Fig. 16, if a; = o when its value equals w, since

Wj is not then on the span.

The maximum negative shear is to the left of w and =
— Rg, where R3 is the reaction at b due to w and \\\.

yv X ix — X,)— Rk = — Wi ^

L ^ L

== _ ^ (W + Wj) + -^

.

This has its greatest value when x — l, when it equals — w
— Wj 1

1
^J.

Thus the greatest positive value of the shear

would occur if the smaller load precedes the larger one, when

it would be w + w^^ (^ ~ ")•

Let a uniform load of intensity w advance over a span
length L (Fig. 18). Let the distance of the head of the load

from A be x. The positive shear at the head of the load, if

the load advances from the left, equals the reaction at a =
w {l — x)^—

, which has its maximum value when x = o, when it

equals
—

'. The negative shear if the load advances from the
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right equals the reaction at b = — —'—, which is a maxi-

mum when X = L, when it equals — W L
In Fig. 18 the curves

a B, A. h represent the maximum value of the shear at eacli

section for the load advancing from the left and from the right

respectively. If there is, in addition, a unifomi dead load on

Fig. iS.

the bridge, the shearing-force diagram of which is cod, if this

line be reversed with respect to A b, shown by the dotted line

c^ O d}-, it will be seen that between the section at x and o the

negative shear due to the live load advancing from the right

will exceed the positive shear due to the dead load ; similarly

between o and the section at x^ for the live load advancing

from the left. Thus between the sections x and x^ the shear-

ing stress will change sign due to the live load, which means

that the braces between these sections which are in tension

due to the dead load would be put into compression, unless

counterbraced, for the positions of the live load indicated in

Fig. 18 between the sections x and x^.



CHAPTER II

THE EQUILIBRIUM POLYGON

The equilibrium polygon has a variety of uses, and is invaluable

for finding the position of the resultant of a series of forces

acting on a structure, and the reactions at the supports or at

hinges, particularly when the acting forces are not parallel.

In the case of vertical forces it can be used not only to find

the bending moment at any vertical section, but also to deter-

mine the maximum shearing forces due to a moving load. Its

use has been partly masked by the name " link " polygon.
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representing p^ in magnitude and direction being at b. The
line a b would then represent the resultant p of these five forces

in magnitude and direction, and if a be joined to / and / to b,

a f is the resultant of the three forces p^, Pg, and p^, and / b the

resultant of p^ and Pg. In Fig. 20 let any pole o be taken and
joined to the extremities of the lines representing each of the

forces, and call the forces represented by these rays in magni-

tude and direction, acting towards o, c, Cj, c^, C3, c^, and Cg,

as shown in Fig. 20. Then c and — Cj^ are equivalent to Pj,

Cj and — Cg are equivalent to f^, and so on till we come to Pg,

which is equivalent to c^ and — Cg. Adding these components,

it follows that c and — Cg are equivalent to the five forces

Pj to Pg or their resultant, as is obvious from the figures ; or

generally :—
(a) The force represented by the ray at the beginning of

the first force considered, combined with that represented by

the ray reversed at the end of the last force, is equal to the

resultant of all the intermediate forces.

If we write r = — c and r^ = -)- Cg, and call r and Rj the

reactions, they close the force polygon

—

i.e. the structure is

in equilibrium under the resultant of the applied forces, R and

Rj. The following general statement can now be made :

—

{b) The force represented by any ray in magnitude and

direction, and acting away from o (or to the right in the present

instance), is the resultant of the reaction r and of all the forces

between r and the ray in question. It follows that the force

represented by this ray, but acting in the opposite direction

—

i.e. towards o—is the resultant of the reaction Rj and of all the

forces between Rj and the raj^ since r and r^ close the force

polygon.

In Fig. 19, from a point d in the line of action of p^, draw

lines parallel to c and — c^, from the point e where the latter

meets the hne of action of p^ draw a line parallel to — Cg, and

so on, till from the point j on the line of action of Pg a hne is

drawn parallel to — Cg. Thus a force c in a d and a force

— Cj in D E, acting away from d, are equivalent to p^^, a force

Cj in E D and a force — €3 in e f, acting away from e, are equiva-

lent to Pg, and so on, and a force of c^ in j g and a force of — Cg

in J B are equivalent to Pg. Thus, instead of the forces p^ to

Pg, we may substitute a force c in A D acting from d to a, a

force Cj in d e, acting from D and e towards its centre, c^ in

E F, C3 in F G, C4 in g j, acting from g and j towards its centre,
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and Cg in j b acting from j to b. Then a d e f g j b is an
equilibrium polygon for the forces, because equal and opposite

forces to those just enumerated would be in equilibrium with

the original forces. Thus the equilibrium polygon is the shape

of a structure such as a series of hinged links that would be in

equilibrium under the acting forces and the reactions as given

in the force diagram.

As the figure is drawn the equilibrium polygon is above

A b, but if o were taken to the right of the forces in Fig. 20

,instead of to the left, the equilibrium polygon would be situated

below A B, and the direction of the substituted forces along

the lines of the polygon would be opposite to the above.

It follows from the conclusion (a) above that : L—If two

lines in the equilibrium polygon be produced, the resultant of all

the forces between the corresponding rays in the force diagram

passes through their intersection, and is of course parallel to

the resultant in the force diagram. For example, A D and

B J produced intersect on the resultant p of the five forces p^ to

Pg, which is equal and parallel to a 6 in Fig. 20. Similarly,

A D and G F intersects on the resultant p^ of Pj, p,, and P3, which

is equal and parallel to a / in Fig. 20, and f g and b j produced

intersect on p" the resultant of p^ and Pg, which is equal and

parallel to / & in Fig. 20—because in each case the lines produced

are the two components of the resultant.

II.—It follows from the conclusion (b) above that, if a section

be taken cutting the equilibrium polygon, the force acting to

the right* along the line intersected would be the resultant

of the reaction r and all the forces to the left of the section ; and

the equal and opposite force acting along it to the left* is

necessarily therefore the resultant of the reaction r^ and all

the forces to the right of the section. If the equilibrium polygon

or anj^ part of it is a continuous curve, the tangent to such

curve at any point would, of course, be the direction of the re-

sultant force. Now join the point a in a d to the point B on

J B, where A and b are the points of support, and draw a line

parallel to this in the force diagram to intersect ab inm; then

the forces represented in magnitude and direction by b n and

H o are equivalent to r^, and the forces represented in magni-

tude and direction by o h and h a are equivalent to r—i.e.

b H and h a are the components of the reactions Rj and R parallel

* With the pole on the right of the forces in Fig. 20, these directions

would, of course, be reversed.
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to the resultant when h o and o h arc their equal and opposite

components along the closing line A b. Similarly, if a be joined

to any point k on f g and o h^ be drawn parallel to a k to inter-

sect a / in H^, then / h^ and h^ o are equivalent to C3 and o h^

and H^ a are equivalent to r—i.e. f h^ and h^ a are the com-
ponents of C3 and R respectively parallel to the resultant a f

when rI o and o h^ are their equal and opposite components
along the closing line a k. Similarly for the closing line k b.

Therefore :

—

III.—If any closing line be drawn by joining two points on
any two lines of the equilibrium polygon, and a line be drawn
from o in the force diagram parallel to this closing line, this

hne represents in magnitude and direction the equal and oppo-

site components of the reactions in the direction of the closing

line, while the two segments into which the resultant is thus

divided are their components parallel to the resultant. Note.—
The reactions are the forces acting along the lines of the equi-

librium polygon towards their intersection, on which the ex-

tremities of the closing line lie, in accordance with their definition

on page 23.

In Figs. 19 and 20, r acting at a and r^ acting at b balance

the forces p^, P2, P3, P4, P5 ; now r is the resultant of o h and p^

and Rj is the resultant of P3 and h o, where p^ and Pg are

parallel to and together equal to the resultant, we may therefore

resolve r at a into P^ and o h, and r^ at b into h o and Pg ; thus

p^ and o H at A and h o and Pg at b balance the sj'stem of

acting forces. If a member connects a to b subject to a stress

H equal to o h and h o, then there would only be required the

forces p^ at A and Pg at b to balance the system. It is some-

times more convenient to regard p^ and Pg as two of the acting

forces which close the force polygon, then in completing the

equilibrium polygon from b lines are drawn parallel to Cg and

H o, and from A lines parallel to o h and — c, thus all the com-

ponents parallel to the rays are balanced, and we have left

the equal and opposite forces along A b, which also balance.

The values of p^ and Pg are found by drawing from o a line

parallel to the closing line A b, where a and b are the points

of support, but they are dependent simply on the actual position

of the resultant relatively to a and b, for Pg may be found by

taking moments about a, when Pg multiplied by its perpendicular

distance from a equals the resultant multiplied by its perpendicu-

lar distance from the same point. It therefore follows that if a
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diSerent pole o^ be taken, and lines be drawn through a and b
parallel to the resultant, which will of course represent the

lines of action of p^ and Pg, and the equilibrium polygon for

the pole o^ be drawn starting at a, it will finish up at some

point B^ on the line of action of Pj^. A line drawn from o^

parallel to the closing line a b^ will intersect it at h again, be-

cause it divides a h into the two portions p^ and p^ ; therefore :

—

IV.—If a structure is supported by two hinges or equivalent

joints, and the direction of the resultant of the acting forces

other than the reactions be

found ; by drawing lines

through the two hinges

parallel to this resultant and

drawing an equilibrium
polygon for any convenient

pole, starting on one of these

lines and finishing on the

other, a line through that

pole parallel to the closing

line of this equilibrium poly-

gon will divide the resultant

into two parts, equal to the

components of the reactions

parallel to the resultant,

the other components being

equal and opposite. If,

then, the actual direction of

one of the reactions be

known, by drawing a line through this point of division of

the resultant parallel to the line through the hinges, the actual

reactions are determined.

It will be seen that the force polygon closing is equivalent

to the mathematical condition for equilibrium, that the sum
of the resolved part of the acting forces in any direction is zero.

Whilst the equilibrium polygon closing is equivalent to the

mathematical condition, that the moment of the acting forces

about any point equals zero ; for if this were not the case there

would be a resultant couple which would be revealed by the

first and last lines of the equilibrium polygon

—

i.e. the line from

A parallel to h and the line from b parallel to h, being parallel

and not coincident, and in this case, of course, there would not

be equilibrium but rotation.

Fig. 21.
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To avoid confusion it must be borne in mind that the com-
ponents of the reactions spoken of are those parallel to the

resultant and along the closing line, and not the total vertical

and horizontal components unless the acting forces are vertical

and the closing line is horizontal. When the resultant of the

acting forces is vertical, the components of the reactions parallel

to the resultant are not the total vertical reactions unless the

Fig. 22.

closing hne is horizontal, because in other cases the component

along the latter has a vertical component which will reduce

the vertical component parallel to the resultant at the higher

point of support, and increase it at the lower point of support.

This is an important distinction, as will be seen in the case of

arches fixed at the ends, or in the case of the supports being

hinged but at different levels. When the acting forces are

vertical and the closing hne horizontal, as would be the case

for an arch with hinged supports on the level, the components
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of the reactions parallel to the resultant would of course be the

same thing as the total vertical components of the reactions.

If the structure be subjected to vertical loads only, and

hinged at the ends, or supported in an equivalent manner

—

e.g. like the cables of a suspension bridge supported on saddles

and continued as back stays to the anchorages, let a and b

(Fig. 22) be the positions of the supports, which need not be at

the same level. To draw a true equilibrium polygon, the pole

must be taken on a line parallel to a b through the point dividing

the resultant into two parts equal to the resolved parts of the

reactions along it, their other components being equal and

opposite.

Now the components of the reactions parallel to the resultant

of the acting forces, which in this case is vertical, will of course,

as in the general case, be fixed by the position of the resultant

relatively to the hinges, because their other components along

the line of the hinges are equal and opposite, since the structure

is in equilibrium under the action of the resultant of the acting

forces and the two reactions. It in no way depends upon

the position of the pole chosen. Therefore, suppose any pole o^

to be taken and a line parallel to the resultant force a b, Fig.

21, drawn through b. Let a provisional equilibrium polygon

for this pole o^ (not shown in the figure) be completed, and

take for the closing Hne the line joining a to the intersection

of this polygon with the line through b parallel to the resultant

force, and from o^ draw a line parallel to it. This point will

divide the resultant into two segments, which are the com-

ponents of the reactions parallel to the resultant, which is

vertical, the other components being equal and opposite along

the closing line, and must therefore be the same point h^, what-

ever pole is taken. From h^ draw a line parallel to a b, and

the true pole must lie on this line. If the direction of one actual

reaction be known, from the corresponding end oi a b draw a

line parallel to it to intersect the line from h^ parallel to a b.

This point is the true pole, o, and the lines joining it to a and b

represent the true reactions in magnitude and direction.

As before, let the structure be subjected to vertical loads

only and be hinged at the ends, the line joining the supports

need not be horizontal :—

V.

—

To prove, in this case, that the ordinate of the equilibrium

-polygon at any vertical section is proportional to the bending

moment of the vertical forces there. The vertical components
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of the reactions in this case are not the total vertical com-
ponents, but the two parts into which the closing line divides the

resultant. Let a h (Fig. 21) be the load hne and from a plot

down the loads consecutively, proceeding from a to b, let hiO-

be the component of the reaction at b parallel to the resultant

and H^ a that at a, the other components being along the closing

line o H^. These may be found either by drawing a provisional

equilibrium polygon and drawing a ray from the pole parallel

to its closing line, as just explained, or by taking moments
about one support.

From H^ draw a line parallel to a b, and take any point o

on this line for the pole. Join o to a, e, f, g, j, h. Draw a vertical

line at b. Starting at A, draw a line a e parallel to o a, from

E draw a line e f parallel to o e, draw f g parallel to o /, and so

on, till K B is parallel to ob. Let the lines a e, e f, f g, etc.,

be produced to meet the vertical line at b. Take a vertical

section through any point x at a horizontal distance x from a,

and let the intercepts on this line by the lines already drawn

be denoted by y with sufhxes corresponding to the forces as

indicated in Fig. 22, the ordinate at x to a e produced being y.

Y R
Then we have from similar triangles, m Figs. 21 and 22, - = __>

R being the component of the reaction at A parallel to the vertical

resultant

—

i.e. a h^, and h the horizontal component of the

other component h^ of r along the closing line. Also

—

yx ^ Pi y, _ L2 and -'^ = \
\\ n x^ H A-3 H

where x-^, x^, etc., are measured horizontally.

IR. /\ X Pi X X-t X .-) X Xn
^ Po X Xn

.
•

. Y = Vi = Vo = -" and Vo = —

If y is the ordinate of the equilibrium polygon at the section

at X

—

y ^ Y - y-^ - y^ - y^ = ^ {R X X -F^X x^ -v^xx^-y^ x x^

= '-, where m is the bending moment at the section x.
H

Again, the ordinate of the equilibrium polygon multiplied by h

is obviously the moment of the component, h^, of the reactions

along the closing line, because h^ multiplied by the perpendicu-

lar on it from a point in the equilibrium poh^gon = h multi-

plied by the vertical ordinate of the point. So that the fact,

that the ordinate multiplied by h = the bending moment due
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to the vertical forces, is obvious if it be remembered that the

tangent to the equihbrium polygon at any vertical is the line

of the resultant force across that vertical ; therefore, the alge-

braic sum of the moments of the force along the closing line

and of the vertical forces on one side of the section, about the

point where the vertical cuts the equilibrium polygon, must be

zero ; or, in other words, these moments are equal.

If A B is horizontal of course h^ = h.

Thus it is clear that any ordinate of the equilibrium polygon

multiplied by h = the bending moment of the vertical forces

at that section. If, therefore, the ordinate y be measured in

inches and multiplied by the number of feet represented by

I inch = n say, in the scale of the span, and multiplied by

H in tons, the result will be the bending moment in tons-feet,

or y X i" X w X H = bending moment in tons-feet. Or the

scale of bending moment is i inch = ^z x h tons-feet. Since

the bending moment divided by the depth gives the horizontal

component of flange stress in a girder, the scale to obtain this

^ S/ XT

direct is i inch = tons, where d is the depth of the girder

at the point in feet.

It follows from the above that if an equilibrium polygon

be drawn for any system of vertical forces on a girder supported

at the ends and their reactions, the pole being taken on the

line parallel to the hinges drawn through the point of meeting

of the reactions in the force diagram, that :

—

VI.—An}' ordinate of this equihbrium polygon multiplied

by H, the distance of the pole from the load line measured on

the scale of the force diagram, equals the bending moment at

that section.

VII.—^To prove that if any side of the equihbrium polygon

be produced to meet the vertical at one point of support, the

ordinate intercepted on this vertical line x ^ = the component

of the reaction at the other end parallel to the vertical resultant

(when the other component is along the closing line), due to

the load at the panel point where the line produced leaves the

poh'gon, and to all the intermediate loads up to the vertical

at the end. If the point x at which the section was supposed

to be taken in the last paragraph were in particular at b,

the moment of p, about b ., ,

then X — L, and y-^^
— ; similarly
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the moment of p, about b
, r „

3'2 = ~ '
, and so on ior all the loads.

*' H

Now the moments of all the loads p^, Pj, P3, P4, P5 about b — the

moment of the reaction at a about b.

Then y^ + y'o + ^'3 + y4 + ys = ^^e intercept on the vertical

R X L
at B = ;

H
therefore the intercept of A e produced on the vertical at B

multiplied by - equals the reaction at A due to all the loads

from E to B. Similarly, if e f be produced, the intercept at b

equals the reaction at a due to the loads at f, g, j, k, and so on.

Now it will be proved, page 51, that in a girder the maxi-

mum stress in the braces occurs when the longer segment of

the girder up to the brace only is loaded, when dealing with

loads at panel points ; or if a typical load is considered, when
the front of the load is some distance into the bay in question.

It also follows that at any vertical section the intercept

at X, say, between the line a e produced and the equilibrium

polygon, is proportional to the moment of all the acting forces

from e to that section, because the intercept = y^ + y^ -\- y^

Thus, if the bridge be supposed to move relatively to the

load, so that the left end of the bridge is now at x, the right

end being a distance, equal to that of x from b, to the right

of a, the only loads left on the bridge would be Pj^, p,, and Pg.

Therefore the reaction at the right extremity multiplied by

L — Pj A'j + Pg x^ + P3 .T3. In other words, the reaction at

the right extremity equals the intercept between a e produced

and the equilibrium polygon, multiplied by h and divided bj' l.

If A B be divided into panel lengths, the girder may be

imagined to move relatively to the load instead of the load

relatively to the bridge. If, for instance, there are seven panels,

length b, and the leading load is supposed to be at the first

panel point from a, we have found the reaction at a due to

that position of the load, and that reaction would be the maxi-

mum shear in the end bay.

If, now, the head of the load moves back to the second panel

point, measure 5 b from e to the left, and measure the ordinate

from A E produced down to the equilibrium polygon at this

section, that intercept multiphed by h equals the moment of
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all the loads between the second panel point and the section

which represents the left end of the bridge when the head of

the load is at the second panel point from the right. This

intercept x therefore equals the reaction at the right sup-

port under these conditions, and this would be the maximum
shear in the second bay.

When the head of the load is at the third panel point from

the right, measure 4 b from e and the intercept on the ordinate

at this point between a e produced and the equihbrium polygon

X - = the reaction at the right support for this position of

the load, which would be the maximum shear in the third bay.

And similarly for any number of bay lengths.

If the scale of the span, Fig. 22, is n feet to an inch and

the intercept measures y^ inches, in order to obtain directly the
4? X/ T-T

shear, it is seen that this intercept represents y^ x i" X ,

where h is in tons and l in feet, therefore the scale to obtain the

shear in tons will be tons to an inch.

To take an example, let the hnear scale for the positions

of the loads on the equilibrium polygon be 10 feet to the inch,

and the scale used for the force diagram be 5 tons to the inch.

If the object is simply to find the reactions, bending moments,

or shearing forces, it has been shown that the position of the

pole is only limited by the necessity of taking it on the line

drawn, through the point of meeting of the reactions on the

load hne, parallel to the closing line ; thus its distance from

the load hne can be taken any length convenient for simplifying

the scales. If the closing line is horizontal and the distance

of the pole from the load hne measures 3 inches, then h = 3 x 5

tons = 15 tons. Now if an ordinate of the equilibrium polygon

measures 2 inches, the bending moment at that section equals

T

2 X i" X 10' X 15 = 2 X i" X 150 tons-feet

—

i.e. the scale

of bending moments would be i inch = 150 tons-feet.

Since the bending moment divided by the depth gives the

horizontal component of stress in the flanges when the section

is taken at a point so as not to intersect a diagonal, in order

to measure the horizontal component of flange stress directly

from the equilibrium polygon—supposing the depth to be
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7-5 feet, the scale is found as follows :—The flange stress at
r

2 X l" X 10' X 15 ,, , .

the section = —, = 2 X i X 20 tons

—

i.e.
7'5

the scale is 20 tons to the inch.

To scale off shearing force from the equilibrium polygon,

if the span of the girder is 75 feet, suppose the intercept between

the side produced and the equilibrium polygon at the section

where it is measured is 7 inches. Then the shearing force to

the right of the first load when the section taken represents
T

.1 1 r. J r .1 J 7 X l" X 10' X 15
the left end of the girder = > = 7 X i X

2 tons

—

i.e. the scale is i inch = 2 tons.



CHAPTER III

BRACED GIRDERS—PARALLEL TYPE

As the calculations for braced girders are simpler than for girders

with continuous webs they will be considered first.

In the case of a braced girder the bending moment at a

vertical section is balanced by the moment, about any centre,

of the stresses in the members cut by the section. If the

section be taken in Fig. 23, say, through an inclined brace and

two flange members, the intersection of the inclined brace with

one flange is the centre of moments to find the stress in the other

flange, because the stresses in the brace and other flange would

then not come in. The equation obtained by taking moments
about this point is :—The stress, h, in the opposite flange

multiplied by the perpendicular distance from the centre of

moments (the depth, d, of the girder in the case of a parallel

girder) must equal the bending moment, m, at the section.

From which the stress in the flange is at once found. Again,

if the vertical section be taken so as to intersect two flange

members and one brace, the centre of moments in order to

obtain the stress in the brace is obviously the point of inter-

section of the two flange members cut by the section. Now
in a parallel girder this point would be at infinity in a direction

parallel to the flanges, but this does not prevent it being used,

as we are only concerned with the ratio of the length of the

perpendicular p from it on to the resultant force, f, at a distance

c to the right of the section (which perpendicular would be

horizontal), to that of the length of the perpendicular on the

line of the brace produced which equals (p — c) sin 0, when 6

is the inclination of the brace to the horizontal. Now f is

the shearing force at the section. Thus the stress in the brace

_ the shearing force at the section X p~
(P — c) sin 6

F cosec 6 = F cosec 6,
c

I

p

because - = o.
p

34
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Taking moments about the centre of moments, as above, is

clearly equivalent to taking the section through the intersection

of a brace with a flange and so as not to cut another brace, and

applying the formula m = h X D ; and taking the section so as to

cut a brace and two flanges and taking moments about the centre

of moments at infinity, is equivalent to saying that the vertical

component of stress in the braces must equal the shearing force.

If the stress in the upper flange is to be a pure compression

and that in the lower flange a pure tension, the loads must only

come on the main girders at the panel points

—

i.e. at the points

where the braces are connected to the flanges.

To effect this result the load must be carried primarily on

cross-girders which are supported on the main girders at the

panel points. If the load comes on to the flange direct, as it

would do in the case of trough flooring being used instead of

cross-girders, that member of the flange will act as a short girder

between the panel points in addition to forming a tension or

compression member, as the case may be, of the bridge,—unless

the web is continuous, in which case the girder becomes a plate

girder. Since the vertical component of stress in the bracing

members must everywhere balance the shearing force, those

members must be connected end to end without break from

one extremity of the main girder to the other, unless the shearing

force becomes and always remains zero for any length. Thus

the braces transmit the load on the girder to the two points of

support, and the flanges serve to hold the braces in position.

In what follows it is supposed that the load is transmitted

to the main girders by cross-girders at the panel points, when

the shearing force between the panel points will be constant, as

no external load comes on to the main girders between two

consecutive panel points. It will be noticed that the formula

M = H X D is applicable whether the flanges of the girder are

parallel or not ; H always being the horizontal component of the

total stress in the flange in a vertical section which does not cut

an inclined member of the bracing, d being the distance from

centre of gravity to centre of gravity of the flanges at that section.

PARALLEL GIRDERS

If D is constant then h cx m, or since H = / X b X t, where

/ is the intensity of horizontal stress in the flange, b is the width

of the flange and t its thickness, we have / X b X t oc j>l If

the breadth of the flange and the working intensity of stress
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are kept constant Toe m, or, in words, the thickness of the flange

varies as the bending moment. If H is constant—i.e. the hori-

zontal component of stress in the flanges is constant—then D oc

M, or the depth varies as the bending moment. This case wiU

be considered later.

Stresses due to dead load

It must be pointed out, in the first place, tliat the stresses

have to be calculated for two different kinds of loads, " dead "

load, which is always constant, and " live " load, which varies

and is sometimes altogether absent— it is generally a load that

travels over the bridge. To find the stresses due to dead

load, first find the weight of the main girders and the

platform load (the latter consisting of the cross-girders, rail-

bearers, or stringers—if used, the flooring, rails, and sleepers,

etc.), and the wind bracing. A very approximate idea of the

weight can generally be obtained from that of existing bridges

of about the same span, but if the weight of the bridge when
designed is found to be materially different, the stresses will

have to be corrected accordingly. The platform load and wind

bracing are still more readily obtained in the same way. The
weight of the bridge can generally be taken as a uniform load,

the panel load due to the weight of the main girders is taken

as acting half at the upper and half at the lower panel points
;,

the platform load is taken as acting at the upper or lower panel

points, according as the load is carried on the upper or lower

flange, and the weight of the wind bracing should be taken as

acting at the panel points of the other flange, as separate wind

bracing will not generally be required for the flange which

carries the platform.

If, therefore, w be the panel load due to the weight of the

two main girders

—

i.e. the weight of the two main girders di\'ided

by the number of panels in each girder—w' that due to the total

platform load, and w" the panel load due to the wind bracing
;

if the load is carried on the lower flange, calling the load at

each upper panel point of the girder p and that at each lower

panel point p'

—

w , w"
^ = 4 + ^'

A , w ,
w'—and p' = — 4- — . •

4 2

If the load is on the upper flange, these will be reversed.
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From a consideration of the equilibrium of any panel point

it is obvious, since the point is at rest, that the difference of

the vertical components of the stress in the braces meeting at

that point must balance the load carried at the joint. Also

the difference between the stresses in the two panel lengths of

flange meeting at the joint must be equal to the differences of

the horizontal components of stress in the braces meeting there
;

if one brace is vertical the horizontal component of that stress

is zero.

With these premises the stress in the members in each bay

may be calculated in either of three ways, exclusive of the

graphic method.

L

—

{a) By considering the equilibrium of each panel point in

the vertical direction, the vertical component of stress

in each member of the bracing may be found.

(&) Knowing the vertical component of stress in the

inclined braces, their horizontal components of stress

equal the vertical components multiplied by cot 6,

6 being the angle the brace makes with the horizontal,

(c) Knowing the horizontal components of stress in the

braces and starting at either end, the horizontal stress

in the lengths of flange to which the brace is con-

nected can be found by considering the equilibrium

of the joint in the horizontal direction.

IL

—

{a) The bending moment at each joint may be found by

taking the moments of all the forces acting to the

right of the joint. Dividing these by the depth, the

total horizontal stress at each end of the vertical

section is found ; on the side of the vertical where no

brace is connected this would be the total stress in

that length of flange.

{h) The difference of the stresses in two consecutive

lengths of flange equals the difference of the hori-

zontal components of stress in the braces connected

to the flange at that point ; if one of the braces is

vertical it would equal the horizontal component of

stress in the other.

(c) Knowing the horizontal components of stress in the

braces, the vertical components are found by multi-

plying the former by tan 6.

(d) By considering the vertical equilibrium of each joint

we obtain the stresses in the verticals.
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III.

—

[a) By considering the shearing force in each panel or

bay, which is constant throughout the bay, we know
at once the vertical component of stress in the

inclined brace in the bay ; this enables the stress in

the verticals to be found by considering the vertical

equilibrium of the joint at either of its extremities.

[b) The horizontal component of the stress in the inclined

members can be found by multiplying the vertical com-

ponent by cot 6.

(c) Starting at the ends this enables the stresses in the

flange members to be deduced by considering the hori-

zontal equilibrium of the joints.

As the last method ser\^es best to keep in mind that the

members of the bracing ser\^e to balance the shearing force, it

will be made use of in what immediately follows.

If the loads acting at any vertical be considered, it will be

seen that the bracing transmits the weight of each load to the

abutments in the inverse proportion of the distances of the

load from the abutments. If in Fig. 23 we consider the load

p acting at the first panel point from the right-hand end of the

girder, evidently | P must be transmitted to the right abut-

ment, and I P to the left abutment. This | p being transmitted

to the lower end of the inclined brace to the right of it will

cause a tension in that brace ; but the ^ p being transmitted to

the upper extremity of the members to the left up to the centre

will tend to cause a compression of the inchned braces to the

left up to the centre, and, as the inclination of the braces is

reversed at the centre, a tension in the braces beyond the centre.

Now consider the load p acting at the first panel point from

the left-hand end of the girder, evidently
f,
p must be transmitted

to the left abutment, causing a tension in the brace to the left

of it, and this will be added to the tension of ^ p from the load

first considered. One panel distant from the left abutment

^ of the load is transmitted to the right abutment, causing

compression in the braces to the right of it up to the centre,

and, since the inclination of the braces is there reversed, tension

in the inclined braces to the right of the centre, which, in the

brace in the bay adjoining the right abutment, will be added

to the I p due to the load first considered. Thus the portions

of the loads p, distant one panel length from the ends, trans-

mitted towards the centre cause stress in the intermediate

members which counteract each other, but in the end braces
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the stresses due to the two portions of the loads, „ p and ^ p,

add together, and taking the two loads p, respectively one panel

distant from the ends of the girder, together, the stress in the

braces between each load and the ends are the same as if each

load were transmitted to the nearest abutment. Generally,

Fig. 24.

tR-^i'^P^P')^'
""' "'

"' ^' "' "^ tR'^i^'^^'^''

Fig. 25.

if two loads are symmetrically placed with respect to the ends

of a girder the stresses in the braces between the loads and

the ends will be the same as if each load were transmitted to

the nearest abutment. Thus with equal loads at each panel

point on the upper and lower flanges we may imagine each

load to be transmitted to the nearest abutment
;

if there is a

panel point at the centre the loads there would be transmitted

half to each abutment. With a symmetrical load we may, there-

fore, start in the middle and find the vertical component of

stress in each inclined brace by assuming that half the load at

the centre and the loads between it and the centre are trans-
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mitted through it, but as this method is not apphcable to un-

symmetrical loading, it is best to find the reactions at the ends

and the shearing force in each bay, and then the method for an

unsymmetrical load is exactly similar.

In Figs. 23 and 24, the n type of girder is depicted, the re-

actions are of course half the total load, and

—

the vertical component of stress in the first inclined brace

= the shearing force in that bay = the reaction — I {p -\- t'^)
;

the vertical component of stress in the second inclined brace

= the shearing force in that bay = the reaction — | (p + p^)
;

the vertical component of stress in the third inclined brace

= the shearing force in that bay = the reaction — 4 (p + p^).

If the girder had more bays, the vertical components of stress

in the remaining braces would be found in a similar manner.

The stress in the vertical equals the vertical components

of the stress in the inclined brace joined to it at its top plus

the load on the top of the vertical, as is seen by considering the

equilibrium of the joint in the vertical direction.

The vertical components of stress in the inclined braces

X cot (which will be denoted by r for brevity), represent

the horizontal components of stress in these braces.

Taking the left side of the girder, the stress in the flange in

any bay equals the stress in the flange in the bay to the left

of it -}- the horizontal component of stress in the inclined brace

attached to its left extremity, as is seen by considering the

equilibrium of that joint in the horizontal direction.

In Fig. 23 there are six bays or panels, therefore the reactions

equal f (p + p^) = 3 (p + p^)- As explained above, the shearing

P j_ pi
force in the first bay = 3 (p + p^) — = 2| (p + p^),

i.e. the reaction minus the loads acting at a and c, this is there-

fore the vertical component of the stress in c D, it is a tension

as the shear is positive because it tends to lift the portion of

the girder to the right of a section. The compression in a c is

found as explained above, because it is equal to this vertical

component -{- the load acting at its upper extremity

—

i.e. it is

p
2^ (p + pi) + - = 3 p + 2| pi. The shearing force in the second

bay equals 3 (p + pi) — ij (p + p^) = i|{p + p^), which is the

vertical component of stress in E F, and is a tension as in the case

of C D, because the shearing force is positive. The compression

in E D = this vertical component + P

—

i.e. 2^ P + ig P^. The
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shearing force in the third bay = 3 (p + p^) — 2^- (p + p*) =
I (p + P^), which is therefore the vertical component of stress

in G H. The compression in g f equals this component + the

load at the top, p,

—

i.e. i| p + .| p^. The compression in H j = p,

as there is no inclined brace attached at its top. In Fig. 23 these

vertical stresses are written on the right half of the diagram.

The total stresses in the inclined braces equal the vertical com-

ponents multiplied by cosec 0. The horizontal components of

the stress in the inclined braces are obtained by multiplying

their vertical component by r (cot d) ; these results are written

on the left half of the diagram, the stresses in the members of

the two halves of the girder due to dead load are, of course,

the same. The stresses in the flanges in the various bays can

now be written down, by considering the horizontal equilibrium

of the joints as explained above ; in the figure, when the stress

is a multiple of p + p^, p + pi is omitted to avoid cramping

the space available. The stress in C^ e^ equals 2| (p + p^) ^

the horizontal component of stress in c^ d^. The stress in e^ g^

= that in c^ e^ -f the horizontal component in e^ f^ = 4 (p +
pi)

r. The stress in g^ j = that in e^ g^ + the horizontal

component in g^ h = 4I (p + p^) r. In the lower flange there

is no stress in b d^ due to the dead load, therefore in d^ f^ the

stress equals the horizontal component in c^ d^ = 2^ (p + p^) r.

In f1 h the stress equals that in d^ f^ + the horizontal com-

ponent in E^ pi = 4 (P + pi)
r. The stresses in the members

of the upper flange are obviously compressions, and in the mem-
bers of the lower flange tensions. It wiU be noticed that the

stress in the members of the upper and lower flange lying be-

tween a pair of inclined braces are the same. It is obvious

from the method of arriving at them that the stresses in the

inclined braces and the flanges wifl be the same whether the

loads are applied at the upper or lower panel points or at both,

but the stresses in the verticals are greater when any part of

the load is apphed at their upper extremity, by the amount

of that portion of the load. The stresses in the braces increase

from the centre to the ends, and those in the flanges from the ends

to the centre, at the point of attachment of each inclined brace.

Fig. 24 represents the same type of girder but with an odd

number (7), instead of an even number, of bays, so that if the

panel length is the same as before, the length of the girder is

increased in the ratio of 7 to 6, and therefore the stresses in

the flanges will be increased, due to this cause. The reactions
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in this case are - (p + p^), and finding the shearing force in

each bay as in the last case, the vertical components of the

tensions in the inclined braces and the compressions in the

verticals are directly found. These are written on the right

half of the diagram, as in Fig. 23. On the left half, the horizontal

components of the stress in the braces obtained by multiplying

the vertical components by r (cot d) are written, and these are

added to obtain the flange stresses there noted. Fig. 25 is a
slightly modified fomi of Figs. 23 and 24, known as the Pratt

-truss. It is obtained by adding a bay at each end of the pre-

vious type, but there is no vertical at the ends, and no member
of the upper flange in the end bays, which effects some saving

in weight of metal. The platfomi is, of course, carried on the

lower flange. In Fig. 25 nine bays are shown, so that for the

same panel length the girder is longer than that in Fig. 24 in

the proportion of 9:7, and the flange stresses are increased

accordingly. The vertical components of the stress in the

inclined braces are found by wTiting dow^n the shearing force in

each bay as before, these are written on the right half of Fig. 25.

AC is in compression, as it forms part of the upper flange
;

c K is in tension, due to the load p^ hung from its lower extremity,

the other inclined members are in tension, and the other verticals

in compression. The resultant tensions in the former and the

compressions in the latter are found exactly as before. On the

left half of Fig. 25 the horizontal components of the stresses in

the inclined members, obtained by multiplying the vertical

components by cot B, are written, and these are added to find

the stress in the members of the flanges, or, in other words,

the latter stresses are obtained by considering the horizontal

equilibrium of the joints. The stress in c^ e^ is the sum of

the horizontal components in b c^ and c^ d^ = 7 (p +p^) r. The

stress in B D^ equals the horizontal component in b c^ = 4
(p + P^) y. The remaining stresses are obtained as before.

A type of girder is very often made use of which consists

of an N-type girder of an even number of bays superimposed on

or coalesced into one of an odd number of bays, known as a

Linville truss. The foot of the end verticals of the smaller

number of bays is connected by an inclined brace (the co-tangent

of whose inclination is necessarily one-half that of the other

braces) to the top of the end verticals as shown in Fig. 26. The

girder thus consists of an upper and lower flange, and a double

system of bracing as indicated in Fig. 26. Each component
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girder is assumed to take its own share of the load, so that

the stresses in the bracings will be the same as for the girders

taken separately ; but p and p^, it will be noticed, are now the

loads on a panel of one-half the length of those in the previous

cases. The stresses in the members of the flanges will, of course,

be due to both systems of bracing. The compression in the

verticals, except the end verticals, and the vertical and horizontal

components of the tensions in the inclined braces, except the

steeper braces at the end, ma}^ be written down from Figs. 23

and 24. The vertical component of stress in the steeper

inclined braces at the ends equals that in the vertical connected

to its foot -f
pi = 3^ (p -f

pi) (in this case a load p acts at

F
the upper extremity of the vertical instead of -, as in Fig. 23)

;

n
therefore the stress in the end vertical is greater than - p + 3 p^,

its value for the girder in Fig. 24, by this amount, and therefore

equals 7 p + 6| p^. The horizontal component of stress in

Y
the steeper braces equals the vertical component x -, because

the co-tangent of its inclination is half that for the other braces

—

i.e. 3| (p -f
pi) - = ^ (p -|- pi)

Y. The horizontal component m
2 4

the other inclined brace connected to the end post = 3 (p + p^) ^,

therefore the top flange stress in the first bay, 4I (p -|- p^) y,

and the stress in the other bays is found by adding the hori-

zontal components of the stresses in the inclined braces where

they are joined to the flanges.

It will be noticed that if the span is the same in this case

as in Fig. 24, the stress figures on the diagram in Fig. 26 .should

be divided b}' 2 to compare with those on the diagram in Fig. 24.

Also that the average stress in the flange lengths of Fig. 26 in

any double bay are equal to the flange stress in the corresponding

bay in Fig. 24, but the stresses in individual members of the

bracing in Fig. 26 are one-half those of the corresponding braces

in Figs. 23 and 24. The design in Fig. 26 is therefore advan-

tageous when the size of the web members in the former design

would be greater than could be conveniently worked in, the dis-

advantage is that the double sj-stem of bracings renders the calcu-

lated value of the stresses less reliable. The last type of girder

is often modified by introducing an additional bay at each end,

much as in the Pratt girder, but of the shorter bay length as
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shown in Fig. 27. This design is known as the Whipple truss,

and ehminates the end verticals and top flange members in the

end bays. The vertical component of stress in the end inclined

members = (3 + 31 + i) (p + pi) = 71 (p 4- pi)^ therefore

the horizontal component in it equals yh (p + p^) - = 3I

(p + pi)
r. The stresses in the other inclined braces and in the

verticals (except the verticals nearest to the ends which are

PPPPPPP P
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Fig. 27.

in tension, due to the load p^ at their lower extremity) are the

same as in Fig. 26. The horizontal components of the stresses

in the inclined members are written on the left half of Fig. 27.

In the first upper flange member the stress is (3I + ij + 3)

(p + pi) = 8J (p + pi)
; and in the first two baj-s of the lower

flange the .stress is 3f (p + pi). The stresses in the remaining
flange lengths are obtained by adding consecutively the horizontal

components of the stresses in the braces at their points of attach-

ment. The increased value of the stress in the flanges com-
pared with the last case is simply due to the increase of span,

which is greater than in Fig. 26, with the same bay length, in

the proportion of 8 to 7. The designs indicated in Figs. 26 and
27 have the advantage of shortening the stringers between the

cross-girdefs, but the double system of bracing is a disadvantage

in that the stresses are not determined with the same certainty
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as for a single system, seeing that their values depend upon the

accuracy of the assumption that each of the systems take up
its due share of the load. The same advantage of shortening

the stringers without the disadvantage of introducing indefinite-

3P

l(zlP*iP)rl{:,% P+ 4M *l

tR=2(PtP)^
^

Fig. 28.
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Fig. 29.
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Fig. 30.

ness in the amount of stress taken up by the web members is

obtained in what is known as the Baltimore truss, in which sub-

verticals are introduced, hung from the centre of the inclined

braces, this point being tied to the top of the next post or vertical.

It will have been noticed that in the types of girder con-

sidered above the vertical members of the web bracing are in

compression, and the inclined members in tension

—

i.e. the
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struts are of the shortest length possible. If, however, the

braces are equally inclined to the horizontal, alternately in

opposite directions, as in the Warren girder, this advantage no

longer obtains, but the type nevertheless is of considerable

importance, and it will therefore be shortly considered. Figs.

28 and 29 indicate modifications of this foiTn of girder for carry-

ing the load on the lower flange. First find the shearing force

between the line of action of each vertical load ; this will repre-

sent the vertical component of the stress in the corresponding

brace, and is written on the right-hand half of the figures. From

these the horizontal components are found by multiplying by r

(cot B), and are written on the left-hand half of the figures. By
adding the horizontal components of the stresses in the braces

at the points where they are attached to the flanges, the stresses

in the latter are determined, and are written on the figures. In

Fig. 28 there is an odd half bay at each end of the upper flange,

and in Fig. 29 at each end of the lower flange; hence in the

former case for the upper flange and in the latter case for the

lower flange, the load at the first panel point from the end is

one-half the panel load from one side and one-quarter the

panel load from the other side, or three-quarters the panel load

altogether. It will be noticed that the stresses in the two

figures are identical when one is inverted and p and p^ are

interchanged.

These two outlines are sometimes combined to form a single

girder (Fig. 30) when it is assumed that each set of bracing takes

half the load, and it must be borne in mind that if the span and

loading is the same as before, p and p^ wifl have half their original

values, so that to compare the stresses in Fig. 30 with those in

Figs. 28 and 29, the former must be divided by 2. The hori-

zontal component of the stresses in the braces may be written

on the diagram from Figs. 28 and 29, and the flange stresses

written down by adding these horizontal components at their

points of connection to the flanges.

The effect of using the last form of girder is to reduce the

effective bay length to one-half, but the double system of bracing

introduces the indefiniteness above alluded to as to the actual

stress in any brace. The same advantage may be obtained

without this defect by introducing verticals, if the load is carried

on the bottom flange—at the top vertices of the triangles, and

if the load is carried on the top flange—at the bottom vertices

of the triangles, as indicated in Figs. 31 and 32.
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Writing down the shearing forces between the hnes of action

of the loads as before, we obtain the vertical components of

stress in the diagonals, from these their horizontal components,

and thence the flange stresses are arrived at, as indicated in

Figs. 31 and 32.

4P P P

OiP+'IBl

±P

R=2(p+-p';

There are several forms of truss which have been used for

bridges, some of which are still used in the case of roofs and for

temporary purposes, but which involve for bridge work the use

of comparatively long tie rods, leading to lack of rigidity.

BOLLMAN TRUSS

First may be considered the truss consisting of vertical

struts fixed at right angles to the horizontal member, the other

R = Zjw

Fig. 33.

ends of the struts being tied by tension rods to the ends of the

horizontal member, known as the Bollman truss.
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If we suppose the horizontal member to be divided into

six equal parts by five vertical struts of equal length, the free

ends of which are tied to the ends of the horizontal member,

it will be seen that the truss (Fig. 33) consists, in effect, of five

triangles, the horizontal member a b being common to all,

and therefore subject to a stress from each of the triangles

considered separately. Let b be the panel length, d the depth

of the verticals, and w the panel load. Consider first the triangle

ABC. The vertical component of stress in AC is obviously

the reaction at A, due to the load acting in the vertical through

c

—

i.e. I w—and the vertical component in b c is | w. The

horizontal component of stress in either is therefore , w,^
6 D

which is also necessarily the stress in a b, due to the triangle

A B c. Next consider the triangle a d b. The vertical com-

ponent of stress in a d is clearly f w and in b d it is J w, conse-

quently the horizontal component of stress in either, and there-

2 b A b
fore in a b, due to the triangle A b d, is # w x — = - w.o ' "* D 3 D

Due to the triangle a e b the horizontal stress in

w 3 & 36
A B = X ^- = w.

2 D 2D

.
•

. the total stress inAB=^w(5 + 8 + 9+8+5)
35 ^

6 D
Similarly, if the horizontal member is divided into eight parts

the total stress in a b = ^— w (7 + 12 + 15 + 16 + 15 -f 12 X 7)

= -^ w. The total stress in the tension rods equals the vertical
8 D ^

component of stress in them multiplied by the cosec of their

inclination to the horizontal, and the compression in the vertical

struts equals w.

trapezoidal truss

Instead of supporting points on the horizontal member by

struts held up by triangular trusses, trapezoidal trusses may
be used, and the truss represented in Fig. 34, known as the

trapezoidal truss, results. Each trapezoid supports a pair of

struts at equal distances from the centre. If the horizontal

member is divided into an equal number of parts, the middle
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truss will be a triangle, and the vertical component of stress

w
in A C will be , and the horizontal component of stress is

2D 2D
Consider next the trapezoid a b d^ d, the vertical component

of stress in a d = w, and the horizontal component in it

= w X — = 2 w, which is therefore the stress in a b and
d d

d d^ due to this trapezoid. Taking next the trapezoid a b e^ e,

R'ZzW R = 2tW

the vertical component of stress in a e = w, and the horizontal

component of stress in it = w x -
; this, therefore, is the stress

in a b and in e e^ due to this trapezoid. The total stress in

A B is therefore = w (li + 2 -f i) = 4^ - w, which is less
D ^ - '

' ' ^- D

than the value in the previous case. The stress in d d^ =

- w (2 + i), and that in e d and e^ d^ = w.
d ^ ^ D

For eight bays the stress in a b = w (2 + 3 + 2 + i)

= 8^v.
D

FINK TRUSS

The horizontal member may be supported at the centre

by a triangular truss, as in the first case, but instead of supporting

other points by rods extending to the ends, the centre of each

half span may be supported by a triangular truss, and again

the middle of each quarter, and so on, as in Fig. 35.

In the smallest trusses one-half w is transmitted through

each of the shortest inchned rods, the vertical component of

^v . .

stress in which is therefore —
. In the tru.sses contammg two
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lengths of the smallest trusses, the two latter each transmit a load

w— to its centre ; therefore the compression in its centre vertical

\v
equals \v + 2 — = 2 \v. and therefore the vertical component

of stress in each of the intermediate length rods = w. The

R 3iW

Fig. 35.

R Otw

longest truss contains two lengths of the intemrediate truss,

which each transmit a load w to its centre ; also the two small

w
trusses on either side of its central strut each transmit -

to its centre ; therefore the vertical compression in its central rod

w= 2 w + 2 — -|- w = 4 w, therefore the vertical component of

stress in each of the longest ties equals 2 \v. The horizontal

b w .

component of stress in the shortest ties is therefore ~ , m the

2 b 4 b o ^
medium ties — w, and in the longest ties —- X 2 w = 8 - w.

D " D D

The total stress in a b is due to the sum of these three horizontal

components, as each part of a b forms a portion of one of each

of the three sizes of trusses ; therefore the total stress in a b

= w (i + 2 4- 8) = loi w, the same value as in the case
D ^- '

' ' - D

of the Bollman truss.

It will be noticed in all the last three types of truss that

some of the braces are of great length, and consequently small

inclination ; this causes the resultant stress in such members

to be considerable, which makes these types uneconomical.

Stresses due to live load

Since the dead load is constant, the stresses in all the members

of the girder due to it must also be constant, but the stresses

in the different members due to the live load may, and actually

do, in the case of the braces, become a maximum for different
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positions of the live load relatively to the bridge. With respect

to the members of the flanges, since the horizontal component of

stress m them equals , where u is the bending moment at the

intersection of the inclined brace with the other flange, it is

obvious that the flange stress will be a maximum when m is

a maximum at the section in question, because if the live load

be considered as a series of individual loads on the bridge, the

bending moment diagram for each load, taken separately, would

be a triangle with its vertex in the vertical line of the load, and
if for a given number of loads these triangles be all plotted on

the same base, representing the span of the bridge, the total

bending moment at any section due to these loads equals the

sum of the ordinates of the triangles at that section, conse-

quently, if the load consists of a series of equal loads, or if it is

uniform, the more loads there are on the bridge the greater will

be the bending moment at any point ;

—

i.e. for such a series of

loads the bending moment at every panel point, and therefore

the stress in the flange, is greatest when the load covers the

bridge. If the load consists of unequal concentrated loads,

the position of the load giving the maximum bending moment
in each bay has to be determined.

But the case is different for members of the bracing, for if the

effect of loads on the longer segment, say to the right of the inclined

brace under consideration in an n girder bridge, be examined into,

it will be evident that the portion of such loads on that segment

which are transmitted to the left abutment will cause a tension

in the members in question. Supposing, for instance, we con-

sider the second brace from the left end in Fig. 36, ^ of the

first load to its right, f of the second load, | of the third load,

and I of the fourth load are transmitted to the left, and cause a

tension in the second and first brace from that end whose vertical

component equals V* w. If there were a load on the first joint,

^ of this load would be transmitted to the right, and that would
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produce a compressive stress in the second inclined brace and

reduce the vertical component of the tension in it from \P w to

If
w. Thus it will be seen that the maximum tension occurs

when the loads are on the longer segment only. It will be

observed that a load w has been taken at each of the panel points

at which there is a load, but if the load were a uniformly dis-

w
tributed one, there would only be — at the panel point at the

head of the load, and the reaction at the left abutment, which is

- equal to the shear in the first two bays in the example considered,

would equal
f-'i

= ^ w b, instead of } of the panel load
'

as before determined for a load w at each joint. But if the

load is carried on cross-girders which are themselves supported

on the main girders, there would be a greater tension in the brace

in question when the uniform load has advanced a certain dis-

tance beyond the panel point.

In Fig. 37 suppose that a uniform load rests on the stringers

or rail-bearers which are supported on the cross-girders between

Fig. 37.

c and B. If a point e be found at which a concentrated load

will increase the reaction at a in the same proportion that it

will increase the load brought on the main girder by the cross-

girder at c (which is equal to the reaction of the stringers c d

on the cross-girder at c, due to the concentrated load at e),

the shear on the main girder in the bay c d would not be affected

by such a load. This is obvious, because the shearing force in

that bay equals the total reaction at a minus the load trans-

mitted to the main girder at c. But if a concentrated load be

placed anywhere between e and d, the reaction of the stringer at

c will be increased in a less ratio than the reaction at a, there-

fore it will increase the shearing force in the bay c d, and by

similar reasoning a load between e and c would decrease the

shearing force in the bay c d because the reaction of the stringer at

c would be increased more than the reaction at a by such a load.
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This being the case, the shear at d will be a maximum if

the load extends to e, where = , let a; = d e, then
, ,

c D A B
X 4 + A- ,

, , o , ,

, = ^ , .
•

. ohx = Ah^^bx, orx— '. h.bob
The position of e can obviously be found by joining a and b

to the upper extremities of the verticals at c and d respectively,

producing these lines till they meet and dropping a vertical

from the point of intersection.

The shearing force at d equals the reaction at a minus the

load brought on the main girder by the cross-girder at c.

., , . ,
^

w(4Z) + i6)2 wi6b-^
.

•
. the shearmg force at d = —^-^ y .

—
j^ 2 X 6b 25x2x6

48 . 8 , 8 .= — w b w b = w b,
25 25 5 '

where ivb = w, the panel load.

The difference between the value of w and the value -^ w
5 6

found by considering a load w at the panel point d = ij )

With a greater number of bays in the girder, the differ

w
\" 5/

w
^ 15'

ence would be still smaller in the end bays.

It is thus seen that by taking a load vv at each panel point,

instead of an equivalent uniform load, the calculated values of

the shear will be a little too high, and therefore on the safe

side, and the excess will be greatest in the centre bays where

the proportionate range of the stress is the greatest.

There are two methods of designing a girder, subject to

live load.

(i) For a uniform load which is equivalent to the maximum
actual load

—

i.e. a uniform load which gives a bending moment
at each point of the span, which is at least as great as that given

by the maximum load the bridge is likely to have to carry.

To find the " equivalent " uniform load, the bending moment
diagrams for the different positions of the actual loads on the

bridge have to be found and plotted, and a parabola drawn
which falls everywhere outside these diagrams. This parabola is

the bending moment diagram of the " equivalent " uniform

load.

(2) For a typical load which is chosen as causing stresses at

least as great as the maximum stresses due to any actual load

likely to come on to the bridge.
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(i) Taking the fomier method first

—

i.e. to design a bridge

for an " equivalent " uniform load. It will be obvious that the

equivalent unifonn load per foot will be smaller the longer the

span. In calculating it two locomotives coupled together,

followed by a ti'ain of waggons with their maximum loads, are

generalh' considered. The load per foot due to the waggons

is less than that due to the locomotives, consequently, in a long

bridge, a considerable proportion of its length would only be

subjected to the less intense load of the waggons; but as the

span decreases the proportionate length of the bridge covered

by the heavier locomotives and their tenders is greater, until

when the span is only equal to the length of two locomotives

and tenders, it would necessarily at times be entirely covered

by this heavier load, and still shorter spans would be entirely

covered by the heavier weighted wheels of the locomotives.*

First find the panel load

—

i.e. the equivalent uniform load per

foot run multiplied by the panel length = q say. To find the

maximum flange stresses assume the load Q to act at each joint

on the upper or lower flange according as the load is carried

on one or the other. Thus the girder will be designed for panel

loads of the equivalent unifonn load and not for the uniform

load itself ; in other words, for the equivalent uniform load

preceded by a concentrated load equal to half the panel load.

The stresses induced in the flanges by the load q at each joint

on the lower or upper flange, whichever is loaded, will be exactly

the same as in the case of the dead load, taking p or p^, as the

case may be, equal zero, and substituting q for the remaining one.

This enables the maximum stress in the flanges due to the live

load to be immediately found. As already shown, in the case

of a brace the stress will be greater when the loads are taken

at the panel points on the longer segment of the bridge only,

and its vertical component obviously equals the shearing force

on the shorter segment ; as this segment is unloaded, as far

as live load is concerned, the shearing force for that segment

will be constant and equal to the reaction at that end of the

girder. Finding the maximum vertical component of stress in

the inclined braces due to the live load therefore reduces to

finding the reaction at the end of the shorter segment on one

side of the brace considered, the joint at its lower end (when the

* See " Moving Loads on Railway Underbridges," W. B. Farr [Proceedings

Inst. C.E., vol. cxli., p. 2); also "Stresses in Lattice-girder Bridges," F. C.

Lea {Proceedings Inst. C.E., vol. clxi., p. 261).
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inclined braces are in tension), and all the other joints on the

longer segment being loaded by a load q.

As an example, take an n girder with six bays (Fig. 38), with

the live load carried on the lower flange. The maximum vertical

component of tensile stress in the first inclined brace equals the

reaction at the adjoining end, when all the joints to the left of

this bay are loaded = ^-r— = /- Q ; the maximum vertical

component of tensile stress in the second inclined brace equals the

Fig. 38.

reaction at the same end as before when the joints to the left

of this bay are loaded = 4Q X 2hb 10= -^ Q ; similarly, the
6b 6

maximum vertical component of tensile stress in the third

and the maximum vertical
• 1- 1 u 3 Q X 2 &
mclmed brace = ^—

6b
= Q

component of compressive stress in the fourth inclined brace

2 o X i~ b ^= -^-^ ^ = ^ Q. When this compression is greater than

the tension in the inclined brace, due to the dead load, it is

usual to introduce a counterbrace to take the stress in tension

instead of putting the brace into compression, which type of

stress it is not designed to resist. In this case the maximum
compression in the centre post, due to the live load, equals the

maximum vertical component of tension in the counterbrace

attached to it. It will be noticed that except for the end

bay these values are greater than the corresponding stresses

in Fig. 23, taking p = o and p^ = Q.

The maximum stress in the vertical joined to an inclined

brace at the opposite end to that to which the live load is applied

will be equal to the vertical component of the maximum stress

in this inclined brace

—

i.e. if the load is on the bottom flange the

maximum stress in a vertical due to the live load will be the same

as the maximum vertical component of stress in the brace

attached to its upper extremity and vice versa.

Next take an n girder with seven bays (Fig. 39), with the live
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load carried on the lower flange. The maximum vertical com-

ponent of tensile stress in the first inclined brace equals the

reaction at the near end with the joints to the left of this bay

6 Q X 3i ^
"

7 b
loaded = 3 Q ; in the second inclined brace it

equals
5Q X 3^

7& 7
in the third inclined brace

4Q X 2i 6

7^r"^

10
Q ; in the fourth inclined brace

3Q X 2& 6
Q ; and the

vertical component of the compression in the fifth inclined

brace equals
2 Q X ij & = Q-yb 7

In this case the maximum stress in the fourth bay will

obviously be the same whether the joints to the right only or

to the left only of the central bay be loaded. When the first

two joints from the left end only are loaded, there will occur

the maximum compression in the fifth inclined brace, because

both these loads put it in compression, and if this compression

is greater than the tension in it, due to the dead load, a counter-

brace would be introduced in that bay on either side of the

centre. The maximum stress in the vertical joined to an inclined

brace at the opposite end to that to which the live load is applied

will be equal to the vertical component of the maximum stress

in this inchned brace. The maximum compression in the two

centre verticals due to live load will equal the maximum vertical

component of stress in the middle brace, which is greater than

the maximum vertical component in the counterbrace in the

fifth bay.

If the bridge be erected before the counterbrace is inserted

there would be no stress in it when the brace is in tension due

to the dead load, therefore the counterbrace will be put into

tension immediately the live load tends to reduce the tension

in the brace

—

i.e. the maximum tension in the counterbrace will

be equal to the maximum compression which the live load tends

to produce in the brace. But if the counterbrace is attached

during erection, so that there would be no stress in either brace
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or counterbrace at the time, it is obvious that when the support

is removed the brace comes into tension, due to the dead load,

and the counterbrace can only come into tension after the live

load has counteracted the tension in the brace due to dead

load, whence it follows that the maximum tension in the counter-

brace is the difference between the compression the live load

tends to cause in the brace and the tension which the dead load

produces in it. To allow for the effect of any initial stress, it

is often designed to be capable of taking as a tension the maxi-

mum compression in the corresponding brace due to the live load.

The above considerations enable the stresses due to dead

load and the maximum stresses due to panel loads of equivalent

uniform live load to be readily obtained.

As an example, consider an N-type girder bridge of 140 feet

span, carrying two lines of rails on cross-girders on the lower

flange ; it is taken 25 feet deep to give even figures, and has

seven bays (Fig. 40). The weight of the girders is taken as

0-8 ton per foot run of the bridge, and the platform load 07 ton

per foot run of the bridge ; the wind bracing is taken in with

the main girder ; making a total dead load of 1-5 tons per foot.

The live load on the bridge, carried on the lower flange, is such

that the " equivalent " uniform load is 3 tons per foot run

for the two lines of rails. To find the maximum stresses in the

members

—

The weight of the main girders per

^ . 0-8 X 20 „ .

panel for each girder . . . = = o tons.

The platform load per panel for each

girder
07 X 20 = 7 tons.

Total dead load per panel 15 tons.
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The weight of the girder is divided between the upper and

lower panel points, giving 4 tons on each, and the 7-tons plat-

form load is carried on the lower flange ; thus the panel loads

are, on the top flange 4 tons, and on the bottom flange 11 tons.

Writing on the right side of the figure the shearing forces in each

panel, which, as before, are the vertical components of the stress

in the inclined braces, starting at the right support, these are

45 tons, 30 tons, 15 tons, and o. The stresses in the corresponding

vertical posts are 47 tons, 34 tons, 19 tons, and 4 tons.

The horizontal components of stress in these braces equal

20 4
the vertical components multiplied by — = ., and are therefore,

starting from the support as before, 36 tons, 24 tons, 12 tons,

and 0. The stress in first length of upper flange is therefore

36 tons ; in the second length 60 tons ; in the third and fourth

lengths 72 tons. In the lower flange the stresses have the same

values as the upper flange between the same pair of braces.

The horizontal stresses are written on the left half of the figure.

In this case the " equivalent " uniform live load equals

twice the dead load

—

i.e. q = 2 (p + p^) = 30 tons, there-

fore the maximum flange stresses due to the moving load equal

twice those due to the dead load.

The maximum vertical components of tensile stress in

the inclined braces, and therefore in the vertical posts con-

nected to them at their upper extremities (since the load is

carried on the bottom flange), starting from the right support,

equal the reaction at that support when all the panel points

to the left of the brace considered are loaded, which

6 X '^O X "-?—

in the flrst bay . . = = 90 tons,

• .1 11 5 X 30 X 3 c . ^m the second bay . . = = D4f tons,

in the third bay . .
= 4 X 30 X^ _ ^^^ tons,

XI X XI 1 3 X 30 X 2m the fourth bay . . = = 25f tons,

and the maximum vertical com-

ponent of compressive stress

in the fifth bay . . = ^ = I2|- tons.

The total stresses may now be arranged in tabular form.
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Total maximum stress on the upper flange (tons) :

—
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The maximum vertical component of compression in the bay
adjoining the central bay was found to be i2f tons, which is

less than the vertical component of tension of 15 tons in the

brace in that bay due to dead load, therefore these bays do
not really require counterbracing, although it is a common
practice to counterbrace one bay beyond the last one that

really requires it.

(2) The " equivalent " uniform load method is, however,

not entirely satisfactory, because although it gives the maxi-
mum flange stress, the same " equivalent " load does not neces-

sarily give the maximum shearing force. A more satisfactory

method is to take a typical load and find the maximum bending
moment and shearing force due to any position of that load.

The typical load need not, of course, be an actual load, but

.TTTT TTTT

^H)_^lUiA A, A. A. A-. A6 A 6

it should be such that the maximum
bending moments and shearing forces

at any section due to it will be at

least equal to the maximum due to

any actual load.

In this method the maximum flange

stresses are derived from the maximum
bending moments at the panel points

by dividing by the depth of the girder.

The maximum stress in any brace is

best arrived at by finding the maximum shearing force in

that bay for any position of the live load.

The method is best explained by taking an example. Sup-

pose a girder of the same span and with the same number of

bays as in the last case be taken ; and let the typical load con-

sist of : four axles each carrying a load of 15 tons and 5 feet

apart, then a space of 10 feet followed by four more axles,
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also loaded to 15 tons and 5 feet apart, representing two
locomotives, and 5 feet behind the last axle a uniform load of

1-2 tons per foot run for the remainder of the length of the

girder, as indicated in Fig. 41. Suppose the leading axle to be

over the right support, the whole of the span thus being covered

with load. First draw the bending moment diagram for this

position of the load, plotting it below the line a b, as explained

in the chapter on Bending Moments, page 12.

That is to say, from b plot vertically downwards the moments
of each of the concentrated loads taken successively, starting

at A, and substituting for the uniform load in the first instance

a concentrated load at its two ends equal to one-half the

uniform load. Draw the parabola of bending moment for a

uniform load on a span equal to its length, on the corresponding

part of the diagram, and finally add the ordinates of the para-

bola to the corresponding ordinates on the diagram of the bending

moments of the concentrated loads. The distance from the

leading axle to the front of the uniform load is 45 feet, therefore

the length of this load is 140 — 45 =^ 95 feet. Its weight is

95 X i'2 = 114 tons, and half of this (57 tons) is taken as acting

at each end of its length

—

i.e. at 45 feet from the right support,

and over the left support. Tlue moments of the concentrated

loads about b are :

—

tons feet tons-feet

4200
15 X 140 = = 2100 = B rtj

4050
15 X 135 = ^ =^ 2025 = a^a^

3900
15 X 130 = -^ = 1950 = «2^3

15 X 125 = ^'^^^ = 1875 = a^a^

3450
15 X 115 = 2^ = 1725 = «4«5

3300 ,-

15 X no = ^ = 1650 = rtgflg

3150
15 X 105 = ^- = 1575 = «G^7

15 X 100 = 1500 = a- a^

57 X 95 = 5415 = a^h

Thus the moment of the re-

action at a about b = 19815 tons-feet.
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The centre ordinate of the parabola over the uniform load

(95)2 X 1-2
^ , , ,= ~^—g = 1.354 tons-feet.

Join a^ to a and let this line intersect the vertical line through

the next load in y^ ;
join ^g to y^ and let this line intersect the

vertical through the next load in y^ ;
join a^ to y^ and let this

line intersect the vertical through the next load in y^, and
so on.

Finally, join y^ to b, and above this line plot vertically the

ordinates of the parabola for the uniform load indicated in

the figure. Then the vertical ordinates of the resultant curve

b &j &3 6g A is the bending moment diagram referred to the base

A b. Vertical lines are drawn in the figure through the panel

points of the girder intersecting the bending moment curve in

the points b-^ b^ b^ b^ b- b(..

Suppose, now, the leading axle moves a panel length back

along the girder, then a^ b^, in Fig. 41, would represent the posi-

tion of the girder relatively to the load, and b^^ b^ b,, A a^ (the

ordinates being measured vertically as before) will be the bending

moment diagram referred to Aj^ &j as base, for this position of the

load, because the intercepts on b^ 6^ are obviously the moments
of the loads about b^—i.e. the moments about one support when
the leading axle is one panel distant from the other support

;

Bj &j will therefore be the moment of the reaction at the right

support for this position of the load. Similarly, if the leading

axle moves back two panel lengths from the right support,

the intercepts on b^ b^ are obviously the moments of the loads

about the left support for this position of the load, and b^ 63 6g

A A2 is the bending moment diagram referred to b^ a^ for this

position of the load, and B.2 &2 must be the moment of the re-

action at the right support about the left support. Similarly

when the leading axle moves back 3, 4, 5, and 6 panel lengths

from the right end. In the last case &g A Ag is the bending

moment diagram.

To find the maximum bending moment, say at the first panel

point from the left support, it is only necessary to measure the

ordinate at the first panel point from the end on this series of

bending moment diagrams on bases b a, b-^ a^, b^A^ ... b^^ Ag, and

it will be found that the maximum occurs for the bending moment
diagram on base b^ A3

—

i.e. when the leading axle is three panels

distant from the right support, when it measures 2,100 tons-feet
;

at the second panel point from the left the maximum occurs
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for the same position of the load, and measures 3,700 tons-feet
;

at the third panel point from the left the maximum occurs for

the bending moment diagram on base h^ \^—i.e. when the

leading axle is two panels distant from the right support and

it measures 4,600 tons-feet ; the maximum at the fourth panel

point from the left is for the same position of the load, and

measures 4,700 tons - feet ; the maximum at the fifth panel

point from the left is when the leading axle is one panel length

from the right support, and measures 4,000 tons-feet ; and at the

sixth panel point the maximum also occurs for this position of

the load, and measures ^2,500 tons-feet. It will be noticed that

the latter three are greater than the former three, and are there-

fore the maximum bending moments at the three panel points

from either end ; in other words, the maximum bending moment

at a section here occurs when the load is approaching the end

of the bridge nearer to which the section is taken. Of course,

the bending moments might be rather greater for intermediate

positions, but in most cases it will be seen that near the maximum
the variation is slight. To find the maximum stresses in the

incHned braces ;— it has just been pointed out that Bj^ b^, b^ b^, . . .

Bg 6,, are the moments of the reaction at a, when the leading

axle is I, 2, ... 6 panels lengths from a. Now when the

leading axle is at the second panel point from the right support,

the shearing force in the second bay is nearly a maximum ; it

will be actually a maximum when the leading axle has advanced

some distance into that bay. When the leading axle is at that

panel point the shearing force in the second bay equals the

B., fc, 13,200 , u ^ I.

reaction at a = -^ -^ = -^ = 94 tons by measurmg b, b.-,

140 140
^^ -^ o

- -

on the diagram. When the leading axle is half-way across

that bay the shearing force in the bay equals the reaction at

A minus the portion of the load in the second bay transmitted

to the cross-girder at its right extremity. The moment of the

reaction at b is now equal to the ordinate one-half a bay length

to the left of Bg b^, which measures 15,400. The reaction there-

fore equals - '^- - = no tons-feet. Now^ there would be two^ 140

axles in the second bay, for in addition to the leading axle at

the centre, the next axle comes in 5 feet to the left of the centre.

The load transmitted to the cross-girder at the right extremity

of the bay now equals ^ -\-
"^ = 11^ tons; therefore the shearing
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force in the second bay equals no — ii = 99 tons. This is

seen to be greater than when the leading axle is at the panel

point. Examine what its value would be if the leading axle

is one-quarter across the bay. To obtain the reaction we must
measure the ordinate one-quarter bay length to the left of Bg b^,

which scales 14,300 tons-feet, and the reaction therefore equals

— = 102 tons. There will now be only one axle on this
140 •'

bay, and that at one-quarter of its length, which will bring a

load on to the cross-girder at its ri'jrht extremity equal —

= 3f tons. Thus the resultant shearing force is 98 tons, which

is less than its value when the leading axle is at the centre of

the bay. Next inquire whether the shear in this bay would be

greater or less if the leading axle is at three-quarters the length of

the bay from its left end. The moment of the reaction is now
the ordinate at a distance of three-quarters a bay length from

Bo &o, and measures i6,soo tons-feet, and the reaction is —'-

2 2' 'J
j^Q

= 118 tons. There would be three axles in the bay at J, |, and

I its length respectively, and the load transmitted to the cross-

girders at its right extremity equals 15 (J + 2 + i) = 22|

tons. The shearing force in the bay is therefore 118 — 22 = 96,

which is also less than the value with the leading axle at the

centre, which is evidently not far from the maximum, and

at all events near enough for practical purposes.

The maximum shearing stress in any bay can be found in

a similar manner, and thence the maximum stresses in the

inclined braces and in the verticals.

Wind Pressure.—The actual wind pressure which should be

allowed for on any structure such as a bridge, depends upon

the exposure of the site of the structure, and the greatest pressure

liable to occur at the site should always be provided for. In

experimentally determining such intensity, the surface experi-

mented upon should not be too small ; the larger the better.

The reason for this is that the pressure of the wind, especially

when great pressures are developed, is seldom of equal intensity

over a considerable ai-ea, the gusts being more intense at certain

points than at othei's, so that it is seldom necessary for safety

to provide for the maximum intensity of pressure, measured

on a small surface, occurring on the whole extent of the structure

at the same instant.
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Dr. T. E. Stanton, in his paper on " Resistances of Plane Sur-

faces in a Uniform Current of Air," * arrived at the following

conclusions for small models :—That the intensity of ])ressure at

the centre of the windward side of a plane surface for a velocity

p v2
of the wind of v feet per second is given by the formula = —

,

o . G 2 g
where p is the pressure in pounds per square foot, g the weight

of I cubic foot of the air in povmds, and g the acceleration of

gravity in foot-seconds per second ; that the intensity of suction

on the leeward side is practically uniform, except near the edges,

but that its value varies with the form of the surface ; for similar

plates and similar lattice models the mean intensity of pressure

is the same under similar conditions ; that the resultant pressure

p, of the wind in pounds per square foot, on small surfaces,

is given by the formula p = 0-00126 v"^, but later experi-

ments on surfaces over i square foot in area give the formula

p = 0-0015 v^ ; that for small lattice models the intensity

of pressure is 25 per cent, higher than for square plates ; that

the mean resultant intensity of nomial pressure on rectangular

plates varies considerably with the ratio of length to width,

increasing as this ratio increases ; that when two similar

circular plates are placed parallel to each other, near together,

the resultant pressure is less than that on a single plate, when
the distance apart is about i| diameters it is a minimum,
at 2 diameters apart it is the same as for the single plate, at

5 diameters apart it is 1-8 times that on a single plate ; that a

somewhat similar effect is produced with a pair of similar or

dissimilar lattice models ; that for oblique currents on rectangular

plates the resultant pressure depends upon whether the long

or short axis is inclined to the current, for angles up to

about 65 deg. between the direction of the wind and the

normal to the plate the pressure is greater in the former

case and for larger angles in the latter case ; that for all

cases of similar combinations of flat surfaces similarly situ-

ated the intensity of normal pressure at corresponding points

is the same for the same velocity of current ; that when two

parallel girders connected with a roadway are at a distance apart

equal to the depth of the girders the pressure on the leeward

girder is 15 per cent, of that on the windward girder, and at

twice that distance 25 per cent., the effect of the roadway being

to reduce the resultant pressure on the girders, the resultant

* Pi'oceediugs hist. C.E., vol. clvi., p. 90.
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normal pressure is slightly increased for small angles of obliquity

of the wind. Some further results are referred to in connection

with roofs.

The wind pressure acting normally to a bridge has the effect

of altering the stresses in the flanges, which are also the flanges

of the horizontal wind girders. The flanges which carry the

load are braced together by the platform, and the other flanges

are, when possible, connected by wind bracing. The girder on

the windward side would be exposed to the full force of the wind
;

when the platform is carried on the lower flanges

—

i.e. when
the bridge is a through bridge—the area it acts upon equals

the length of the bridge multiplied by the maximum height

of the train, say 13 feet 6 inches, and the exposed area of the

members above and below this. If the depth of the girder be

less than the height of the train, the wind pressure must of

course be taken as acting on the full depth of the train and

the area of the bridge below it. If the platform is carried on

the upper flange

—

i.e. when the bridge is a deck bridge—the

wind would, of course, act on the vertical area of the train plus

the exposed area of the members of the girder for its fuU depth.

Sometimes the exposed area of the bridge members above and

below the train is doubled to allow for the action of the wind

on the leeward side. In many cases this would differ little, in

the case of a through bridge, whose depth is greater than that

of the train, from taking the wind as acting on an area equal

to the total length of the bridge multiplied by its total height.

The maximum intensity of the wind pressure is generally taken

between 30 and 56 pounds per square foot, according to the

exposure of the site. The wind load is sometimes taken as a

live load, and sometimes as a dead load, and at times partly

one and partly the other ; but if the intensity of wind pressure

be taken high enough, having regard to the fact that actually

the wind pressure is never constant over the area of the bridge,

it would appear to be sufficient in most cases to take it as

a dead load.

In the case of a through bridge, the two lower flanges

' and the platform between them, and the two upper flanges and

the wind bracing between them, constitute two horizontal girders,

each of which, when the main girders are of the parallel type,

would take about one-half the total wind pressure, which may
be taken in the calculations as loads concentrated at the panel

points. For the reason given below it is best to assume that
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the lower flanges and the platform bracing take, say, three-

fifths of the wind pressure. In a deck bridge the upper

flange would, of course, have to take up most of the wind

pressure.

Since the upper flanges are in compression that compression

would be increased by the wind when it blows from the side

of the flange under consideration ; and since the lower flanges

are in tension that tension would be increased when the wind

blows from the opposite side of the bridge to that of the flange

considered. If, therefore, we take a girder (Fig. 42) in which

the distance from centre to centre of the flanges equals the

horizontal distance from centre to centre of the two main girders

of the bridge, and take loads acting at each panel point in the

Fig. 42.

same way as when the stresses due to dead load in the vertical,

girder were calculated, then the stresses in the flange of such

girder on the windward side will represent the maximum increase

of compression in the top flange due to the wind, and the stresses

in the flanges on the side away from the loads will be the maxi-

mum increase of tension in the lower flanges due to the wind,

and the stresses in the bracing would be the stresses in the wind

bracing. Each horizontal bay is counterbraced because some-

times the wind blows from one side of the bridge and sometimes

from the other side. In a through bridge the wind stresses in

the upper flange have to be transmitted to the supports ; this

is partially effected by transferring part of the wind load to

the lower flange at each vertical, which is a reason for taking

a larger proportion of the wind pressure as being taken up by

the lower flange ; but in the calculations it may be taken as

being transmitted by the end members, which are often stiffened

for the purpose by an overhead portal arch.

To avoid overturning of the bridge due to wind pressure,

it is obvious that the weight of one main girder multiphed by

the distance apart of the girders plus the weight of the platform,

etc., multiplied by one-half that distance, must be greater than
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the total maximum pressure of the wind multiplied by the height

of its centre of pressure above the supports. A factor of safety

of 2 is ample in this case.

As examples of the graphical method of finding the stresses

in braced parallel girders, take first the N-tj^pe girder as shown
by full lines in Fig. 43. In this and the following diagrams the

B i^ C 4'> 4^ E 4^; F V^C il^H <l
^ ^ K I I I I I I

Loading /OK ng 43 Pi'^ i^ 4'v/ 1^ ^^w Sf^

iw |^Load,ng/oKR^43-

Fig. 43.

Fig. 43^.

portion of the load from the end bays directly transferred to

the abutments is omitted, so that R and r^ are the reactions for

the loads at the intermediate panel points only. Place letters

in the spaces between the applied forces and between the mem-
bers of the structure, so that each load and the stress in each

member is denoted by the two letters on either side of it. Also

number the joints in the order that their equilibrium will be

considered

—

i.e. such that there will not be more than two

forces of unknown magnitude acting at any joint when its turn

to be considered arrives.

Fig. 43^ is a stress diagram for the n girder with nine bays

(Fig. 43), when all the lower joints are loaded with an equal

load w. When w is taken equal to the panel dead load, the
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stresses in this diagram are the dead load stresses ; and when
w is taken equal to the panel live load (when the live load covers

the bridge), Fig. 43^ would give the maximum flange stresses

due to live load.

First draw the load line abode. As the joints are sym-
metrically loaded, the stress diagram for the right half of the

girder will be the same as for the left half, and e a will be

the reaction at the left support. Draw the polygon of forces for

each joint in the order numbered in Fig. 43, taking the forces

and stresses acting on a joint as they come in order, following

round the joint in the contra-clockwise sense

—

e.g. the letters

round the joint i are j k l j, therefore j ^ / j in Fig. 43a is the

triangle whose sides are parallel and proportional to the forces

and stresses acting on joint i, and is therefore the triangle of

s^b.c.k.. m

Fig. 43f.

forces for that joint. At joint 2 the letters in the spaces sur-

rounding the joint are l k a b m l, and the polygon of forces

in Fig. 43a is therefore I k ah ml. The direction of the stress

in a member on a joint in Fig. 43 is given by the direction of

the line in Fig. 43^, represented by the same two letters in the

order the spaces are taken ; thus m I (Fig. 43a) is drawn down-

wards, therefore the stress in m l acting on joint 2 acts towards

that joint

—

i.e. it is a compression. The letters round joint 3

are m n j l m, therefore m n j Im is the polygon of forces acting

at that joint ; and since, for instance, m n is drawn downwards,

the stress in m n on joint 3 acts downwards from that joint.
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and is therefore a tension. In the same way joint 4 is surrounded

by the spaces denoted by the letters n m b c o n, therefore the

corresponding polygon nmb c n is the polygon of forces for

that joint, and so on. It wiU be noticed that the arrows in

Fig. 43a refer in each case to the first of the two joints connected

by any given member. To determine the nature of the stress

in any member it is only necessary to notice the order of the

letters on the two sides of it, taken in the contra-clockwise sense

with reference to the joint at either end, and the direction of

the line represented by the same two letters in the same order

in Fig. 43a gives the direction of the stress in the member
on the joint considered, which at once shows whether the stress

is a tension or a compression.

If a section be taken through any series of members, the

stresses in these members must be in equilibrium with the loads

and the reaction on either side of that section, and it will be seen

by trying any particular case that the stresses in the severed

members and the external forces on either side constitute a

closed polygon in Fig. 43a. The same consideration, of course,

applies in all cases ; e.g. if a vertical section is taken through

the third bay the members severed are j p, p o, o c, and j p chaj
is the closed polygon.

Fig. 436 is the stress diagram with the six joints adjoining

the right end only, loaded as indicated in Fig. 43. This is the

position of the live load that would give a maximum tension

in o P and a maximum compression in o N. In order to determine

this maximum stress it is not necessary to draw the whole

diagram, but it is shown complete in Fig. 43& in order to in-

dicate the stress in the other members with this load. In this

case the brace s t between the joints 9 and 11 is in tension, as

seen from Fig. 436 ; therefore the brace between the joints

8 and 10 will be out of action. Fig. 43c gives the stress diagram

when the two joints adjoining the left end only are loaded, as

indicated in Fig. 43. This would be the position of the live load

that would give a maximum compression in the brace o p, and
the maximum tension on the post o N ; the brace s t between

the joints 8 and 10 is now in tension, therefore the brace between

joints 9 and 11 is out of action. In this case again it is not

necessary to draw the whole diagram to find these maximum
stresses, but it is here completed to indicate the amount of

the stresses in the other members for this position of the load.

Fig. 43^7 gives the stresses in the Pratt girder denoted by
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the dotted diagonals in Fig. 43, the end verticals and top flange

members being omitted ; it will be seen that the values of the

stresses in the members is unaltered except that the flange

member between joints and 2 has now the same stress as that

borne by the flange member between joints i and 3 in the

N-type girder.

In Fig. 44 a girder with all the braces inclined is shown.

Fig. 44a is the stress diagram when all the joints are loaded,

giving the dead load stresses when w is the panel dead load,

and the maximum flange stresses due to live load when w is

the panel live load.

Fig. 446 is the stress diagram when the four joints adjoining

Fig. 43i/.

the right support only, as indicated in Fig. 44, are loaded by

the moving load. Fig. 44c is the stress diagram when the two

joints adjoining the left support are loaded by the moving

load ; the former case gives the maximum tension due to live

load in the brace m n, and the maximum compression in the

brace L M ; and the latter gives the maximum compression due

to live load in the brace m n, and the maximum tension in the

brace L m.

Further stress diagrams are given in Chapter IV.

In designing a gii"der it is most important to so choose the

shape of the flanges, inclined braces, and vertical or inchned struts

that their axial lines through their centres of gravity may
intersect at the panel points, in order to avoid secondary stresses

due to excentricity ; otherwise, the stresses would not be uni-

formly distributed over their cross-sections, and the material
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would not be used to the best advantage. The upper flange

being in compression must be of such shape that its radius

of gyration about both vertical and horizontal lines through

the centre of gravity of its cross-section shall be as large as

possible, to avoid any considerable increase of area due to apply-

ing the column formula. When the flange area required warrants

its use a trough section is most suitable for this purpose, con-

Lo^in^yor fi^ -44? 4' 4' ^ y

V w
Fig. 44.

R

oop
Fig, 44ii.

sisting of a single plate running along the top with side plates

connected thereto by angles (Figs. 45 and 46), with angles riveted

to the lower end of the vertical plates for stiffening purposes

and to keep the centre of gravity near the middle of the

section. In the lower flange the horizontal plate would be

beneath ; it is sometimes omitted, but it serves to stiffen this

flange when used. The vertical post must fit between the verti-

cal plates of the flange, in large spans, with a connecting plate

between it and them (Figs. 46 and 47) to secure the inclined

ties to. The verticals may consist of two channel sections or

be of an I section, consisting of plates and angles connected
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together with trelUs bars or a web plate (Figs. 45 and 47). These,

being in comi:)ression, have to satisfy the cokimn fomiula, taking

the radius of gyration about the axis which gives a minimum
result. The braces each consist of two plates, one connected

to either side of the flange. In large spans, connecting plates

R=lfw

Fig. 446.

above referred to are riveted inside the flanges, and the braces

connected to these plates ; this gives sufficient room for the

number of rivets necessary to connect the verticals and inclined

braces to the flanges. A number

of the rivets will be common to

the vertical, connecting plate, and

flange, and it will be seen that

fewer rivets are required through

the flange with the connecting

plate than without it, because

the brace and vertical are first

secured to the connecting plate,

which is itself attached to the

flange, thus the stress to be com-

municated from the connecting

plate to the flange is less than

the stress in the brace alone, being the resultant of that tension

and the compression in the vertical connected to it. The plates

in the braces, except when they are quite small in section, may
be kept in the same plane as the connecting plates, and butt-

strips used to make the joints, the rivets, of course, being in

R^W
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double shear, the number of rivets multipHed by twice the

cross-sectional area of a rivet and by the unit shearing stress

being equal to the total stress in the braces, unless the plates

are thin enough to necessitate the number of rivets being pro-

portioned for bearing. The rivets connecting the verticals to

the connecting plates are in single shear, therefore the number
of rivets multiplied by the cross-sectional area of a rivet and

by the unit shearing stress must equal the total stress in the

vertical.

The flange requires increasing in cross-section as the centre

is approached, due to the increasing

stress ; it is best to add additional

side plates for this purpose, and not

additional top plates, in order that

the intersection of the centre lines of the

braces and verticals may lie on the

centre of gravity of the cross-section of

the flange. When pin joints are used

to connect the braces and verticals to

the flanges, as is common in American

practice, in some cases additional ver-

tical plates running longitudinally are

introduced in the centre of the flanges.

The additional side plates have neces-

sarily to be placed inside the flange, thus

the width of the verticals must shghtly

decrease towards the centre of the

bridge ; but this is not of importance,

because their requisite cross-sectional

area decreases with the diminishing

shearing force towards the centre.

In arranging the cover plates to connect the braces to

the connecting plates and to connect two lengths of plate in the

flanges, it is best to have only one or two rivets in the outside

rows, and gradually increase the number up to the joint, as

shown in Fig. 46. This avoids weakening the plates connected

by more than about two rivet holes. However, the cover plates

will be weakened by the fuU number of rivets in the middle

rows, as seen in Fig. 46, as the entire stress has to be transmitted

through the cover plates at that section. This explains why the

cover plates should be rather thicker than the plates connected.

The additional side plates in the flange required in the bay

Fig. 45.

Section at a b, Fi^ 46.
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to the right of the vertical in Fig. 47 may be extended to the

left of the vertical to act as a cover plate to join up separate

lengths of plate in the flange. The join in the outside plate is

shown as coming farthest from the vertical and an outside

cover plate is shown to cover it ; cover angles would also be

required, and the joint in the angles must not coincide with that

Fig. 46.

Ill 1:1 II II

Fig. 47.

Section at c d, Fig. 46.

in a plate. The rivets in this case must be calculated for single

shear, and the cover plates must be rather thicker than any of

the plates they connect. Even if the cover plates are extended

on both sides over the whole length of the joins in the side plates

of the flange, since these plates are thin, the rivets would have

to be calculated for bearing pressure, and the number of rivets

required would not generally be much reduced. It is usual

to increase the number of the rivets which have to be put in
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during erection by about lo per cent., unless that riveting can

be done by hydraulic or pneumatic riveters.

In the end bays of the bridge the plates forming the sides

of the verticals should be kept wide enough to allow of a second

row of rivets outside the angles, otherwise there will be a difficulty

in getting in a sufficient number of rivets to secure the verticals

to the connecting plates.

Since the cross-girders are connected to the feet of the

verticals, it must be remembered that the rivet-holes to connect

the cross-girders to the verticals have to coincide with the rivet-

holes to connect the side plates of the verticals to their angles.

The end members, whether vertical or inclined, generally

correspond in cross-section to the upper flange, as this section

makes a good finish and enables the additional cross-sectional

area required for the greater shear at the ends to be readily

provided, besides giving the transverse stiffness necessary to

transmit the wind pressure from the upper flange to the supports.

In bridges under 200-feet span one end is generally fixed

longitudinally, but supported on bearings with cylindrical

upper surfaces, so that the bridge can sag in the vertical plane

without thereby introducing stresses. At the other end the

bridge rests on the cylindrical surface of a rocker, the lower

surface of which is also cylindrical and rests in a socket in the

bed-plate shaped to receive it. This enables the bridge to

expand and contract, and to sag without thereby introducing

stresses.

For larger spans a series of rollers are used instead of a single

rocker for the purpose of allowing for expansion and contraction,

but the cylindrical joints to permit of sag are retained. The

maximum permissible pressure on roUer bearings in pounds

per lineal inch in such a position, between parallel plates, is

often taken as 500 Jd, where d is the diameter of the roUer

in inches. In the case of a rocker-bearing in which the ends

of the rocker are turned to fit bored sockets, the intensity of

compression in the rocker, found by dividing the weight trans-

mitted through it by the horizontal projection of the area in

contact with the sockets, should not exceed about 2 tons per

square inch, if it is possible to so arrange.



CHAPTER IV

BRACED GIRDERS—CURVED TYPE, AND ROOFS

I.

—

Parabolic Girders

It has already been pointed out that if instead of the depth

D being constant in the formula m = h x d, h is constant,

then d must vary as the bending moment ; consequently, if

the girder is to carry a uniformly distributed load, it will be

parabolic in shape, i.e. the upper panel points will lie on a

parabola. When such a girder is subjected to a moving load,

H would no longer be constant except the load be uniform

and covers the bridge, but would have a value in the flange in

each bay length, which can be calculated for any given position

of the load. In this case it is easiest to determine the stresses

in the flanges from the bending moments at the panel points.

It is easier to understand the method if an actual example

be taken than by taking the general case, but the propositions

which are proved for the particular case considered apply

generally.

From the property of the parabola that the ratio of the

ordinates at two points equals the ratio of the products of the

segments into which these ordinates divide the span, the ordinate

at any panel point when the central depth is known can be readily

found. This property is easily recollected from the fonnula

for the bending moment at the distance x, from the end of the

span /, when subjected to a unifonn load of intensity w—viz..

w X il ~ x)
M = — -•

2

Suppose the span of the girder to be 120 feet, and its centre

depth one-fifth of the span = 24 feet, and let it be divided into

six bays. Call the depths at the panel points (Fig. 48) d^, Dg,

and Dg, then we have
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The length of a c^ =^^ /— j + 20^ = — x v^ = 24 feet.

The length of c^ d^ = J8^ + 20^ = 21-5 feet.

The length of d^ e^ =^( \ -f 20^ = 20-2 feet.

Let the total dead load on the bridge be 1-5 tons per hnear

foot, and the equivalent live load considered as a panel load

3-0 tons per linear foot.

Then in each girder the dead

1-5
panel load X 20 = 15 tons,

and in each girder the live panel

load = I X 20 = 30 tons.

When the live load covers the

bridge the total panel load = 45
tons.

The maximum stresses in the flanges will occur as before,

when the live load covers the bridge.

Then h = - = 45x6x 5—— = i68| tons ;
of which

D ^^ 8 X 24

56^ tons is due to dead load and 112^ tons is due to live load.

Therefore the maximum stress in the straight flange =
i68| tons.

The maximum stress in a c^ i68f X ^"^ tons.
•* 20

C^D^
21-5

20

20'2
„ ,, D^ e1 = i68| X tons." * 20

To obtain the maximum stresses in the inclined braces. There

is no stress in those due to dead load. This is clear when it
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is considered that the elevation of the girder represents the

bending moment diagram for the dead load, and the shearing

force m any bay equals , = ^ j ~ ^ 1, ' ^^'here d D is the

difference of the depth at two consecutive panel points and h

is the panel length. Now h x -y- is the vertical component

of stress in the upper flange, which is thus equal to the shearing

force and leaves no shear to be taken up by the braces. To
find the maximum stresses in the braces due to concentrated

loads equal to the panel load at the joints, these must be taken

as before as acting at the panel point at the lower end of the

brace in question and at all other panel points in the longer

segment on whichever side of the brace it falls. The horizontal

component of stress in the brace will then be equal to the differ-

ence of the horizontal components of the stresses in the two

lengths of the flange meeting at its upper end. To obtain

the maximum horizontal component of stress in the brace c^ d
in the second bay, find the reaction R^g ^.t a due to a load of

30 tons at the joints d, e, f, and g.

4 X 30 X 2i X 20
R,o = "^ = 50 tons.a2 J20 ^

Calling Hj, Ho, and H3 the horizontal components of stress in

the upper flange, and Mj, Mg, and M3 the bending moments,

at the first, second, and third verticals for any given condition

of load. For the particular load in this case Mj = Hj x Dj and
Mg = H2 X Dg, therefore the maximum horizontal component

of stress m the brace c^ D = h., — h, = —̂ — ^ = -— , ^
^ 1 D2 Di 64

3

50 X 20 „ „„ _,—^— = 93l - 75 = i8| tons.

3

It will be noticed that i8| tons is one-sixth of 112J tons,

the tension in a b due to the live load covering the bridge.

The maximum tension will occur in the brace d^ e in the

third bay when the joints e, f, and G are loaded ; the reaction

R^3 at A due to a load of 30 tons at each of these joints is

3 X 30 X 2 X 20
R^o = '^ = 30 tons.A3 J20 ^
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The maximum horizontal component of stress in the brace
D^ E with this load is

„ H - ^^3 M2 _ 30 X 60 30 X 40
"^ " ""^ - ^ -

^^
- —24 6r~ = '^^ ^°'''-

3
The maximum tension in the counterbrace c d^ in the second

bay will occur when the maximum compression would be caused
in c^ D if the counterbrace were absent

—

i.e. if the joint c only
is loaded. Under these conditions the reaction Rgj at b due
to a load of 30 tons at c is

30 X 20
Rri = = 5 tons.Bl J20

The maximum horizontal component of tension in the counter-

brace c D^ with this load is

M, Mo 5 X 100 5 X 80
«i - "^ = d; -

1^
= ^-^o— ir = ''' '°^^-

3 3
The maximum tension in the counterbrace d e^, in the third

bay, will occur when the maximum compression would be
caused in d^ e if the counterbrace were absent

—

i.e. if the joints

c and D are loaded. Under these conditions the reaction R^g

at B due to loads of 30 tons at c and d is

2 X 30 X li X 20
Rro = = 15 tons.B- J20 ^

The maximum horizontal component of tension in the counter-

brace D E^ with this load is

M2 _ M3 _ 15 X 80 15 X 60

D2 D3 ^ 64 24
H2 - H3 = ? - ? = ±2_^^- _ ^_^-- _ i8i tons.

3
It is clear that if there is a tension in either the brace or

counterbrace attached to the lower end of any vertical, that

this tension will produce a compression in the vertical which
will reduce the tension in it due to the dead and live load at

its lower extremity, therefore the maximum tension will occur

in the verticals when the Hve load covers the spans, and will

equal 45 tons ; and the minimum tension will occur in this

case in d d^, for instance, when the joint c only is loaded, and
it will equal the dead load at d minus the vertical component
of the tension in the counterbrace d e^ = 15 — 6J = 8J tons.

For it will be noticed the tension in d e^ with a load at c only is

one-third what it is with loads at c and d, because the reaction

at B in the fomier case is one-third of its value in the latter case.
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It will be seen from the above that the maximum horizontal

component of stress in the flanges equals the maximum stress

in the straight member a b. The maximum horizontal com-

ponents of stress in the braces and counterbraces are all equal

to one-sixth (six being the number of bays) of the stress in a b

due to the live load covering the bridge. If, therefore, in

Fig. 48, A B be taken to represent the maximum stress in that

member due to the live load, and perpendiculars are erected at

A and B, and the flange lengths a c^, c^ d^, d^ e^ are produced

both ways so as to intersect these perpendiculars, then

—

I.—^The lengths of the lines A c, c^ d, d^ e intercepted between

these perpendiculars represent the maximum stresses due to live

load in the lengths of flange a c^, c^ d^, and d^ e^ on the same

scale that a b represents the maximum stress in itself due to live

load, because a b is the horizontal projection of these lines.

Again, the bay lengths represent the maximum horizontal

components of the stresses in the braces and counterbraces on

the same scale as before, because their horizontal components

equal the maximum stress in a b due to live load divided by 6,

therefore

—

II.—^The lengths of the braces and counterbraces represent,

on the same scale as before, the maximum stresses in them.

III.—The maximum tensions in the verticals equal the

panel loads due to dead and live load together.

These properties are not dependent on a particular span, or

the number of bays, or the depth adopted in working out this

example, but are true generally whatever the span, number of

bays, and the depth at the centre may be.

It can be proved in the general case, but the author considers

it is more convincing for the student to work out for himself

another example and convince himself that the same deductions

apply in the case considered.

If a typical load be taken, as discussed in the case of parallel

girders, the bending moments and shearing forces can be scaled

from a similar diagram of moments to that before drawn (Fig. 41).

For any other method of loading except that of equal panel

loads above explained, the lengths of the braces and counter-

braces, or of the flanges produced to the verticals through a

and B, will of course no longer be a measure of the stress in them.
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11.

—

Curved or Bowstring Girders

Sometimes the points of intersection of the curved flange

lengths of a girder

—

i.e. the panel points in the flange referred

to—lie on a curve which is not a parabola. In this case the

method of proceeding is much the same as in the case of the

parabolic girder, but of course the same relationships between

the stresses and lengths of the lines in the elevation will not hold

in this case. This girder may, as before, be designed either

for panel loads at the panel points, or for a typical load, the

latter being generally more satisfactory.

The following is a convenient method of arranging the work

in determining the stresses in such a girder due to dead and live

loads. The stresses in the right half of the girder being those

under consideration.

Stresses in Flanges due to Dead Load (see Fig. 49).

Upper
flange
length

numbered.

Depth at B.M. at

panel point, panel point,

left end. left end.

B.M.
"Depth'

Total stress

in upper
flange,
H sec t.

Lower
flange
length

numbered.

Stress in

lower
flange.

The depth in column 2 and the bending moment in column 3

are taken at the end of the flange length nearer the centre,

because there is no other inclined member under stress to the

right of the vertical at that end.
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The stress in the last column is that in the bay to the left

of a vertical, and equals the horizontal component of the stress

in the upper flange length to the right of the vertical.

Stresses in Inclined Braces due to Dead Load (see Fig. 49).

Inclined brace
numbered.

H at vertical,

left end.
H at vertical,

right end.

Difference =
horizontal com-

ponent in inclined
brace (BM.

Total stress in

inclined brace,
B' sec ».

Stresses in Verticals due to Dead Load (see Fig. 49).

Vertical to left of
brace in last table.

Stress in vertical
= (a)r^(b).

Maximum Stresses in Flanges due to Live Load

(see Fig. 49).

Upper
flange
length

numbered.

Depth at Max. B.M.
panel point, , at panel

left end. point. depth

Total stress
in upper
flange
H sec 1. numbered.

^ower
Stress in

'ength
. ! flange.
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The depth in cokimn 2 and the maximum bending moment
in colmnn 3 are taken at the end of the flange length nearer

the centre, since there is no other inchned member under stress

to the right of the vertical at that end. The stress in the last

column is that in the bay to the left of a vertical, and equals

the horizontal component of the stress in the upper flange length

to the right of the vertical.

Maximum Stresses in Inclined Braces due to Live Load
(see Fig. 49).

Inclined
brace

numbered.

Leading
axle

at vertical.

B.M. at vertical.
B.M.
depth

=H at vertical.
Difference!
= B= 1

,
horizontal

Left end.
]
Right end.

iin inclined
Left end. ' Right end. brace.

Total
stress in

., inclined
oomponenti ^^^^^

(B sec »).

The bending moments in columns 3 and 4 are to be

measured on the bending moment diagram when the leading

axle is at the lower end of the inchned brace considered. The

A -i'

w i' c i' D f E r F V' c r H fn
I I LoadiDQ /ok FiflSO ^

w w
Fig. 50.

difference in the value of h at the verticals at the left and right

ends will be rather greater when the leading axle has advanced

into the bay, so that the values should be considered when the

leading axle has advanced one-quarter of the bay length beyond
the panel point, and when it has advanced one-half bay length

beyond the panel point, as explained in connection with parallel

girders ; but in this case it is easier to work from the bending

moment diagram than with the shearing force.
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Maximum Stresses ix Verticals due to Live Load
(see Fig. 49).

Vertical to right

of brace in last

table.

H tant

at vertical at vertical
(rt). to left (6).

B tan 9 in brace,
left side (c).

Stress in vertical

(6) + (c)-(a).

The application of the graphic method to determine the

stresses in the members of a cui"ved girder due to dead and

Fig. 50a.

hve load is shown in Figs.

50, $oa, and 50&. Fig. 50

represents the elevation of

a curved girder; Fig. 50a

is the stress diagram for it

when all the joints are

loaded with a load w. If

w is therefore the panel

dead load, the stresses

given by this figure are

the dead load stresses ; and

if w is the panel live load,

the stresses in the flange
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members will be the maximum live load stresses. The method
of drawing the stress diagram is the same as that described

for the parallel girders, but in this case the lines in Fig. 50a

representing the stresses in the upper flange members all

radiate from x. The arrows in the diagrams, as before, give

the direction in which the stress in the member acts upon the

joint at its end denoted by the lower number in Fig. 50.

It will be observed, in Fig. 50^, that the stresses in the

lower flange members are nearly constant—if the girder were

parabolic they would of course be constant ; also the stresses

in the web members are comparatively small.

In Fig. 50& the stress diagram is given when the three joints

adjacent to the left support only are loaded, and it will be

noticed in this case that the tension in n o and the compression

in o P are greater than the stresses in the previous case.

ROOFS

The loads that roof trusses are called upon to bear are (i)

their own weight
; (2) the weight of the roof covering

; (3) in

climates subject to snowstorms the maximum depth of snow
that can adhere to the roof

; (4) wind pressure and suction.

The weight of an iron or steel roof truss of moderate span

may be roughly arrived at from the formula

—

w = 0-8 B X L (i + o-i l),

where w is the weight of the truss in pounds, l is the span in

feet, and b is the distance apart of the trusses in feet.

For wooden roofs the weight is about five-eighths of the result

given by this formula.

The trusses or principals support, over or near the panel points

in their upper chords, the longitudinal purlins of iron, steel,

or wood. These in their turn support the rafters, fixed parallel

to the top chords of the principals. When the outer covering

is to consist of slates or tiles, the rafters are closely covered

by boards fixed to the rafters, and the slates or tiles are nailed

to the latter, preferably with copper nails, to prevent rusting.

The total weight of the roof covering may vary between 10 and

30 pounds to the square foot, according to its nature. The weight

of snow that may possibly cling to the roof depends on the

locality and on the pitch of the roof, and its weight can be

estimated from the fact that i cubic foot of snow weighs

about 5 lbs.

The most indefinite portion of the load is that due to wind
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pressure, and in. the absence of sufficient experimental data it

is impossible to dogmatise on the subject as to the exact distri-

bution of wind pressure and suction ; but one point is clear,

which is, that there is no longer any excuse for assuming that

the effect of the wind is confined to pressure on the windward
side of the roof. Nor can experimental results regarding the

pressure of the wind on plane surfaces be taken as an indication

of the effect of the wind on a roof. Dr. T. E. Stanton, in his

paper previously referred to on " The Resistance of Plane Sur-

faces in a Uniform Current of Air," * has very clearly established

the fact that the pressure on a plane surface is made up of the

pressure on the windward side and the suction on the leeward

side, which latter depends on the shape of the surface experimented

upon. He also gives diagrams of the normal pressures, positive

and negative, on three models of roofs making angles of 30 deg.,

45 deg., and 60 deg. with the horizontal. In each of these cases

the suction on the leeward side of the roof, at right angles to

it, equalled one-half the normal pressure on the vertical wall on
the windward side. The normal pressures on the windward
sides of the models were as follows :

—

Roof angle 60 deg., the normal pressure was about two-

thirds that on the windward side of the vertical supporting wall.

Roof angle 45 deg., the normal pressure was less than one-

half that on the vertical wall.

Roof angle 30 deg., the normal pressure was less than one-

sixth that on the vertical wall.

This summary is probably as near an approximation as it

is possible to get to the actual distribution of the wind pressure on
roofs, until further experimental data on the subject are available.

Later results on larger models have somewhat increased these

figures. In the case of roofs of large span and considerable length,

probably the suction on the leeward side towards the eaves near

the middle would not be so great as in the case of a short roof.

It will be seen from the above summar}' that in the case of

the roof model inclined at an angle of 60 deg., the sum of the

pressure on the windward side and the suction on the leeward

side is greater than the pressure on a surface normal to the

wind, which agrees with the fact Prof. W. C. Unwin long since

pointed out—namely, that the resultant normal pressure on

surfaces inclined at certain angles to the wind is greater than

on a surface normal to it.

* Proceedings Inst. C.E., vol. clvi., o. 90.
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An iron or steel roof truss is generally fixed at one end, and

allowed to slide horizontally at the other end, in order to allow

for the effects of expansion and contraction.

In order to find the maximum stresses in the members of a

roof truss, the stresses have to be considered, (i) due to the

vertical loads, (2) due to the wind blowing from the side on

which the support is fixed, (3) due to the wind blowing from

the side of the sliding support.

The stresses for each of these three cases can be ascertained

most readily by drawing the stress diagrams for the three systems

of forces taken separately.

I.

—

Stresses due to the Vertical Loads

The total load for each panel is taken as acting one-half

at the panel point at each extremity of it. This load being,

of course, its proper proportion of the weight of the truss and

of the weight of the covering carried by the trusses. Thus, if

the panel lengths are equal the load at each intermediate panel

point w will be the total vertical load on a length of the roof

equal to the distance apart of the principals, divided by the

number of panels in the upper chord, and at the panel points

at the supports one-half of this amount. The reaction due to

the vertical loads will also be vertical, and if the roof is sym-

metrical they will, of course, be equal.

Take first the case of an ordinary kingpost roof (Fig. 51).

Fig. 51.

Place a letter in the space on each side of the acting loads and

reactions, and in each of the triangular spaces between the

members. When the roof and loads are symmetrical, the same
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Fig. 51a.

letters may be used on the two sides of the centre hne, those

on one side being dashed.

In Fig. $ia draw the load line a a^, using the small letters to

mark the points corresponding to the spaces in Fig. 51 repre-

sented by the same capital

letter. Thus, starting from T^
A and plotting the loads '

^

down the line a a'^, a^ f

will represent the reaction

at A^ and / a the reaction

at A. We have now to

consider the equilibrium, of

each point in the frame in

succession, and in drawing

the stress diagram the

forces or stresses must be

taken in the order in which

they act, taken either in

the contra - clockwise or

clockwise sense. We will

here take the former
sense.

Take the panel points in the order as numbered in Fig. 51.

The numbering is governed by the condition that as the turn

of each panel point comes for consideration, the stresses in all

the members meeting at that point, except two, must be known.
Starting with the point i, the forces and stresses acting upon

w
it in order are fa, the reaction, ab equal —, bd the stress in

B D, and d f the stress in d f, each stress in Fig. 51a being of course

drawn parallel to its direction in Fig. 51 ; for the point 2 the

force and stresses in order are d b, b c, c e, and e d ; for the point 3
they are d e, e e^, e^ d'^, d^ /, and / d ; and for the point 4 they

are e c, c c^, c^ e^, and e^ e. By following out the above rule

as to sense, if the polygon of stresses for any point be con-

sidered the direction of the line in the stress polygon, whether

away from or towards the point, indicates whether the stress

in the corresponding member is a tension or a compression.

This is facilitated if an arrow be marked on each line of the

stress diagram, giving the direction of the stress along it relative

to the first point it applies to.

For example, take point i : & ^ is towards i, therefore b d
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is in compression; again, d f is away from i, therefore af is

in tension.

It will be noticed in Fig. 51a that the arrows drawn give

the direction of the stress for the first of the two points on which

that stress acts. As another example, find whether the stress

in E E^ is tension or compression consider the stress polygon

for the point 3, as this

is the first of the points

3 and 4 on which this

stress acts, the arrow in

Fig. 52 shows that the

stress acts away from

3, therefore e e^ is in

tension. In the same

way E D is in compres-

sion, because the stress

e d acts towards 2.

Next take the case

of a roof in which the

upper chords are

straight and divided

into eight panels with

a vertical at each panel

point, the foot of each

vertical, starting from

either point of support, being connected to the top of the next

vertical by a sloping brace ; the bottom chord being straight

as before (Fig. 52), a type suitable for longer spans.

Let the panels be of equal length as before, and call \v the panel
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load. Plot the loads along the load line downwards, and the

reactions upwards (Fig. S2a), observing the same rule as to sense

as for the forces and stresses acting at one of the panel points.

As in the last case, number the joints in Fig. 52 in the order that

the stress polygons for the points are drawn in Fig. 52a, and on

the stress lines as drawn mark the arrow showing the direction

of the stress relatively to the first point to which they refer.

For the point i the stresses taken in order are n a, the re-

w
action at a, a b equal -, b f the stress in b f, / n the stress in

F N ; for the point 2 the stresses in the same order are f'b, b c,

c g, and g f ; for the point 3 they are n f, f g, gh, and h n ; for

the point 4 they are h g, g c, c d, d j, and / h ; for the point 5,

nh, hj, j k. and k n ; for the point 6, k j, j d, d e, e I, and / k
;

for the point 7, n k, kl, I m, and m n ; and for the point 8, m I,

I e, e e^, e^ l^, and l^ m.

The remainder of the diagram is simply a repetition of

that for the other half, reversed about the line 11 f.

As before, the arrow in Fig. 52^ gives the direction of the

stress in the corresponding member at the end represented by

the lower figure. For example, the member j k is in tension,

because the stress along it at 5 acts away from 5 ; the member
L K is in compression, because the stress along it at 6 acts to-

wards 6 ; D J is in compression, because the stress along it at

4 acts towards 4 ; k n is in tension, because the stress along it at

5 acts away from 5.

Next take the case in which the upper chords are straight

and divided into 6 panels, and in which the lower chord is divided

into three equal panels, the centre panel being above the level

of the supports and the braces being connected to its extremities

(Fig. 53)-
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Plot the loads downwards along the load line (Fig. 53a) as

before, and the reactions upwards, and number the joints in

Fig- 53 in the order they will be taken. It is obvious in this

case that the stresses at the joint 4 cannot be determined until

those at 2 and 3 are known, otherwise there would be more

than two stresses of unknown magnitude, and the polygon

could not be drawn. The stresses at i are / a the reaction

w
at I, a b equal —, b e the stress in b e, and e j the stress in e j ;

at 2 they are e b, be,

c f, and f c ; at 3, / c,

c d, d g, and g / ; at 4,

/ e, ef, fg, g h, and h j ;

and at ^, h g, g d, d d^,

d^ gi, and g^ h. The
nature of the stresses

can be found as before
;

for example, the stress

in E F is a compression,

because the stress along

it at 2 acts towards 2
;

the stress in f g is

a compression, because

the stress along it at

3 acts towards 3 ; the

stress in G H is a ten-

sion, because the stress

along it at 4 acts away from 4 ; the stresses in the upper

chords are compressions and in the lower chords tensions.

It is very desirable in this case to have a check on the

Fig. 54a.
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position of h in Fig. 53^, since inexactitude in its ])()sition may
come in owing to lines in Fig. 53a being drawn parallel to the

short lines in Fig. 53. When the lower centre member is

horizontal, and there is no inclined member attached to it at

its centre, this is readily obtained by imagining the roof to be

severed by a vertical section through the apex and taking

moments about that point.

In this case the stress in j h X y equals the resultant

upward force at

joint I

—

i.e. 2J w x
half the span minus

the load w at joint

2 multiplied by the

distance of joint 2

from the vertical

through the apex

minus the load w
at joint 3 X the

distance of joint 3
from the vertical

through the apex.

Therefore in Fig.

53 make a^ r equal

to two and a half

times the half span,

r s and s t equal

respectively to the

distance of the joints 2 and 3 from the vertical through

the apex, and make a^ n equal to y. Drop perpendiculars

at II and t and on that at n mark off a distance n v equal

Fig. 55fl.
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to w, join A^ V and produce it to z, then i z is obviously

the stress in j h, and must therefore be equal to / h in

Fig. 53«-

Next take the case of a roof with four equal panels in the

upper chord, as in Fig. 54, with the ends connected to the opposite

second panel point in the top chord and a vertical at the centre.

Draw the loads and reactions along the load line (Fig. 54^)

as before, and number the joints in Fig. 54 so that in each case

the stresses in all but two members meeting at a joint will have

been determined before that joint is considered. .

At I the forces and stresses are / a the reaction, a b equal

w—
, b d the stress in b d. and d f the stress in d f ; at 2 they are

db, b c, c e, and e d ; sX 2>, f d, d e, e e^, e^ d'^, and d'^ f ; at 4, ^ c,

c fi, c^ e''-, and e'^ e. The stress in e d is a tension, because the

stress along it at 2 acts away from 2. The stress in e e^ is a

tension, because the stress along it at 3 acts away from 3. The

stresses in the upper chords are compressions and in the lower

chords tensions.

Next take the case of four equal panels in the top chord, and

three equal panels in the bottom chord, as in Fig. 55.

Draw the load hne (Fig. 55(7), and number the panel points

in Fig. 55 so that as the turn of each comes round there will not

be more than two of the members in which the stresses are not

already determined. The forces and stresses at i are, g a the

reaction at i, a b equal -, b d the stress in b d, and d g the stress

in D G ; at 2 they are d b, be, c e, and e d ; a.t ^, g d, d e, e f,

and / g ; and at 4, f e, e c, c c^, c^ e'^, and e^ f.

The stress in e d is a tension, because the stress along it at

2 acts away from 2 ; the stress in e f is a tension, because the

stress in it at 3 acts away from 3. The stresses in the upper

chords are compressions and in the lower chords tensions.

A roof truss in which it is impossible so to number the joints

as to satisfy the condition that when the turn of any joint comes

there shall be not more than two members meeting at it in

which the stress has not already been determined, is sometimes

called the ambiguous case. To draw the stress diagram it is

necessary to introduce another condition. As an example of

this we will consider the stresses in the roof truss (Fig. 56), which

is made up of two Fink trusses.

It will be observed that when the stresses in the members
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meeting at 2 and 3 have been found, at both 4 and 5 there are

three members in which the stress is not known. A further con-

dition is therefore necessary, and the simplest method of obtain-

ing one is to suppose the truss divided by a section through the

apex, and take moments about the apex of the forces acting on

the right-hand half, including the stress in n o at the section

Fig. 56

where it is severed ; the stresses at the apex will not come in,

because moments are taken about that point.

If / is the length of the span, and the panels in the top chords

are of equal length, the panel load being w, and if s is the

stress in N o, and y the distance of N o from the apex
;

taking moments about the apex to the right we have, since

the resultant of the three loads w at the points 2, 5, and 6 equals

3 w acting at 5

—

= (^-¥) i
- 3W X

s = 77, (7 - 3) = -7 •

s X y
I

Now R = 4 w,

/

4y

Thus, if y = - say, s = 3 w, and is obviously a tension. This

enables the stress diagram to be drawn.

Plot the load line a a)- and reactions a)- and a as before

(Fig. 56;?). Number the joints as indicated in Fig. 56, the

joint 4 should be as there placed, because we have found the

stress in n o, and therefore when the turn of that joint comes we

know the stresses in all the members meeting there except two,

and the same result obtains for the joint 5.
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At the joint i the forces and stresses are o a the reaction.

w
a h equal —, b f the stress in b f, and / o the stress in f o ; at 2

they are f b, be, eg, and g / ; at 3, /, / g. g li. and h ; at 4,

h, h j, j n, and the predetermined stress no; at 5. / h, h g, g c,

c d, d k, and k j ; at 6, k d, d e, e m, and m k ; at 7. n j, j k, k m,

and m n ; and at 8, n m, m e, e e^, e^ m^, and m^ n. It will be

noticed that since j n and m n are in the same straight Une, the

point j in Fig. 56a must lie on the stx-aight line m n, which is a

check on the work.

If any of the trusses be imagined to be severed by a

section the stresses in the members so severed must, of course,

be in equilibrium with the external forces acting on the por-

tion of the truss on either side of the dividing section. This

being the case, the lines in the stress diagram representing

the stresses in the severed members and those representing the

external forces acting to either side of the section, must form

a closed polygon. For example, consider the section represented

by the dotted line in Fig. 54. The members severed by it are

c E, ED, and D F, the external forces acting to the right of the

section are fa, a b, and b c, and the corresponding lines in the

stress diagram obviously constitute the closed polj-gon f ah c e

d f,
which is also obvious from an inspection of Fig. $^a. The

external forces to the left of the section are f a^, a^ b^, b^ c^,

and c^ c, and the corresponding lines on the stress diagram

obviously constitute the closed polygon f a'^ b^ c'^ c c d f.
Similarly

in Fig. 55 the section indicated by the dotted line severs the

members c e, e f, and f g, the stresses in which must balance

the extei^nal loads acting on either side of the section giving

the closed polygons in Fig. 55(7, g a b c e f g and g a?-h^ c^ c e f g

respectively. In Fig. 56 the section indicated by the dotted

line severs four members of the truss d k, k j, j h, and h o,

the stresses in which must balance the external loads acting

on either side of the section giving the closed polygons in Fig.

56(7, a h c d k j h and a'^ h^ c^ d^ e^ e d k j h respectively.

II.

—

Stresses due to Wind Pressure and Wind Suction

As already indicated, the stresses due to the wind can only

be approximated to in the absence of fuUer experimental data

on the subject. It has also been intimated that the suction on

the leeward side is of equal importance with the pressure on
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the windward side. The stresses due to the wind have to be

ascertained with the wind blowing from either side, because

the stresses are different according as the wind blows from

Fig. 57.

the side of the shding or the fixed support. The method of

drawing the stress diagrams due to the wind is illustrated in

Figs. 57, 57cr, and 58, 58a, the first two diagrams referring to the

H
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wind, when blowing from the fixed end, i, and the second two

when blowing from the sliding end, 6.

As the angle of the roof is 40 deg. the pressure on the wind-

ward side is taken as 0-4 of that on the windward side of a vertical

surface ; if p be the pressure on such a vertical surface of an

area equal to the panel length multiplied by the distance apart

of the trusses, at joint i and 3 in Fig. 57, the pressure will be

0-2 p, and at joint 2 it will be 0-4 p. The suction on the leeward

side is taken equal to 0-5 p, therefore at joints 3 and 6 there is a

suction equal to 0-25 p, and at joint 5 a suction equal to 0-5 p.

First draw the load diagram (Fig. 57a) a b c z d e I, a I is, oi course,

the resultant of the acting loads. In order to find the reactions,

take any pole o in Fig. 57^ and join o to each point on the load

polygon. Through joint 6 in Fig. 57 draw a line parallel to the

resultant a I (Fig. 57a). Starting at i, draw a line parallel to

o 6 to meet the load b c acting at 2, from that point of intersection

draw a line parallel to o c to meet the load c z acting at 3 ; from

this point draw a line parallel to o 2 to meet the load z d acting

at 3 ; from the latter point of intersection draw a line parallel

to o (^ to meet the load d e acting at 5 ; from this point draw

a line parallel to o e to meet e l, the load at 6 ; and from that

point draw a line parallel to o / to meet the line through 6 drawn

parallel to the resultant, in h ; then i h is the closing line of

the equilibrium polygon. From o draw a line o H parallel to

the closing line i h to meet / a produced in h. It will be noticed

that the point h falls beyond a from /, therefore the components

of the reactions at 6 and i parallel to the resultant are / h and

H a. From H di"aw a horizontal line h in, parallel to the closing

line 1 6 of the true equilibrium polygon. Since the reaction at

the joint 6 is vertical, / h and h m are its components along the

resultant and along the true closing line, therefore this reaction

is represented by / m and acts downwards ; in other words,

there is an uplift at 6 due to the wind which will be counter-

acted by the weight. The components of the reaction at i

are m h parallel to the closing line, and h a parallel to the re-

sultant, therefore m a is this reaction. The force polygon is

therefore abczdelma. The stress diagram due to the wind

blowing from the " fixed " side can now be drawn. At i the

forces and stresses acting are m a the reaction, a h the load,

b f the stress in b f, and / m the stress in f m ; at 2 they are

f b, be, eg, and g f ; a.t 2, g c, c z, z d, d j, and j g ; at 4, m f, f g,

g j, j k, and km ; at 5, ^ /, / d, d e, and e k. It will be noticed
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that the fact that / k and e k intersect on the Une m h is a check
on the accuracy of the drawing ; at 6 the forces and stresses

are m k, k e, e I, and I m. It will be observed that b f and c G

Fig. 58.

are in tension ; d j and e k are in compression ; f m and
K M are in tension ; F G and G J are in compression, and j k
is in tension.
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Next take the case of the wind blowing from the left, or

the "sHding" side. The loads in Fig. 58 will change sides

compared with those in Fig. 57. Draw the load diagram in

Fig. 58(3'. It is represented by a b c z d e I, and / rt is the resultant

of the loads. Draw a line through 6 parallel to this resultant.

In order to find the components of the reactions parallel to it,

take any convenient pole o in Fig. 58a and join o to the ex-

tremities of the lines representing the loads. Starting at i,

draw an equilibrium polj^'gon exactly as before ; the last line

meets the line through 6 parallel to the resultant in h, and i h

is the closing line of the equilibrium polygon in question. There-

fore from o draw o h parallel to i h to meet a I produced. The
components of the reactions at i and 6 parallel to the resultant

are a H and h /. Through h draw a line parallel to the closing

line I 6 of the true equilibrium polygon. Since the reaction at

the joint 6 is vertical m h and h I are its components parallel

to the closing line and resultant respectively, and m I is its amount
—in this case it acts upwards—and the reaction at i is a m with

components a h and h m, parallel to the resultant and closing

line respectively ; a m acts in the downward direction, so that

there is an uplift at i due to the wind. The polygon of forces

therefore is ah c z d elm a. The stress diagram for the wind

blowing from the " sliding " side can now be drawn. The
forces and stresses acting at i are, taking them in the clockwise

sense to suit their direction, h a the load at i, a m the reaction

at I, w / the stress in m f, and / h the stress in f b ; at 2 they are

cb, bf, f g, and g c ; 3.t ^, d z, z c, c g, g j, and / d ; at 4, / g, g f,

f m, m k, and k j ; stt ^, e d, d j, j k, and k e. Here again the

accuracy of the work is tested by ;' k and e k intersecting on the

line H / ; at 6 the forces and stresses are I e, e k, km, and m I.

In this case b f and c g are in compression ; d j and e k are in

tension ; f m and k m are in compression ; g f is in tension
;

G J and J K are in compression. It will be observed that the

sign of the stresses in all the members is changed except that

in G J.

The method of proceeding for other shapes of roofs is similar,

the only uncertain point being the distribution of the wind loads,

which is, of course, the primary data for the problem.

To determine the resultant stress in any member of the

roof truss, to the stress in it due to the vertical load must be

added the maximum stress of the same sign due to the wind blow-

ing from either side ; it is also necessary to find the difference
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between the stress due to the vertical load and the maximum
stress of the opposite sign due to the wind. These two results

give the variation of the stress in the member. If the stress

in the member due to the wind from both sides is of the same
sign but of the opposite sign to the stress in the member due

to the vertical load, the latter stress will be one limit of the

variation, and the difference between it and the maximum
wind stress the other limit of variation.



CHAPTER V

CROSS-SECTIONAL AREA OF THE MEMBERS OF A STRUCTURE

In this chapter it is proposed to consider how to obtain, the

cross-sectional areas of the members when the maximum stresses

and the variation of the stresses they have to sustain have

been calculated.

In the first place, it may be stated that the permissible

intensity of working stress or the unit working stress is taken

either directly or indirectly as the breaking intensity of stress

divided by a factor of safety. In arriving at the value of this

factor of safety the first consideration is that it is absolutely

necessary that the highest intensity of stress that any member
of a structure, intended to be permanent, is to be subjected to

from time to time shall be less than the elastic limit, otherwise

that member would be permanently deformed by the stress. The

elastic limit is by no means a definite proportion of the breaking

stress, but it appears to have a " natural " value which may
be found after a specimen has been subjected several times to

a stress less than the elastic hmit. If the stress temporarily

exceeds the elastic limit, the effect is—at aU events temporarily

—

to raise that limit. For mild steel the elastic limit is about one-

half the breaking intensity of stress, which makes a factor of safety

of at least 2 absolutely essential. But in addition to this, small

imperceptible flaws and want of homogeneity in the material,

the fact that the centre of stress on the section of a member
very often does not coincide with its centre of figure—thereby

producing a non-uniform intensity of stress on the section—and

the possibility of imperfect workmanship, have to be provided

for. The maximum intensity of stress in a section is also affected

by what is known as " impact," or by the application of the

moving loads or parts of them with more or less shock, as dis-

tinguished from a gradual application of the load. The above

are effectively provided for, as will be further explained in what

follows, if the effect of what is known as " fatigue " of the material

is counteracted by a sufficient reduction of the unit working
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stress. It is well known that if a load be applied suddenly to

an elastic member, the latter will be deformed twice as much
as if the load were applied gradually, because the work done

during deformation by the internal stresses must equal the work

done by the suddenly applied load. Now the stress to begin

with is zero, and it increases proportionally to the extension or

compression, as the case may be, up to a maximum ; its average

value is therefore one-half the maximum, and this multiplied

by the deformation equals the load multiplied by the same

distance. Therefore the maximum intensity of stress momentarily

produced is twice the intensity of the load.

Suppose there is present in the member to begin with, say,

a pull p, and a thrust
pi, say, is suddenly

superimposed. Fig.

59, the external work

Fig. 59.

must be the centre of a b and the

-j- pi = 2 pi — P, and the stress varies

done = p — pi X the

deformation, a b;

since the work done

by the internal

stresses must be equal

to this, the area

shaded horizontally in

Fig. 59 must be equal

to the area shaded

vertically, therefore c

final stress = pi — p

from — p to this value ; thus it increases by twice the amount

it would do if the load pi were applied gradually ; in other words,

the maximum stress instead of being pi — p is 2 pi — p, or the

static stress due to the maximum load + the variation of stress.

In the case of the members of such a structure as a bridge, the

stress, as measured by the deflection, is somewhat increased

above that due to the load applied gradually, but it does not

actually in most cases reach anything like double the amount,

even when it is borne in mind that it is not only the sudden

application of the load as a whole which has to be considered,

but the suddenness of application of any parts of the load

—

e.g. local vibrations and therefore increments of stress, which are

caused by lack of perfect balance in the locomotive driving-

wheels, by lurching of the locomotive or waggons from side to

side due to temporary inequalities in the track or other reasons

—
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especially if the period of such oscillations happens to coincide

with the natural time of vibration of the bridge. Rail joints on

a bridge are a fruitful source of vibration, but are avoided as far

as possible, particularly towards the centre of a bridge. It wiU

be obvious that any lack of unifonnity in the distribution of

stress in the section of a member naturally increases the maximum
intensity of stress developed due to the above causes.

The experiments of Wohler, Spangenberg, Baker, Bausch-

inger, Stanton, and others, have well established the facts

that if a member is subjected to a load varying from zero to a

maximum, it will in course of time break down under a load

whose maximum value equals about half the static breaking

load ; and if the variation is from a pull to a thrust of the same

intensity, that a pull or thrust which is a much smaller proportion

of the static breaking weight will ultimately cause the rupture of

the specimen.

These results are generally ascribed to " fatigue," but why
the material should suddenly break off quite short after the

application of a load which never exceeds one-half the breaking

load of the particular member is not generally satisfactorily

explained. The effects of impact and fatigue are bound up

with each other, because when the live load is applied with a

certain amount of suddenness the stresses induced are, as just

explained, greater than the stresses due to the same load quietly

applied ; and the fatigue depends principally upon the relative

value of the maximum stress, produced by the more or less

suddenly applied loads, and the elastic limit of the material.

The following considerations, although perhaps not a complete

explanation, remove from the mind any difficulty in realising

that it is quite to be expected that if the impact or lack of uni-

formity in the distribution of stress on a section, due to a load,

causes the maximum average stress in a member to approach

its elastic limit, that the member will in course of time probably

be ruptured, under the repeated application of the load.

If it be admitted that the material of which a member is

made is not so homogeneous that, even if the load is applied

perfectly axially, the stress will be uniform all over the section,

but that it will exceed the average at some parts of the section

and be less than the average at other parts of the section, it

will follow that if the load exceeds a certain limit—approaching

the elastic limit, it is quite possible that in a certain cross-

section, for small portions of the area, the elastic hmit of the
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material may be exceeded, and those particles would stretch and

become harder than the rest of the section. This would make
the section rather less homogeneous than before, and the next

time the load was applied the elastic limit of stress on certain

other particles might be exceeded, with the result that these

particles would stretch and become harder. Thus the section

does not tend to become more homogeneous, but the reverse,

as different particles in it are from time to time stretched

beyond their elastic limit.

Now if a specimen be placed in a testing machine and

stretched up to the yield point, and the load then taken off,

it will be found that the next time the load is applied the yield

point has been raised ; and if each time the load is applied it

is allowed to just exceed the yield point, and is then immediately-

taken off, the yield point continues to rise, until after a number
of applications and removals of the load the specimen will finally

break without the yield point having been exceeded, the load

being considerably less than if the specimen had been tested

to destruction in the first instance. Applying this result to

the case of individual particles in the cross-section of the

member under consideration, it will be seen that in the course of

innumerable applications of the live load the same particle

may from time to time be again and again stretched beyond its

varying elastic limit, particularly as the material in the cross-

section will tend to get less homogeneous as more particles in

it are stretched beyond their elastic limits ; and, after perhaps

millions of applications, one group of particles may snap for

the same reason as the specimen in the testing machine snapped.

When this has occurred for one group of particles it is likely

to occur for others, so that it would only be a matter of time

for a complete fracture of the member to occur at the section

in question under a load which is considerably less than

the static breaking weight. Since this action takes place in the

particles of the material, it is no matter for surprise that there

is no external evidence of alteration of sectional area before

fracture, for in the case, for instance, of testing a round bar

to destruction by torsion, when the action is to stretch individual

particles, there is no noticeable reduction in external section,

but individual fibres become denser and farther apart.

Consequently, to prevent a member breaking with repetition

of loading, it is necessary that the load should be small enough,

taking into account the want of homogeneity of the material.
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to prevent the elastic limit being exceeded at any point in a

section ; if this condition is complied with, experience indicates

that the instantaneous increases of stress due to impact are in

most cases amply provided for, and the life of the member will

not be endangered. It would thus appear that the increase of the

stress above the elastic limit due to want of perfect homogeneity,

when the average stress applied is less than the elastic limit of

the material, is a possible explanation of the cause of fatigue.

There are a number of methods in common use to limit

the working intensity to a safe amount ; three of these are given

in what follows, and although they approach the question from

different standpoints, the general result is much the same, in that

the members most affected by the variation of stress due to the

live load are subjected to less unit working stress than those

members less interfered with by it. Fatigue is thus avoided

and the effects of impact provided for.

(i) From considerations similar to those on page 103, Prof.

T. Claxton Fidler has proposed the formula for the area a :

s max. s -\- w
^ =J= t

r r

Max. s is the maximum stress due to dead and live load as

calculated, s is the "increased" stress, i.e. max. s increased to

allow for the more severe effect of the live load, p is the intensity

of breaking stress of the material, measured, as is usual, rela-

tively to the initial area of the member, r is the factor of

safety if all the load were dead load, i.e. when s = max. s, and

w is one-half the total variation of stress for the flanges where

the variation of stress is fairly gradual, and for other members
of a bridge it equals the total variation of stress. Although

the method of derivation of this formula is open to criticism,

it has the desired effect of limiting the unit working stress in

a member according to the variation of stress in it. For com-

parison with the formulas which follow these may be written

—

For flanges—
max. s — min. s

max. s + —
'

2
A =

P
r

3 max. s — min. s

2 p
r
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For other members—
max. s + max. s — min. s~

P
r

2 max, s — min. s

P
r

Min. s is the minimum stress in the member due to dead

and hve load together, in the flanges it equals the dead load

stress, but in the bracing members it may be less than the dead

load stress or of the opposite sign to it.

(2) The formula known as the Launhardt-Weyrauch formula,

intended to conform with the results of Wdhler's experiments,

gives an expression for the permissible working intensity of

stress, and one form of it is

—

T • r 1 • "^ 2 / , min. s\
Intensity of workmg stress = - = — /> 1 1 -|- ^ )•^ ^ P3''\ max. s/

Where p is the "true" factor of safety, and the other symbols

have the same meaning as before, the sign between the two

terms will of course be -f when min. s is the same sign as

max. s, and — where they are of opposite sign.

It may be written for comparison

—

max. s
A =

working intensity of stress

3 r (max. s)^

^
p {2 max. s + min. s)

(3) Another method, which is simpler in application, con-

sists in multiplying the stress due to m.oving load by a certain

coefflcient, 1-5 for the flanges of a girder and 2 for the other

members, adding this result to the dead load stress and dividing

P
the sum by a constant workmg mtensity of stress (say - as

in the first case), in order to find the area.

The formula for flanges is therefore

—

max. s,
max. s +

s 2

P P
r
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where s is now the " increased" stress by this method, max. s^

is the maximum stress due to hve load and equals max. s —
min. s for flanges, because the maximum stress in the flange

is that due to dead load and live load, and the minimum stress

is that due to dead load alone. Therefore for the flanges

3 max. s — min. s , . , . ,,
A = 7

, which IS the same formula as m
2 p
r

method (i).

The formula for other members is

—

For other members—
s max. s + max. S[.

A =
p p
r r

In the case of web members max. s^ is less than the variation

of stress in them, because the latter = max. Sl — min. s, , and
min. Sl is of the opposite sign in this case to max. s, , therefore

(i) gives a larger area for web members than this.

If max. s = min. s

—

i.e. the stress is constant and there is

no live load—all the formulas give the same result.

If min. s = — max. s, the second formula in (i) gives

the same result as the formula in (2), but the second formula

in (3) gives a different value. However, this case does not

occur in bridge work.

iTiT- -i-
s r max. s X p , xi, .

• j

»

Writmg A = — = 7
, where s, the " mcreased

P P

stress in the member, and the other symbols are as before; it

will be noticed that methods (i) and (3) increase the value

of max. s to s and leave r unaltered, to regulate the area of

a member according to the range of stress in it ; and the

method (2) increases the value of r to p, for the same purpose,

and leaves max. s unaltered. It is obvious that increasing

either max. s or r has the effect of increasing the cross-

sectional area, and therefore of reducing the working intensity

of stress.

The third method has the advantage of being easily applied,

and it is probably as accurate as any. To apply it, it is only

necessary to add to the calculated maximum stresses one-half

the live load stresses for the flanges and the total live load
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stresses for the other members, and divide the result bv -, which

for mild steel, if r = 3, may be taken as 9 tons per square inch

for tension, 7 tons per square inch for compression, 6 toas

per square inch for shearing in rivets, and 12 toas per

square inch for bearing pressure in rivets. When there is any
doubt that each component part of a member will take its

proper proportion of the stress, r must be taken as greater

than 3.

It will be observed that these intensities sim])ly represent

what the unit working stress would be if the load were con-

stant, but as part of the load is a live load, the actual unit

working stress is less

—

e.g. suppose the stress q in a member of

the bracing due to live load is equal to twice the stress p, due

to dead load ; then

^ ^ P + 2Q ^ P + Q _ P + ^ P + Q

9 '^ 1±3 9x1 5-4
^ P + 2~Q

Thus, for this ratio of hve to dead load, the unit working

intensity of stress = 5*4 tons per square inch. Similarly for

shearing and bearing stresses, and for any other ratio of

Q to p.

In American practice the fraction of the live load stress

added is sometimes made to depend on the length of the portion

of the span covered by the load which causes the maximum
stress in any given member. Mr. J. A. L. Waddell * gives

—
i^ as the fraction of the equivalent live load to be added

L + 500

for impact in the case of railway bridges ; L being the length

in feet of the portion of the span covered by the hve load which

causes the maximum stress in the member under consideration.

Sometimes a similar fraction is applied to the range of stress

in the member, the range of stress being, of course, greater than

the maximum stress in those members in which different positions

of the Mve load cause stresses of opposite sign.

In the case of members in compression it is necessary to

reduce the working intensity of stress stiU further as the length

of the member increases and as the stiffness of the cross-section

in any direction decreases, in order to provide against the

* De Pontibus, New York, J. A. L. Waddell, p. 152.
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tendency to buckle. The formula generally made use of is Prof.

Rankine's modification of Gordon's formula for long columns.

This fomiula is

—

The intensity of working stress

max. s

A

s r 1
- X = ' X
A p p

i + c
^2

where l is the length and k the radius of gyration in the same
units, k being taken with reference to the axis of the cross-

section about which the radius of gyration is least
; / and c

are constants, their values being given in the following table :

—

Material.
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must be increased and iurlher trials made until an equality

is obtained.

It will be observed that for short struts when l is small,

the second term in the denominator of Rankine's formula,

which involves l'^, will be small, and the formula does not reduce

the working intensity of stress on account of the member in

question being a strut ; but if l is great—particularly if k is

small—the second term assumes considerable importance,

increasing the denominator and therefore reducing the working

intensity of stress.

Rankine's formula thus gives intermediate values for the

working intensity of stress in a column between the two

limits :—when l is small and the second term in the denominator

disappears

—

i.e. when the effect of buckling is negligible—and

when L is great when the second tenn m the denommator is

great compared with the first term unity. Thus the upper limit

of the formula would be when unity in the denominator can

be neglected in comparison with the second term, then the

working intensity of stress ^= a —^ where a is a constant. This

agrees with Euler's theoretical formula for long columns— viz.

1 • • • r 4 tt"^ E k^
the working intensity ot stress = X -g



CHAPTER VI

STRESSES ON PLANES THROUGH A POINT IN A MEMBER

The expression " intensity of stress at a point in a member "

is meaningless, unless it is understood on which plane passing

through the point in question the stress is acting—except for

liquids when the pressure stress is the same on all planes through

the point. In the case of other bodies the intensity of stress

at a point generally varies on the different planes through the

point at which the stress is considered, and it will be shortly

proved that, generally speaking, there is one plane through the

point on which the intensity of stress is a maximum, and on

the plane at right angles to this there acts either the minimum
stress of the same sign or the maximum stress of the opposite

sign at the point. A clear conception of the variation of the

stress on different planes through a point is of vital importance

in many parts of the subject, such as the consideration of the

maximum intensities of stresses in beams, retaining waUs, dams,

and in connection with earth pressures ; whereas a lack of

appreciation of it is apt to lead to structures being designed

in which the stresses on certain planes are greater than the

maximum working stresses it was intended to allow, or in which

stresses of a nature not anticipated are present.

In most cases there is a

plane normal to which the

stresses may be neglected,

which is a plane of sym-

metry with respect to the

stresses, and it is only neces-

sary to consider stresses

acting at the point on planes

at right angles to this plane.

Internal forces in a structure are generally referred to as stresses,

and the stress per unit of area of a plane as the intensity of stress

on that plane at a point. If a single force p (Fig. 60) is acting

on a straight round rod of cross-section a, in the direction of

Fig. 60.
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its axis, the intensity of stress on any cross-section at right angles

p
to its axis equals . On a plane inclined at an angle 6 to this

P p
cross-section, the intensity of stress would be ->, = - cos•^ A sec ^ A '

because the area of section of the rod in this plane equals a sec 0.

The total stress P will not act normal to this new section, but

will be inclined to its normal at an angle $, and may therefore

be resolved normally and tangentially to this plane, the former

component is the normal component of stress on the plane,

and the latter is the shearing stress in the plane.

The normal component of the intensity of stress

p p= - cos 6^ X cos y = cos ^0,
A A '

and the shearing stress in the plane

p ,, . ,, p sin 2 ^= cos X sm = .

A 2 A

It is therefore obvious that the normal component of stress

is a maximum when cos ^^ = i, i.e. when ^ = ; and the shearing

stress is a maximum when sin 2 = 1, i.e. 2 6 = go deg. or

^ = 45 deg.

If we now consider a cube (Fig. 61)

acted upon by the force p as before, and q
in addition by a force q acting at right ^
angles to p, p and q both acting along

axes of the cube, which may be taken

as the axis of x and the axis of y re-

spectively. Then the plane containing

p and Q will be the plane normal to

which the stresses may be neglected.

Consider the plane as before, whose

normal is inchned to p at an angle 6 ; its normal will

be inclined to q at an angle 3 +^or— (- — 6*1; there-

fore the component of q normal to the plane

Fig. 61.

Q= - COS
A (i-«)xcos(^-«) = «s,n^..

and the shearing stress in the plane due to q

_ Q
(,os

/'^ n\ .:„ /'^ A Q sin 2 d(:-.).n(^.)
A \2 / \2 / 2 A

The total normal component of stress on this plane, whose
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normal is inclined at an angle to the axis of x, therefore

= ^ cos 2^ + ^ sin 2^,
A A

and the total shearing stress

sin 2 8
X ^—

,

P Q
or if we write = p^ and = py, p^ being taken as the greater

of the two stresses, the nonnal component of stress on the plane

= p^. cos ^9 4- py sin ^0,

and the shearing stress

2

It is thus obvious, therefore, that on any other plane except

those normal to the axes of x and y the stress has both a normal
and tangential component ; in other words, the resultant stress

on the plane is inclined to it at an angle other than a right angle.

Next, to prove that when the resultant stresses on any two planes

at right angles are known, there are always two planes at right angles

to each other to which their resultant stresses are normal. The
planes to which the resultant stress is normal are called planes

of "principal" stress. The two planes normal to p and q through

the centre of the cube in Fig. 6i are such planes.

If we consider the stresses acting on a smaU cube
Di i^ (Fig- 62) of the member under consideration, since

T the cube is at rest the stresses normal to A b,

B c, c D, and d a must balance. As the cube is

^ supposed to be infinitely small, the shearing stress

Fig. 62. on c D is equal and opposite to that on a b
;

similarly the shearing stress on d a is equal

and opposite to that on B c ; because the shear on a b

is that exerted by part of the body below a b on a b, and the

shear on CD is the equal and opposite shear exerted by the

portion of the body above c d on c d, similarly for b c and D a,

and the moment of the tangential stresses on a b and c d must

balance the moment of the tangential stresses on b c and d a
;

therefore the shear on A B is equal to that on B c. In other

words, the intensity of the shearing stress on any two planes

at right angles must be equal. This is also obvious from the

formula just deduced for the shearing stress on a plane whose
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normal is inclined at an angle to the axis of x—viz. the shearing

Px
—
Pv

stress equals x sin 2 0, which expression has the same

numerical value if 6^ = + ^ ; the sign, however, is different,

which means that the part of the body below a b exerts on

A B a shear of the opposite sign to what the cube exerts on a d.

Therefore the shear exerted by the portion of the body to the

left of AD on AD, which is equal and opposite to the latter,

will be in the same direction as the shear on a b—i.e. away
from A.

Suppose, therefore, that at (Fig. 63) the normal and tangential

components of the intensity of stress

on the plane o a are p^^ and p^, and

on the plane o b at right angles to o a

these components are p^^^ and
pi,

and

consider the equilibrium of the tri-

angle o a B, where A b is the plane

on which the resultant stress acts

normally (if such a plane exists). Call

the normal components of the stresses

positive when they act towards the inside of the triangle

—

i.e. when they are compressions.

Resolving the stresses acting on the triangle horizontally,

we have

O B X p,i^
— O A X p^ = p X AB X COSO,

and resolving the stresses vertically we have

o A X /)„ — OB X Pi = p X AB X sinO.

Substituting o a = a b sin ft' and o b — a b cos

we have p^^'^ cos 6 — p^smO = p cos 6 . . (i)

and /)„ sin — picos B = p s\n6 . . (2)

From (I)
''

~
= tan 6, and from (2) r^ = cot d.

Pt Pt

Multiplying these two results

(/>/-/>) iPn-P) = Pr>

or P'~ - P iPn + Pn') + Pn Pn^ " Pt" = 0.

This is a quadratic equation to find p, therefore there are

two values, the two roots ^^ and p^ of this equation, if real,

which would be the resultant stresses which are normal to

their planes of action

—

i.e. the two " principal " stresses.
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Solving

Px'Py =
2 ^3)

which may be written

. . Pn + Pn'± ^iK ^^')' + 4P?
Px'Py = 2 • ^"^^

To find the direction of the planes of principal stress, eliminate

p from the equations (i) and (2) by multiplying (i) by sin 6

and (2) by cos 6, and subtracting when we get

p^ (cos ^6 - sin 2^) = (/)„ - /)„i) sin 6 cos 6,

2 'b

or tan 2 ^ = t—^Vi
Pn - Pn

or 6^ = i tan -It—-~., or + i tan ^ , ,.

It therefore is obvious that the planes of principal stress

are at right angles to each other, and their direction may be

found either from the above formula or from the above equations,

o^f rt
Pn - P . n Pn^ - P

cot 6 = r or tan 6 =
Pt Pt

'

where p = p^ or py, according as the angle d is being found

for the one or the other.

From equation (4) it is obvious that p^ -\- p^, = />„ + /),/

—

i.e. the sum of the normal components of stress on any two

planes at right angles equals the sum of the principal stresses.

It also follows from the same equation that p^ ^ Py =
'^^'1^^^--P,^W^\-~4P^- Again, from equation (3) it is obvious

that if the second term under the square root—viz., p^^ p^^^ — p^—
is positive, i.e. if ^^^ p^^ > p^^, the term under the square root

is always less than p,i + />,/, the term outside the square root,

therefore both roots are of the same sign, or, in other words,

both principal stresses are either compressions or tensions.

If the normal component of stress on one of the planes is zero

—e-g; if

p, = then p,, Py =^ 7 )-r^Pt
^ ^^^ cot ^ = - 1, (4A)

where p = p^ or py, as the case may be.

Seeing that the principal stresses act on planes perpendicular

to each other, it is convenient to take the directions of the

normals of these two planes as the axes of x and y.
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To find the amount and direction of the stress on a plane whose

normal is inclined to the axis of x at an angle in terms of the

principal stresses.

This problem has already been solved on page 113, but it

will now be solved by the same method as just used to find

the principal stresses. Consider the equihbrium of a triangular

wedge o A B (Fig. 64) as before, but in this case o b and o a are

the planes of principal stress, their normals lying along the

axes of X and y respectively, and a b is the plane whose normal

Fig. 64.

is inclined at an angle to the axis of x. Let \L be the angle

which the direction of the resultant stress on this plane makes

with the axis of x, and let x, y be the co-ordinates of P, where

o P represents the intensity of stress on the plane a B in magni-

tude and direction. It will be noticed that since the triangle

o .\ B is infinitely small, A and b in the limit coincide with o.

Then for equilibrium

OB X p^ — AB X p cos \p, where ^ = o p,

and o A X py = AB X psm\p.

Therefore p^ cos 6 = p cos \p — x . . . • (5)

and PySmO = psm^l) = y . . . . (6)

Squaring (5) and (6) and adding we get

1^ + ^^2
= COS ^0 -f sin ^e = I,
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which is the equation of an ellipse with major axis p^ and minor

axis p , since p^ is taken as the greater principal stress.

PvNow X = p^. cos 6 and y = p^, sm 6 = p^ sin ^ x 17 , or
Vx

in words, the ordinate of the ellipse equals the ordinate at

the same point (distant x from o) of the circle with centre o

p
and radius p^, multiphed by r^. If, therefore, the eUipse with

major axis = p^ and minor axis = p be drawn, and also the circle

centre o and radius p^, if any radius o q of the circle be drawn

and from the point q a perpendicular be let fall on to the axis

of X cutting the ellipse in p, o p will represent in magnitude and

direction the intensity of stress on the plane whose normal is

O Q. If Q N be produced to q^, cutting the ellipse again in p^,

o P^ is the intensity of stress on the plane whose nonnal is o q^,

making an angle — 6 with the axis oi x', it is equal to o p in

magnitude, but its direction makes an angle — 4' with the axis

of X instead of + 4'-

It is obvious that if we take a radius of the circle inchned at

an angle ir — 0, the magnitude of the intensity of stress on the

plane whose normal it is will be again equal to o P in magnitude,

and its direction will be the same as in the last case ; and further,

if the radius be taken making an angle v -\- 6 the intensity of

stress on the plane, whose normal that radius is, is still equal

to o p, but its direction will coincide with that for the first

case considered.

The intensity of stress on the plane a b may be obtained

indirectly by drawing the triangle of forces acting on the wedge

o A B (Fig. 65). In that figure o A^ = o b X p^,OB^ =0 Ky. py,

o p^
.

•
. o pi the diagonal = a b x p, .' . = p the mtensity

of the stress on the plane a b, and the direction of o p^ gives its

direction. From equations (5) and (6) we get by squaring

p^ (cos2 ;// + sin ^) = /)^2 cos ^-6 + p^^ sin "-6,

or /) = ^"p^^ cos W + Py^ sin ^6 . . . (7)

and by dividing equation (6) by equation (5) we get

tan i> = -r fan 6

Px

It will be noticed from (7) that when

tan 4/ = ^^ tan f^ (8)

Px

= 45 deg., p
^/_P^±ll
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Fig. 65.

also that p has the same magnitude for planes whose normals

are inclined at angles 0, n — 0, ir -{- 6, and — 0, as ah"eady

pointed out ; and, moreover, its

magnitude is independent of the

signs of p^ and p^,. Again, from

(8) it is clear that -6 has the same

value for and tt -\- 0, which is

equal and opposite to that for

K — 6 and — 0, and it depends upon

whether p^ and p are of the same

or opposite signs.

The intensiiy of normal stress

on a plane whose normal is inclined at an angle 6 to the axis

of X.

The nonnal component of the stress intensity on the plane

= p cos [8 — -ip) = p (cos cos ;^ + sin sin \L).

From (5) and (6)

—

= p^.cos-e + p^, sin 2^.

P + p

.

If ^ = 45 deg. the normal component of stress = -^ -.

The intensity of shearing stress on a plane whose normal is

inclined at an angle 6 to the axis of x.

The intensity of shearing stress on the plane = p sin (6* — i//)

= p (sin cos \h — cos 6 sin ^).

From (5) and (6)

—

= p^ sin 6 cos B — p sin 6 cos 6,

= ^^-^ X sin 2 6.
2

It will be noted from this that this shearing stress has the

same numerical value for a plane inclined at an angle 6 and an

angle ^ + ^•

This is a maximum when sin 2=1, i.e. when 2 ^ = 90 deg.

or 270 deg., or t' = 45 deg. or 135 deg. Then the intensity of

P.-Py _ ^{Pn-P^)^ + ^^
shear = (9)

2 2

It therefore follows from (4) that the intensities of the principal

stresses are equal to one-half the sum of the intensities of the

normal stresses on two planes at right angles to each other

± the maximum intensity of shearing stress at the point. Since

the sum of the nonnal intensities of stress on two planes at
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right angles equals the sum of the principal stresses at the point,

'b -\- 4) 'h — 4)

this simply amounts to stating that p^, py = — ^' ± ^—^.

Since /j^ is the greater of the principal stresses (9) would have

its greatest possible value if ^^ = — p^.

The plane of maximum shear does not coincide with the

plane on which the direction of the resultant stress makes a

maximum angle with the normal to the plane, as might at first

sight be expected, and as the latter plane is of importance in

connection with earth pressures it will be next considered.

To find the plane the stress on which makes the greatest angle

with the normal to the plane, and the amount and direction of

the resultant stress on such plane. This may be found very

simply by considering two special cases of the ellipse of stress :

—

(a) If the two principal stresses are equal in magnitude and are

of the same sign, it is obvious from (7) that the resultant stress

on any other plane is of the same magnitude ; and, moreover,

equation (8) shows that the resultant stress in this case acts

along the normal, (b) If the two principal stresses are equal in

magnitude but opposite in sign, it still follows from (7) that

the resultant stress on any other plane is of the same magnitude
;

but from (8) it will be seen that in this case the line of action

of the resultant stress makes the same angle with the axis of

X as the normal to the plane, but it lies on the opposite side

of this axis, because tan v// = — tan in this case.

It will be noticed that in these two cases the ellipse of stress

coincides with the circumscribing circle.

It follows in the latter case that when ^ = 45 deg. the re-

sultant stress lies in the plane

—

i.e. it is a shearing stress, there-

fore if the principal stresses are equal in magnitude but opposite

in sign, the stresses on planes making an angle of 45 deg. with

the planes of principal stress are pure shears ; and vice versa,

when the resultants on two planes at right angles are pure shears

the stresses on planes making angles of 45 deg. v/ith these planes

are principal stresses equal in magnitude and opposite in sign.

Now, instead of finding the stress on a plane directly by the

method of the ellipse of stress, these two propositions may be

made use of, and as indicated above

p^ is identicaUy equal to t^^^tlv + t^Zh^

P -\~ i) P —P
and p is identically equal to

"
' '

^ — ~ ^.
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The resultant of the first terms in the two identities may
be first found, next the resultant of the second terms in the

two identities ascertained, then the resultant of these two re-

sultant stresses would be

the actual resultant inten-

sity of stress on the plane.

It must be remembered

that the ellipse of stress

gives the intensity of the

stress on a plane ; if the

intensities be multiplied by
the area on which they

act, taking the latter

as of unit length per-

pendicular to the paper, it is only an apphcation of the

parallelogram of forces to find the resultant stress on a

plane, and it may be done in the steps eniimerated above.

Px + Pv

Fig. 66.

Thus, in Fig. 66 let o d represent

Px + Pv

X o B, and let o e

represent X O A, then o f will represent the resultant

P ~ P
of these two forces. Similarly, let h k represent -^— •'' x o B,

and F H represent — P.-.
X o A, then F K represents the

A B

resultant of these two forces. Now, the resultant of o F and

F K = OK, and this is the actual resultant stress on a b, and

O K
would be the actual resultant intensity of stress on a b.

To obtain this intensit}^ of stress directly by using the two

above propositions {a) and [h).

First draw o p' (Fig. 67), the

normal to the plane in question,

A + « ^ ^/ P^ + ^V
and set off o p = —'-,

then o p' represents the intensitj? of

stress on a b due to the two first

terms of the identities, because

they are two principal stresses

equal in magnitude and of

the same sign. From o drawFig. 67.
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o p", making the same angle as o p' with the axis of %,

P -
—p

but on the opposite side and equal in magnitude to — -'

then o p" is the intensity of stress on a b due to the two second

terms of the identities because they are two principal stresses

equal in magnitude but of opposite sign. To combine o p'

and o p", from p' draw p' p equal and parallel to o p", then o p

is the resultant intensity of stress on the given plane A b, and

is, of course, of the same magnitude and direction as would

have been obtained by drawing the ellipse of stress for the given

principal stresses p^ and py ; but this method of arriving at

it enables an expression for the maximum value of the angle

between o p, the resultant stress intensity, and o p', the normal

to the plane, to be readily obtained. For. the magnitudes of

o p' and p' P are independent of the angle t) because they are

respectively the semi-sum and the semi-difference of the principal

stresses, therefore the maximum value of the angle pop' occurs

when o P p' is a right angle, because if o p' be drawn (Fig. 68)

equal to
p -{- p^- ^ and a circle with centre p' and radius p' p =

-Py
be described, it is obvious that, if p be taken at any other

point than where the tangent from o meets the circle, the

angle pop' would be less. Therefore,

from o draw the tangent o p to the

circle and join p' p ; then o p p' is a

right angle, and to find the position

of the axis of x draw o p" parallel to

p p', i.e. making an angle of 90 deg.

J.

with o P, and bisect the angle p' o p".

The bisecting line is obviously the axis

of X. Thus the position of the normal

o p' to the plane on which the

resultant stress o p makes a maxi-

mum angle pop' with the normal

to the plane has been found, and the expression for its

inclination is found as foUow^s :

—

From (8)—
tan e

tan \p Py'
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In this case from Fig. 68

—

i// = 90 deg. —6 ,
•

. tan ;// = cot 0.

.-. tan 2^ = ^^ or tan ^ =\//
Py ^ Py

p p' P — P
Again— sin v o p' = sinid — \L) = , = / , /•^

^ ^^ OP' p. + py
And the intensity of stress

Thus the inchnation of the normal of the plane when the

/P
angle — \p is a. maximum is tan ~^\/

if, and the resultant

stress on the plane = \'p^. p .



CHAPTER VII

BEAMS AND GIRDERS WITH SOLID WEBS

In this chapter the stresses acting on the cross-section of a

beam or girder with solid web, which resist the bending moment
and shearing force, will be considered. The stresses normal

to the vertical longitudinal planes of the girder may be neglected,

this plane being a plane of symmetry with respect to the stresses,

so that it is only necessary to consider the stresses on planes

normal to this plane. It must be borne in mind that in engineer-

ing structures the stress is always kept within the elastic limit.

Since at any point in a beam where there is a stress a corre-

sponding strain is thereby induced, and since the beam bends

without altering the length in the neutral plane, and so that

the strains or elongation and shortening of the fibres are pro-

portional to their distance from the neutral plane, it follows

that the intensities of stress normal to vertical cross-sections

are also proportional to the distance of the point considered

from the neutral plane. Thus if a be the intensit}^ of stress

normal to the cross-section at unit distance from the neutral

plane, a y is the intensity of stress at distance y from this plane.

Therefore the intensity of the stress acting on a thin strip of

the cross-section parallel to the neutral plane will be of constant

intensity, and the moment of the stress on this strip of area

will be proportional to the square of the distance from the

neutral plane and equals ay'^Z a, where 3 a is the area of

the strip parallel to the neutral plane. Therefore the moment

of the stress over the whole area = a y^ A, where y^ is the

mean square of the distance from the neutral plane or the radius

of gyration squared, which is denoted by k^, and a is the area

of the cross-section.

.
• , a v^ A = ak"^ A = XI,

y
where / is the normal stress at distance y from the neutral plane

and I = ^2 A is the moment of inertia of the cross-section about

the neutral plane.

124
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Since the bending moment m balances the moment of stresses

at right angles to the section, we have

/M = 'I or M = f z,

y
f
=

where z = , and therefore depends entirely on the shape of the

cross-section and is called the modulus of the section.

It is sometimes convenient to take the moment of the ten-

sile stresses separate from the moment of the compressive

stresses ; if a^ is the area above the neutral plane in compression

and k^ is the radius of gyration for that area, and a^ and k^

are the corresponding quantities for the area below the neutral

axis in tension, then

—

The moment of the stresses normal to the section

= « A,2 A, + a k;^ Ai,

.-. M. — ai^ -{- aif . . . . (i)

where i^ and i^ are the moments of inertia of the portions of

the cross-section in compression and tension respectively.

Intensity of Shearing Stress.

To find the intensity of shearing stress at any point in the

vertical section distant y from the neutral plane, we have to

take into account that the intensity of shearing stress in the

horizontal plane at the point has the same value, and the latter

can be easily deduced.

In Fig. 69 let the axis of x be in the neutral plane, and let e

be the point at which the intensity of shearing stress is required,

BD

-^

B

Fig. 69.

and let its co-ordinates be x, y, let a b the distance from the

neutral plane of the extreme fibre equal y^ and A b^ = y^. The

section c d is taken near to the section A b at a distance x

from it. Let / be the intensity of stress at e normal to A b,

and q be the intensity of shearing stress there, and let p be
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the intensity of stress at any point distant ?y from the neutral

plane, then

/ = Y y and p ^ - rj.

The total normal stress on the section between e and b

y J y

where z is the breadth at height rj above the neutral plane.
'

The horizontal force by which the solid b e f d is pressed

to the right is the excess of (2) above its value at the section

c D, and arises from the excess of m at the section A b over its

value at the section c d. Now 3 m = f x, where F is the

shearing force at the section a b. Therefore the horizontal force

which the shearing stress on the plane E F must balance

= \ Zr,d,] = \ Zr)dr] . . . (3)

J y J y

To obtain the intensity of shearing stress on e f we must

divide (3) by the area of e f, which is b h x, where b is the breadth

at E. Therefore— q = ^ z yj a 1].

^^ J y

The maximum value of this shearing stress, q^, say, is its

value at the neutral plane, where the breadth = b^^, say.

Therefore

—

q-, = y- z i] d n
"' = -^ :

[yx
The area of the cross-section atAB = s= z d r], and the

J Vo

F
mean intensity of shearing stress at the section = -. There-

fore the ratio of the maximum to the mean

'?iS s i-'l ,= ±A^ = \ z 1^ d lu
F I ^1 j

which for a rectangle equals f, and for an ellipse or circle

equals ^.

Next consider the case of a deep girder, such as a plate girder.

Let Fig. 70 represent a portion of the elevation of such a girder

and Fig. 71 its cross-section ; Fig. 72 is a diagram of intensity of

normal stress on the section, /^ being the stress intensity at
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the top of the upper flange and /^ its intensity at the bottom
of this flange. In Fig. 73 the area down to any horizontal Hne
represents the total nonnal stress on the area down to the hne,

because a f = /^ x b, e g = /^ x b, e h = /^ x i, corre-

sponding to the cross-section x y in Fig. 70 ; a /, e g, and e h

represent the corresponding quantities for the section x^ y^

\ H-H'

Y

Fig. 70. Fig. 71.

Fig. 74.

-/c-

w
^ I-

A
Fig. 72.

Fig. 7:

in Fig. 70, distant I x from x Y. Using the notation employed
for a beam above, the area of the diagram in Fig. 73 down to a

horizontal line distant y from o p z d 7], which is the total

y
stress down to the line distant y from o.

The area f g g f is the difference between the total normal

stress H in the flange at section x y, and the total normal stress

H^ in the flange at section x^ y^. Let this amount h — h^ be

plotted at E J (Fig. 74), and make o k in the same figure equal

e j plus the area of the triangle h o A (Fig. 73), the intermediate

abscissae being the area of f g g / and h o A down to the level

considered. Thus the abscissae in Fig. 74 represent the total shear

between the sections x Y and x^ y^ at their particular levels.

In Fig. 75 these abscissae are divided by the breadth b of the

flange and t of the web, so that the abscissas of Fig. 75 represent

the intensities of shearing stress at the different depths ; and
it will be observed that the intensity of shearing stress in the

flanges is very small. It is obvious, therefore, that in the case

of a plate girder most of the normal stress will be taken

up in the flanges represented by the area a f G E (Fig. 73), that

taken up by the web e h o being small in proportion as the area
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of the web is small and the intensity of stress in the web gradually

decreases to zero at the neutral plane. Thus, if the help of the

web be ignored, the effect will be to make the flange rather too

large, and the deviation from exactness is on the side of safety.

In that case, i^ = a^ y^^, and i^ = a^ y^^^ y^ and y^ are

the distances from the neutral plane to the centres of the flanges,

the moment of inertia about the horizontal lines through the

centres of gravity of the flanges, which, is small, being neglected.

F F,
Now from (i) M = i^ — + i^ — where F^ and f^ are the inten-

se '^t

sities of stress at the centres of the flanges. Substituting the

above value for i^ and i^, m = A^ y^ f^ + a^ y^ f^.

But A^ f^ = a^ f^ = H, the total stress in the compression

or tension flange at the section.

•
•

• M = H (Y, + Y^) = H X D . . (4)

where d = y^ -f- y^ the depth from centre to centre of the flanges.

It will be observed that in making use of this foiTnula we
take the working intensity of stress equal to the average stress

in the flange, instead of equal to the stress at the outside

fibre, in order to counteract the effect of ignoring the help of

the web and neglecting the moment of inertia of the flange about

the horizontal line through its centre of gravity.

Shearing Stress.—From Fig. 74 it is obvious that if the web
is deep, compared with the flanges, that by far the greater part

of the shearing stress is taken by the web, and if it be assumed

to take it all, the defect from exactness would be on the safe

side. Referring to Fig. 70, the intensity of shearing stress in the
XT Tjl

upper flange at its lower surface = ^-^- , whereas in the web

XT TtI

at the same level the intensity of shearing stress = —
jj

—i.e. it is greater in the web in the proportion of b : /. Fig. 75
shows that the intensity of shear in the web increases slightly

towards the neutral axis, but neglecting this slight increase

and taking the intensity of shear in the web to be constant,

as 2 ^ becomes infinitely small the intensity of shearing stress in

dn 1
the web = -^— X ,,ax t

, , , du 1 F
, ,

substitutmg from (4) = j^ X ^^^ = ~^-^ . . (5)

where f is the shearing force at the section as before. This is

obviously also the shear in the web in the vertical plane.
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In applying the formula m =.h x d = A x / X D, where / is

the working intensity of stress, in order to avoid useless refine-

ment, D, if great compared with the thickness of the flange at

the centre, may be taken as constant and equal to the distance

from outside to outside of the first plate of the flanges next

the connecting angles, and this plate is generally carried to the

ends of the girder. The horizontal flanges of the connecting

angles should be taken as part of the flanges. If the flange

is thick a more accurate value of the depth must be taken,

unless the girder is proportionally deep. For the tension flange

the area removed in the cross-section for the rivets must be

added to the net area as calculated from the above formula

to arrive at the necessary size of plates ; but for the compression

flange this is not necessary, as the rivets are supposed to fill

the holes and to be capable of taking compression.

In using (5) to calculate a value for the thickness of the w^eb,

D should really be the distance from centre to centre of the rows

of rivets in the vertical flanges of the connecting angles, and the

working intensity of shear must be kept down below that allowed

for the rivets, or, as will be shown, the tension and com-

pression in the web attain considerably higher intensities than

in the flanges. The thickness of the web has also to be regu-

lated in order to keep down the bearing pressure on the con-

necting rivets. It is generally not desirable to make the thick-

ness less than | inch, even if calculation should show that this

is permissible, otherwise the effect of corrosion, should it take

place, would cause a large reduction of available area.

From the considerations in Chapter VI. it will be evident

that the vertical and horizontal planes are not the planes of

piincipal stress, therefore the normal stress on a vertical section

is not the maximum intensity of stress at a point. But in the

flange, as has already been shown, the intensity of shearing stress

is very small, therefore the normal stress on the vertical plane

in the flanges differs very little from the maximum, and one

plane of principal stress very nearly coincides with it. In the

web, how^ever, particularly towards the ends of the girder, the

intensity of shearing stress is very appreciable. At the neutral

axis the direct stress is zero, and there is only shear on the

vertical and horizontal planes there, therefore the planes of

principal stress there would be at angles of 45 deg. with the

vertical and horizontal lines, and the intensity of tension or

compression would be equal to that of the shearing stress. At

J
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the upper and lower extremities of the web the intensity of normal

stress is evidently the same as in the flanges at these levels,

consequently in the compression portion of the web the greater

principal stress will be a compression and greater than the

intensity of compression in the flange, and will act on a plane

inclined to the vertical. A similar consideration applies to

the tension portion of the web. This is evident from equations

(4a), Chapter VI., which show that in this case the maximum

prmcipal stress = p = , the second term

being" taken as the same sign as /)i„
; and the cotangent of the

inclination of its normal to the horizontal = — ~
Pt

For example, if the compressive stress in the flange is 5 tons

per square inch, and the intensity of shear in the web at that

section in the vertical or horizontal plane is 3 tons per square

inch, then

, 5 + ^^25 + 36 5 + s/6l 12-8 ,^ . ,

p
— = = = 6-4 tons per sq. mch,

J . ^ 6-4
and cot = ^ = —2-i.

3

'5 — 7'8
The other principal stress = — = — 1-4 tons per sq. inch.

The maximum intensity of shearing stress is on the plane

bisecting the angle between the two principal planes, and equals

Px — py 6-4 + 1-4
^ = = 3-9 tons per square inch, which shows

that the maximum intensity of shearing stress is appreciably

greater than its intensity on the horizontal and vertical planes.

At the neutral plane, where the intensities of the principal

stresses is equal to that of the shearing stress, their value would

be 3 tons per square inch. The planes of principal stress can
thus be found at any point in the web, as indicated in Fig. 76, for

a uniform load. It is obvious, therefore, that if the intensity of

direct stress in the flange is made equal to the working intensity

of stress towards the ends of the girder, the maximum inten-

sities of compression and tension in the web are bound to exceed

those in the flange, and unless the intensity of shearing stress in the

web is made small, they would largely exceed the flange stress.

The only way to avoid this is to reduce the working intensity

of flange stress towards the ends of the girder as the intensity of
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shear in the web increases

—

i.e. to decrease -p^^ in the formula

above so as to keep p constant, as /)^ increases—instead of pro-

portioning the flange area by the formula m = /xaxd; or else

to restrict the increase by keeping the intensity of shearing stress

low. It will also be seen shortly that it is necessary to keep this

intensity of shear low to prevent the intensity of bearing pressure

on the rivets connecting the web to the flange angles exceeding

suitable limits. When the girder is deep, in order to prevent

Fig. 76.

the comparatively thin web from buckling, owing to the com-

pressive stresses present in it, it appears desirable from the analogy

of the long column to stiffen it. The rules generally given for

effecting this purpose are unsatisfactory, but it is easy to see

that, if the web is of constant thickness and the stiffeners are

of constant cross-section, they should be placed nearer together,

near the ends of the girder. The object of the stiffeners is

simply to prevent the web buckling, the stresses being resisted

as explained above ; if the stiffeners and part of the web on

either side of them are sufficient to take the shearing force at

that section as a compression, the portion of the web between

the foot of that stiffener and the top of the next nearer the

end would transmit the shear as a tension to the next stiffener,

so that if a tendency to collapse developed the method of re-

sisting the bending moment and shearing stress would be altered,

the girder becoming more of the type of an N girder already

considered. If it cannot collapse when considered in this manner
it is perfectly safe ; that is to say, if the stiffener with the help

of the web on either side of it is strong enough when treated

as a strut to take the shearing force at the section, and the

web is thick enough to transmit this as a tension to the next
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stiffener, there is no fear of the girder buckling. Now the total

tension in the web between the foot of one stiffener and the top

of the next nearer the end equals the shearing force at the first

X cosec 0, where 6 is the inclination to the horizontal of the

diagonal of the bay between the two stiffeners considered. As

the first term in this expression increases to a maximum as the

end is approached, the second term

—

i.e. cosec 6—should diminish

if the thickness of the web and stiffeners are uniform, and to

effect this the distance apart of the stiffeners must decrease as

A
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would be , X 12 i = if d is in inches, or == - if d is
D X / D D

in feet.

Now the rivets connecting the web to the flange angles are

in double shear, therefore the number of rivets n in one foot

length must be strong enough to resist a shear of this amount

—i.e. n X —- X /,, must be not less than -, where d is in
2 'i D

feet, /^ being the working intensity of shearing stress allowed

in the rivets and d their diameter ; also the rivets must be

numerous enough to prevent the bearing pressure between

the rivets and the web being excessive

—

i.e. if N be the number

of rivets per foot required for this purpose, ^ X d X t X fi,
must

p
not be less than -, where /^ is allowable intensity of bearing

pressure. For large rivets in double shear the fulfilment of

the latter condition requires a greater number of rivets than

the former, as will be seen by working out the values of n and N

from the above expressions in any particular case.

.• . N X rf X ^ X /, = ^, or N =
^.^i^f^f^'

the dimensions being in inches.

If this gives a number of rivets greater than can be con-

veniently got in, the thickness of the web must be increased in

order to keep the number within convenient hmits.

The flanges of the girder would generally consist of a number

of separate plates, and since the area necessary as the bending

moment decreases is less, the plates may be stopped before

reaching the ends of the girder.

For example, if the cur\^e (Fig. 78) represents the bending

moment diagram, and it is found that at the centre three plates

are required in addition to the horizontal flanges of the angles

to give the necessary area for, say, the compression flange,

the centre vertical should be divided into four parts, the lowest

representing the moment of resistance of the angles and the

three upper parts representing the moment of resistance of the

three plates. It is generally sufficient to divide it in proportion

to the cross-sectional areas of the angles and plates. The plates

should be taken beyond the cur\'e a distance to allow a sufficient

number of rivets to be inserted to effectually connect the plates

before reaching the section. It is not usual to carry them further
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than this for the purpose of limiting the maximum tension

and compression in the web to the value of the working intensity

of stress in the flanges.

In designing the cross-girders for a bridge the maximum
wheel loads that can come on to a bay length must be taken

and considered to be placed in the position that will cause the

maximum possible portion of such load to come on one cross-

girder. For a double line of rails, a similar load must be taken

on the other track at the same time. Thus the cross-girders are

subjected to four concentrated loads at the position of the

rails, in addition to the dead load, which may also be taken as

acting at the same points without introducing much error,

as the portion of the dead load communicated to it by the

stringers is, of course, brought on in those positions. The
depth of the cross-girders for a double track should be not less

than 2 feet, unless circumstances render such a depth impossible.

In the case of the stringers or rail-bearers, to find the maximum
flange stress, the maximum load that the axles of the locomotives

can impose on a bay length must be considered as acting in

the position that will produce the maximum bending moment
at the centre of the stringer ; and to find the maximum shear

the loads must be placed in the position to give the greatest

shear at the ends of the stringers. It is best not to consider

the stringers as girders fixed at the ends, although their con-

nection to the cross-girders no doubt partially introduces this

condition.

Cross-girder.

As an example, take the case of a cross-girder and rail-bearer

for the bridge for which the stresses in the members have been

found using the same typical load.

It is obvious from Fig. 79 that practically the maximum
load that can come on to a cross-girder is indicated at the cross-

girder B in that figure, with the disposition of load there shown,

where the load transmitted to b can be found by taking moments

about A and c of the loads on the spans a b and b c respectively.

The load on the cross-girder b

17-5
,

12-5
,

1-2 X (7-5)^
,

15 X 2-5

= 45 -f , 17 -f- i-g = 48-6 tons.

This is the maximum live load brought by each track on

to the cross-girder, and using the third method in Chapter V.
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for determining the cross-sectional area of members, this may
be at once doubled—z.g. it may be taken as the load commu-
nicated to the cross-girder at each rail. Now the platform load
equals 20 x 07 = 14 tons, and if this is taken as being applied

at each rail it gives -^ = 3-5 tons at each rail. The total equiva-
4

lent load at each rail as indicated in Fig. 80 is therefore 52 tons.

The bending moment will be a maximum between the two

T T T T
15 15 15 15

T T T T
15 15 IS 15

^7-5 '< 5\| 5'j; 5'^ 5'^ 10' js'^s'ls'l
20 ^ ^0'

3^

B
Fk;. 79.

T
52

T
52 52

T
52

< 5 5^3

10+
T

FiG. So.

middle rails, where it equals 104 x 10 — 52 X 5 = 780 tons-

feet. Take the depth of the cross-girder as 3 feet, and let angles

4I X 4| X I be used to connect the web to the flange.

For the area a^ of the compression flange, since it is not

necessary to allow for material removed for rivet holes, we have

Ac X 7 X 3 = 780.

.•. A^ = 37-1 square inches.

Now A^ = area of horizontal flanges of angles -f width of plates

X T, where t is the thickness of the plates in the flange ; let

the width of the flange be 18 inches. The area of the horizontal

flanges of the angles = (4I -f- 4i) X i = 4| square inches.

.
•

. A, = 37-1 = 4-5 -F 18 X T.

.
•

. T = 1-8 inches.

To find the area a^ of the tension flange, it must be remem-
bered that the material removed for rivet holes must be allowed

for, and by finding the thickness of the compression flange
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first a sufficiently near approximation to the length of the rivets

is readily obtained, sa3^ 2i inches. If rivets |-inch diameter

are used, the flange area would be reduced b}^ the longitudinal

section of two rivets

—

i.e. 2 x 2| x | = 4'5 square inches, say.

Now the area required is given by

A^ X 9 X 3 = 780, or A^ = 29 square inches.

Or adding the area removed for rivets = 33-5 square inches.

The horizontal flanges of the angles contribute 4^ square inches

of this, and leave 29 square inches as the area of the plates.

29
The thickness of the plates therefore is -^ = i'6 inches.

Of course, the nearest market sizes that give the necessary

thickness would be chosen.

Thickness of web. The intensity of shear in the web should

be kept low in order to avoid high tensile and compressive

stresses in the web near the ends, and for this purpose one or

more of the flange plates should be carried on to the ends of the

girder in addition to the connecting angles.

Suppose the maximum intensity of shear in the vertical or

horizontal plane in the web is limited to 4 tons per square inch.

The depth between centre line of rivets connecting the web to

the upper and lower flanges respectively is 30 inches, there-

fore the thickness of the web I is obtained as follows :

—

30 X / X 4 = 104, or t = 0-87 inch.

Now the least thickness of plate that will develop the full

working intensity of shearing strength of a |-inch rivet in double

shear, taken as 6 tons the square inch, without the bearing in-

tensity of pressure between the rivet and plate exceeding 12 tons

per square inch, is found by equating the two

—

I X / X 12 = 2 X 0-6 X 6

where o-6 is the area of a |-inch rivet

;

4-8
. .

.' . i = ^ — o-'j mch.

That is to say, with these unit stresses, if the thickness of a plate

is less than 0*7 inch, the number of connecting rivets, if in double

shear, must be designed to limit the bearing pressure to the

unit stress, and the allowable unit shearing stress will not be

reached ; but if the thickness is greater than 0-7 inch, the number
of rivets must be designed to limit the shearing stress to the

unit stress chosen.

Rail-hearer or stringer. The position of the load that will

give the maximum bending moment at the centre of the stringer
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is when four axles are symmetrically placed with respect to the

centre. If the full axle load be taken as acting on such stringer

it will have the effect of doubling the live load. Thus we have
on the stringer on each side of the centre 15 tons, 2 feet 6 inches

from the centre, and 15 tons, 7 feet 6 inches from the centre.

O'l X 20
The platform load will be less than - ~

, say 3 tons, because

the weight of the cross-girder is excluded. The bending moment
at the centre therefore is 30 x 10 — 15 x 7'5 — 15 X 2-5 +

203X5,= 1575 tons-feet. The flange areas are found as before.

The maximum shear will occur at the end of the stringer

when the leading wheel of the four is just approaching the end of

the stringer ; the reaction and therefore the shearing force

at the end then is 15 + i^ 15 + |§ I5 + /o 15 = I X 15 =
37J tons; the web thickness t taking the same unit shearing stress

of 4 tons per square inch is obtained as before

—

i.e.

30 X ^ X 4 = 37I, or t = 0-3 inch.

As it is not desirable to make it less than f inch, this thickness

would be selected.

It will be observed that since the thickness is less than 07 inch

the connecting rivets must be designed to hmit the bearing

pressure. T section stiffeners would be used at about four points

in the length of the stringers, between stringer and stringer and

between the outside stringers and the main girder flanges, to

diminish vibration and prevent the stringers buckling.



CHAPTER VIII

CONTINUOUS GIRDERS AND CANTILEVER BRIDGES

When a girder is continuous over one or more intemiediate

supports, the problem differs from the case of a girder supported

at the ends in the fact that there are bending moments at the

intermediate piers over which the girder is continuous, and this

fact alters the relative values of the reactions on the piers.

Any single span is therefore in equilibrium under the action of

the loads it carries, the reactions due to that load at the piers

and the stress couples equal to the bending moments over the

piers. The portions of the two reactions on the piei"s at the

extremities of a span, due to the load upon it, must be equal

to the load on the span, because the vertical forces must balance,

as a couple cannot balance a force. But the reaction at such

intermediate pier is due partly to the load on the span on one

side of it, and partly due to the load on the span on the

other side of it, therefore to find the total reaction at a pier

these partial reactions must be determined and added together.

The effect of a stress couple being present over a pier can be

realised if a girder supported at the two ends, but prevented

from moving endwise, is supposed to have a vertical lever rigidly

secured to one end (Fig. 8i), to the extremity of which a horizontal

force is applied

acting, say, in a

direction away
from the centre

of the girder ; this

will introduce a

couple at the sec-

FiG. 8i. tion of the girder

at the end b,

which will obviously tend to hft the end A of the girder,

and therefore to reduce the reaction there compared with its

value when the couple is not acting. The reaction at b will

be increased by the same amount as that at a is diminished,

138
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because the sum of the two must still equal the load on

the girder. If, therefore, r is the reaction at a when no couple

is applied at B, and R^ is the reaction there when the couple is

acting, the value of the couple will be (r — r^) X l. Thus, if

a girder consists of two spans, A B, B c (Fig. 82), and it is con-

tinuous over the centre pier b, and a load is placed, say, near the

centre of the span a b only, it will tend to lift the free end c

of the unloaded span unless that is held down ; neglecting the

Fig. 82.

weight of the beam, the force required to hold it down x b c

equals the stress couple over the pier b, because the reaction at

c is zero if the beam is severed at b, and the reaction on this

pier will be increased bj^ the amount of the holding down force

at c. At the piers over which the girder is continuous, the

upper fibres will tend to be in tension, and therefore the lower

Fig. S3.

ones in compression, because the load on the span on either

side of it will cause that part of the girder to bend, so as to be

convex upwards. This shows that the bending moment at

such a pier is negative. The tangent to the deflected curve

of the centre line over such a pier would not generally be

horizontal unless the spans and loads are symmetrically dis-

posed relatively to the pier in question.

Theorem of Three Moments.

When the load is uniformly distributed, as is generally assumed

to be the case for the dead load, the bending moments at the

piers, and therefore the reactions there, can be found from the

theorem of three moments, which gives an equation connecting

the bending moment at each three consecutive piers. Since

the couples acting at the ends of a span where the girder is con-

tinuous over the piers are exerted b\- the stresses in the flanges

of the adjacent spans, it is clear that the values of these moments
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cannot be obtained from statical considerations, but must be

evolved from the elastic properties of the material of the girder.

It is easy to write down the bending moment at any section

in terms of the load on the portion of the span between the section

and the next pier, the stress couple over that pier and the reaction

at it due to the load on the span in which the section is taken.

And it is known from the elastic properties of a beam that the

change of inclination, Zg — i^, of the axis of the beam between

M d X

E I
x.

the two sections distant x^ and a'^ from the piers =
J x^

If the load is uniformly distributed, the expression for m is

continuous, but for a concentrated load it is discontinuous at

the load, the expression for the bending moment on one side

of the load being different from that on the other side. If,

therefore, the concentrated load comes in the length in which

the total change of inclination is required, the integration has

to be performed for the length from .Yj to the load and for the

length from the load to x^ separately. It will be evident that if

ig is the inclination of the centre line over one pier, it is necessary

to eliminate i^ before it can be utilised ; i-^ may be the inclination

of the centre line at the preceding pier, and to find its value

it is necessary from the expression for the inclination i to find

that for the deflection ii. Now from the elastic properties of

fXo
the beam ito ^ "i — ^ '^ •'^'' '^^*^' since the level of the centre

J H
line at the piers is unaltered, u is known for these points, and

consequently an equation for i^ is obtained.

Thus an expression is obtained for the inclination of the

centre line at a pier by considering the deflection of the span on
one side of it ; similarly, an expression for this inclination of the

centre line at the same pier may be obtained from a consideration

of the deflection of the span on the other side of the pier. By
substituting the values of the pier reactions in terms of the

bending moments at the piers, and equating these tw^o ex-

pressions for the inclination of the centre line at the pier, an

equation involving the moments at three consecutive piers is

obtained.

Let A B and b c (Fig. 82) be two consecutive spans, and let

the girder be continuous over the three piers, A, B, and c.

It must be borne in mind that the symbol representing the
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bending moment at any section is the couple exerted by the

part of the beam on the right of that section on the portion to

the left of it, and therefore the action of the latter on the former,

which is equal and opposite, would be represented by the same

symbol but preceded by the minus sign.

We will suppose that the piers are level, and that the cross-

section of the girder is constant, and that the load on each span

is uniformly distributed, but not necessarily of the same intensity

on different spans. We will call the reaction at the pier b due

to the load on a b, r^,^, and the reaction at b due to the load

on B c, Rpc, the first letter of the suffix denoting the pier con-

sidered and the two letters of the suffix denoting the span.

The total reaction at b, R3 = R^^ + Rbc> and similarly for the

other piers. Let l^ be the length of the span A b and w^ the

uniform load per linear foot on it. Take a as the origin and

the axis of x in the direction a b, and let x be the distance from

A of the section considered. The bending moment at x = m

= M + R XX ^^^-, by taking moments about x. Now

the alteration in the inchnation of the centre line at x com-

pared with its inclination at a

'\r

I u
a X= i — t. =

E I

f*x

J
(-

w, x\ ,

I — I.

I / X- w. x\

In particular when
t = t.

I / L,^ W, L,3\
(I)

To find i^, we know that the deflection at the piers A and b

is zero, therefore finding an expression for the difference of the

deflection u between b and a from that for i we have

r^i ( I / x- W-, x^\
) J

10
u„—u
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Since "jj = iij^ = o, we have

A 1
I 2 I \ -^ 2 -^^6 24 /

'

-^ E I V 2 -^^ 6 24 /

Substituting this value for i^ in (i), we have

E I Z^ = I M_, X Li + 1 R,3 Li"
LJL

. . (2)

Now R.„ can be found in terms of the moments at A and b'AB

by tal<ing moments about b, when we obtain

M., + R^B X Li -M3 = o, or R,3 = -^— + ^\
Substituting this value for r^^ in (2), we get—

-

E I ^B
= i M^ Li + i M3 Li + ^\ w^ 1^3 . . . (3)

Now instead of taking a for the origin take c for it, and the

axis of X in the direction c b, and let a; be the distance from c

of the section considered. Lg is the length of b c and Wg the

intensity of the uniform load upon it. With a as origin, we
obtain the angle the tangent to the centre line at b (Fig. 83) makes

with A c, the angle being measured by the angle turned through

by the line A c, if we suppose it to rotate about b in the contra-

clockwise sense, since the axis of x is drawn to the right from a,

till it coincides with the tangent to the centre line at b. This

angle is tan '^H^. Now taking c as origin, we obtain the angle

which the tangent to the centre line at b makes with c a—i.e. the

angle through which c A must rotate about b in the clockwise

sense (since the axis of x is drawn to the left from c) till it coin-

cides with the tangent at b —this angle is obviously t — tan ~H^.

If, therefore, we go through the work exactly as before, we
shall obtain an equation similar to (3), but since tan (tt — tan ~^ij^)

= —
^B,

on the left we shall have — e i i^ ; on the right we
must change A into c, l^ into l^, and li'-^ into u'2 ; we then get

—

- E I
^'b
= i Mc ^2 + ¥ Mb L^ + ^, W^ Lg^ . . (4)

By adding (3) and (4) i^ is eliminated, and we obtain an equation

containing only the bending moments at three consecutive

piers, the lengths of the two spans considered and the intensities

of the load upon them, which is

—

1 M^ L^ + 1 M^ L2 + i M3 (Li + L2) + /t {n\ Li3 + w^ LgS) == o,

or 4 M^ Li + 4 M^ L2 + 8 Mg (Li + L2) + W-^ LjS + w^ Lg^ = O (5)

If Lj = L2 = L, and w^ ^ w^ ^= w,

2M^ + 2M^. -I- 8Mj3 + IVL^ = O . . (6)
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Equations (5) and (6) are the relationship sought between

the moments at three consecutive piers.

To show how this is utihsed, suppose the bridge has two

equal spans, uniformly loaded, with the girders continuous over

the centre pier (Fig. 84). Then as the girder is simply supported

at A and c—i.e. prevented from moving up or down there

—

Ma = M, = O.

Substituting these values in (6), we have

—

W L^
^B -= - 8 •

w 1
'

Taking moments about b, m^ = r^ X l — —-. This, it

will be noticed, is the difference between the moment of the

actual reaction at c and its amount if the girder were severed

at B and there was no stress couple there. Substituting for Mg,

Re = I ^ L.

Consequently

R^ = f w L, and therefore r^ = 2 w L— ^w L = i w l.

It will be observed that the reactions at the ends are less than

what they would be if the girder were severed at b ; this is

obviously the case, because the stress moment at b causes the

right-hand portion b c to tend to lift the left-hand portion in

the clockwise sense ; and since the action of the left-hand half

on the right-hand half is equal and opposite, it tends to hft

the right half in the contra-clockwise sense. Thus the reactions

at A and c are diminished compared with their values if the girder

is severed at b. If we imagine, instead of the uniform load

li' L on B c, a load — at b and at c, the downward load— at
2 2

c is only counteracted by the reaction ^ w l, the difference be-

tween these multiplied by l being equal to the moment of stress

W L
at B, which lifts the end c till the reaction is reduced from —

2

to ^ w L, which, of course, necessitates the moment of stress at

c being ^— (the action of the left portion on the right). This

moment will necessarily be proportional to the distance of the

section considered from c ; if, therefore, we plot an ordinate

W L^—^ at b and join its extremity to a and c (Fig. 84), we have the

diagram due to the moment at pier b. If we now plot on a b,

B c, the parabolas for the bending moment diagram of the uniform
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load on these two spans as if the pier moment were not present,

the differences of the ordinates of these parabolas and those

of the triangle a d c—i.e. the ordinates to the parabolas measured

from the straight hnes A d, D c, as a base—give the actual bend-

ing moment at each section. If these ordinates are plotted to

a straight line a c as base, we obtain the diagram of resultant

Fig

Fig. S^a

bending moment as in Fig. 85. The shearing-force diagram is

given in Fig. 8^a, and since the shearing force is the differential

coefficient of the bending moment at any section, it will be

observed that the bending moment is a maximum when the

shearing force equals zero.

Next suppose the bridge has three equal spans (Fig. 86),

and is continuous over the two intermediate piers, the spans

being uniformly loaded as before. As the ends A and D are

simply prevented from moving vertically, m^ = m^ = O, and

applying equation (6) to the first three piers and the second three

piers consecutively, we have

—

8 M3 + 2 M^ -f 5X' L^ = o,

and 2 Mg -f 8 m^. -f w l^ = o.

Subtracting four times the second equation from the first,

2 M — 32 M + WL^ — 4w L^ — o,
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or 30 M_ = -3WL'

M., =
10

= My from symmetry.

Taking moments about b to the left,

M„ = R.

ic L = R,

~
2 ~ ~ 10

•
•

• Ra = Rab = ^ L (^ - xV) = ..

•
•

• ^B = Re = k i^wi.-%wV) = i^ w L.

It will be noticed in this case that the end resections are

nearer to their value when the girder is severed at b and c than

the end reactions in the last case. The same remark also applies

to the reactions at the intermediate piers ; as the number of

spans increases this is more and more the case.

If, as before, the bending moments at b and c be plotted

(Fig. 86), and their extremities joined to each other and to A and

Fig. 87^,

D, the broken hne a e f d represents the bending moment due

to the pier moments. If the diagrams for a uniform load on

each of the spans considered as separate be now drawn, the

ordinates o'f these parabolas referred to the broken line a E F d

as base represents the resultant bending moment diagram at

each section. These ordinates may be plotted as in Fig. 87

relative to a straight base line a d, when the resultant bending

K
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moment diagram is obtained. The shearing-force diagram

is given in Fig. 87^, and it will be observed as before that the

shearing force vanishes at the sections where the bending

moment is a maximum.
It is obvious from Figs. 85 and Sy that the average value of

the resultant bending moment at each section is considerably

less than in the case of a series of separate beams of the same
spans carrying the same load. Also the maximum bending

moment occurs near the piers, in the position where an in-

creased weight of the girders would affect the bending .moment
least. The necessary cross-section of the flanges may, apparently,

therefore be considerably less in the case of the continuous

girder than when it consists of independent spans ; but the

fact that the variations of stress in the members of the con-

tinuous girder are much greater than in the case of independent

spans cause a higher factor of safetj? to be necessary in the

former case, which partly neutralises the advantage of the reduced

value of the maximum stress. Very great care has, however,

to be taken in the erection to obtain this reduced average bend-

ing moment, and it is clear that if the spans are erected separately

and then riveted together, it is necessary to lift the free end of

a span whilst connecting the other end by an amount equal

to its calculated deflection at the free end under its own weight,

so as to put the top flange in tension over the piers.

It will also be obvious that a very small alteration in the

level of a pier, either by settlement, or contraction or expansion

of the pier, may have a very material effect on the resulting

stresses in the girder. This point will be reverted to later.

Next find the bending moments and shearing forces for a

girder of two spans continuous over the middle support, but

with one span only (a b, Fig. 88) uniformly loaded and the other

free from load. From equation (5) we have

4M^ + 16 Mg + 4M^ -^ WL^ = o,

and M^ = Mj, = 0, .
•

.
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since there is no other load on b c but the reactions,

Rur-
W L

16 '

By plotting in Fig. 88 first the triangular i^ier moment dia-

gram and superimposing that for the unifoiTn load on one span

and measuring the ordinates relatively to the broken line of the

former, the resultant bending moment at each section is obtained
;

this is plotted relatively to a straight base line a c in Fig. 88fl.

Fig. 885 is the shearing-force diagram plotted from the above

results, the ordinate being of course zero when the bending

moment is a maximum.
In a girder of three equal spans continuous over the two

intermediate piers, find the bending-moment and shearing-force

diagrams (i) when the centre span is uniformly loaded and

the side spans unloaded
; (2) when one side span is uniformly

loaded and the other two spans unloaded.
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(i) The Centre Span Loaded

From equation (5)

4 M^ + 16 Mg + 4 M^ + ze; l2 = o,

4M3 + 16 M^ + 4Mj, + z£;l2 = O.

Since the extreme ends are simply prevented from moving

vertically, M^ = m^ = o, and from s\Tnmetry Mj, = m^,.

Adding the two equations we get

20 Mg + 20 M(, + 2 vo L^ = o,

or 40 Mg = — 2 w L^,

W L^

B c 20

Taking moments about b,

W L-
. R^ = R. = -W L-

W L
Rb + Re = ^' L - R, - R„ = Z£' L + ^^

K' L

20
'

II

10
W L,

II

20
Z£' L.

In Fig. 8q, first the straight line diagram of the pier moments

is drawn, and next the bending-moment diagram for the uniform

load on B c is superimposed. The resultant diagram of bending

moments

—

i.e. the ordinates relatively to the broken hne pier
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moment diagram—is jilotted in Fig. 89^ to the straight hne a d

as base. Fig. 896 is tlie sliearing-force diagram.

(2) One End Span Loaded

From equaticm (5) 4 m^ + 16 m^ + 4 m^, -\- wh^ = 0,

and 4 Mjj + 16 M(, + 4 Mjj = o.

Since the ends a and d are simplj^ prevented from moving

vertically, m^ = m^ = o,

M3
.

•
. from the second equation m^ = — •

Substituting this value for m^ in the first equation

—

16 M,, - M,, + t£; L- = O, or M3 = - ^^ ;

W L-
^ 5o

w l'^ wl
Now R^ X L = M^ - -^^ , .-. Rj, = -^^,

and Mg = Rq X 2 L 4- R(, X L,

because r^ and r^, are the only external forces to the right of b
;

.
•

. M„ = 2 M„ + R„ X L,

.
•

. R, L = M,, - 2 M^ = ^ Mj3 = -
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Comparing the two diagrams of bending moments, Fig. 89a

and Fig. goa, it is seen that when the hve load covers one end

span the maximum positive bending moment due to it occurs in

Fig. gob

that span, and the maximum negative bending moment at the

intennediate pier at the end of that span, the bending moment
for the greater part of the centre span is negative, whilst that

in the other end span is positive. The maximum positive shear

then occurs at the intermediate pier at the end of the loaded

span, and the maximum negative shear at the other end of that

span.

When the load covers the centre span only, the central

portion of that span is subject to positive bending moments,

the maximum negative bending moments being at the inter-

mediate piers at either end of this span, and the maximum
positive and negative shears occur at these piers.

A much more accurate estimation of the maximum bending

moments and shearing forces due to the live load can, however,
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be arrived at by considering the effect of a single concentrated

load, and then examining what positions of such loads give

positive and negative values of the bending moments and shear-

ing forces respectively ; then by taking only the portions loaded

which give moments or shears of the same sign at the section

considered, the maximum values can be ascertained.

For this purpose it is necessary to examine the modified

form of the theorem of three moments for concentrated loads.

Theorem of Three Moments for Concentrated Loads

We will first consider a single load Q to act at x (Fig. 91)

distant g from a. The difference between this case and that for

X ^

CV<J
Fig. 91.

f K

-^5:

Fig. 92.

C

^
B

Fig. 92rt.

c

f T
B

Fig. 93.

c

f T
B

Fig. 94.

C

the uniform load is that the expression for the bending moment

is discontinuous at the load. It is necessary, therefore, to

integrate the changes of inclination from a to x for the one
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expression for the bending moment, and from x to b for the other

expression for it. In order to get rid of the unknown value

of the inclination of the centre line at a, the fact that no de-

flection takes place at the piers has to be introduced, and the

deflection at x has to be found for both expressions for the bend-

ing moment and the two values equated. Let m be the bending

moment at any point z distant x from a, and use the same

notation as before, the length of a b being Lj. Taking a for the

origin and the axis of x in the direction a b—
between a and x, m = m^ + Ra.r ^

\

between x and b, m = m^ + r^^ ^ — Q (a; — l).

For a section between a and x, the total change of inclination

from A to the section distant x from A is found by integrating

I i^
the expression yid x, where M is the expression for the

bending moment between a and x ; that is :

—

Cx 2

El(i-lJ= (M^-fR^3 X .T)rfA' = M^A- -f R^3 X ^,

X^
.

•
. E I i = E I J^ + M^ X + R,B X - . . . (I)

!:2

At X therefore e i {i^ — i^) = m^ ; + R^g X ^
,

^2

or E I I, = E i^ - M^ ^' - Rab X "^ . . . (2)

To obtain a second expression involving i^, find the differ-

ence in the deflection between a and x, remembering that the

deflection at A = o.

Integrating (i) between a and x, we have for the increase

of the deflection from A to x

—

E I {U^ - U^) = E I idx ^ Bli^t, + M^ " + R^j3 ".
;

Jo Z U

or, since w^ = o,

E I {u^ ~ i^ i) = M^ *; + R^, ^ . . . (3)

Next, the increase of inclination between x and a section

distant x from a between x and b

rx
— ^idx.
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where m is the expression for the liending moment between x
and B ; that is :

—

E I (t - i^) = ^ {M^ + R,3 X x-Q{x-t)} d X,

X'i Q (X — t)~ ^2

Substituting for the last three terms from (2),

x^ (x — -)2

E I i = M^ ^ + R^3 ^ - Q ^
" + E I i^.

If X = Lp

Ll- .(Ll-^)'
E I ^B = ^Ia Li + R.,B "2: - Q '2 + ^ ^ 'a • • (4)

To obtain a second expression involving i^, find the difference

in the deflection between x and b by integrating the above

expression for i between X and b, remembering that the de-

flection at B = o, we have

—

E I («, - „,) = E I

J
^J <i * = M, (^J - ;') + R,, X

Cl'
- ^')

making u^^ = o, and bringing the last term on the right over

to the left,

(L ^ E^\ /L ^ i'^\

2 "aj'^AB X
(^^-

-
(^j

Substituting for the first term on the left from (3),

Ma 2 + ^ab X ^ + E I ^, Li = - M., ("^ " 2 j
" ^ab

x(i-6) + « —
cancelling

6 '

E I i, Li = - M^ f _ R^^ -J- + -^ ^.

Multiplying (4) by Lj and substituting in it the value just

found for Eii^ l^, we get

l3 Q(Li-^)2
E I

^B Li = M_, Li^ + R^3 X f ^ X Li- M,

~ ^AB "K' +

3 n (t. — ;^2

2
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Collecting the tenns,

L
1\TElt„U = M

2̂ +H.„^^-Q(L,-£,-(^^'-V)
Li^ , Li^ (Li - £)2 (2 Li + i)= M^ "^- + R.,B ^ - Q

5 ' -

Now taking moments about b—

-

Rab X Li = M3 - M^ + o(Li-i) . . . (5)

Substituting this value for R^^ in the last equation,

E I
^B Li = M^ -^ 4- M3 -i- - Q ^^ '^ -^ + ^ y ^',

L, , L, , Q ^ (L, 2 - r-)

6 ^ ^3 6Li

If there are a number of separate loads, each load increases

the inclination and the moments m^ and Mg ; thus a similar

expression to the above would be obtained for each load. The
sum of the tenns corresponding to i^ would be the resultant

change of inclination.

The sum of the values of m^ in the lirst term on the right

would be the -resultant moment at a, and similarly for Mg in

the second teiTn.

Therefore if ^^ is the total inclination due to all the loads

on the span a b, and m^ and M3 are the total moments due to

these loads, we should have

—

E I ^B = M, ^1 + Mg -1 + S
^^y~^''^

. . (6)B A 5 I B 2 ' 6 Lj^ ^ '

where the S denotes the summation of the last term for each

load Q, ^ being the distance of its point of application from a.

If now, as in the case of the uniformly distributed load, we

take c for the origin and the axis of x in the direction c b, and

let Q^ be any load on the span b c at the distance 17 from c,

we have the tangent of the supplement of the angle in (6). l^

becomes Lg, the length of the span b c, and a becomes c, therefore

6 "^ ^ 3 6L2

Adding (6) and (7) and multiplying by 6,

M^ L, + 2 M3 (L, + L,) + M, L2 + 2 Qii^:l!lli!)

^^oSMnrl^o
. . ! . (8)

which is the theorem of three moments for concentrated loads.

As an application of this, take a girder with two equal spans

-EM. = M, a + „_^
a + . ±jLAt,_^u

. , (7)
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continuous over the central pier with a single load q on the

span A B distant ^ from a, and find the bending moment at a

point z distant x from a.

In this case m^ = M^. = o, therefore from (8)

—

- (L- - $-)
4 ^Ib l + Q ^" ^ = o,

From (5) R^3 X L = M3 + Q (L - 4^),

and R^ = R^3 = "^-^ = -^^3 4'(l2-4:2)

•
•

• Rb = Q - Ra - Re = Q L + 717 ^ ^^' ~ ^"^•

It will be noticed that r^ is always positive and r^ is always

positive, because the second term in the expression for r^ is

greater than the first for i > ^-^

—

-^- ^c ^^^^ reaction at the

extremity of the span free from load, is always negative. Be-

tween a and the load o. the bending moment = R^^ -y, and is

always positive ; between the load o and b the bending moment

equals

—

M = R^gA- - Q{x-$),

'O (L — /-) Q . , , ,.,,) ^ - -.>

= Q^|i- ^ (4L^ + L^-aI.

M = O if X = ^ TV,.

5 L- - 4-

Position of Loads for Maximum Bending Moment at a Section

M is positive if x (5 L- — ^-) < 4 L^
;

that is, if 4-"- > L^ U - ^y
^2 is obviously greater than the expression on the right if

c —^ = o, i.e. if .1- = "^ L ; it is also greater for all smaller
a; 5
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values of x than this, because as x becomes smaller the negative

term in the expression is increased. But if x > l, the bending

moment will not be positive until ^ is large enough to be

>L a/ 5 — 4 ,, i-e. it will be negative if ^ is < L\/ 5—4 .

It will also always be negative for all loads on the span b c, be-

cause R^ is negative for all loads on b c. Therefore for a section

in the four-fifths of the span from a the positive bending moment
at z is a maximum if a b is covered by the load, and the maximum
negative bending moment at z occurs when the span b c only

4
IS covered. But if x > - l, the bending moment at z is a

5
""

maximum, as shown in Fig. 92, if there is no load on b c and

\/5-4^no load from a to a point k at a distance equal to l

from A, but with the load covering the span from that point

to b. The maximum negative bending moment at z (Fig. 92a)

occurs in this case if the length a k and the span b c are loaded.

Position of Loads to give Maximum Shearing Force at

any Section

It has already been shown that for a load between A and b

the reactions at a and b are positive, and that at c negative
;

therefore for a load to the left of any section z distant x from

A in A B the resultant force to the left of z is downwards, be-

cause the load is greater than its reaction at a, therefore the

shearing force at z is positive ; for a load between z and b

the resultant force to the left of z is the reaction at a and there-

fore upwards, which gives a negative shearing force at z ; for

a load on the span b c the reaction at A is negative, therefore

the resultant force to the left of z is downwards, and the shear-

ing force at z positive. The maximum positive shear will

therefore occur at z (Fig. 93), when the portion a z of the span

A B is loaded and the span b c is also loaded. The maximum
negative shear occurs at z (Fig. 94), when the portion z b of

the span a b is loaded and the rest of the girder a c is free from

loads.

CANTILEVER BRIDGES

In the case of a continuous girder of two spans each of length

L, carrying a uniform load, we have seen that if the piers are
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at the same level the centre pier takes fivc-fourtlis of the span-

load. If the centre pier were to sink an amount equal to the de-

flection of the girder with span a c, when carrying the whole load,

supposing it to be strong enough to do so, there would then be

no pressure on the central pier, and the whole load would come

on the end piers. The central pier would have to sink a dis-

tance u given by the formula in Chapter.IX., page 168—viz. :

—

5 (2 L)2 X /,, w (2 L)-^

u = — X , where /^ = 5 7—'
24 E X D '

'" 8.\ X D

- E X A X D^

On the other hand, if the central pier expands in length so

as to lift the girder A c with its load off its end supports, it would

take the whole load and the end supports nothing. The amount

it would have to rise to effect this is given on page 170, and

is «', where u' = § ^^^^ {/^ - f^).

in this case /„ = and /, =
2 A X D " « A X D

, l2 . WL- WL
U' = I X i = iEXD "AXD *EXAXD-

Thus it will be seen that if the central pier is ^V ^^ ^^ a v^ nz

below the line of the end piers, there would be no pressure upon

W L
it, and if it is I ., above that line it will carry the

* e x A X d2

whole load 2 w L. That is to say, a variation in height of the

centre pier equal to (^ + i)
^ ^ , ^ -^ = f ^ x a x d^

'""

creases the pressure upon it from o to 2 i£^' l, and for any inter-

mediate height, since we are considering an elastic body, the

pressure upon it is the same fraction of the total load that

the distance above the position of no load is of | h -

t- /\ A /\ JJ

Thus, when the three piers are level the centre one is yV X

^ above the position for no load on it ; the pressure on
e X a X D^ ^

it therefore is (^^ -^ |) X 2 wh =
I w l, which, of course, is

the same result as previously obtained.

It will be obvious from the above considerations that

alterations in the level of any of the piers supporting a continuous
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girder may produce important changes in the relative amount
of reaction upon the piers, but if in Fig. 85 the centre portion of

the girder length e f forms a cantilever supported at its middle

point and the remaining portions of the span, length a e and

c / respectively, are hinged to it at e and /, or simply supported

on the ends of the cantilever and on the end piers,, any moderate

alteration in the level of the piers can no longer materially affect

the stresses in the girder, because it can now bend at e and /

to accommodate the altered level of the piers.

Again, an examination of Fig. 87 shows that if the girder

be severed at the points g, j, k, and / in its length, where the

bending moment becomes zero, and the portion g j and k I form

cantilevers supported at b and c, and the lengths a g, j k, and

/ d simply rest on the extremities of the cantilevers, or are

connected to them by hinges, so that no bending moment can

be transmitted through them, as indicated in Fig. 95, then it

f
Fig. 95.

will be seen that any alteration in the height of the piers will

have little effect on the stresses in the girder, as bending can

take place at the points of connection without introducing

stresses in the members of the girder. The effect, however, of

so many joints in a bridge would be to cause a lack of rigidity.

To avoid this, the joints in the end spans may be omitted with-

out affecting the advantage derived by introducing discontinuity

;

for in this case (Fig. 96) we have two shore spans with projecting

cantilever arms, each forming a single girder supported at one

end and at a point distant from the other end by the length

of the cantilever arm, with a girder between them carried

on the extremities of these anns. This is a very convenient

form for enabling the centre span to be built out from the shore

spans after their erection, without the aid of staging. Such an

arrangement is indicated in Fig. 96, where c e and d f are

the shore spans and cantilever arms, supported at c and a

and D and b respectively. The central girder is supported

on the ends of the cantilever arms A e and b f. Such a

structure is statically determinate, a load on the shore span

c A (or D b) causes a positive reaction at c and A (or d and
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b)
; a load anywhere between a and b will cause a positive

reaction at a and b but a negative reaction at c and d, con-

sequently the girder must be prevented from lifting at these

points. Instead of single pier supports at a and b, it is very

common to provide a double support as indicated in Fig. 97
at a a' and b b'. If the panel lengths a a' and b b' are diagon-

ally braced so as to transmit shear, c e and d f become continuous

girders, and should be treated as such ; but to avoid this result

these panels may be braced horizontalh' so as to stiffen the

vertical struts at a and a' without transmitting shear between
them. In the latter case, as the shearing force in the panel

is zero, the bending moment at a and a' is the same.

A Single Support at a and b

First consider a uniform dead load of intensity w covering

the bridge. As the central span e f of a length equal l, is

simply supported at the ends, one-half its load ^ will be trans-

mitted to E and the other half to f.
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The bending moment at a, m^, is therefore the moment of

-, and that of the uniform load on the cantilever arm a e
2

whose length is l^. That is

—

M = -^ X /i - -^ = - -^M^i + L„).

If an ordinate a k (Fig. 96a) be drawn equal to this moment,
and its extremity k be joined to c and e, and the parabolas be

drawn on a c and a e due to a uniform load equal w tons per

linear foot, the ordinates of the parabolas, measured from the

broken pier moment line c k e q.s base, will give as before the

resultant bending moment diagram. These ordinates are plotted

relatively to a straight line base in Fig. 96^.

Taking moments about c,

Ra = -^- X -/ + 3-j- = -Yi
(Li + L2)

;

•
•

• Re = ^ (li + 2') - ^A = ^' (i-i + ^') - "'2^ (L, + u).

This is negative if

Li + 2' < ^l
(^1 ^ ^2)

-... if I < "^x+Sl^
2 Lj + Lo

To see the effect of a live load it is best, as before, to take

a single load q, say, in different positions on- the bridge.

It is clear that a load on d f has no effect on the correspond-

ing girder c e.

A Load Q on the Central Span distant ^ from f

This causes a load at e, the extremity of the cantilever arm

A E =
.

L2

Takinsr moments about c the reaction at a

- ^^ ^ U ^ I'

and the reaction at c

QX^ Q X^= R^ = _ Q^X^ Li_ Q Xl/Li3/\ _QX^^ /j
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A Load Q on the Cantilever Arm ae distant x from a

The reaction at a = r^ = q —-,— = Q (i + ; I,

X
and the reaction at c = r^, = q — R.^ = — Q ,.

A Load Q on the Shore Span a c distant x^ from a

I — x^ x^
Ra = Q X

'i~'
and Rj. = Q ^ ,

which are exactly the same as for a girder span a c supported

at A and c. Thus a load in any position gives a positive reaction

at A, loads to the left of A give a negative reaction at c, and
loads to the right of a give a positive reaction at c.

At any section between A and c the maximum positive

shear therefore occurs when the load extends from a to

the section only, and the maximum negative shear when the

load extends from the section to c, and also covers the length

A F to the left of a. At any section between A and e the maxi-

mum positive shear occurs when the length between the section

and F is loaded, and it is immaterial whether the length between

the section and a is loaded, as the sum of the reactions at a

and c due to such load is equal to the load. Loads on a c

would not affect the shear in the cantilever arm, as the re-

actions at A and c due to such a load are equal to it ; it is

therefore immaterial in this respect whether they are present

or not.

For E F the shears are exactly the same as for a girder of that

span. The bending moment at a is always negative, and its

maximum value occurs when the length from a to f is fuUy

loaded ; in this case also a load on a c does not affect the value

of the bending moment, as the moment at a due to any such

load is zero.

The bending moments in the shore span A c are positive

from g to c, Fig. g6a, and their maximum value of course occurs

when that span is fully loaded.

Double Suppotrs at a and b, when the panel between the two

supports are arranged so as not to transmit shear (Fig. 97).

The bending moment diagram for a uniformly distributed

load will be as before, with a constant value between a and a^

(Fig. 97a), because the shear there is zero.

L
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A load on the central span distant 'q from f transmits,

o X /-

as before, a load equal to to e, therefore, since no shear

O X ^
is transmitted from a to a^, r. = .

Q V i
Now the moment at a due to this load = — x /j,

which is also the moment at a^, the reaction at c

U ^ V

and the reaction at a^
Q X ^ I,

R , = - R = ^
^ X }.^ ^ U I

It will be noticed that r^ has the same value as for the single

support, and now r^ + r^i = -—- x —;— = —^-^ X
L2

M. = — Q X a;,

and r.

equals the reaction at the single support.

A load Q on the cantilever arm a e distant x from a.

Ra = Q

_ _QX^
Re-

/ .

As in the last case, r^ has the same value as for the single

support, and now R^ + R^i = QH + yj, which equals the

reaction at the single support.

A load Q on the shore span a c, as before, causes positive

reactions at A^ and c, just as in the case of a girder of that span

supported at the ends. The same remarks as to maximum
bending moments and shearing stresses, as in the case of the

single supf>ort, apply also in this case.



CHAPTER IX

DEFLECTION OF GIRDERS

There is an essential difference between the deflection of a

girder with a continuous web and a braced girder.

In the case of a girder with continuous web there are, as

has been shown, tensions and compressions acting on certain

planes in the web, but corresponding to the tension on one side

of the neutral axis there are compressions on the other side,

therefore the elongations and contractions due to them are

more or less balanced in the vertical direction. The shearing

stress in the web will, however, cause a deflection, but as this

is simply due to the sliding of each vertical section relatively to

its neighbour, the total deflection due to shear is simply that

caused by the vertical shear between the two sections considered,

and the deflection at any one vertical section does not affect

that at others. Generally speaking, the deflection due to the

bending in any element of length causes a gradually increasing

deflection in other sections as their distance from it increases,

and therefore the deflection in an element of length is not only

that due to its own bending, but also to the magnified effects

of the bending of the elements of length of the beam on either

side of it. This being the case, the deflection due to shear is

very small compared with that due to bending, and may
generally be neglected.

In the case of a braced girder there is no shearing stress,

as shear, in the braces, but the shear is taken up by the tension

or compression in the braces ; these are consequently lengthened

or shortened, as the case may be. This alteration in length of

the braces affects the new shape taken up by each bay when
subjected to the load, as is readily seen in Fig. io6. The origin-

ally vertical lines in a girder maintain a position which is radial

to the curve of deflection, and therefore the deflection at any
point may be measured from the tangent at another point

of this curve

—

e.g., in a girder supported at both ends and
symmetrically loaded, the deflection of the ends upwards ma\'

163
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^^-=-—lA

be measured from the horizontal tangent at the centre of the

girder, or the upward deflection of the centre relative to the

new position of the tangents at the ends may be found.

Deflection of Girder with Continuous Web

First consider the case of a girder with continuous web

and divide it into a number of bay lengths, and consider the

bay A B D c (Fig. 98), and let the deflection at any vertical

section y y^ (Fig. 99) be measured relatively to the tangent to

the dotted deflection curve

b y z 3.t z, the centre of the

vertical A c, which is normal

to the tangent at z. With

a positive bending moment
curve the upper flange will

be shortened, and the lower

flange lengthened. In Fig.

98 let B b denote the short-

ening of the upper flange

and D d the lengthening of

the lower one under the

load. With centres a and

c draw arcs of circles with

radii a b and c d respec-

tively ; as the deflection

is so small compared with these radii, the circular arcs will be

straight lines b 6^ and d d^ perpendicular to a b and c d.

Suppose that in the bay considered the shearing force is

negative, so that the diagonal b c, if the girder were braced.

/ctT ""- — — _
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described with radius equal to the vertical b D to cut the circle

centre c in d'^, d}- will be the new position of d, therefore A.h'^ d^ c

is the new position of the bay. With a continuous web the

flanges will bend to a curve which may be taken to be a circle.

Thus the upward deflection h h^ relatively to a b will be the

deflection of the tangent to the deflection curve at h^ from

that at A, and the tangent at h^ will meet a b at the centre of

its length (of course it must be borne in mind that b 6 is

relatively insignificant in comparison with A b). Calling d the

depth of the girder and h the bay length taken, the deflection

J fti = B & X - , because the triangles b h^ h and b c d are similar,

their sides being mutually normal to each other. The effect of

the displacement of b will be to tip the portion of the girder to

the left, so that its axis will be. at right angles to h^ d^, the new
o Ti h

position of b d. Now the inclination of J^ i^ to b d =
_

Therefore a point in the section y y^ to the left of b d of the

girder (Fig. 99) distant x^ from the centre of a b, will be de-

O TK b
fleeted, due to the bending in this bay, a distance Xj^ x

from the line of a b produced, because the new position of

the tangent at b is perpendicular to b'^ d^ and intersects a b

at its middle point.

g
Now B b = — X b, where s, is the stress in a b and a, its

Aj X E ' 1 1

area, e being the modulus of elasticity, consequently :

—

The deflection at the section y y^, distant aTj from the

2 & s
centre of a b, due to the bending of A b = x ^ X x,.^ E X D Aj 1

Similarly the deflection at y y\ due to the bending of the

next panel = ^r^^ ^ ^ ^ ^2' ^^'here s^ and a^ are the
xtf /\ D Art

stress in and cross-sectional area of the flange in that bay,

and X2 is the distance from its centre to the section y y^

—

i.e.

x^ = Xj^— b. It will be seen, therefore, that the total deflec-

tion of the centre line at the section y y^ relatively to the

2 & s
tangent at ^ = — 2 - x, the summation extending over° E X D A ^

the bay lengths between the two sections considered.

s
Now S - X a; = the sum of the intensities of stress in the

A
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lengths into which the flange has been divided between the

sections at z and y, multiphed by the distance from y of the

centre of gravity of the diagram in which the abscissae are

the bay lengths and the ordinates the intensity of flange stress

in them.

s
.

•
. S - X X may be written = /xnx^XX,

A
-

. S
where / is the average value of i.e. the average value of the

intensity of stress in the lengths of flange between the sections

at z and y—x is the distance apart of the sections at y and z,

N is the number of bays in that distance, and ^ x is the distance

from y of the centre of gravity of the intensity-of-flange-stress

diagram.

.
•

. the total deflection at y relatively to the tangent at z

2h
X /XNX^XX, since n x 6 = x,

2 kx'^ X f

E X D ' ' E X D

Similarly the total deflection of z, the centre line at a c,

relatively to the tangent at y, by similar reasoning would be

—

= 2 (l — k) ~,
^

' E X D
because the distance of the centre of gravity of the stress diagram

from z = X — ^ X = (i — ^) x.

If z z^ (Fig. 99) represents the deflection at z relatively to the

tangent at y, and y y^ the deflection at y relatively to the tangent

, . yy. k y.g k
at z, smce ^^^ = ,. ~^^ —

1 ^-k gz
in other words, 2 lies on

z z^^ 1 — k g z 1 — k'

the vertical through the centre of gravity of the stress diagram.

If, therefore, the deflection at one point be known with respect

Fig. ioo.

to the tangent at another point, the deflection at the second

point is found relatively to the tangent at the first by joining

the end of the ordinate representing the first deflection with

the intersection of the line through the centre of gravity of the
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stress diagram and the tangent at the second point and producing

the hne. Thus, when the deflection y y^ is known, by joining

y to g and producing to z^ the deflection z z^ is found.

The IncUnation of the Tangent at one Point Relatively to that

at another Point

The inchnation of the tangent at y to that at z

yr 2 kx'^ X f

E X D X ^ X
2 X X /

E X D

Take first the case of a girder length L, supported at both

ends, with flange of constant area and carrying a load w at

the centre. As the flange is of constant area, the intensity-of-

flange-stress diagram will be the same shape as the bending-

FlG. lOI

moment diagram

—

i.e. a triangle with its apex at the centre of

the girder (Fig. 100). For the deflection of the ends relatively

to the tangent at the centre (see Fig. loi), if /^ is the stress

intensity in the flanges at the centre,

/
= fc

a a ^ - f X

2

L'- X /,

X = , and k = i
2

^

X / w X L
where / =

4E X D 6exd' "^ 4 A X D"

For the deflection at the centre relatively to the tangent at the

fc L
'

l2 X /,
end, /=2. X = ^ and A = 1 .-. cci = j^^^^.
For the deflection of one end relatively to the tangent at the

other end.

/ = - , X = L and ^ = *, .
•

. a a"
' 2

The inclination of the tangent at a to that at c

2 X X / L X /,

L-^ X /,

2 E X D"

E X D 2 E X D
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Next consider the case of a girder length l, supported at

both ends, with flanges of constant area and carrying a uniformly

distributed load of intensity w. In this case the bending-moment

Fig. I02.

diagram and therefore that of the intensity of stress is a parabola

(Fig. 102).

For the deflection of the ends relatively to the tangent at

the centre (see Fig. 103), if /^ is the stress intensity at the centre,

/ = f /c.
X = ^, and ^ = I

;

»1 = 4
2L^

X 4E X D Xlfc ^ X
E X D'

/c =
W L"^

where
A X D

For the deflection at the centre relatively to the tangent at the

end, / = f / , X = ^, and ^ = I ; .
•

. c c^ = ^^^ X
^

.
' / 3 /c> 2' >* ' ^* E X D

The inclination of the tangent at the ends relatively to that at

L X /,
the centre

E X D

Next consider a shore span and cantilever (Fig. 104) with

constant flange section, covered with a uniform load of intensity
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The bending - moment diagram and therefore that of the

intensity of flange stress may be constructed by first drawing
the skeleton diagram a b^ d of equivalent concentrated loads

at these points

—

i.e. due to a load at d = w -| ^, a load at b

= w
L + L

- -{- w l^, and a load at a = w L
-, where l^ is at present

not known. Then on a b^ and b^ d plot vertically the ordinates

of the parabolas, which are the bending -moment diagrams

Fig. 105.

for a uniform load intensity w on spans l and /^ respectively.

The point i, where the bending moment changes through zero

from positive to negative values, will be a point of inflexion

on the deflection curve, as positive bending moments have a

sagging effect and negative bending moments a hogging effect.

I may be found by taking moments about b. Half the load

w Z3 is transmitted to a, and the other half comes on the canti-

lever I B D
;

2 2 2 1 ' 2

substituting l — /, for /g,

~ (L- Z2) /2 -f -'^ = w/i + —1-,

cancelling
wlL

w/i-f
wl^'

/j (2 w + w /i)

W L
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In words, l^ is of such a length that the total load on a b

concentrated at the centre of l^ balances about b the actual

load on the right of b.

The deflection at a relatively to the tangent at b is due

to the negative triangle of stress a b b^ and the positive para-

bola on A B^.

Due to the negative triangle / = — , x = l, and ^ = f

,

„ l2 X /3
.

•
. the downward deflection =

* E X D

Due to the positive parabola f = 3 fi^,
x = l, and k

L^ X /
, the upward deflection — -

"^ E X D

The resultant downward deflection of a relatively to the

L"-

tangent at b therefore = a^ a = f ^ ^ ^ (/g - /l)-

Therefore if in Fig. 105 a b he drawn = l and a^ a be

set off at a, a^ b is the tangent at b. If the bending-moment

diagram be considered to be constructed by first drawing the

skeleton diagram for equivalent concentrated loads at a i b D

consisting of the straight lines a i, i B^, and b^ d, and then

plotting the ordinates of the parabolas for uniform loads on

spans ^3, /g and l^, above the hnes a i, i b^, and b^ d respec-

tively, it is clear that the upward deflection of a relatively to

the tangent at i is due to the parabola on a i, then / = § /g,

X = /g, and k = ^,

I
i X f

.
•

. the upward deflection = a" a = | ^ ^ .

Before the tangent at i can be drawn another point on it

is required, and this may be found from the fact that the tangent

at I intersects that at B on the line of the centre of gravity of

the stress diagram between i and b—i.e. of the figure i b^ b

with the curved side i b^, which is the difference between the

triangle i b^ b and the parabola on i b^.

The distance of the centre of gravity of this figure from i

/b X ^2 _ 9 , o i .. 7 w ^2

~ ^^- "^ 3/b-4/2'

X 3 ^2 3 12 ^ ^2 ^ o

/b-/2

fs ^ 2 3 12^ h
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The tangent at i can now be drawn, and is a" i in Fig. 105

;

this enables the tangent at a to be drawn, because it intersects

that at I on the hne of the centre of gravity of the parabola

on A I, which is half-way between a and i. It ^low only remains

to draw the tangent at d, which intersects that at B on the

line of the centre of gravity of the figure b d b^ with the curv^ed

side B^ D. It follows from the last foiTnula that the distance

of this point from D = 2 /, X — ," - , .

^ ^ 3 /h - 4 /i

The deflection of n downwards relatively to the tangent

at B is due to the effect of the negative triangle of stress b^ d b

less the effect of the positive parabola on b^ d.

Due to the negative triangle / = - , x = ly, and ^ = |,

li X /b
.

•
. the downward deflection = f E X D

Due to the positive parabola / = f /i,
x = Z^, and k = \,

.
•

. the upward deflection = | ^ ^.

The resultant downward deflection of d relatively to the

tangent at b therefore = i^ ^ = §
— ^

(/b
~

/i)-

The form of the curve of deflection can therefore be com-

pletely traced.

If the intensity of stress curve is not composed of straight

lines or parabolas, the average value of the stresses and the dis-

tance of the centres of gravity of the stress diagrams are not

so readily found, but the method is still applicable.

Prof. T. Claxton Fidler, in a paper* to the Institution of

Civil Engineers, showed how use may be made of the deflection

curve to find the bending moments in continuous girders, and

has further developed the method in his valuable treatise

on " Bridge Construction," f where he gives a very elegant

geometrical solution of the problem.

The deflection at any point of a girder with continuous

web under any specified load may be found by imagining a load

p placed at the point where the deflection is required, and then

* Proctediiigs List. C.E., vol. Ixxiv.

f "A Practical Treatise on Bridge Construction," T. Claxton Fidler.

Charles Grifl&n & Co.
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supposing the actual load on the bridge to be gradually applied.

The load p will then do work by moving through a distance u,

the deflection at the point under the actual load. The actual

w 3
load gradually applied to the bridge would do work = 2—
where w represents any part of the actual loads on the bridge

and c the distance through which the centre of gravity of w
deflects when the actual load is gradually applied.

w ^
The total external work will therefore = p u 4- I, —

.

2

If M^ be the bending moment at any section due to the load

p, and p the intensity of stress, in the section, on a horizontal

strip at a point distant y from the neutral axis, where the breadth

= z, the stress on this strip due to p = p z dy.

If 5" be the intensity of stress caused in the same strip by
the actual load by itself, the fibres of the strip of length d x will

be extended by the application of the actual load by an amount

=^ ~ d X. The increase of stress on the strip due to the actual
E ^

load = q z dy, thus the total stress on the strip will then be

ip + q) zd y.

The work done by the stresses on the strip when the actual

load is gradually applied = the mean stress x the extension

due to the actual load,

= Ei+i X zdy x^^dx = (p + ^^-'^-^dxdy.
2

-^ E Y 2/ E -^

If ^j be the intensity of stress at the outside fibre, distant d

from the neutral axis, due to the load p, and q-^ be the intensity

of stress there, due to the actual load, then

/) = />! ^ and 9 = ^1 ^

;

.
•

. the work done by the stress on the fibre

(^> + t)
y^ z

d^ X E

Integrating this expression over the depth of the beam and

over its length :

—

The work done by the stresses in the girder

=
\

(^1 + 2) ^^ dx[ y^zd V.

j ^-^^^r- J d^
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Now
I

y^ z d y ^= I, the moment of inertia of the cross-section

about the neutral axis, and if m is the bending moment due to

the actual loads, we have

Pi = «'
and "' = ",

d I d I

.
' . the formula may be written

—

(- + ") M X I ^ X

r
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with continuous web and greatly exaggerating the strains

as before, it will be seen that if the diagonal meeting the

flange in compression extends by an amount b c and the

vertical c A shortens by an amount a a^, and a circle

centre c and radius c c be described to intersect the circle

centre a^ and radius a^ h at b^, then b^ will be the new
position of the panel point b instead of h^ as in the previous

case, the deflection being therefore greater by an amount h^ b^

than in the case of the continuous web. By setting off b^ d^

equal to the shortened length of b d, the new position of d is

obtained. As the defonnations are very slight compared with

the dimensions of the structure, the circle centre c and radius

c c will coincide with the line c b^, perpendicular to c c, and the

circle centre a^ and radius a^ h will coincide with the vertical

line B^ h. If, instead of using diagonals noiTnally in tension

as in the Pratt girder, the alternative diagonals are introduced

which would be in compression, it will be seen from Fig. io6 that

the deflection for the panel

would not be so great, and

it would be nearly the same

as for a girder with continu-

ous web. For, considering

the panel point D, the

diagonal a d will shorten

with the vertical, but cosec 6

times the amount

—

i.e. D will

be brought to d^, hence its

displacement d d^ will be

less than that of b for a

tension brace, viz. b b^. If

instead of the brace c b

being in tension, the

counterbrace is brought

into play, the displace-

ment due to the diagonal

must be plotted downwards from- h^ to h", instead of upwards

to b^. This would reduce the displacement of b for the panel,

and not increase it. It will be noticed that the displaced

position of B D in this case—viz. b" d"—will be parallel to

B^ D^, so that although the deflection for the individual bay is

reduced, the effect of the deformation of the bay on the deflec-

tion of those to the left will not be altered. Therefore, in the
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bays in wiiicli the counterbraces are brought into play, the

deflection will be reduced for those bays only, and the amount

shortly to be determined must be deducted from the total

deflection.

Take the case in which the tension braces are brought into

action, to prove first that although the deflection at the bay is

increased by the amounts b^ b'^, yet the inclination of b^ d*,

which rules the effect of the bay in producing deflection in the

bays to the left, is the same as before. The vertical b^ d^ is

shorter than b^ d^ by the amount the vertical contracts, which is

gl D
—T X -, s^ and A^ being the stress in and the cross-sectional

area of the vertical, but its ends still he on the vertical lines

B^ b and d^ d. The altered inclination therefore is

2 b 6
, , s^ b

, and B = -^ X

"i'-^)
E

the altered inclination

si b

i(^-0
Now -^ is negligible in comparison with e, consequently the

s^ b
inclination is 2 —, X as in the case of the continuous

a1 e X d

web. The deflection will therefore be the same as for the con-

tinuous web plus the amount b^ b'^ for each bay in which the

brace is in tension.

171 B C D X si B X si
, D

Now b1 ^1 = . „ = -r-o-^ T
=

1, where b= . .-> „ ,sm 8 sm^ 6^ x e x a1 e x a1' sm^ 6

si is the stress in the diagonal and a1 its cross-sectional

area. The eftect of the deformation of the bracing is therefore

to increase the deflection bv 1 for the one bav or by - 2 -,

,

' E x a1 -
- e a1

for the number of bays = n between the two sections considered.

The total deflection of the one section relatively to the other

2 & ^ s B si

therefore = ^^^ Z - .. -f ^
v _.

s —
If = /, / is the mean intensity of stress in the flange, and
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if ^ = /^, /^ is the mean intensity of stress in the diagonals in

the N bays, whose total length is x, therefore :

—

The total deflection = ^^^ X Nxfx^x + -N/i
E XD

+ l^f\E X D
^ X, as before, equals the distance from the point where the

deflection is required to the centre of gravity of the diagram,

whose abscissa represents n bay lengths and the ordinates

represent the flange stresses in those bays. Thus n times „ X /^

must be added to the deflection found in the case of the con-

tinuous web girder, and this quantity is the extra deflection

due to the w^eb members. But when the counterbraces in any

bays are strained instead of the braces, the second term must

be subtracted for those bays instead of added.

The deflections may be obtained graphically ; in order to

allow of them being drawn on a much larger scale than the

Fig. 107.

elevation, it is more convenient to draw a diagram of displace-

ments only. This can easily be done, for suppose in Fig. 107

ABC represents three panel points in a bridge, and let a a^,

B fii be the displacements of a and b, and let a c be lengthened

by an amount E and let b c be shortened by a length o\
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To find the new position of c, it is only necessary with centre

A^ to draw the arc of a circle radius (a c + 2), and with centre

B^ describe the arc of a circle radius (b c — B^), the intersection

will of course be c^, the new position of c. By reference to Fig. 107

it will be seen that this is equivalent to drawing c a parallel and

equal to a A^, cb parallel and equal to b b^, producing a^ a the

length S to a^, and shortening B^ b the length o^ to b^, and from

a^ and &i drawing lines perpendicular to a a^ and b &^ (which is

equivalent to describing the arcs of the circles, centres A^ and

b^, since the displacements are small). These perpendiculars

intersect at c^. This construction can be effected away from

the actual elevation ; for take any pole o (Fig. 107a), from O

draw hnes parallel and proportional on a suitable scale to aa^

and B b1, the displacements of A and B, and from the ends of

these lines draw lines equal to and in the same directions as the

alterations in the lengths of the two members meeting at c,

and from the extremities of the latter draw perpendiculars

which intersect at c^, then it is obvious that o c^ is the displace-

ment of c in direction and magnitude on the scale employed.

Applying this to the baj^ we

have been considering, let c

be the pole which represents succes-

sively the initial positions of the

points B and d whose displacements

are to be found. In Fig. 106, c is sup-

posed to remain fixed, a is displaced

along AC to a1 ; first find the displace-

ment of B. Following the directions

above given from c (Fig. 108), draw

lines parallel and equal on a convenient

scale to the displacements of c and

A, as c does not move c represents

c^ and C A^ represents the displace-

ment A A^ (Fig. 106). From c^ and a^

draw lines c^ c and a^ 6 parallel and

equal to b c and b b (Fig. 106), the

alterations in length of c b and a b

respectively, and at the extremities of

these lines erect perpendiculars which

intersect at b^. c b^ therefore is the

magnitude and direction.

Next, to find the displacement of d knowing those of c and b.

M

Fig. 108.

displacement of b in
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From c draw lines parallel and equal to the displacements

of c and b ; that of c is nothing, as before, therefore C^ is at

c, that of B is C B^ already drawn. From the ends of such lines

draw lines c d and b^ d'^ parallel and equal to the alterations

in length of c d and b d respectively, and draw perpendiculars,

which intersect in D-"^, at the extremities of these lines ; there-

fore c D^ is the displacement of d in magnitude and direction.

The same process may be continued for any number of panels.

The deflections at a section of a braced girder due to any

specified load can be found in a similar manner to that explained

for girders with continuous webs. If a load p be applied at the

point where the deflection is required, and this load produces

a stress s in any member of the girder, and if then the actual

load be considered to be gradually applied to the structure

which is capable by itself of producing a stress s in any member,

p will deflect a distance u due to the actual load, and each member
s

will lengthen or shorten, as the case may be, a length ,.— X l,

where A is the cross-sectional area of the member under con-

sideration and L is its length. Now the stress in the member
before the actual load is applied was s, and after its application

it is s -j- s, therefore the internal work done in the member when

the actual load is gradually applied

_S-f-2S SXL _ S^ X L S X S X L~
2 ^ aTxE ~ 2 a X E

"* AXE*
The work done by the external loads

, ^ w X ^= p X « + S >

2

where w represents one portion of the actual load and o the

distance through which the centre of gravity of that portion

of the load is deflected, and 2 represents the summation for each

portion of the load.

Since the external work done on the girder equals the work

done by the stresses in the members

—

,v-'— „S2XL
,

^SXSXL

v» XN 1/ S^ X L
Now 2 — = S from the formula for re-

2 A X E

silience.

+
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^ S X S X L

AXE
1 „ S X S X L

or « = 2 .

P AXE
p may of course be taken as unit load, say i ton.

Before this formula can be applied, it is of course necessary

that the cross-sectional area of the members, the stress s in each

member due to the actual load, and the stress s due to the

load P, should be known.

It will be observed that u is the deflection in the direction

of the force ? applied at the point where the deflection is re-

quired. If, in the case of an arch, hinged at one point of sup-

port and capable of shding horizontally at the other support,

the actual load consists of a single load o, and unit force be applied

at the free support, the horizontal displacement at that sup-

S X S X L
port = :i: , s being the stress in any member length

L, of cross-sectional area a, due to the actual load q, and s the

stress in the same member due to unit horizontal force at the

free support.

If the actual load be changed from Q to unity at the same

s
point of application, the stress in the member would be ^, and

if the horizontal force applied at the free hinge be increased to

Q the stress in the member due to it would be q s ; the horizontal

displacement at the free support then equals

1 ^ S X Q X S X L _ 1 V S X S X L

Q " ^ X A X E ~ Q AXE'
If the actual load is a horizontal load q at the free hinge,

the stress due to the actual load would be q s, and therefore

s2 x^
A X E-

And it may be noticed that if the actual load be Q at the

free hinge and the deflection is required at the point of the girder

where a unit load is applied, the stress in a member due to Q

at the hinge = Q s, and the stress due to unit load on the girder

= -, therefore the deflection at the point of application of

the load unity due to the horizontal force Q at the free hinge

_ ^ s X 5 X L
~ ^ AXE*

c2

the horizontal displacement of the hinge would be Q 2
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Camber of Girders

In order to give a girder such a camber that when the

live load is in the position that produces the maximum moment
at the centre, the straight flange shall be truly horizontal, it

is only necessary' to make the tension and compression members

in the flange and web shorter or longer respectively by the

S X L
amount , s being the stress in the member considered due

A X li
^

to the dead load and to the above disposition of the hve load.

When the live load comes into the position indicated, the total

stresses in the members will then cause their lengths to be such

that there will be no deflection under the load.



CHAPTER X

ARCHES

The arch is considered before the suspension bridge to avoid

an artificial difficulty which often interferes with the proper

conception of the stresses in an arch if regarded as an inverted

suspension bridge, owing to the fact that in the latter a flexible

paraboHc member can be used to take the tensile stress whilst

the resultant bending moment is taken up independently by
a stiffening girder.

METAL ARCH

The difference between the problem • of design of an arch

hinged at the tw^o supports and that of a curved girder supported

at the two ends is that in the arch there is a horizontal com-
ponent of the reactions which acts in the line of the liinges

;

thus the forces which maintain the positions of the ends of the

curved member are applied externally to the structure, instead

of by the straight member connecting the extremities of the

curved member in a bowstring girder. Consequently the bend-

ing moment at any section equals the moment about its axis

of the vertical component of the reaction on the right, of any

loads between the section and that reaction and of the horizontal

component of that reaction. The moment of the two latter

forces will of course be of the opposite sign to that of the vertical

component of the reaction, because they tend to rotate the

portion of the arch to the right of the section in the opposite

sense to what the vertical reaction does.

It is obvious that the arch, corresponding as it does to the

curved member of a bowstring girder in its upright position,

is primarily in compression due to the loads.

It is necessary in this case, as it is for a girder, to determine

the stresses due to dead load and those due to hve load, and

in the latter case it has to be first ascertained what positions of

the moving loads will produce the maximum stresses in each

member.
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When the dead load reactions are known the equihbrium

polygon can be drawn for the dead load, and from that the dead

load stresses in all the members can be determined. For the

moving load, it is best to consider the effect of a single load

at the different panel points in order to be able to settle

which panel points should be loaded to produce the maximum
tension and compression in each member. In both cases it is

necessary to determine the vertical and horizontal components

of the reactions. For arches hinged at the supports the

vertical reactions may be obtained by taking moments about

either hinge. Since the horizontal components of the two re-

actions are the only horizontal forces acting on the structure,

these must be equal and opposite, and therefore their line of

action will pass through the two supports. Consequently the

vertical components of the reactions will be inversely propor-

tional to the distance of the resultant of the load from the two

supports, as in the case of a girder. In the case of an arch

without hinges this is not so, because there is then a bending

moment at each support in addition to a reaction, just as in

the case of the intermediate piers of a continuous girder, and,

as in that case, although the sum of the vertical components of

the reactions is equal to the load on the span, their relative

values are altered from what they would be if the arch were

supported and not fixed at the springings.

The finding of the horizontal component of the reactions in

the case of the three-hinged arch presents no difficult}^ because

the introduction of the central hinge renders it a statically

deteiTninate structure for both vertical and horizontal forces.

In the case of arches hinged only at the points of support, the

horizontal component of the reactions is not so readily found,

because the structure is not statically detenninate for horizontal

forces, but the theory of elasticity has to be invoked for the

purpose. It is usual in this case to neglect the displacements

due to shear, and in the first instance also those due to axial

thrust, as these are comparatively insignificant compared with

the displacements due to bending. For, as already pointed out

in the case of girders, the effect of the bending of each element

of length is magnified at points distant from it in proportion

to their distance, whereas the strains due to shear and axial

thrust are not magnified. The horizontal reaction is detemiined

by expressing, in the form of an equation, the fact that although

the bending of each element of length tends to move one point
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of support, if the other is considered immovable, relatively to

the latter, since the points of support are really a fixed distance

apart, the sum of the displacements of the point of support

due to the bending of all the elements of length into which the

arch is divided must be zero.

In the case of an arch without hinges two more equations

are necessary to find the unknown moments at the abutments,

and these are forthcoming, because just as the horizontal dis-

placements of one point of support mutually cancel each other,

so also do the vertical placements ; also, since the ends are fixed,

the inclination of the tangent to the centre line of the arch at

each end is constant, notwithstanding the load. This last fact

can be expressed as an equation because it necessitates the total

change of inclination of the centre line integrated from end to

end of the arch being zero. The difference when the supports

are fixed, which involves there being a couple there in addition

to the reaction, is seen in Fig. 119 ; there R^ is the reaction at the

right support, and if the arm of the couple is altered so that the

two forces constituting it are both equal to r^, and if, further,

the couple is placed so that the force of the couple equal and

opposite to the reaction is in line with it, it is then evident that

these two forces counteract each other, and a force equal to r^

but at a different level is left.

Thus the moment of the reaction at one support about the

other equals the moment of the load minus the moment of the

horizontal component of that reaction, because the horizontal

components of the two reactions are no longer in the same line.

If v be the vertical component of the reaction at either

support if both were hinged, and v^ is its value when both

supports are fixed, (v — v^) X l = h X the vertical distance

between the horizontal components of the two final reactions,

L being the span and h the horizontal reaction.

THREE-HIXGED ARCH

Dead Load Stresses.—When an approximate value of the

dead load is known, the value of each panel load can be deter-

mined and the equihbrium polygon can be drawn. The load

being sj-nnmetrical, the reactions would be the same if one-half

the load be taken at the centre and one-quarter at each sup-

port. Drawing first the force diagram (Fig. 109), caUing w the

total dead load, set off the panel loads on the line z^ z, starting

at the top with the load at b, so as to take the actual loads
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in order in the same sense

A rl
w
4'

c'- c = w
and c z

then mark off

', which corresponds to taking

clockwise in this case

w
4'

half the load on each single rib at each

end of it, which is an equivalent load

to the actual panel loads as far as the

reactions at A, c, and b are concerned.

From c and c^ draw lines parallel to a c

and B c, then o is the pole of the force

diagram ; o c^ represents the reaction

of the rib b c on a c, similarly c o that

of the rib A c on B c ; ^ o is the re-

sultant reaction at a, and o z^ is the

resultant reaction at b, and the hori-

zontal line o H is the horizontal com
ponent h of the reactions, and of the

resultant force at each section of the

arch. Starting from b, draw lines

parallel to o z^ and o h till the latter

Fig. 112.

meets the line of action of the load at the next panel

point, and from this intersection draw a line parallel to
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the next ray, and so on. Similarly from a ; the equi-

librium polygon will of course pass through c. To find the

dead load stresses in the upper chords, take a section line

intersecting the chord in question and two other members

—

e.g. the dotted section x x^ ; the other two members intersected

meet at d, which is therefore the centre of moments for the chord

member under consideration

—

i.e. by taking moments about this

point the stresses in the other two members are eliminated.

The stress s in the chord multiplied by p, the perpendicular from

d on it equals the force t (represented by the ray o d in the force

diagram) multiphed by r, the perpendicular from d on the

corresponding hne in the equilibrium polygon ; i.e. s X p =
T X r. It will be observed that t is the resultant force acting

across the section taken, therefore t X ^ is the moment of all

the external forces acting on the portion of the rib between the

section and b ; and t is of course acting downwards to the left on

this severed portion of the rib. The stress in the chord will

therefore also be acting downwards to the left, and it is the

stress exerted by the portion of the chord to the right of the

section on the portion of the chord to the left of the section—

i.e. it is compressing the section, or the chord is in compression.

In a similar manner the dead load stresses can be found for all

chord members. With respect to the braces, if the equihbrium

polygon coincided with the axis there would be no stress in

them except that due to the rib shortening ;
but if they do

not coincide the stress may readily be found when the chord

stresses are known. For this purpose let sections x x^, y y^ be

taken, cutting the brace in which the stress is required and

two members of the chord ; then it must be remembered

that we are considering the equihbrium of the severed portion

of the rib to the left of the section. At the section x x^

the resultant force, represented in position by the hne of the

equihbrium polygon and in magnitude by the corresponding

ray in the force polj/^on, must be equivalent to the resultant

of the stresses s and s^ in the two chords, and the stress s in

the inchned brace cut by the section and acting across the

section from right to left, because we are considering the action

of the portion to the right on that to the left ; therefore by

drawing from o (Fig. iii) lines parallel and equal to s and s^

and to T, the closing hne s represents the stress in the severed

brace ; as drawn it is a tension because the part of the brace

to the right of the section is pulhng awa}' from it. In taking
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the section y y^ to cut a vertical, it must be observed that the

load acting at its upper extremity does not act upon the severed

portion of the rib to the left, therefore the section must be drawn

to cut the equilibrium potygon in the bay to the left of the

vertical. Drawing from o^ (Fig. 112) hnes parallel and equal

to s^ and s^ and to t^, the closing line s^ is the stress in the ver-

tical; as drawn it is a compression, because the portion of the

vertical to the right of the section is thrusting downwards on

the section. All the dead load stresses may be thus determined.

It is instructive to observe that the equilibrium polygon is

the bending-moment diagram for the loads and vertical reactions ;

its ordinates measured on the linear scale to which the elevation

of the arch is drawn X H in tons gives the moment of the vertical

forces in tons-feet. Now if moments be taken about any point

on the axis of the arch, the resultant moment = the moment
of the vertical forces minus the moment of the horizontal com-

ponent of the reaction. If y is the ordinate of the axis of the

arch at the point in question, this latter term = h x y. That

is to say, the ordinates of the axis, measured with the same

scale used to measure the ordinates of the equiUbrium polygon

to obtain the moments of the vertical forces, give the moment
of the horizontal component of the reaction. Consequently the

difference between the ordinate at any point of the equilibrium

polygon and that of the axis at the same point, measured with

the moment scale, equals the resultant bending moment at that

point of the axis. If the equilibrium polj'gon coincides with the

line of the axis, there would be no bending moment, but simply

a compression of equal intensity in the upper and lower chords

and a shear, but the effect of non-coincidence involves the

existence of a resultant bending moment, which increases the

compression in the upper or lower flanges according as this

moment is positive or negative. Instead, however, of taking

moments about the axis and finding the stress in the chords

due to direct compression and then that due to the resultant

bending moment, it is more direct to take moments about the

centre of moments of the member in question

—

i.e. the point

where the other two members cut by the section meet, as ex-

plained with respect to the chord member in Fig. no—when

the stress is obtained at one operation.

Another way of looking at the above is the following :

—

The tangent to the equihbrium polygon at any vertical section

is the resultant t of the external forces at that section, its amount
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being the length of the corresponding ray in the force polygon
;

if therefore two equal and opposite forces be applied at the axis

of the arch in this section, parallel to this resultant force and

equal to it in magnitude, instead of the single force apphed at

the point where the equilibrium polygon cuts the vertical, we
may now substitute an equal and parallel force at the axis

and a moment equal to the original force multiplied by the per-

pendicular q upon it from the axis. This force acting at the axis

would have a component along the tangent to the axis, causing

thrust, and a component nonnal to this, causing shear, and

the moment t X ^ would evidently be equal to the constant

horizontal component h, of the resultant force multiplied

by the vertical distance z of its point of intersection with

the vertical section from the axis

—

i.e. t X q = B. X z, because

if B is the incUnation of the tangent to the equihbrium polygon

at the section, H = t cos 0, and z is perpendicular to h and

q to t; .•. q = z cos 0.

Live Load Stresses.—It is necessary to find at which panel

points loads must be placed to produce tensions in any particular

member, and at which panel points the}^ must be placed to pro-

duce compressions in it. Then to find the maximum tension

in that member all the former joints must be taken as loaded,

and to find the maximum compression in it all the latter joints

must be taken as loaded.

If we find the expressions for the vertical and horizontal

components of the reactions for a load at any panel point dis-

tant X from the nearest support a, the values of these for any

combination of panel loads can be obtained bj' simply adding

the results for the individual panel loads. Let a b = l, and

the depth from c to a b equal d. If the load on AC be

distant x from a, the vertical reaction at a, v^, due to it, equals

Q , and the vertical reaction at b^,, v^, = q -, as found by

taking moments about b and a respectively. Since there is

no load on b c, the reaction at b must pass through c, and there-

QX L o A' _
fore its horizontal component = h = — x — = — . io

^ L 2 D 2D
illustrate how to find the panel points at which loads produce

tension or compression in a chord member, consider the stress

in df (Fig. 113). For this purpose take a section x x^, cutting

d f and two other members ; e is then the centre of moments
for d f.

Consider the moment of the forces acting on the severed
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part of the rib to the right of this section. For a load between

A and e—e.g. at g—we have acting on the portion of the rib con-

sidered the weight at g and the reaction due to it at a ; the re-

sultant of these two is a force acting along c b, because the

Fig.

Fig. 115.

weight and the two reactions balance, and therefore intersect

at the same point g-^, which lies on b c produced, because there

is by supposition no other force acting on that rib. The moment

of this force is positive, as it tends to turn about e in the contra-

clockwise sense, thus the stress in df to the right of the section

has a positive moment about e ; loads from a to e therefore

put df in tension. When the load is taken to the left of e

it no longer acts on the portion of rib e A, and it only affects it

through its reaction at a ; that reaction has a positive moment

about e until its hne of action passes through e ; e.g. for a load

at e the reaction at a is a e^, the moment about e being posi-

tive. When the reaction at a passes through e the load is
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at /, and the moment about e will then of course be zero. When
the load is between I and c the moment of the reaction will

be clockwise or negative, and loads at such panel points will

cause a compression in d f. For loads on b c the reaction at

A will be along a c, producing a negative moment about e.

Thus loads from A to Z give a positive moment about e and a

tension in d f, and loads from / to b give a negative moment
about 6 and a compression in d f. Similarly for the other chord

members. For the upper chords, moments must be taken

about the lower panel points. In case of a panel point lying

below A c, as in the case of h, the moment of the reaction for

loads on B c will be positive, and therefore in this case a c will

be in compression for loads at all the joints.

To show how to find at which panel points loads should be

placed to produce tensions or compressions in a diagonal brace,

consider the diagonal d e and take a section x x^ cutting it and
the chords c e and d f, and consider the forces acting on the

severed portion of the rib to the right of this section. The centre

of moments for d e would be the point where c e and d f meet,

but if these chords are parallel the point will be at an infinite

distance, but this will not prevent the sense of the moment
of the acting forces being determined. Consider the point in

c e produced to the left. For loads from a to e the resultant

force acting on the portion kxx^ of the rib would act along

c B, because it is the resultant of the weight and the reaction

at A due to it, and this would give a negative moment ; there-

fore for such loads d e would be in compression, as the stress

on the section x x^ from the right must act to the left ; loads

from c to c only affect the portion of the rib under consideration

by the reaction they cause at a, and this would give a positive

moment about a point in c e produced to the left, therefore the

stress in d e must be away from the section on the right—in

other words, it is in tension. For loads on B c which produce

a reaction at A in the direction a c, the moment will remain

positive

—

i.e. the stress in d e will be tension. Thus d e is in

compression for loads to the right of e and in tension for loads

to the left of c.

Each diagonal must be considered separately, for in case of

the diagonal h i, for instance, the centre of moments will

be above a c, therefore the moments for loads on b c will be

negative.

Next consider the case of a vertical. Take e f as an example,
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the centre of moments will be at the intersection oi d f and e g,

and since e g is steeper than d f, this point will be to the right

above a c produced. The moment of the resultant for loads

at g, i, k, and their respective reactions is positive, and the

stress in e f would be a tension, because it must be downwards

from the section ; for loads from ^ to b the moment of the reactions

would be negative, and the stress in ^ / therefore a compression,

because it must be acting upwards towards the section. It

will be observed that for the vertical i j, for instance, the centre

of moments would be below a c, therefore the moments of the

reaction of loads from b to c would be positive.

Having determined in this manner at which panel points

loads must be placed to give maximum tensions and compressions

in each member, the stresses in the members for such loads

may be found (i) by drawing the stress diagram for each arrange-

ment of load, since the structure is statically determinate
; (2)

by taking moments about the centre of moments for each mem-
ber. To illustrate the second ; supposing v^ and h be found for

each of the loads which causes say a tension in any given

member. Take a as origin and a b as axis of x. Let ^ ?? be the co-

ordinates of the centre of moments for that member. It would

be a panel point for the chord members, but not for the

web members, x is the distance of any of the loads which

come between a and the section severing the member in

question, and p is the stress perpendicular of the member

—

i.e. the perpendicular from the centre of moments on to the

member.

Then if s is the stress in the member, sx/' = ^2v— tjSh
— 1: Q {^ — x). A difficulty presents itself in connection with

web members between parallel chords, as in this case the centre

of moments is at an infinite distance ; but this is only an apparent

trouble, because the ratios t and ^ have definite values in such
P P

a case, as is evident from the following, and x becomes neghgible

in comparison with ^. If r is the distance of the point ^, t] from

the centre of the diagonal b c (Fig. 113), whose co-ordinates are

Xj^ y^, say, produce the centre line of this bay, and let it be

inclined to the axis of x at an angle f.

Then £ = ^ cos f -\- x-^^, ti = r sin 9 -f y-^ and p = r sin 9.

^ cos <p x-^ V _ sin <p y^

p
'^

sin r sinO' p
~~

sinO '^
r sin 6*
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But since r is infinite, the second terms vanish.

^ ^ cos^0
^^^ jj ^ sin </>

.

;/) sin 6^ /> sin 6^'

.
•

. the stress in such a member

^
siF"^

{cosV^(i:v-2Q) - sinc/>VH}.

Instead of solving the problem of finding the stress in any
member in two steps by first finding at which panel points the

loads must be placed, and then taking moments, a diagram

may be drawn for each member giving the stress in that member
due to a load at each panel point consecutively. Then by adding

the ordinates at the various panel points at which a load pro-

duces a stress of the same sign in the member, the maximum
stress of that sign in the member is detemiined. Such a diagram

is called an " influence " diagram. For this purpose, take as

before a section cutting the member in which the stress is re-

quired and two other members, so as to sever the rib, and con-

sider the forces acting on the part of the rib between the section

and A. Taking a for the origin and a b the axis of x, call ^, r]

the co-ordinates of the centre of moments for any member

—

i.e. the point of intersection of the lines of the other two severed

members, produced if necessary
; p the stress perpendicular

—

i.e. the perpendicular from the centre of moments on to the

member in question ; m the moment about the centre of moments
of the external forces, acting on the portion of the rib severed

by the section, due to a single load q at a panel point distant

M
X from A. The stress in the member due to this load = -r.

Now M is the moment due to both vertical and horizontal

forces acting on the severed portion of the rib ; it may there-

fore be divided into two parts, the moment of the vertical forces

acting on the severed part of the rib and the moment of the

horizontal component of the reaction. If therefore m^ is the

moment about the centre of all vertical forces, we have

—

M = Ml — H »;,

and the stress in the member
M M^ H »;

^
P
~

i> p
'

The vertical reaction at a due to q
L — a;= Q X ^—

,
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and if (i) the load Q acts on the severed part of the rib

Ml = Q ^- 4- - Q (^- - .ij) = ^ (L 4- - a; 4- - L 4- + L %) = ^x{\.-'^),

and (2) if q acts to the left of the portion of the rib severed

by the section x x^, m^ = ^.

Therefore the stress due to the vertical forces

M^ Q (l — ^) X Q ^ L — a;

p p L /) L

according as the load acts on the severed portion of the rib

or to the left of it.

As already mentioned, the stress due to the horizontal force,

TT ^

i.e. the horizontal component of the reaction, = ^ 5 '^^'^ i^

o X
has been proved that H = —'-, where x is measured from the^ 2D
nearest support to g.

Thus the stress due to the horizontal force

_ Q r; L 2 X
~ 4pB ^ 17-

If, therefore, in Fig. 114, where a b represents the span of the

arch, a perpendicular b & be erected at b = , and join

A b, the ordinate to this line at any point distant x from a =
Q fj^ d\ /^—^

—

— X - —i.e. it equals the stress in the member in question

due to the vertical forces for a load at any panel point distant

X from A between a and the panel point e on the right of the

section x x^.

Q S
Now let a perpendicular A a be erected at a = — and jom

Q p T ^
B a, the ordinate at any point to this hne = —^ x —i.e.

it equals the stress due to the vertical forces for a load at any

ordinate from b up to the panel point c to the left of the section

X x^. Therefore the ordinates to the line A e'^ represent the

stress in the given member due to vertical forces, for a load q
at the ordinate and ordinates to b c^ represent the stress in the

member due to vertical forces for a load q at the ordinate. Since

as the load moves from e to c, if x^ be its distance from c and b

x^ .

the panel length, y Q is the portion of the load transferred^ to
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6 — A'l

e and —-— q the portion transferred to c, therefore for the load

Q at a point between e and c, the stress in the member due to

vertical forces vs, e e^ x ', + c c^ X — ,— ; when x^ == & it

equals e e^, and when a;^ = o it is c c^, and it is a hnear expression,

so we must join c^ e'^ by a straight line. For a chord member

^, ?7 are the co-ordinates of a panel point, and c^ and e^ coincide,

but in other cases they do not. The ordinates at A and b will

be drawn upwards or downwards, according to the sign of ^ and

L — ^ respectivel3^ From the ordinates to Ae^ c^ b must be

subtracted algebraically the stress due to the horizontal re-

action H for a load q at each panel point consecutively. If we

erect an ordinate c c^ (Fig. 114) at c = ~— and join c^ to a and b,

O JJ L 2 X
the ordinate at any point = ^— x — , it being remembered

that in this case x is measured from the support nearest to the

load. The ordinates between the two broken lines a e'^ c'^ b

and A c^ B therefore give the stress in the member due to a

load at the position of the ordinate considered, and a further

diagram (Fig. 115) may be drawn whose ordinates represent these

differences. Adding together the ordinates at the panel points

in the last diagram, where they are positive and where they are

negative, we get the maximimi compression and tension in the

member due to any arrangement of the live load.

The case of the centre of moments at infinity has alread}-

been dealt with, the ratios of | and ^ having been determined
P P

for such a contingency, therefore the influence diagram can

also be readily drawn in this case.

It will be observed that change of sign of the moment (or

of the stress) will not happen when the load is at a panel point

;

this is shown in Fig. 113 for the chord members ; and for a web

member the change must take place in the panel \\here the

section is taken, because when the load is, say, between e and c

in the same figure, part of it is transferred by the stringers to

e and part to c. Therefore, when the moment about (^', 7;)

of the portion of the load g which is transferred to e, together

with that of its reaction at a, equals the moment of the reaction

at A of the part of q transferred to c, the moment wiU be zero.

It will be noticed that in Figs, no and 113 a braced-rib type
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of arch is indicated. This t\'pe of arch carries vertical supports

on which the level platfomi rests, above or below the crown,

consequently the supports and, platfonn do not fonn an integral

part of the arch—that is to say, they do not relieve the arch

of any stress, nor tend to stiffen it, nor do they assist in the

erection. If, however, the top member of the rib is made
horizontal, the platform can be carried upon it directly, and
each half of the bridge can be built out as a cantilever by simply

tying back the ends of the horizontal member to secure anchor-

ages. The design is then known as a spandrel-braced arch.

The method of calculation is exactly the same as indicated for

the braced rib, and since the centre lines of the chord members
in any bay meet at a finite distance any question of the centre

of moments being at infinity is eliminated.

TWO-HIXGED ARCH

The disadvantage of the three-hinged arch for railway traffic

is its lack of rigidity, excessive longitudinal vibration being some-

times developed under traffic at even moderate speeds. This

drawback is to a great extent removed by the omission of the

centre hinge in either the braced-rib or spandrel-braced type

of arch, but the hinges at the points of support are retained.

The calculation of the stresses in this case is more tedious

than for the three-hinged arch, owing to the fact that the hori-

zontal component of stress cannot be obtained in so direct a

manner ; but, as already explained, the elastic properties of

the members have to be investigated in order to obtain the

necessary equation for it.

Rib with Solid Web.—The vertical component of the reactions

can be found as before, by taking moments about either hinge,

because the horizontal com-

ponent acts through the

hinges. Before the stresses

in the members for any given

load can be found, it is neces-

sary to obtain the horizontal

component of the reactions

due to the load. For this

purpose the effect is con-

sidered of the bending of

each element of length of

Fig. ii6.' the arch in tending to move
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one point of support, supposing the other one to remain im-

movable. Suppose the arch to be divided up along the centre

line into lengths ^ s, and let cc^ (Fig. 116) be one of these

elements of length. Owing to the bending of this element,

c A will tend to be deflected downwards through an angle c i,

where (^ i is the angle turned through by the section at c at one

end of S s relatively to the section at c^ at the other end of c s.

This bending would cause a to move to a and the horizontal

projection of this displacement is A b = ex. Now since the

span remains unaltered in length the sum of all the movements
A b must be zero^—i.e. 2 A 6 = d. It is also clear that since

the height of the abutments remains constant that ^ ab must

also be zero.

Let X, y be the co-ordinates of c.

By similar triangles we have
A & c N ^ Art— = — or c a; = y —

.

A a AC -^ A c

But Aa = AC i. .
•

. ^ X = y i ; similarly ab = c y =^ xo i.

From the property of elastic deflection of a beam we have

i = '

, where m is the resultant bending moment on the
E I ' ^

strip, E is Young's modulus of elasticity, and i the moment
of inertia of the cross-section

;

t x =^ "- -
, and d y ^= .

E I '
-^ EI

By the conditions above quoted Y.h x = o and E c y = o
;

My h s
2 -^ = O .... (I)

, ^ M X C S
and S =0 . . , . (2)

Now M is equal to the moment about c of the external vertical

and horizontal forces, and may be written

ii = M^ — H y,

where m^ is the moment of any loads and the vertical reaction

to the right of c, and — h y is the moment about c of the hori-

zontal reaction h at the right hinge.

Substituting this value for M in (i) and (2),

u^ y c s ^y'^ ^ s
T
^u^ X c s xy c s

S — H 2 "- = o, and 2 H 2 —^— = o ;

I II I
'

M^ y s ^u^ X c s

I ^
I

or H = -

y'^ Bs
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Thus H may be found very approximate! 3^ for a given load

by dividing the centre hne into a number of equal parts c s,

in which case 5 cancels out of the expressions, the value of

M^ and I if variabie must be calculated for each section and

y measured. It will be observed that in calculating the de-

flection no allowance has been made lor that due to thrust

along the axis nor for that due to shear, but these are small

compared with that due to bending moment, owing to the leverage

in the latter case magnifying the effect to so large an extent,

as shown in Fig. 116, where the bending of S s is magnified by

the leverage c a.

If I be assumed to vary as sec B, where Q is the inclination

of the axis at the section under consideration, then i equals

the moment of inertia at the centre section multiplied by sec 0,

and since Is = l % sec 9 the formulas simplify, and the ex-

pressions become

—

and H =
S y- ex '2. xy h x'

It will be seen from the chapter on deflections that

— (= 11) is the deflection of the right hinge horizontally
E I

^-
, which

. E

I

is evident when it is remembered that the force h acting in-

wards at the hinge counteracts the outward deflection due to

the load, or, in other words, if the load produces the deflection

u outwards, h acting inwards produces the deflection u inwards,

and by the formula for deflection, since the moment at the

axis of a horizontal force h at the hinge = — h y, the hori-

zontal deflection at the hinge due to a horizontal force h acting

there = — I
—^^^ or — h I

~
. Therefore by equating

the deflection due to the load to that due to the horizontal

force H we get I
'-— = h 1 , the same result as before.

^ J EI J EI

'

In the case of the parabolic rib h can be integrated out from

the formula, but for the circle the work of integration is tedious.

Dead Load Stresses.—When h has been thus calculated for

the dead load, the stresses in the arch may be obtained by

drawing the equilibrium polygon. Since the tangent to the

latter at any section is the direction of the resultant force acting

at that section, whose amount is given hy the corresponding
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ray in the force diagram, by resolving this along the tangent to

the axis at the section the axial thrust is obtained, and by re-

solving it perpendicularly to it the shear is obtained ; and the

resultant bending moment equals this force multiplied by the

perpendicular upon it from the axis at the section, or what is

the same thing, h X the difference between the ordinates of the

equilibrium polygon and the axis at the section. The bending

moment increases the compression in the upper flange when
positive and in the lower flange when negative.

Live Load Stresses.—To find the positions of the live load

which give the maximum bendin'g moment, thrust, and shearing

force. Consider a single load q as before. The vertical reactions

can be determined in the same manner as for the three-hinged

arch and the horizontal component as explained above. With
a single load the resultant reactions must for equilibrium meet

on the line of action of the load, and for a series of loads they

must meet on their resultant.

Bending Moment.—If, therefore, the vertical reactions and
the value of h be determined for a series of positions of q, the

Fig. 117.

point of intersection of the resultant reactions can be found

for each position and the locus of their points of intersection

drawn. It can then be readily ascertained which positions

of the load Q give a positive bending moment at any point d

(Fig. 117), and which positions give a negative bending moment.

Consider the forces acting on the portion of the rib a d. Pro-

duce A D and B D to / and 171 respectively. A load to the right

of m, together with its reaction at a, wiU. have a resultant x b
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along the line of the reaction at b, which necessarily meets that

at A at the point x on the reaction locus ; the moment of the

resultant along x b, which is to the right of d, is negative or

clockwise. Between in and d^ the resultant is still along the

varying position of Xj^ b, which is then to the left of D, and

therefore gives a positive moment, when the load comes to D^

it only affects the portion of the rib a d by the reaction it causes

at A ; the reaction at a for a load between d^ and / continues

to give a positive moment.

For a load at I the reaction

at A passes through D, there-

fore its moment about D

becomes zero, and for points

to the left of I it has a nega-

tive value. Thus for loads

from A to m and from / to

b the bending moment at d
is negative, and for loads

from m to I it is positive.

Therefore the maximum posi-

tive moment at d is when
the length I m only is

covered, and the maximum negative moment when the lengths

m A and I b only are covered.

This bending moment will increase the compression in the

upper flange when positive, and in the lower flange when negative.

Axial Thrust.—To find the thrust along the axis at any

point D due to load at all the panel points, it is necessary to

find v^, Vg, and h for a load at each, then draw the force diagram

for each load. If, therefore, in Fig. ii8 b a represents Q for the

position Xj, a Cj and c^ b represent the corresponding vertical

reactions at a and b respectively and a x-^ and b x-^ are the re-

sultant reactions. The same letters with the suffix 2 correspond

to the position Xg of the load. For loads to the right of D the

resultant of the load and the reaction at a is equal and opposite

to the reaction at b. Therefore for Q at Xj the thrust will be

— Rj3i resolved along a d drawn parallel to the tangent at d
;

loads to the left of d only affect the length a d owing to their

reaction at A ; therefore for the position Xg of Q the thrust will

be R^2 resolved along a d.

If it be remembered that A x^ b and a Xg b are the equi-

librium polygons for the positions Xj and Xg of the load respec-
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tively, it is obvious that the lines x^ b and a Xg respectively

represent the line of the total thrust at the vertical section

through D, the reasoning is shortened.

It is obvious that the loads at all the panel points increase

the thrust at d; but the maximum compression due to bending

moment does not occur with the same disposition of load as

the maximum thrust, as the former has been shown to occur

with only part of the span loaded. If moments be taken about

the centres of moments of the flanges instead of about the axis,

the maximum stresses in the flanges would be obtained, as shown
in the case of the three-hinged arch.

Shearing Force.—To find the maximum shear at d (Fig. 117).

For loads to the right of d the resultant of the load and its re-

action at A being downwards along the line of reaction at b,

the shear at d is downwards and therefore negative ; for loads

to the left of d only the reaction at a affects the portion of rib

A D. This would obviously give an upward or positive shear

at D, until the load reaches such a position that the reaction

at A becomes parallel to the tangent at d, unless the load reaches

B before this happens. If such is not the case to the left of

the point where a line through a parallel to the tangent at d

meets the reaction locus, the shear will obviously again become

negative. Thus the maximum positive shear will be when
the span is loaded only between d^ and the point where a line

from A parallel to the tangent at d meets the reaction locus,

or from d to b, as the case may be ; and the maximum negative

value occurs when the portions outside the above only are loaded.

Arch with Braced Web.—In this case the formula for h
already obtained does not strictly apply, and a more correct

value may be deduced by utihsing the formula for the deflection

at a point of a braced girder.

When a single load q is applied to the girder, if one end be

capable of moving horizontally on rollers the structure would

be statically detenninate, and the stress s^ in any member
length L can be calculated by drawing the stress diagram. The

stress s in each member, due to a horizontal force equal unity

applied at the free end, can be similarly found ; and the horizontal

deflection at this free end due to the load q can therefore be

calculated from the formula in question. The horizontal de-

S-*- S L
flection therefore = u = 2 — , where a is the cross-sectionalAE '

area of the member length l. Now the horizontal component
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of the reaction, h, deflects the point of support back to its

fixed position, and if h be taken as the acting force — H s would
be the stress in the member length l due to it, since s is the

stress in this member due to unit horizontal force acting out-

wards ; therefore the deflection due to h acting inwards

_ _ ^SHSL S^L

Equating these two expressions for ti—
S^ SLV

^ S^ S L ^ S^ L ""a
2 = H 2 or H = ^— . . (l)

A E A E ^ S^L ^ '

" A
Of course a is not known, and an approximate value has to

be assumed in the first instance, and having thus obtained a

preliminary value for h the maximum stress in any member
may be obtained by drawing its influence diagram, giving the

stress in the member due to a load at each panel point taken

separately. Then by adding all the stresses of the same sign

at the panel points, the maximum compression and tension in

the member are obtained.

For this purpose a section is taken intersecting the member
in question and two others, and the centre of moments is the

intersection of the two other members, produced if necessary
;

let ^, ?; be the co-ordinates of this point with the right hinge a

as origin and the line joining the hinges A and b as axis of x, and
let -p be the stress perpendicular from the centre of moments
on to the member in question, and M be the moment about the

centre of all the external forces acting on the severed portion

of the arch. Then the stress in the member for the actual

load = s = ^.
P

Now M = the moment m^ of the vertical loads and their

reaction at the hinge and that of the horizontal reaction h—
i.e. M = :\i^ — H y

—
M M^ V

P P P ,

As in the case of the three-hinged arch, if q is at a distance x

L X
from A, the vertical reaction at a = o X .

If (i) the load q acts on the severed portion of the rib to

the right of the section taken

—

Ml = Q --- 4- - Q (^ - ^) = L
^ ^^ ~ ^^'
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(2) If Q acts to the left of the section, m^ = " (l — x) ^.

The stress due to the vertical forces equals the above divided

by p. To obtain a diagram of the stress in the member due

to a load at any panel point, as in Fig. 114, an ordinate b h

= Q
^

is drawn, and its extremity joined to A ; similarly an

ordinate a a = ^ is drawn at a and its extremity joined to

B : the ordinates of the portions of these lines to left and right

of the panel in question represent the stresses, for vertical loads,

in the member due to a load Q at the ordinate. In the case of

a chord member the two lines meet at the panel point, which is

the centre of moments ; but in the case of web members the

ordinates at the extremities of the panel are joined by a straight

line for the same reason as before.

The difference comes in when the line whose ordinates repre-

sent the stress due to the horizontal reaction h is considered.

For the three-hinged arch h for the load o at any panel point

was simply proportional to the distance from the nearest hinge
;

but now it varies in a more complicated manner, and its value

for a load at each panel point has to be calculated by aid of

equation (i), page 200. The result in each case is multiphed

v
by - and plotted at the proper panel point ; instead of being

two straight hues (as in Fig. 114) meeting at the centre, it is a

curve. A further diagram, similar to Fig. 115, gives the algebraic

difference of the two sets of ordinates, and represents the stress

in the member for a load at each ordinate, from which the

maximum compression and tension in the member can be found

by addition of the plus and minus ordinates at the panel points.

Effect of the Shortening of the Rib on the Value of h

If / be the average intensity of thrust through the rib, the

shortening

'•L

= 1 ^—
' = ^~

I

E E

J O

This shortening will tend to produce an inward pull Hj. Now
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i V d X
the deflection due to h^ acting inwards = —^\ ^^^r^ >

J E I

= — H.

If the rib is paraboHc y
4D
l2

X (l — x), where d is the rise of

the arch. Substituting this value and integrating, we get

—

or

/L
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that of the load equals the moment of the horizontal com-

ponents of the reactions, which do not in this case act in the

same line. Expressing these conditions in the form of equations

—

Q = v^ + V3 (I)

V^ X L + Q '1'' + H {Va - y^) = O . . (2)

The second equation shows that \\ and Vg are not inversely

as their distances from q, as in the previous cases.

Fig. 119 shows that the closing line ab oi the equilibrium

polygon for the load q and its reactions is in this case an in-

clined line.

It will be seen that there are five unknown quantities in the

above equations, consequently three more equations are re-

quired to detemiine these. Two equations are obtained in

the same manner as for the rib hinged at the two ends, namel}-

—

2 = o and 2 —^ = o.
I I

Since m equals the moment of the loads and vertical reactions

m', and the moment of the horizontal reactions m", we have

M = m' + m"
Substituting for m in the above we get

m' X d s
. C ^i" X <i s , .= o . . (3)

, f m' V d s
, C u"yds , .

and ~
[-

j
—

f
= o . . (4)

A further equation can be obtained from the fact that, since

the ends of the arch are fixed, the inclination of the axis at the

two ends remains unaltered when the load is appUed ; conse-

quently, if the change of inchnation of the tangent to the centre

line be integrated from one end of the arch to the other, the

total change is zero. Expressed as an equation

—

d i = o,

.' o

or substituting for d i

'L

m' d s

I

^i"ds
—T— =0

• (5)

If I be supposed to vary as sec B, since d s = d x sec 6, we may
write d x for d s in these equations, i then being the moment
of inertia of the central section.

For a paraboUc rib these equations can be solved and the
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locus of intersection of the reactions obtained, but as in this case

they do not pass through any definite point of support, it is

necessary also to find the curve which is the envelope of the

lines of reaction in order to permit of the reactions being drawn
for any position of the load. The methods already considered may
be applied to determine the stresses.

The influence of the shortening of the rib and of temperature

changes in affecting the horizontal thrust is much more marked

in this case.

Masonry Arch.—The masonry or brick arch, as usually built

without hinges, is an example of the third type, but as the modulus

of elasticity of masonry and mortar is

_P^ ep^ very variable, and as a very slight

A I—§—1—2, accommodation of the latter in the

joints near the springing ma}^ cause

the arch to approximate much more

to one hinged at the supports, it is not

usual to apply the above methods in

this case. Another feature of the

masonry arch is that the dead load

is great compared with the live load.

Fig. I20. In order to avoid tension in the

masonry it is necessary that the

line of pressure shall not deviate from the centre line of the

arch more than about one-sixth of the thickness. The reason for

this is easily seen, for if a b (Fig. 120) be the length & of a joint

in the arch, and p be the normal component of the resultant

pressure acting at d distant x from the centre c, then we have
p- acting at d is equivalent to p acting at c and the couple p X x.

If we consider unit width of the joint, since the length a b equals

p
b, the compression due to p at the centre — ,

,

The maximum tensile and compressive stress due to the

couple = / say, then -J- = p (from the formula ^ = ~).

f) "p X
.

•
. / = ,0 , and this must not exceed the unifomi com-

p
pression ^ due to p acting at the centre, or else the tension

caused by the coiiple would be greater than the latter and a

tension would result. .
•

. the limiting value is given by
6f X p b
_p- =

^ or x= ^,
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thus p must be within the middle third of the joint or there

will be tension at the extremity of the joint furthest from p.

If the line of pressure is at the centre of the joint the maximum
intensity of pressure is of course equal to the average intensity

p
of pressure = , . When the line of pressure is at a distance

- from the centre, as just proved, the maximum intensity of

2 P
pressure = -,-. For other distances the maximum intensity

p / 6 x\
of pressure =

/ (^ + T~)' where x is the distance of the Ime

of pressure from the centre. If a; is > | b, the maximum tension

p /6 X \= V
(
-^— I ). If the line of pressure deviates more than one-

sixth the length of the joint from the centre

—

i.e. if it is outside

the middle third—it does not necessarily follow that the structure

will be endangered, but the end of the joint farther away from

the line of pressure will be in tension, and will in course of time

probably open for such a length that tension no longer exists
;

the effect of the opening of the joint under the tension will be

to further increase the maximum intensity of compression,

as will be obvious from the following considerations :

—

Suppose the line of pressure cuts a joint at one-quarter

the length of the joint from one end of it, its distance

from the centre = x = = -• Before the joint opens the244
maximum intensity of compression = ^ (i -j—

1

p /6 \ p
and the maximum intensity of tension =

^
- I i j

= —^

.

When the joint opens to such a point that tension no longer

exists, the length of joint in compression equals three times the

distance of the line of pressure from the end of the joint = 3 x -

^
4

—i.e. the length of the crack = -.

The maximum intensity of compression now equals

P
s

P 9 P

p
which is greater than its value 2J j. before the crack occurs.

.1 ^,
-2 ^'
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Again, if the line of pressure cuts a joint at one-fifth the

length of the joint from the end, its distance from the centre

li h "^ u— a; = - — - =^. Before the joint cracks, the maximum
2 5 10

p / ci\ p
intensity of compression = jli + ^l = 2|^y, and at the same

P /q \ P
time the maximum mtensity of tension = ^1^— il = f t.

When the joint opens to such a point that tension no longer

exists^ the length of joint in compression equals three times the

distance of the line of pressure from the end of the joint = 3 X -,

and the length of the crack will be 1 &•

The maximum intensity of compression then equals

P 10 P , P
o \/ — — — o JL _,
" 3 &

~
3 6

~ ^3 h

5

p
which is greater than its value 2| t before the joint opens, and

as the line of pressure recedes from the centre this difference

becomes more marked.

It is thus seen that the maximum intensity of compression

p
increases rapidly above its mean value of j when the line of

pressure is at the centre, as that line recedes from the centre,

and moreover the thickness of the voussoirs for the length

that the joints open is wasted so far as resisting the loads is

concerned. In the case of a concrete arch this loss may be

partly avoided

—

i.e. to the extent of the above difference be-

tween the value of the intensity of compression before and

after cracking—by reinforcing the concrete with steel rods at

the parts where tension will occur, so that the tension may be

resisted without any cracking taking place.

The object aimed at in designing a masoniy, brick, or con-

crete arch is to avoid any tension, and the consequent increased

value of the intensity;' of compression, bj^ causing the line of

pressures to lie w^ithin the middle 'third of the thickness of the

arch, if possible, by suitably regulating the shape of the arch

and the thickness of the voussoirs.

It is necessary, in the first place, to make some preliminary

estimate of the necessary thickness of the arch at the crown,

and the formula generally made use of is :

—
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The preliminary thickness of the arch at the crown in feet

= 0-4 sly, where r is the rachus of curvature at the crown in

feet. It is generally desirable to increase the thickness towards

the abutments.

Next, the elevation of the arch of the given span and rise and

of the prehminary shape and thickness is drawn (Fig. 121), and

the thickness divided into three equal parts at each section,

and the lines, representing one-third the thickness of the vous-

soirs from each extremity, drawn. The lines of the abutments

are extended upwards to intersect the lower one-third line.

On the base a b the bending-moment diagram of the acting
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vertical loads is drawn. In order to draw this the arch between

A B is divided into a convenient number of equal parts, and the

weights between each consecutive pair of vertical sections of

the arch, spandrel filling, roadway, parapet walls, and load

determined, which enables the bending-moment diagram for

the vertical forces to be plotted. It is necessary to consider

both the case (i) of the load covering the whole of the span

and (2) when the load covers onh' one-half the span from one

end. Now the ordinates of the equilibrium polygon or line of

pressures (or linear arch, as it is sometimes called) are known

to be proportional to those of the above bending-moment diagram,

and it is necessary to find the ratio by which the ordinates of

the latter must be multiphed in order to give those of the former.

We have already seen that in order to avoid tension the equi-

librium polygon must lie within the middle third of the arch,

therefore this is the criterion which must be satisfied by alter-

ing the thickness of the arch or its shape until it is arrived at.

To see whether the preliminary arch taken satisfies this condition

in Fig. 122 draw y equal to the centre ordinate of the bending-

moment diagram in Fig. 121, join a y and by. On a y mark off

the ordinates cd, e f . . equal to the ordinates c d, e f . .in

Fig. 121. On oy,cd, e f .. . mark off 01, 02 ; d^, d^ ; /5, /6 ; . .

equal to the corresponding ordinates in Fig. 121, and giving the

position of the extremities of the middle thirds on the various

ordinates, draw a curve through the points i, 3, 5, ... n,

and through the points 2, 4, 6, . . . a^. It is then obvious

that if a straight line can be drawn between these two curves

without intersecting them, and the points where it cuts the ordin-

ates be transferred to the corresponding ordinates in Fig. 121,

that a curve drawn through these latter points will faU in the

middle third of the arch. When the load covers only one-half

of the span from one end the bending-moment diagram will

not be symmetrical, therefore the same proceeding must be

gone through for the other half of the span h. Then if the

arch is of suitable shape and thickness, it will be possible from

some point z between i and 2 in Fig. 122 to draw straight hues

between the curves representing the middle third of the arch. In

case it is possible to draw a number of such pair of Hnes, the pair

which make the largest angles with a b are taken, the angle being

steeper at the abutment where the reaction is greatest, since h is

constant. Suppose this pair of lines to be z a'^ and z b^. Then

fli b^, and the corresponding hue a^ b^ in Fig. 121, are the bases
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on which the bending-moment diagram of the vertical forces

should be plotted, where h k^ = a a^ and b b^ = 6 h^. CaUing

the new position of y, y^, it will be seen that the ordinates of

a}- z are proportional to those of a}- y^

—

i.e. to the bending

moments of the vertical forces at the various sections ; and if

the length of the ordinates of a}- z be transferred to the corres-

ponding ordinates in Fig. I3i, a curve a^ z b^ lying within the

middle third will be obtained, which will be the hne of pressure

required ; for it is evidently a possible line of pressure, as its

ordinates are proportional to the bending moment of the vertical

forces, and it is assumed that of- the possible hues of pressure

that, will be the actual one which causes the thrust required

to be exerted by the abutment on the arch to be a minimum.

By making the hne a?- z, the steepest possible, on the more

heavily loaded side, that hne of pressure has been obtained

which has the greatest possible inchnation to the horizontal

at the abutments—!.^, the ratio of the horizontal component

of the pressure on the abutments to the vertical component

is the smallest possible. Now the vertical component of the

thrust at the abutments is fixed by the load, therefore the hne

of pressure has been found which causes the minimum resultant

thrusts on the abutments, and consequently the minimum re-

actions of the abutments on the arch. If, therefore, this hne

of pressures faUs within the middle third, the condition that

there shall be no tension is also satisfied, but if not the shape or

thickness of the arch, or both, must be altered tiU this result

is effected ; or until the deviation of the hne of pressure from

the centre is not greater than some pre-detennined amount.

When the hne of pressure satisfying the above conditions has

been determined, it only remains to be seen whether the maximum

intensity of compression and shear is excessive at any section
;

the former may vary from 6 to 20 tons per square foot and the

latter from 2 to 7 tons per square foot, according to the character

of the concrete or masonry of which the arch is to be built. The

rays of the force diagram for the hnal equihbrium polygon or hne

of pressures gives the total thrust at each section, and the tangent

to the equihbrium polygon at any joint gives the inclination

and position of the resultant thrust at that joint. Its normal

component p and its component s paraUel to the joint can

therefore be at once obtained ; if, as before, h is the length

• •
P / ,

6 ^\
of the joint the maximum mtensity of compression is ^ » i + -^ I,

o
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where x is the distance of the point of application of the re-

sultant thrust from the centre of the joint. The intensity of

s
shear = y. If either of these are too great the thickness of

the arch will have to be increased. If the excessive intensity

only occurs at the haunches, the thickness may be increased

at the springing and left the same as before at the crown.

When an arch whose soffit is the segment of a circle is over-

loaded by a load whose bending-moment diagram approximates

to a parabola, since the radius of curvature of the latter is

least at the vertex and gradually increases away from that

point, it is obvious that the line of pressure will approach the

outside of the arch at the crown and fall near to the soffit in

the haunches, as indicated in Fig. 123. The portions of the arch

marked a, b, c, in the figure will therefore come into tension,

and failure would take place by the arch cracking at such sections
;

unless it is a concrete arch reinforced bj- steel rods in the parts

where tension exists. In the latter case, if overloaded, the arch

might fail owing to the great increase in the maximum intensity

of compression at these sections, or by shearing.

Abutments.—To design the abutment for an arch when the hne

of pressures has been found, it is necessary to know accurately

the amount and direction of the maximum thrust on the abut-

ment. If a point on the line of pressure be taken, say, on the

vertical centre line of the arch, and if d is the vertical depth from

that point to the closing line of the equilibrium polygon, and if

H be the horizontal component of the force along the closing

line, which would also be the horizontal component of the thrust

on the abutments, then H x d = the bending moment of the

vertical forces at the centre. This gives H the horizontal com-
ponent of the thrust on the abutment. Now v the vertical

component = the portion of the weight transferred to that
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end of the span, and can be found by taking moments about

the other end of the span. Therefore the total thrust

R =
v/ h2 + V2,

V
and the tangent of its inchnation to the horizontal = -.

In Fig. 124 R represents the position of this thrust. Let O

be the point where this thrust intersects the line of action of

\v, the weight above the horizontal section through o to the

Fig. 124.

top of the filling in the spandril of the arch. From o

draw R in magnitude and direction, and from its extremity

plot Wj^, the resultant of these two = r^, and is the resultant

force on the horizontal section a b. Rj intersects the vertical

through the point distant — from a on the horizontal line c d,
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and let w^^ be the additional weight between this section c d

and that at a b. From the extremity of w^ plot Wj^^, then the

resultant Rj^^ of r^, w^, and W-^ is the resultant force acting on
the section c d, and it will act just inside the middle third of

the section, and therefore tension is avoided. The first offset

is made at this level, and a line is drawn through the centre

of gravity of the block below c d—i.e. through the middle point

of c d. Let Rj^^ meet this line in o^. From Oj plot r^^ in magni-

tude and direction, then this line intersects the vertical through

c d
a point distant — from c on the horizontal line e f, and let Wg

be the weight between the horizontal line e f through this point

and c d. From the extremity of r^^ plot Wg, and let Rg be the

resultant of r^^ and Wg. R2 intersects the vertical through

one-third the wddth of c ^ from c on the horizontal section g h,

and let w^ be the weight of the block between the horizontal

sections e f and g h. At the extremity of Wg plot Wg-^, then r^2'

the resultant of Rg, w,, and 'w^, will cut the joint gh slightly

within one-third of the width ; there will therefore be no tension

there. The next offset is made at g h and the further steps

are a repetition of the method of proceeding just described

between the offsets d± c d and at g h.

The thickness oX ah and the magnitude of the offsets must
be taken large enough to prevent the abutment increasing in

thickness too rapidly.

If there is any possibility of the arch ever having to carrj'

its load without the assistance that may be obtained from

the backing behind the abutment, no credit must be taken

for the help the earth pressure against it would afford. But
if this pressure is certain to be always present, the thickness

of the abutment may be reduced. The pressure due to earth

will be considered later.



CHAPTER XI

SUSPENSION BRIDGES

If instead of the curved structiire corresponding to the curved

flange of a bowstring girder in its iipright position, it corresponds

to the curved flange of an inverted bowstring girder, it is obvious

that it will be primarily in tension due to the load, and it will

differ from the inverted bowstring girder, due to the fact that

instead of the ends being kept apart by the straight flange as

part of the structure, an external horizontal force is applied

at each point of support to effect this.

It has already been seen that, if the inverted parabolic bow-

string girder is unifonnly loaded, the parabolic member is in

tension and the straight member is of course in compression

;

but there is no stress in the web members because the vertical

component of the stress in the parabolic flange balances the

shearing force due to the load. Consequently, if the suspended

parabolic member be flexible and is subjected to a load unifoimly

distributed horizontally, attached to the suspended member

in such a manner as to produce the same effect as if continuously

applied, the flexible member would of itself be able to support

that load, as the only stress produced in it would be a tension

directed everywhere along its tangent at the point considered.

Thus the flexible member may consist of a series of links pinned

together at . the points at which the load platform is attached

to it, or it may be a flexible wire cable built up of a large number

of separate strands, the advantage of the latter form consisting

in the fact that the tensile strength of the wire per unit of cross-

section is several times as great as that of forged links.

Another way of regarding the question, and one which

enables the effect of the load to be realised when it is not unifonnly

distributed horizontally, is the following :—In a suspension

bridge a series of vertical loads and the inclined reactions are

in equilibrium, therefore, as we have already seen, the tangent

to the equilibrium polygon at every vertical section is the re-

sultant, acting across that section, of all the external forces
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on one side of that section, and therefore if the flexible structure

coincides with the equilibrium polygon, the acting forces would

be balanced by direct tensions along this member. But if the

centre line of the structure does not coincide with the equi-

librium polygon, the resultant force acting along the equilibrium

polygon at the section is equivalent to an equal and parallel

force at the centre line of the structure (whose component normal

to its cross-section at that point causes a tension in the struc-

ture, and whose component in the cross-section causes a shear),

and a couple equal to the resultant force acting along the equi-

librium polygon multipUed by the perpendicular from the centre

line of the structure on that resultant force ; in the latter case a

flexible member would be caused to alter its shape, until its centre

line coincided with the equilibrium polygon.

Again, it has been proved that the ordinates of the equi-

librium polygon multiplied by h, the constant horizontal com-

ponent of the forces acting along the equilibrium polygon,

represent the bending moments of the vertical forces acting.

Thus, if a flexible member has to support a load uniformly dis-

tributed horizontally, its shape would be a parabola whose

centre ordinate d, below the line of the supports, would be

-Fi— , where w is the intensitv of the load and l is the span. In
8 H
case the load on the platfomi is not a uniformly distributed

load, the shape of the flexible suspension member would no

longer remain parabohc, but would tend to take the shape

of the equihbrium polygon for the actual loads. When, there-

fore, such a load moves across a flexible suspension bridge, the

shape of the latter would continually change and the shape of

the roadway would be a continually changing sinuous curve,

making it unpleasant and sometimes difficult for a load to be

taken across. If the time of oscillation caused by the moving

load happened to coincide with the time of oscillation of the

structure, its amplitude would increase, and the structure might

even be endangered. This is a circumstance which may occur

in a gale of wind if the gusts happened to have a periodicity

coincident with the natural time of oscillation of the bridge,

and, although the chances of such a coincidence are remote,

cases have been known where considerable damage has resulted

from this cause, even when the bridge was stiffened.

It has been found that if the load is carried primarily on a

comparatively light girder, which is hung from the flexible
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member by hangers, that the shape of the flexible member is

not sensibly altered when a load passes over the bridge ; this

being the case, it follows that the hangers exert an equal pull

on the flexible meniber if they are at equal horizontal dis-

tances apart, otherwise the shape of this member would not

remain parabolic. The stiffening girder is subjected to the

action of the actual loads, to a uniform upward pull by the

hangers (equal and opposite to what they exert on the cable),

and to the reactions, upwards or downwards as the case may
be, at the ends. If the stiffening girder is made strong enough

to resist these forces, the flexible member can only alter its

shape by the amount this girder deflects, except between the

points of connection of the hangers. This shows why a stiffen-

ing girder which carries the load platform, and is suspended by

hangers from the flexible parabolic member, provides a means of

transmitting to the flexible member pulls which correspond to

those due to a unifonn load.

Flexible Cable Subject to Uniform Load

It has already been pointed out from the application of the

methods of the equilibrium polygon, that the cable will hang

le l-
in a parabolic curve, and that the depth at the centre D = ^

—

w \J^

or H = 7,— , and anv rav in the force diagram gives the total
8 D - .

tensile stress at the point of the equilibrium polygon at which

the tangent to it is parallel to the ray. The result ma^' also

be obtained from first

principles, as follows :

—

w
is the load per foot run

which is uniformly distri-

buted horizontally. Con-

sider a length a b (Fig.

125) of the cable, where a

is its centre point. Let x, y

be the co-ordinates of b.

The forces acting on a b

are H horizontally at a, a tension t at b acting tangentially,

and the unifonn load w x on a e {— x), the centre of gravity

of which will be at its centre c. Since the length of cable a b

is in equilibrium under the action of the three forces H, t, and
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w X, the tangents at A and b must intersect on the vertical

through c, and the A b e c is a triangle of forces for the three

forces concerned ; therefore

2 y w X w x^
-^^ = — , or y = ,

X H ^ 2 H

the equation to a parabola referred to its vertex.

At the point of support v, x = - and y = d,

w L^ «; l2
^

8 D H
D = X — , H = o -, and w = —o—

.

2 H 4 8 D L^

Substituting for ii^, y — ^ x~.

Since h at a and the horizontal component of t at b are the

only horizontal forces acting on a b, it follows that the hori-

zontal component of the tension at any point = h.

The tension at any point

= jwT^^;^^ = t. y^^^, + xK

The tension at. the points of support

L7CL / l2= — \/ -p—, + I, si
2 V i6 D^

since X =

Flexible Cable Provided with Sliffening Girder

Since the stiffening girder is suspended from the cable, it

will be seen that it will be bent by any increase or decrease

in the length of the latter.. As the alteration in length due to

change of temperature is very apparent, the stiffening girder,

if continuous from end to end, would be very perceptibly de-

flected at the centre, and would thereby be stressed in propor-

tion to the deflection. In order to see what stress might be

induced at the centre of a stiffening girder due to a range of

temperature of 6o deg. F. on either side of the mean, take the

case of a span of 500 feet with a centre depth of 50 feet, the

depth of the stiffening girder being 15 feet.

The length of half the cable

Jo Jo
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As just proved

—

4 D ., dy 8 D a;

y = U ^'\

( ,
64 d2 a;2 \ I[i-^-^ )~dx,

I , 64 d2 X^ \ ,

or 5 =

= + — , neglecting the smaller terms.
" 3 L

8 D 3L
C S = ^ D, or d D = 5 d S.

3 L ' 8d
W L^

It may be noticed m passmg that since H = „ ,

W L" -. D
^ H = - 0-2 X c D = - H ,

8 d2 D '

from which the decrease of the stress due to a rise of tempera-

ture or the increase of the stress due to a fall of temperature

can be ascertained.

For the particular case s = 250 + | X ttt
= 2567.

Taking the coefficient of contraction = a = o "000007.

The increase of length due to a rise of 60 deg. F.

= 2567 X 60 X 0-000007 = o-ii;

^ D = ^ X O-II = 4 X I-I = 0-4.

Now the deflection of a girder unifonnly loaded (page 168)

5 L^
equals — , x /^, where d is the depth of the stiffening

girder and /^ is the flange stress at the centre.

5 l2
•

•
• ^ ~^^d ^ ^c = 0'4, E = 13,000 tons per sq. in.

, 0*4 X 24 X 13,000 X 15
tr
~

^ ,, ,
—— = i'5 tons per sq. m."^

5 X 500 X 500 -^ f ^

And it will be seen that this is greater the greater the depth of the

stiffening girder. It is obviously undesirable that stresses of

such magnitude should be induced in the flanges of the stiffening

girder without serving any useful purpose, but this effect may
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be to a great extent eliminated by introducing a hinge, or its

equivalent, at the centre of the stiffening girder, so that when
the centre of the cable rises or falls, instead of the girder being

deflected at the centre, the hinge allows the centre of the girder

to accommodate itself to the ne\y- position of the cable without

any bending taking place there. Hence the great advantage

of the central hinge.

The cable is supported on saddles at a and b, carried on rollers

working on a suitable bed-plate on the tops of the towers (Fig. 126),

and is continuous over the saddles to the anchorages D, e,

where the ends are secured to girders weighted down with con-

crete. The backstays may carry the roadway of the approach

span just as the main cable carries the roadway of the main

span.

If the angle of the backstay at the tower is the same as that

of the cable on the main span side, the resultant tension in the

cable will be the same on both sides of the saddle, and there

will be no tendency for the cable to move relatively to the saddle.

If the centre span only is loaded, a certain tension will be pro-

duced in the cable to the left of the saddle at a. This saddle

will therefore move on the rollers towards b, as the load comes

on, a distance sufficient to produce the same horizontal com-

ponent of tension in the cable to the right of the saddle. If

the angle of the backstay part of the cable at a be steeper than

that of the main span cable, then the resultant tension in the

cable to the right of a will be greater than the resultant tension

in the cable to the left of a when the horizontal components

of these tensions balance each other. There would therefore,

under these circumstances, be a tendency for the cable to move
relatively to the saddle unless the coefficient of friction is sufficient

to prevent such motion. In this case the cable must be secured

to the saddle in such a manner as to prevent any relative motion

taking place. Suppose the angle of the backstay is the same
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as that of the cable of the main span. If the centre span is

loaded so as to produce an average intensity of stress in the

cable of 12 tons per square inch, taking the same dimensions

as in the above example, find how far the saddle a would
move towards b before the horizontal components of stress

in the cable on the two sides of a balance. Take the modulus
of elasticity as 13,000 tons per square inch.

Now the tangent at a intersects the tangent at c (Fig. 126)

in F, such that c f = -, therefore the horizontal movement of
4

the saddle at a

2567x12 L . ^= - ^^ — X , „ = 0-2 foot.
^3.000 ^y,.^^^

It will be observed that this movement of the saddles at a

and B will cause the centre point c of the middle span to be

lowered, which the hinge in the stiffening girders at this point

admits of. But the shape of the flexible members between the

saddles and c will also change, in some degree, notwithstanding

the presence of that hinge. It is clear, therefore, that secondary

stresses in the two halves of the stiffening girder, due to such

alteration of shape, are to be expected.

Flexible Cable with Stiffening Girder Hinged at the Centre

In a suspension bridge, as in any other structure, the moment

of resistance of the stresses about any point in a vertical section

must be equal to the bending moment, which, in this case, is

due to the horizontal components of the reactions at the points

of support, as well as to the loads and vertical reactions. The

ordinates to the centre line of the cable relative to the hne

joining the two supports multiplied by h equals the moment

of the horizontal component of the reactions about the centre

of the flexible member, and is therefore also the moment of

the uniform pull of the hangers on the cable and of its vertical

reaction, and the equilibrium polygon for the cable coincides

with its centre line.

The stiffening girder (Fig. 127), in addition to being subjected

to the upward pull, which is the reverse of the downward pull

on the cable, is subjected to the load and the vertical reactions

at its ends. The bending-moment diagram due to the first is,
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of course, as before, the centre line of the cable, and if the

bending-moment diagram for the loads and their reactions

be plotted on the same base to the proper scale, the difference

VvV^^^^
Fig. 127.

of the ordinates of the two diagrams will be the resultant

bending moment on the stiffening girder. The scale is fixed

from the fact that there can be no bending moment at the

central hinge, therefore the moment at the centre of the loads

and their reactions equals d x h, which gives the value of h

and the scale of moments, and knowing h the force diagram

gives the total tensile stress in the flexible member at any
point due to the actual load.

The Effect of a Single Load on the Bridge

Let A o B (Fig. 128) be the flexible member, the ordinates of

which multiplied by h—which has to be determined—equal

the moments of the hori-

zontal components of the

reactions or the moments of

the vertical pulls of the

hangers and the vertical re-

action. On A B plot the

bending - moment diagram

A E B for the single load q,

which will be a triangle with

its apex on the vertical line through the position of q, the scale

being such that one side of this triangle passes through o, the

centre of the parabola. Now o c = D and d x h = the

bending moment of the load Q about the centre line o C. The

reaction at b due to q = ;

B M C N
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.
•

. its bending moment at the centre

_ Q X X L _ Q^
""

L 2
~"

2

qx
,

Qx
.

•
. D X H = ^— , and H = ,

2
' 2D

which is the multiplier for the ordinates of the diagram (Fig. 128)

to convert them into moments.

This value for h shows that any load q increases the hori-

zontal component of the tension in the cable by an amount
o X
" '

, from which it is evident that the maximum tension occurs
2D
in the cable when the platform is fully loaded and, if the load

is not unifonn, when the heaviest part is situated at the centre.

For the position of the load in Fig. 128, it is clear that e f

is the maximum positive bending moment due to it, and that

G H at the centre of the other half of the girder is the maximum
negative value.

2 (l x)
Now EF=EN — FN. The moment e x = d x X h

Q X (L x) K'^= ~
, and the moment FN = — x (l — x), where w'^

L 2 ^
'

= the pull of the hangers per foot run. Now -„— = —'-

,

the moment at the centre

;

1
4QA'

. ^^, 2 o A- (L -x
)

-ri xu ^ Q ^ (l — x) (l — 2 a;) , -.„
Thus the moment e f = ^^ ^ 5—by differ-

entiating this and equating to zero, it is found that its maximum

value is when a; = - (i ± Vi)-

Again g h = g m — h jni. The moment gm = — x-x-244
Q Q X OX= ~^-, and the moment hm = Jdxh = .

b -
4

.
•

. the moments g h = ^ . This is a maximum when x

L , o L
is a maximum

—

i.e. when a; = - when G h = —^ .

2 16

Thus the positions that a single load q must occupy to give

the maximum positive and the maximum negative bending

moments have been found.
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It is, however, of more importance to determine what dis-

positions of the load will give a maximum tension in the cable

and maximum shearing forces and bending moments on the

stiffening girder.

The first of these has been determined in a previous paragraph,

where it is shown that to produce the maximum tension in the

cable the load must cover the bridge with the heavier por-

tions—if such exist—at the centre. If the bending moment

at the centre be determined for such a disposition of the

load and equated to d x h, the value of h will be found,

and the rays of the force diagram give the resultant tension

at any point.

Maximum Shearing Force at any Section of the Stiffening Girder

Hinged at the Centre

Let X in Fig. 129 be the distance from a of the section x at

which the shearing force is required, and consider the effect

of a single load q distant ^ from a. r is the reaction at a due

^ L -H

X —
?j

A

,f
s—r-FT?l,

Fig. 129.

to the load q and the vertically upward puUs of the hangers,

and r1 is the corresponding reaction at b. w'^ is the pull per

linear foot of the hangers. Then for equilibrium the sum of

the vertical forces = o, and the moments of the acting forces

about the hinge on either side = o, since there is no resultant

bending moment at the hinge

—

i.e.

R + Z£'l L — Q + Ri = o . . . . (i)

L , w'^L^
Rl- + -^ = O . . . . . (2)

, L ,

I£;l L- /L A
and R^ + -g - Q[--^) =0 . . (3)

Substituting for w'^ in (3) from (2) and dividing by -,

i^ - % - Q (i - ^) = o
• • • (4)
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Substituting for la'^ in (i) from (2)

—

R - 4 R] - Q + Ri = o, or R - 3 Rj - Q = o (5)

Multiplying (4) by 3 and subtracting (5), R = Qn — '—I,

Substituting for r in (5), Rj = -.

4. O /- W^ L^ O ^
Substituting in (2), w^ = ^3 and h = -g"^ =

2d"

These three equations give the value of r and Rj on the

stiffening girder due to the load Q and to the upward pull of

the hangers, and the value per foot run of this upward pull

due to the load o.

It is obvious that r becomes negative if P > -, also that

the reaction at the end remote from the load is always negative.

// the load q is between a and x.—The load q is greater than

the reaction at a.

-ru ^ f 1 4Q^^
The upward force = w'- x = 1—

.

The downward force = Q - Q (i -^) = ^-^".

0^/4 X \
.

•
. shearing force at x = ^^^—

I 31.

This is negative, as x is always < | l, because x is only

measured to the centre. This position of load therefore causes

a negative shear at x.

Load Q between x and C.—In this case the load does not

come into the shear at x, and the reaction R is negative when
L

t >

The upward foi"ce

3

4Q ^^
L

The reaction at a = Q

Q
•

. shearing force at x = ^ { ^ (4 -^' — 3 l) + L

l2
This is positive if ^ < ; if x = o, the shear changes

from positive to negative, when ^ = - ; when x = - and greater
3 4

values, the shear remains positive till ^ = i.e. till the
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length X C is completely covered ; for values of % between o

and -, the shear changes through zero from a positive to a

negative value at a distance from A towards c

3L-4^

When X is > the shear will be positive for loads from x to c.

Load Q between c and b.—^The reaction at a is now down-

ward and = — —^ (^measured from b).

The upward pull of the suspension rods = ^—=-^^-- {$

measured from b).

Q i

.
•

. the shearing force = -2 (4 ^' ~ l), which is positive

if a; > -, negative if x is less , and is zero if x = , whatever
4 ^ 4 4

the value of ^ may be

—

i.e. for any position of q between c

and B.

Thus, when x > ~, the shearing force at x has its maximum

positive value when the portion of the span to the left of x is

covered, and its maximum negative value when the portion

of the span to the right of x is covered.

When X < -, the shearing force at x has its maximum positive

value when the length from x to a point distant from
3 L 4 ^

A is loaded ; and its maximum negative value when the length

from this point to b and the length of a to x are loaded. For

example, the maximum positive shear at the centre hinge occurs

when the half span on the left is covered, and the maximum
negative value when the half span on the right is covered.

The maximum positive shear at a occurs when the span is

covered for one-third of its length from A, and the maximum
negative shear at a when the span is covered for two-thirds of

its length from b. The maximum positive shear at one-quarter

the span is when the girder is loaded from that point to the

centre, and the maximum negative shear when the girder is

loaded from that point to the nearest support. It is immaterial

whether the other half of the girder is loaded or not, as the
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effect of a load on that half of the girder, on the shear at the

centre of the first half, is nil.

The values of the above shears will be worked out after

considering the distribution of load that will give a maximum
bending moment at any section of the stiffening girder.

Maximum Bending Moment at any Section of the Stiffening

Girder

Let it be required to find the maximum bending moment
at X (Fig. 130) a distance x from a when a uniform load of w tons

^— X —

H

^^ r—i 1
R, L

Fig. 1 10.

A

per linear foot advances from a. Suppose the unifonn load

covers a distance f from a, where f is less than , let w"^ be the^ = 2'

uniformly distributed pull of the rods as before.

To obtain the equations of equihbrium, as before the alge-

braic sum of all the forces resolved vertically = o, and since

the bending moment at the central hinge is zero, the sum of

the moments of the forces on either side of the hinge about it

equals zero, using the same symbols :

—

R + z^^ L — m; ^ + Rj = o . . , (i)

^l2 + "T^ = ° (2>

and R - 4 Q
-^^ ~ = . . (3)28 2 ^^'

Substituting for iv'^ in (3) from (2) and dividing by
,

R - Ri- - ' ^ ' =0 . . . (4)

Substituting for ic'^ in (i) from (2)

—

R - 4 Rl - Z^' ^ + Rl = O, or R - 3 Rj - te' ^ = O , (5)

Multiplying (4) by 3 and subtracting (5)

—

w ^
R = ^(2L-3a
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Substituting for r in (5)

—

W b^
Ri = — ~-
1 2 L

Substituting in (2)-
1 T 2 in d22W^- W'-'L^ W ^

^1 = —s^ and H =

Now M^ = R X X — {w — w'^)

8 D 4D

w^x . ,. w x"- I '^\= ^(2L-3^)-^(l-2^-,j

= ^ly (2 a; - 3 L) + 2 ^^ ^ - x'^\,

To find the value of ^ which makes this a maximum

—

i.e.

to find how far the load must extend from a towards the centre

to make the bending moment at x a maximum—we have

—

-j-r = O, or 2 ^ A- (2 A- — 3 L) + 2 L^ ,'V = o
;

$ = .... (6)
'^ 3 L— 2 a; ^

'

Substituting this value in the expression for m^ we have

—

Ti/r • ^
(

l^a;
, 2 l^a; „)Maximum m^ = — + x^[-

^ 21 3L— 2a;'3L— 2a; )

_ w L^ a; — 3 L Af^ + 2 a;^

~ 2 3 L— 2 X '

W X {L— X) {L— 2 X)
, ,

or maxmium m^ = ^^ —
. . • (7)

This may be written

—

2 3 L— 2 a;
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which is, of course, the expression for the bending moment at

distance x from the end of a girder length ^ uniformly loaded.

L 2
From equation (6) if ,r = ^ = l ; .

•
. the maximum

4 5

value of the bending moment at the centre of each stiffening

girder, length , equals - - X ~- L =
2' ^ 24 20 " 160

The bending moment at x would be zero if the whole span were

uniformly loaded, consequently the maximum negative bending

moment at x will occur when the span is covered for a distance

= L — ^ from B, and its value will be the maximum negative

- -.
, ^ w x{l- x) {L—2X)

bendmg moment at x = ^^ -.
*= 23 L— 2 X

Value of Maximum Shearing Forces

The above expression for r, Rj, and w'^ when part of the span

from one end of the bridge is uniformly loaded enables the maxi-

mum value of the shears referred to on page 224 to be calculated.

The maximum positive shear at the centre hinge occurs

when the left half of the span is covered,

WL - 1 2WL^ W
.

•
. R = o- and w^ = s- = —

:

8 4l2 2'

.
•

. the maximum positive shear at the centre hinge

WL w 'L WL
'"~~8~"^22^"8"-

The maximum negative shear at the centre hinge occurs

when the right half of the span is covered, and therefore

WL WL -

Thus the maximum positive and negative shear at the centre

hmge = ± -g-.

The shear at either support equals the reaction there, and

therefore the maximum shear occurs when the reaction is a

maximum.

W L I 3L\ WL W L WL WL ,

4L\ 2/ 2*22 8 2

Since r = - (2 L — ^ S), it will be a maximum when ^^ = o
2 L ^ ^ ^"^ d^

—i.e. when 2 l — 6 ^ = O, or when ^ = - ; similarly when the
3

rest of the span is loaded the maximum negative reaction at

A occurs. This is the same result as arrived at before.
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Now when a; = , R + Rt
2 '

Then r = --— (2 l — l) = ^-

= o

—

i.e. if the whole span is covered the reaction on the stiffen-

ing girder = o—therefore the maximum positive and negative

W L
shears at the ends of the girder are ± --

-.

At one-quarter of the span the maximum positive shear

occurs when the load extends from that point to the centre,

and the maximum negative shear when loaded from that point

u> L / 3 l\
to the near end. Taking the latter first, r = ^^— (21.— — I,s 8lV 4/

or

5 tC L
, , 2 W L^ W

R = and w'- = ~-~p—s- = -5 ,

32 16 l2 8

negative shear = — wl4-„ - — —
^ 32 ^ 8 4 4

therefore the maximum

W L

Now if the half span is covered the shear at - = o

;

maximum positive and negative values of the shear at

L w L

4 ~ ~ 16

the

HINGED-RIB SUSPENSION BRIDGE

Instead of using a flexible member and a stiffening girder

as two separate entireties, they may be combined into a single

member, and the bridge will then consist of two ribs (Fig. 131),

hinged at the supports and at their junction at the centre,

which correspond to

^ both the flexible mem-
ber and the stiffening

girder. This makes

any deflection, except

that due to strains,

impossible,, and there-

fore produces a more

rigid structure. The

dead load, if uniformly

distributed, will cause a tension in the flanges of the rib

corresponding to that produced in the flexible member in the

previous case ; but for the live load, since tensions are produced

in the flanges of the ribs corresponding to the tensions in the

flexible member, whilst at the same time they are subjected to
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the bending moment (in tlie former case taken up by the

stiffening member), it follows that the stresses in the flanges

will not be a maximum when the bending moment (which, of

course, would be the same in this case) is a maximum. Hence
a different method of treatment is desirable. The deter-

mination, of the maximum stresses in the members in this

case is exactljr the same problem as that of the three-hinged

arch.

There is, however, one type w'hich can be more easily dealt

with in a different manner, which remark, of course, also applies

to the corresponding arch ; and that is, when the centre line

of the ribs is a parabola and the upper flanges are straight Unes

joining the centre hinge to the two supporting hinges. The lower

flanges are of course curved, so that at any vertical section

the lower flange is the same distance below the centre line as

the straight upper flange is above it.

Dead Load Stresses.—Suppose the dead load is equivalent

to w tons per foot run, the total load on each rib is then —

.

We may imagine the structure to be made up of two in-

dependent structures, (i) The two ribs, each carrying a uniformly

w Tl,

distributed load equal to — with vertical reactions at their

W L
two ends, each equal to ; and (2) the triangular frame a c b

carrying a load — at c equal to the two reactions — of the

two ribs at c. It is clear that the curved flanges of the ribs and

the web members of the ribs only form part of (i), and the

stresses in them may therefore be found in exactly the same

manner as for a parabolic girder supported at the two ends.

The supports are not level, but the horizontal component of

w l^
stress in the flanges will be -^ as before, where / is the hori-

zontal length of the rib and d its central vertical depth

—

i.e.

I = and ^ = -, because the depth to the parabolic centre hne

from the middle points of a c or b c = -.

The straight flanges of the two ribs a c and b c are obviously

a component part of both (i) and (2), and the stresses in them

are therefore the resultant of the stresses due to the load on
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each structure considered separately. These members will be

in compression when considered as a part of the ribs, and the

amount of the horizontal component of this compression would

(S)^
2W

be —^^— = —^. This would, of course, also be the hori-

2

zontal component of the tension in the curved flanges of the

ribs.

W L
As a part of the structure acb with the load — hanging

at c, A c and b c will be in tension, the horizontal components

of the tension being — X = o— • The resultant stress^4 2D 8 D

m A c and b c will therefore be a tension = -5— — -^ = -7

—

8 D 16 D 16 D

Thus there would be a resultant horizontal tension in both the

straight and curved flanges of the ribs = y—

.

Live Load Stresses.—In the case of the curved flanges and

the web members, the maximum live load stresses will, as before,

be exactly the same as for a parabolic girder of horizontal length

- and vertical depth , and ma}- be found by scaling the eleva-

tion as explained in Chapter IV. In order to find the maximum
compression and tension in a c and b c due to the live load,

it is best to consider the effect of a single load Q at each panel

point consecutively on either of the ribs. If a load Q (Fig. 131)

acts at a distance x from a, it will cause a reaction R at A

qIl—x), ^. ^ QX „, . ,= ^^ and a reaction Rj at b = . The expression tor r

(2 x\ O X
I

1 + ,
the first temi being the

reaction due to a load q on the rib a c at a distance x

from A, and the second term is the same as the reaction r^

at b.

Thus the load q on the structure span a b may be con-

sidered as a load o on the rib a c with reactions at A and c

(2 x\ 2 X 2, o xi—"\ and Q respecti^•ely, and a load —=^

on the structure acb acting at c equal to the reaction of the

rib A c at c.
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The load q at x on the rib a c will cause a comi)re.s.sion in

(2 x\

L J , where
51

d^ is the depth of the rib at the panel point considered. For

any other panel ]X)int to the right of x distant ^ from A, the

/ _ 2 a;\ .

horizontal component of stress in the flange = \ L / ;

and for an}' panel ]:)oint to the left of x distant ^^ from c the

2 o X f^
horizontal component of flange stress = j^^, d^ being the

2, X
depth of the rib at the panel point considered. The load - —

on the structure a c b will cause a tension in a c at x, whose

Ox L OX
horizontal component = - x = ' , and this will be the' L 2 D 2 D
same with the load at x for all the panel points.

If the above values of the horizontal component of the

compression due to A c forming part of the rib be worked out

for each panel point with the load at x, and the above hori-

o X
zontal component of tension ~ '

, due to a c being also a portion

of the triangular structure A c b, be subtracted in each case,

the result will be a compression or tension for each panel length.

Let this be repeated for the load at each of the panel points

of the rib a c, and let all the compressions and all the tensions

be added separately for each bay, the result will be the maximum
horizontal component of compression in the upper flange for

each bay of the rib. The sum of the tensions at each point would

obviously be increased if the rib B c be loaded, as this would

increase the load at c for the triangular structure A c B by the

2 o X 2 X
amount 2 "^^-^

, where the S denotes the summation of
L L

for each panel point ; this load would cause a tension in c a

o X
equal to 2 - '-, which must therefore be added to the sum of

the tensions found at each panel point of a c in order to obtain

the maximum tensions in each bay length of the upper flange

of that rib.



CHAPTER XII

EARTH PRESSURES AND RETAINING WALLS

In determining the amount of the earth pressure that may be

expected against the back of a retaining wall, the first consider-

ation is the value of the coefficient of friction in the interior

of the mass of earth. This coefficient is not always the same

thing as the tangent of the angle of the natural slope of the

material ; besides, the latter is not always readily determined,

as some material takes a long time before it assumes its true

angle of slope. A more satisfactory value of this coefficient of

friction may be obtained in any particular case by filling a box

without top or bottom with the earth and placi^ it upon a

levelled surface of similar earth, and then finding the puU re-

quired to start the box and the contained earth into motion.

A horizontal cord passing over a vertical pulley, with a scale

pan at the other end to hold the necessary weights, provides

a ready method of doing this. The earth may be loaded by

placing weights upon it in the open box in order that the variation

of the friction at various pressures may be observed. Of course

care must be taken to avoid any friction on the edges of the box

itself. The coefficient would equal the weight of the scale pan

plus the weight in it divided by the weight of earth, etc., in

the box. Having found the coefficient of friction for the earth

in question, the method in Chapter VI. may be used to find

the relation between the two principal stresses in the earth

—

i.e. between the maximum vertical and the horizontal lateral

pressure of the earth. The plane which would be nearest the

limit of stability would be that on which the resultant stress

makes the greatest angle with the normal to the plane, and it

is obvious that this angle must not be greater than the angle of

friction, otherwise the mass of earth will be unstable. It was

shown on page 123, that denoting this angle by 6 — \p
—

Sm{d-^p) = Px - Py

Px + Py'
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Now if we call ^ the angle of friction it is clear that —
\P

must be less than «/> or in the limit equal to it. Therefore

Px -Py
for equilil)rium or < sm <p.

P. + Py
Forming a new fraction by adding and subtracting the numer-

ator and denominator on either side of the equation, we get

—

Px I H- sin_ or < '. -
.

Py I - sm
, I — sin

Py =" ^ _
^ _ _ ^

I — sm
'^*

I + sm 0'

Thus for equilibrium p must at least equal p^ X
I + sm

that is to say, a wall to resist the earth pressure must be capable

of withstanding a pressure of this amount. If w is the weight

of I cubic foot of the earth and h is the depth below its hori-

zontal surface to the point where the pressure is under con-

sideration, the intensity of vertical pressure at that depth =
w h, and therefore from the above the horizontal lateral pressure

equals ^ ~ ^^.^ "^

X w h. Since h is the onlv variable, the total
^ I + sm

horizontal pressure per foot length that the earth would exert

I — sm W K'
on a wall of height h to the top of the earth = fTT^^ ^ 2 '

and it will obviously act at one-third the height of the wall

from the base, as

in the case of AC
water pressure.

This is the value

given by Rankine

when the earth has

a surface level with

the top of the wall,

but it will be ob-

served that no
notice has been
taken of the friction

on the back of the

wall in arriving at

the ratio of the

lateral to the vertical pressure, therefore the lateral pressures

given by this formula are too high.

An entirelv distinct method of determining the maximum
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possible amount of the earth pressure on a waU which enables

the effect of this friction to be taken into account is to imagine

the earth to crack along a sloping hne b c in Fig. 132, making
an angle 6 with the vertical, and to determine what inchnation

of this crack would cause a maximum pressure to be exerted

on the wall. It is clear that the pressure against the wall would

be greater if the earth cracks along a sloping line than if it cracks

in a zigzag manner, as every bench in the line of the crack would

form a partial support and reduce the pressure against the wall.

The horizontal pressure p and the vertically upward friction

/Ml P exerted by the wall on the wedge of earth are written out-

side that wedge in Fig. 132, and the equal and opposite forces

exerted by the earth on the wall are similarly written outside

the wall. If we find an expression for p in terms of 6, and then

determine the value of 0, which makes this expression a maximum,
we shall obtain the maximum value that the pressure on the

wall can possibly attain—for pipes are built into, or openings

left through, the base of the wall and surrounded bj' gravel at

the back to allow any water a free egress, so that it is impos-

sible for it to back up against the wall and subject it to water

pressure. Now as the wedge of earth by its motion tends to

overturn the wall about the outer toe o, the friction between

the earth and the back of the wall would tend to resist that

overturning

—

i.e. it acts downward on the wall and upward on

the wedge of earth. The pressure exerted by the wedge of earth

ABC against the wall will be the resultant of its weight, the

friction along b c and b a and the reaction % normal to b c,

and is, of course, equal and opposite to the resultant p of the

supporting forces exerted by the wall on this wedge. Call jj. the

coefficient of friction of the earth on earth, yu^ that of the earth

on the wall. The weight of the wedge of earth

H X H tan 6 wH^ tan 6
== X w = .

2 2

Resolving horizontally p + /x Rj sin ^ = R^ cos 0, and resolving

,. „ ,, . . z£^ h"^ tan ^
vertically ju^ p + ;x r^ cos + Rj sm e^ = ,

, . , I — M tan w h"^
from which p =

, , ,

—,

r^^ X •

I - /^ /^i + (/^ + /^i)
cot ^ 2

Since some of the earth generally clings to the wall we may
take

n-^
= fx, then

I— utan^ wn^ ,.

T — fi^ -\- 2 fx cot 6 2
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In order to obtain the value of which causes this expression

to be a maximum, differentiate with respect to and equate to

zero, when it is found that for the maximum value

—

I -^2tan = (2)

This therefore gives the angle S of the crack which would
produce a maximum horizontal pressure against the back of the

wall, and substituting from (2) in (i) we get—
I + 3 y"^ — 2 /^ J'Z ( I -f]^) "^J^

2
p =

(I - H^)
2\2

^-(Oi-y}

and it acts at the height because the total pressure is equal

to that produced by water multiplied by a constant.

The above in-

vestigation applies

to the pressure of

earth when its sur-

face is level with

the top of the wall,

but if the earth

slopes upwards from

the wall at an angle

\L (Fig. 133), the wall

is said to be a

"surcharged" re-

taining wall. The

resultant pressure

may be obtained

in an analagous
manner to the last

case. The equations of equilibrium will be the same as before,

except that the expression for the weight of the wedge of earth

H X A c cos v//

Fig. 13:

will now be z^* X

A c H X

and

sin 8

cos {B-\-^L)'

therefore the weight of the w^edge of earth

w H^ sin B cos i^ w h"
~ 2

X X
tan 6*

cos {6 -f ;//)

—i.e. it equals its previous value multiplied by

tan tan yp

I

I — tan 6 tan »//'
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therefore the expression for p is the value in equation (i) multi-

phed by this factor

—

i.e.

I I — /^ tan w H~

I — tan tan -J/ i — yu"^ + 2 ytx cot 6 2 ' ^

In order to find the value of 6 which causes p to become

a maximum, we must differentiate (3) with respect to 6 and

equate to zero as before, and instead of the value for tan in

equation (2) we now find that for a maximum value

tan 6
2 n~- j2fjL{i-\- fx'^) ifjL

- tan \p)

{1 + fx-^) tan 4^ - 1^ {1 - ^i-)

It will be noticed that, if ;// = o, this expression reduces to that

in equation (2). The expression for p may be written

P= K^,
where the coefficient k has the above values and depends simply

on the coefficient of friction and the angle \p, and equals the

ratio of the lateral to the vertical pressure, taking into account

the friction on the back of the wall. The value of k for a level

surface of earth and for earth slopes of 3 horizontally and 2

horizontally to i vertically are given in the following table, also

the values of the ratio
I — sm <p

I + sin^
previously deduced :

—

.
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RETAINING WALL

To apply this to the case of a retaining wall the conditions

of stability are (i) that the base shall be prevented from sliding ;

(2) that the moment of the overturning couple formed by the

thrust of the earth behind it, multiplied by the distance of its

centre of pressure above the base of the wall, shall be less than

the moments of the equilibrating couples, to an extent which will

allow the resultant force acting on the base to fall inside the

middle one-third of its width. The equilibrating couples are,

—

that of the weight of the wall into the distance of its centre of

gravity from the outer toe and that of the frictional resistance to

vertical motion developed by the pressure of the earth at the back

of the wall into the breadth of the base. For if n is the normal

component of the resultant, and a the area of the base of unit

N
length, - is the average mtensity of normal stress on the base,

and if the resultant is applied at a distance c from the outer

toe

—

i.e. at a distance — c from the centre—the tension due to

the moment

{l-^)-iJiMN X (- - c| = " \2 7 X -,

where i is the moment of inertia about an axis through the

centre normal to the cross-section. Therefore for no tension

c must not be less than the value given by the equation

A I \2 / 2'

2 1 b
or —r = c, or c

A 6 2

where k is the radius of gyration about the same axis as i. Thus
b^ b

for a rectangular base k^ = — , .
•

. r = -.

Note.—The same formula (i) would apply to any structure

symmetrical about two axes

—

e.g. for a circular solid column

subject to wind pressure when ^2 = --, .-. c = - x f = |6

—i.e. the resultant must fall in the middle one-quarter.

Call w the weight of the wall of unit length, let a be the

distance of the vertical through its centre of gra\dty from o
(Fig. 132), and let c be the distance from o to the point where — r
the reaction of the foundation on the wall (equal and opposite
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Th'e distance of its c G from o

20 X 3

2
XfX3 + 4X20X5

II X 10

460

no
= 4-2 feet.

From (3) c =

= 3-2 feet.

16,500 X 4-2 + 0-85 X 4,700 X 7 — 4,700 X

16,500 + 0-85 X 4,700
"

20

Now one-third the width of the base = = 3-3 feet, there-
3

fore the resultant r falls well inside the middle third, and the

base is unnecessarily wide.

If p were calculated by the second method given it would be

found that the total earth pressure is less

than that taken above, consequently the

resultant pressure would fall still further

inside the middle third of the base.

Since the point at one-third the width of

' the base from the outer toe is the limiting

position for the resultant to approach

that toe in order that the condition of

no tension at the inner toe mav be

Fig. 134. Fig. 135.

satisfied, this point may be called the centre of resistance, and

moments may be taken about it instead of about the outer toe.

The resulting moment about this point must either be zero or of

the same sign as the equilibrating moments

—

i.e. the moments

of the weight of the wall and of the friction at the back of the

wall—the sum of which moments is called the moment of

stability ; or, in other words, these moments must be greater
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than the overturning moment about that point — i.e. the

moment of the earth pressure.

RETAINING WALL WITH COUNTERFORTS

Instead of a retaining wall being of constant cross-section,

it is sometimes built with counterforts

—

i.e. of wide piers, with

thinner portions between them, the latter being sometimes

curved convex to the earth so that the stresses may be entirely

compressions. An approximate method usually employed to

find whether a proposed design satisfies the conditions of stability

is (i) to find the equivalent wall of uniform cross-section, and

(2) to ascertain whether the latter is stable.

Let Fig. 134 represent a horizontal section of such a wall,

and let its vertical section be rectangular.

If p is the total earth pressure per unit length of the wall

and n the coefficient of friction of the earth on the back of the

wall, if the friction on the sides of the counterforts be neglected,

the moment of stability of the narrow part

and that of the wider part

T= wn CT X r + /xPCXfT.

Therefore the moment of stabihty per unit length

= -(T b-i-c + ^^^-J+T" •
•

('>

Let t^ be the thickness of the equivalent wall of uniform cross-

section having the same moment of stabihty, then the moment
of stability of the equivalent wall per unit length

= ^^i' + f/iP^i ... (2)

By equating (i) and (2) the thickness of the equivalent wall

of uniform thickness is determined, and its stabilit}^ can be

investigated by the same methods as before.

If the section of the wall is trapezoidal (Fig. 135), let a be the

cross-sectional area of the narrow part, t the width of its base

and X the distance of the vertical line through its centre of

gravity from the point distant - from the outer toe, and b its

3
length ; let a^ be the cross-sectional area of the wider part, t

the width of its base and x^ the distance of the vertical line
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T
through its centre of gravity from the point distant from

the outer toe, and c its length, the portion of the moment of

stabihty due to its weight would then be

w Ab X + w A^ c x'^

b-h c

instead of the first term in (i).

Utilisation of the Weight of the Earth to Increase Stability

In some designs the w^eight of part of the earth is utilised

to increase the stability of the wall ; in one way, by building

into the wall horizontal shelves which project at the back, the

weight of earth on the projecting shelf obviously increases the

moment of stability, also the equihbrating frictional moment
is increased, because the friction now acts on the vertical plane

through the back of the shelves, and in this manner a wall of

thinner cross-section may be rendered stable without any tension

being introduced.

Another method of constructing a retaining wall which

enables the weight of the earth to be utilised, is to construct

the wall of a vertical and a horizontal slab of concrete, con-

nected together at the angle and reinforced with steel rods

near the face that would come into tension. Narrow vertical

ribs or counterforts are introduced about every two yards, filling

the space between the vertical and horizontal slabs. Vertical

and horizontal angles are built into the latter respectively at

these sections, to which the reinforcing steel rods in the vertical

and horizontal slabs are connected, and to the other flanges of

the angles are fastened rods, which are embedded in the concrete

of the ribs which anchor the vertical slab to the horizontal one.

The weight of the earth over the horizontal slab holds the latter

down, and enables the vertical slab to be tied back to it at the

ribs.



CHAPTER XIII

FOUNDATIONS AND FOOTINGS

Two main considerations have to be taken into account when

designing the foundations for a pier, abutment, retaining wall,

or any similar structure :—(i) The foundation must be able to

support the structure without appreciable compression, the

base of the structure being widened out by footings so as to

reduce the intensity of pressure on the foundation to allow of

this. The pressure on the foundation may vary from lo or

more tons per square foot in the case of rock to i ton or less

per square foot in the case of yielding material ; but if the

material on which the structure is to be built is not capable of

carrjdng the intensity of pressure to which it must be subjected

by the weight of the structure and its load without dangerous

compression, the foundation would have to be reinforced either

by piles, wells, cylinders, or caissons, as may be most convenient

in any particular case, driven or sunk into the strata below.

If there is a hard stratum at an accessible depth, the piles,

cylinders, etc., would be carried down to that stratum. In

such a case wells, cylinders, or caissons would be sunk as far

as possible by grabbing the material from the inside, if the

strata passed through permits of this method of proceeding.

It is often necessary to resort to the help of divers if boulders

or other such obstacles are met with under the cutting edge,

and in some cases an air-tight deck has to be fixed and the

compressed air method adopted, particularly for obtaining a

good foundation for the cyhnders, etc. In the case of such

a foundation, not only is additional supporting force obtained

from the surface friction of the piles or cylinders, but also from

the solid stratum on which they rest. In case there is no solid

stratum at a depth which is accessible under the circumstances,

the surface friction of the piles, wells, or cylinders has to be

depended upon, and in such case the sinking can generally be

effected by grabbing the material from inside. The surface

friction generally amounts from 2 to 10 cwt. per square foot of

242
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surface according to the depth to which they are sunk and
the material passed through.

(2) In addition to the supporting force the lateral stability

of the foundations has to be considered if they consist of sand,

gravel, clay, or such-like material. A formula has already

been obtained (page 233) for the ratio of the principal stresses

in earth under pressure

—

i.e. for the ratio of the minimum value

of the smaller principal stress to that of the greater principal

stresses in order that the material may be stable. In a founda-

tion the maximum stress is often the vertical pressure on the

foundation, and the formula gives the necessary value for

stability of the stress at right angles to this

—

i.e. in the hori-

zontal direction. This horizontal stress has again to be kept

in equihbrium by the smaller stress at right angles to it ; the

latter stress would therefore be in the vertical direction, and
is due to the weight of earth equal to the depth of founda-

tion. Therefore the pressure of the earth due to the

depth of the foundation must be great enough to bear the same
ratio to the lateral pressure at the foundation that the latter

does to the vertical pressure on the foundation, and this ratio

must be at least equal to that given by the formula for the par-

ticular material. In the case of wet sand the lateral stability

can be greatly increased by driving sheet piling all round the

foundation to confine it.

It has been shown in Chapter XII. that for stability the ratio

of the minimum to maximum stress at any point of the material

composing the foundation must be equal to or greater than

—7-—r-^

—

i.e. that the lateral pressure p^ at right angles to

the pressure on the foundations must for equihbrium be not

less than this ratio of the intensity of compression p, at the

edge of the foundation. Now if d is the depth of the founda-

tion level below the ground hne the pressure due to this depth

of the earth equals w d, and this must not be less than the above

fraction of the lateral pressure. We have therefore as the

minimum values,

I - sin
p. = —j

—

—- X p,^^ I -f sm '^

- I — sin
,

and wd = -—-, x p-,,
I -j- sm (j) ^'^

. •
. the limiting value of the depth is given by the expression

, /i — sin (b\-
w d = ( - - -—r - ^

I
X p,
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which is generally most conveniently applied in the form

\i — sm (p/ w ^
'

As an example of the use of this formula, take the case of

a pier 6 feet wide, carried on a base of concrete 8 feet wide,

the intensity of pressure on the concrete due to the wall being

4 tons per square foot ; the weight of i cubic foot of the con-

crete is 125 lb., and the weight of i cubic foot of the earth 106 lb.
;

the co-efficient of friction of the earth is O'S. Find the depth

to which the concrete should be carried for lateral stability of

the foundation.

Tan
(f>
= fx = 0-8

; .
•

. sin (j> = 0'63.

The intensit}' of pressure at the base of the concrete

6 X 4 X 2240 + 8 X ^ X 125 ,= p = ^ ^ ^ = 6720 + 125 d.

r , , J 6720 -f- 125 d
.

•
. from (I) 19-4 X d = -^

^^
= 63-4 + 1-2 d.

i8-2d = 63-4,

or d = 3-5 feet.

Since the angle of friction is not generally very accurately

known for the material, and since it is not absolutely con-

stant even at different parts of the material, the value

of the ratio of the maximum intensity of stress to the

minimum intensity must be recognised as an approxima-

tion only. When this is squared any error would be more

than doubled proportionately, so that in calculating the neces-

sary depth of a foundation in order to be stable against

lateral movements, the result m.ust only be regarded as an

approximate value.

In the case of a retaining wall the maximum principal stress

is not the compressive stress normal to the base at the edge,

but is greater than this, because there is also a shearing stress

on the base whose intensity is equal to the pressure of the earth

on unit length of the wall divided by the width of the wall.

From Chapter VI., page 116, the maximum principal stress

would be ^-^, if p is the nonnal intensity of com-

pression and g is the shearing stress ; this, however, does not

make a very appreciable increase in the value of the princi])al
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stress, and it is generally sufficiently accurate to take the

normal stress.

As a further example, find to what depth the foundation of

a retaining wall, 20 feet high above the ground line, should be

carried for lateral stability of the foundation ; the weight of a

cubic foot of the earth is no lb. and the ratio of the princi-

pal stresses 47, and it is found that the maximum compres-

sion at the outer toe is 4,710 lb. per square foot. As the

foundation is carried down the resultant pressure on the back

of the wall will increase as the square of the depth, and the

base must be widened at the front below the ground level

to keep the point of intersection of the resultant force at

one-third its width. The weight of the wall will increase at

a less rate than proportionally with the square of the total

height because of the very appreciable thickness of the wall at

the top. The width of the base will increase practically pro-

portionally with the height. If therefore w is the weight of

the wall to ground level, b its breadth, and h its height there

;

and Wj is the weight of wall down to the foundation, b,^ its

breadth there, and h^ the total height

—

©^
and ^1 ""

H

'

w, w H,—i <; — —i

b^ b u'

If these be assumed to be equal we shall be taking the

maximum compression on the foundation—viz. ~r~^ = -r —

.

2 w
and the result will be on the safe side. Now - - = 4710,

. • .
-y-J = 4710 X , where d is the depth from the

ground hne to foundation level. Then from equation (i)

, p 4710 20 -I- ^
d X 47^ = - = —— X^

'

w no 20

d X 22-1 = 428 ( I + — j
= 42-8 + 2-1 d.

, . 20 ^ = 42-8, or ^ = 2'i feet.

FOOTINGS

When a block of concrete is placed at the base of a structure

in order to spread the weight of the waU or pier, etc., over the

w. < w
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T B

foundation, in order to reduce the intensity of pressure upon
it (Fig. 136) the concrete where it projects beyond the wall acts

as a cantilever, the upward reactions of the foundation causing

tension along the surface d b and inducing a shearing stress

in vertical planes between b and D.

If the concrete is stepped the steps

should fall entirely outside the line

B c, or else sections weaker to resist

shear than d c would be introduced.

The thickness of the concrete block

has to be proportioned so as to re-

duce the maximum tensile stress

along D B to a safe limit, unless

steel rods are embedded in the

concrete near the lower surface to

take up the tension ; also the

maximum intensity of shearing

stress must be limited to the working intensity fixed upon,

having regard to the fact that the maximum intensity of shearing

stress at the axis of the section is one and a half times the

average over the section. As an example, take the downward
pressure on, and therefore the upward reaction of, the founda-

tion as 2 J tons per square foot, and the projection D B

as 2 feet ; find what thickness the footing must be (i) to limit

the maximum intensity of shearing stress to 3 tons per square

foot, and (2) to limit the maximum intensity of tensile stress

to 3 tons per square foot.

Call the thickness of the concrete footing x.

(i) The maximum intensity of shearing stress

= 3 tons per square foot. .
•

. x = 2h feet.

Fig. i;6.

- X
2X2^

X

(2) The maximum intensity of tensile stress at d

M
/ — y, where m = 2 X 2|

2 X 2i X 12 X
=0 X - =

X"^ 2

X 1,1
12

, and y

f
= 3 tons per square foot.

a:'^ = 10 or a; = 3"2 feet.

It is thus seen that with a projection of 2 feet and a pressure

of 2i tons per square foot on the foundations a thickness of

3-2 feet at the edge of the wall is required to limit the tensile

stress to 3 tons per square foot ; the maximum intensity of

shearing stress would then be 2-4 tons per square foot, but
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the thickness might be limited to the 2^ feet, giving the safe

working intensity of shear of 3 tons per square foot fixed upon,

or even less, if steel rods are introduced near the lower surface

to take up the tension.

Unless the number of piers for a viaduct are limited by the

impossibility of finding more than a limited number of positions

where it is possible to obtain a foundation, the question arises

as to what would be the most economical number of piers, and
therefore of spans, to adopt. The following consideration shows

that it is not advisable to introduce an additional pier unless

its cost is less than that of the main girders and lateral stiffening

in a span. The cost of a bridge is generally nearly proportional

to its weight. Call the total length of the bridge l, and n the

number of spans supposed to be of equal length, then - is the

length of a single span of the bridge, and the total weight w

of one span may be expressed as follows :—w =
f~ ^ { ~ )

'

where a and b are constants. — represents the weight of

the track and floor system, and —^r ^^^^ of the main girders and

lateral bracing. Let a be the cost of the abutments, b the cost

of each intermediate pier (supposing the costs to be the same),

c the cost per ton of the bridge superstructure, and c the total

cost of construction. Then

c = A + B {n - I) + cn\^a- + -^j

= A + B («- l) + ("-^">
To find what value of n makes c a minimum, differentiate

C with respect to n and equate to zero

—

i.e.

dc cbL^ , L-
-— = 0, or B — —s- =0, or B = c —7

.

dn n^ n^

—i.e. when the cost of a pier equals the cost of the main girders

and lateral stiffening in a span. The economic number of

, . . .^
spans therefore is n = l^



CHAPTER XIV

MASONRY DAMS—STRAIGHT AND CURVED

Seeing that retaining walls are generally of comparatively

small dimensions, and that the compressive stresses involved

in them are not of great intensity, the primary consideration in

their design, as has been pointed out in Chapter XII., is to so

arrange that there shall be no tensile stress present in them.

The intensity of shearing stress is small, and therefore it is not

generally necessary to modify the design to accommodate it.

In the case of low masonry dams for holding up water, the

same considerations apply, but in this case, since the horizontal

pressure exerted by the water is greater than that exerted by

earth, a wider base is necessary to avoid tensile stresses on

horizontal planes, and it is very desirable, particularly in higher

structures of this nature, to investigate the kind and distribu-

tion of the stresses on different planes.

Since a masonry dam is fixed to its base, that fact alone in-

troduces a discontinuity on that plane ; moreover, the pressure of

the water, generally speaking, suddenly ceases to act at this level,

which circumstance still further emphasises the discontinuity.

It is reasonable, therefore, to expect that the arrangement of the

stresses on and in the neighbourhood of the base will be different

from the arrangement of the stresses at higher levels. Experi-

ments carried out on plastic models prove this to be the case.*

If the base is designed of such a width that the centre of

pressure on it, when the dam is subjected to water pressure, is

at one-third the width of the base from the outer toe, and if

the stresses be assumed to be uniformly varying, they would be

zero at the inner toe and twice the average value at the outer

toe. The resultant force acting on the base is of course inclined,

and, as will be proved shortly, would be in such a case parallel

to the outer profile of the dam, and if the reacting stresses on the

base are all parallel to this resultant force, both the intensity

* " Stresses in Masonry Dams," Sir J. W. Ottley, K.C.I.E., and A. W.
Brightmore, D.Sc. Minutes of Proceedings, Inst. C.E., Session 1907-8.

248
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of normal and shearing stress on the base would vary from zero

at the inner toe to a maximum equal to twice their respective

mean values at the outer toe. On horizontal sections above the

level of the base experiment indicates that this is actually

the distribution of the stress, but on the base itself, owing to the

"fixing" to the foundations there, a different arrangement of

stress is introduced. It will be more convenient to consider (i)

the distribution of normal stress on the base, and (2) the

distribution of shearing stress upon it.

(i) The distribution of normal stress on the base of the dam.

The uniformly varying distribution of the normal stress is

interfered with by the fact that, owing to the triangular shape

of the dam, the portions of it near the outer toe are least rigid,

so that the most flexible portion of the dam is subjected to the

most intense normal stresses. When the height of the structure

is great, this leads to a slight upward deflection as the outer toe

is approached, which causes the intensity of pressure there to

be less than if the dam were perfectly rigid. Thus, instead of the

intensity of normal stress in such a case being represented by

a straight hne a f (Fig. 137), starting at the inner toe and sloping

so as to attain a maximum value at the outer toe, the actual

line representing this intensity of stress is more horizontal near

the outer toe, and shown by the

curved line a g. Now if a unit

length of the dam at right angles

to the paper be considered,

and w represents its weight, b f

= , because the area of the
ab'

triangle A B F is equal to the

weight of the dam

—

i.e. to the

total normal pressure on the base

;

and it follows that if, owing to

the flexibility of the dam near

the outer toe, the intensity of

stress near it is reduced that

{a) the area enclosed by the ver-

tical hne B F and the curve a g,

representing the actual inten-

sities of normal stress, must still

be equal to w.

Again, since e (Fig. 137) is the centre of pressure or the centre
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of resistance, according as we consider the stresses acting on

the base or the equal and opposite reactions at the base, the

moments of the area of the figure a g b about a vertical line

through E must equal zero. Also, since e is at a distance from

B equal to one-third a b, the vertical line through e passes through

the centre of gravity of the triangle a b f, therefore the moment
of the area a b f about the vertical line through e also equals

zero. Thus we may express this condition by saying {b) that

the moment of the areas between the straight line a f and the

curve A G about the vertical line through e must vanish ; these

areas are shown shaded in the figure. There is a third con-

dition which fixes the position of the point g on the curve A g.

This is seen if a small triangular wedge of unit length perpen-

dicular to the paper be cut off near b by a vertical line a c (Fig.

137), and the forces which keep it in equilibrium vertically be

considered. If we call the intensity of shearing stress on a c, p^

and the intensity of stress on a b, represented by b g in Fig. 137,

/)„, the vertical forces acting on this wedge are p^ x a c acting

downwards, p^^ x a b acting upwards, and the weight of the

triangular wedge—viz. X /:> g, where p is the specific

gravity of the masonry of the dam and g is the density of water.

Now p^ and p^ are both finite quantities, therefore the first

two forces contain only one factor a c and a b respectively, which

becomes infinitely small as rt c approaches b. But the weight

contains two factors which become infinitely smaU in such a

case, therefore the weight of the wedge becomes negligible in

the hmit, and since the triangular wedge is in equilibrium,

p^ X a c = p^ X a B ; in other words (c) b g equals the

intensity of shearing stress in a vertical plane near the outer

toe multiplied by the ratio of height to base of the dam. It

will be noticed that the curve A g, whose ordinates represent the

true normal stress on the base, falls inside the straight line A f

near the extremities and outside of it in the neighbourhood of

the vertical through e, and has therefore a point of inflexion

between a and that vertical.

(2) Distribution of shearing stress on the base of the dam. Ex-

periments on plastic models indicate that the intensity of shear-

ing stress on the base is more or less constant if the material

of which the model is made is homogeneous. Apart from the
" fixing " of the dam at the base, the shearing stress would tend
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to be distributed more or less in the same manner as the normal
intensity of stress

—

i.e. varying from zero at the inner toe to

a maximum towards the outer toe, as is the case at levels above
the base. But the effect of fixing the base has an opposite

result, for an element of width of the dam at a b is compressed
by the pressure of the water acting on it at a in the direction

A B ; the point a therefore tends to move towards b a distance

equal to the total amount that the length a b would compress

under the action of the water pressure, and points nearer to

B would tend to move a less amount in proportion to their re-

duced distance from b. Since these tendencies to move are

resisted by the fixing, shearing stresses are thereby produced,

which are a maximum at the inner toe, and gradually reduce

to zero at the outer toe. It is seen, therefore, that whilst the

vertical forces acting tend to cause the shearing stress to var^^

from zero at A to a maximum towards B, the horizontal forces

acting tend to cause it to be a maximum at A, graduall}' reducing

to zero at b, and the combined result of these two effects is to

make the intensity of shearing stress on the base practically

constant. But at higher levels, as the effect of fixing becomes

less and less felt, the tendency to var^^ from zero at the face

to a maximum at the outer profile predominates.

Intensity of stress normal to vertical planes at points along

the base. The variation of the intensity of normal stress on

the horizontal plane A b has been considered, also the distri-

bution of shearing stress along A b, and it is known that the

intensity of shearing stress at any point on the vertical plane

through it will be equal to its intensity on the horizontal plane

there ; but in order to obtain a complete idea of the arrange-

ment and kind of stress on the different planes at any point

along A b, it still remains to obtain an idea of the variation of

the normal intensity of stress on vertical planes at any point

along the base. At the face A c of the dam the horizontal

pressure of the water acts at j, one-third the height of the

water above A, supposing the water to reach the top of the

dam. Again, if we consider the small triangle a b c near the

outer toe (Fig. 137), we see that for its horizontal equilibrium

the intensity of normal stress on a c {p,i^)
multiplied by a c

equals the intensity of shearing stress on a b multiplied by a b

—that is

p^^^ X a c = p^ X aB.
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Also we have seen that />„ X a b =
pf^

X a c,

P^ X a c p^ X aB

pf X a c p^X a B

The term on the left side of the equation is the cotangent of

the angle of inclination to the horizontal of the resultant force

on a c, and the term on the right side is similarly the cotangent

of the angle of inclination to the horizontal of the resultant

force on a b, therefore these two forces have the same inclination,

and must act in the same straight line and be parallel to b c,

since there can be no resultant stress on b c. Now the resultant

force on a B acts through its centre, therefore the resultant force

on ^ c also acts through its middle point. We now know three

points on the curve which is the locus of the point of application

of the resultant horizontal force across vertical planes—viz. j

where the curve will be tangent to a horizontal line, the middle

point of a c and b. The curve j b is drawn in Fig. 137 ; at j the

point of application is at one-third the height and at a it is

at half the height of the vertical. Now the resultant hori-

zontal force on any vertical section is proportional to the dis-

tance of that section from b. because it equals the total hori-

zontal shear between that section and B. and it has been shown

that the intensity of that shear is practically constant. Also

the area of the vertical section (of unit length) varies as the dis-

tance of the vertical section from b ; consequently the average

intensity of horizontal stress on all vertical sections is constant.

But, as we have just seen, the point of application of its resultant

at the inner face is at one-third the height from the base, whilst

at the outer toe it is at one-half the height from the base, there-

fore the actual intensity of normal stress p^^^ on vertical planes

at points along B A increases from b to a.

It was shown in Chapter VI., page 116, that if at any point

Pn Pn' > Pt"' ^^^ principal stresses at that point are both of

the same sign ; and the above equation shows that at b, />„ p^^^

= p^^, and Fig. 137 shows that p^ tends to slightly increase for

some distance from b, and it has just been proved that p^^

increases from b to a, therefore for some distance from b towards

A, p^ p^^ > pf^ ; consequently, both principal stresses are in

this case compressions for that distance, and there will be no

tension on any plane through such points. At some point

between a and B, />„ x />„^ will again equal p^^, and from that

point onwards towards a there will be a tensile stress on certain
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planes. The inclination of the plane of maximum tension

at this point, where the tension begins to manifest itself, is

Pn -P
found from the formula on page 116; viz. tan d = —-7

rt

At the point in question the tension equals zero, so that the

Pn"-
inclination of the normal to the plane of zero stress is tan ~^

, -.

Pt

Now at B also, the i)rincipal stress normal to the maximum stress

/) 1 A B
equals zero and i,

= Pn^ is less than p^ for some dis-

tance from B, but by the time the point in question is reached

p^^ will be more nearly equal p^, consequently the normal to the

plane there is inclined to the horizontal at an angle approaching

45 deg., and the plane itself is inclined at an angle of about

45 deg., measured from a b downwards. As the tension increases

tan 6 increases, and the plane of maximum tension becomes

gradually less inclined to a b. At A, considering a point in the

foundation, both />„ and p^^ are zero, so that the maximum
tension and compression will be equal to ^^, and the plane of

maximum tension will be inclined at an angle of 45 deg. below

A B. But at a point near A, in the dam above the base, p^^ has

its maximum value, so that the plane of maximum tension in

the dam itself is inclined at a smaller angle to the horizontal.

The intensity of shearing stress in vertical planes near the outer

toe will be greater at some distance above the base than at

the base, because, as has been pointed out, the intensity of

shearing stress on the horizontal plane is practically constant

on the base, but at higher levels it varies from zero at the inner

face to twice its average value on that plane at the outer pro-

file ; but it will not exceed the value that would be obtained

for it on the assumption that the shearing stress on the base is

proportional to the normal intensity of stress at each point

—

i.e.

if the same assumption is made at the base as at higher levels.

The effect of the foregoing considerations is to show that

if the pressures and reactions on the base are assumed to be

uniformly varying, and to act parallel to the resultant force

on the base, that the intensities of stress allowed for in the calcu-

lations on this assumption would be greater than the actual

intensity of stress developed in the dam, both as regards com-

pressive and shearing stresses.

This being the case, a dam may be safely designed on this
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assumption. The conditions to be satisfied by the design are

therefore :

—

(i) There shall be no tension on horizontal planes in the

dam

—

i.e. the resultant pressure reservoir, full or empty, must
fall within the middle third of horizontal sections.

(2) The maximum intensity of compressive stress on any

plane must not exceed the permissible working intensity, gener-

ally 8 to 12 tons per square foot.

(3) The maximum intensit}' of shearing stress on either the

horizontal or vertical plane must not exceed a safe limit

;

the maximum intensity of shearing stress is really fixed when the

working intensity of compressive stress is, because, as will be

shown, the maximum intensity of shearing stress equals nearly

one-half the maximum intensity of compressive stress.

(4) The structure must be impervious to water.

Design of " Low " Dam

(i) It is readily seen that a triangular section with a vertical

face next to the water and having a certain proportion of width

of base to height, satisfies the first of these conditions. \\Tien

there is no water against the dam the only force acting on the

base is the weight, and as this acts through the centre of gravity,

cutting the base at one-third its width from the face, this con-

dition is satisfied. Moreover, when the reservoir is full of water,

if the width of the base is equal to the height divided by the

square root of the specific gravity of the masonry, it will be seen

that the condition is also satisfied, for in Fig. 137 call h the height

and b the breadth of base, and let p be the specific gravity of

h
the masonry, and let b = —jz.

Let the resultant of the pressure of the water and the weight

of the dam cut the base a b in e, and the line through the centre

of gravity cut it at d. The resultant pressure of the water

G h~= P = , where g is the densitv of water, and this force is
2 -

applied at a height above the base.

The weight of the dam of unit length

h . A2= ^x6xpG- ^ Jp
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Now — = — , substitute for p and w, and write h d = -.w H D -i
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Taking b = . , we get h = „ . , . .

G =
~J5- ton, and if s be taken as lo tons per square foot and

1 7
360 r ^

P — 2±, h = ^ = no feet.

3i

In dams of greater height, the width below this level has

to be increased at a greater rate than in the triangular section,

in order to keep the maximum intensity of compression within

the desired limit. The question of the proper width for greater

heights will be reverted to later.

(3) The fixing of the maximum intensity of compression

also determines the maximum intensity of shearing stress in

the dam, because it was shown in Chapter VI. that the maximum
intensity of shearing stress is half the difference of the principal

stresses. Therefore, if one principal stress near the outer toe

= 10 tons per square foot when the other principal stress is

zero, the maximum intensity of shear in planes inclined to it

at 45 deg. would be - = 5 tons per square foot. It would

really be less than this, because it has been shown that the

10 tons per square foot in compression is not actually attained.

Over the base, however, the shearing stress, as has been stated,

is of more or less constant intensity, having an average value of

— , - = — = , X "^ = 2'^ tons per square foot for the
2 b 2 36 4

Jrn
dam of limiting height.

(4) The compliance with this condition is a matter of proper

selection of the materials used and of sound methods of con-

struction.

To obtain a closer value for the actual principal stress near

the outer toe. The normal intensity of stress on the base near

the outer toe for the above dam = 10 X cos'^ a = 10 X ^3

= 6"9 tons per square foot.

The intensity of shear, if constant, has been shown above

to be 2*3 tons per square foot. The intensity of pressure normal

to a vertical plane p^, which is then equal to the average value

of the noiTnal pressure on that plane, since its resultant acts

G h
at one-half the height, = — = i'5 tons per square foot.
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From Chapter VI., page 116, the maximum principal stress

2

_ 8-4 + J (5-4)- + 4 X (2-3)2 ^ 8-4 + 7-1

2 2

= 7-8 tons per square foot.

This is seen to be considerably less than the 10 tons, but as

the intensity of shearing force increases immediately above the

base it is probable that near the outer toe the intensity of shear,

even at the base, is greater than'the average. This would cause
/>,ji to also have a greater value.

Next find the maximum intensity of tension in a dam of the

above height at the inner toe, (i) below the level of the base, (2) above

that level.

Note.—The horizontal section at the level at which the

water pressure ceases to act is called the base.

(i) At the inner toe we have p,^
— o, and below the level of

the base p^ := o, thus we have on both horizontal and vertical

planes there, only a shearing stress of 2-3 tons \>tx square foot
;

the plane of maximum tension will therefore be inclined down
from the horizontal at an angle of 45 deg., and the intensity

of tension on it will be 2-3 tons per square foot, because the

ellipse of stress becomes a circle.

(2) Above the level of the base near the inner toe p^^ = o,

as before, but p^^ now equals g h = 3-1 tons per square foot.

From Chapter VL the maximum tension

_ />n'-v/WF+W _ 3-1- VP + 21-2

2 2

= -^ ±^ = — 1-2 tons per square foot.

And the inclination of the nomial to the plane is given by

cot ^ = - f = — = 1,

Pt 2-3 2.

so that the plane itself is inclined downwards from the hori-

zontal at an angle cot ~^ 2-0.

This shows that the maximum tension in the dam itself, above

the base, is considerably less, and the plane on which it acts is

less inclined to the horizontal, than below the level where

the water pressure ceases to act, and since the shearing stress

at the inner face will extend only a short distance above the

inner toe, the tension there is not of much consequence, especially

R
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as selected materials are always used in this position for the

sake of securing water-tightness. The tension below the base

line cannot be eliminated, but

its plane of action can be

made steeper by anchoring

that part of the foundation

to the rock in front of it, if

present, which would have

the effect of causing p^^^ to be

a tension instead of being

zero. It is interesting to

inquire how much wider the

base of the dam would have

to be to entirely eliminate

tension above the base.

To find the width of base

necessary to avoid tension on

any plane in the dam above the

level of the base.

We have p, = , = - ^

.

'^^ b 2 b

At A p ^
2P
77

2 G A^

2 h
= G h.

least equal to p^'^ there.

Pn X Gh

To avoid tension at a in the dam, p^^ X p^^ must be at

That is

—

G^h^ _ gF
"4T2 '

°^ ^n - 4 J2-

The moment m, which increases the normal pressure at b

and reduces that at a by an amount /, equals w X x, where x

= o E (Fig. 138), where

and ;\; = de4-ad — AO,w = p G

or X =

M

h p
=

3 >< w
Gh^

6^^

b

Gb^-h

12 '

Now, M = I X r (i), where i, the moment of inertia about

an axis through the centre of a b perpendicular to the paper,

12
and /

G h Gh^
4P-
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'V'

or

Substituting in (i)
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The average intensity of shearing stress on a c = -^ = 4 tons

per square foot, which is considerably greater than the average

shear on the base—viz. 2-3 tons per square foot, showing that

on planes above the base the shearing stress cannot be unifomily

distributed, but its intensity must be a maximum near the

outer profile.

The crest of a dam in actual practice does not come to a

point as shown in Figs. 137 and 138, but has to have a definite

thickness to enable it to resist the wave action of the water

in the reservoir and shocks from floating bodies, and very

often to provide a roadway across the dam. The addition of

a triangular mass of masonry a b c (Fig. 139) causes the line

through the centre of gravity of the masonry above any hori-

zontal section to fall within the

middle third down to a depth

shown by the section d e, where

JdE = fAB, .-. DE= 2AB
and A D = 2 B c. If we denote

A B by a, then a d = 2 a Jp.

At sections below d e the line

through the centre of gravit}' of

the triangle a b c will fall in the

inner third of the section, there-

fore the line through the centre of

gravity of the masonry above such

sections falls outside the middle

third by a distance whose ratio

to the breadth at the section

continues to increase as depth

increases down to a certain level f g, when this ratio com-

mences to decrease again. If, therefore, the width is in-

creased at the level f g by an amount f f^ so that the vertical

line through the centre of gravity of the masonry above f^ g

passes through the point distant one-third f^ g from f^, and

the face is battered from d to f^, the resultant with the reservoir

empty will be prevented from falling outside the middle third

and below f^ the face can be made vertical again down to the

depth
G (I -f pY

To find the depth af (Fig. 139) when the vertical line through
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the centre of gravity of the figure a b c g i- is distant from F

a length, c, such that the ratio c : f G is a minimum.

Let AF = h, then fg = , .

Taking moments about f,

2 ^ ^ 2jp ^ Jp \ 2 ^2 Jp)'

_ 2 0^ p? + h^

c . d 2 u^ 0^ -\~ h^
and , is a minimum when ^, —1~

'> .7—;

—

,, , > = o
h dh ^ (rt- p' h + h^ p'

)

—i.e. when h — yi a Jp.

The length of the offset f f^ can be calculated by taking

moments about F as before, but taking the triangle F D F^ into

account, and remembering that the vertical line through the

centre of gravity of the figure f^ d a b c g passes through

fU;
the point distant from f^.

Design of
" High " Dam

When the dam is higher than no feet with the constants

taken, the breadth of the base has to be made wider than given

by the triangular section, and an expression for the breadth at

any depth below the crest is given below, which involves, how-

ever, the weight of the dam down to that section, but in a term

which is only about one-seventh the value of the expression for

the square of the breadth. This enables the thickness of the

dam at sections below no feet to be calculated at depths in-

creasing by say 20 feet at a time. A value for the weight down

to the new depth can be found as a first approximation by con-

tinuing the hnes of the profile in the last 20 feet thickness,

and the breadth calculated on the basis of this weight. A
more exact value for the weight can then be obtained by sub-

stituting this breadth in its calculation, from which a corrected

value of the breadth can be obtained by apph'ing the formula

as before.

In obtaining this formula it has to be borne in mind that

the resultant force on these horizontal sections with the reser\'oir

full will no longer act at one-third the width from the outer

profile, but its point of action, the centre of pressure, will fall

at a point inside the middle third. It is necessar>% therefore.
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first of all to find an, expression for the distance of the centre

of pressure from the outer profile, in terms of the breadth of

the dam at the section, the maximum intensity of stress and

the average intensity of stress on the section. Call b the breadth

2(s^-3,)\

Fig 140. Fig. 141

at the section, s^ the average intensity of stress on the section, s^

the maximum intensity of stress on the section, and c the dis-

tance of the centre of pressure from the outer profile. Let

y denote the stress at any distance x from b, then from Fig. 140

•,L • 1 ^1 * 2 (So — s.)
it is clear that y = s.2 — x ^r

—^.

Now the moment of the total stress on A b about b = cbs^ sin 2/3,

-b

. c 6 Sj^ =
I

X y d X So X d X
2 (s..

'1^ x^dx

=
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the water over it is small, so that the centre of gravity of

the masonry practically falls at one-third the distance from the

inner profile. Let w be the weight of the masonry above

the section considered and of the water over the inner face ; the

G h^
resultant horizontal i)ressure of the water, p = ; and, the

resultant force on the horizontal section, r = ^/w^ -j- p2. If s

is the maximum intensity of stress in the dam,

w
S„ = S cos a = S -^

The average intensity of stress on h is Sj, and

_ V w2"+T2
'1
~

b
'

c - U2-^A -U- '^^
\

Now the breadth

&
,

p A
,

3 w 3
'

h P h h ( sbw= - + 77, X - +

hence

w 3 3 \ 2 (w^ + p

p A _ sbw
w 6 ~ 2 (w2 4- p2)'

2P h (w2 + p2)

^)'

52
s w^

Substituting for p, 6 = ^^ (^i + ^^ j,

where the term 1, equals about |.
4 w^ ^ '

This formula enables the necessary breadth of the dam at

depths greater than no feet (with the data taken) to be deter-

mined as explained above. The method of applying the formula

is explained in detail with a numerical example in "Waterworks

Engineering," page 221.*

In the case of a temporary dam in which timber enters

largely into its composition, the slope of the dam may v.-ith

advantage be turned towards the water (Fig. 141) instead of

away from it, as in a masonry dam. The water pressure p

will, of course, act normally to the sloping face and equals

, G h .
It b .

si h^ + b^ X —-, and the weight \v equals — P g, where p is

* " Waterworks Engineering." Third Edition. Tudsbery & Brightmore.
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the specific gravity of the material of the dam. Let x be the

distance of the point of intersection of the resultant r with the

base from that of w with it Taking moments about the former

point,
h
p sm a w X = p cos "(3-4

Substituting the above values for p and w, and substituting

for sin a and cos a

hhxG{l+p) = ^{b'--h')

I 62 _ ^2
or X =—;— X J—

.

To avoid tension, x must be positive because w acts at the

distance ^ from a—i.e. b = or > h.

3

It will be noticed that if & > h, x will be greater

—

i.e. the

resultant on the base will be nearer the centre—the smaller

the density of the material of which the dam is built.

In order to be in a position to ascertain whether—and if

so, when—it is advantageous to build a dam curved in plan,

the relation between radial

and circvmiferential stresses

in thick cj'linders will next

be considered.

Assume that, as there is

no stress in the longitudinal

direction, all particles in a

cross-sectional plane remain

in a plane.

Let p be the intensity

of radial stress at an}' point

of the cross-section (Fig.

142) and / the intensity of

circumferential stress, both

/ and j) act in the plane of the cross-section.

A strain will be produced in the longitudinal direction, which

is the lateral strain due to both / and p, if e is Young's modulus

of elasticity a stress divided by E is the strain in the line of the

stress, and this strain multiplied by -, where - is Poisson's ratio,

is the strain in directions at right angles to the stress. There-

FiG. 142.
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fore the longitudinal strain equals ; as we assume that
fT E

all particles in a cross-section remain in a plane, this strain is

constant for all points in the cross-section, and since a and E

are constant, we have p -\- f = 2 c (i) where c is a constant

and the 2 is introduced to simplify the resulting equation.

Take a sector of the cylinder (Fig. 142) between two radii sub-

tending an angle d 6 a.t the centre, and consider the equilibrium

of a circular strip radius r and thickness dr in the radial

direction. The radial pressure acting on one side of this strip

= p r d 6, and on the other side it equals p r d 6 -\- d . p r d 6
;

the difference of the two is d . p r d 6. This is balanced by the

resolved part in the radial direction of the stress on the two

ends of the strip = 2 f dr = f d r d 6,

d . p r d =
f d r d d.

Since d 6 is constant, d . p r — f dr.

Taking the differential of the term on the left side

—

P d r -\- r d p = j d r

from (i) f
= 2 c — p,

p d r -\- r d p — {2 c — p) d r,

or r d p = 2 {c ~ p) d r
;

dp ,2rfr_^
p — c r

Integrating log {p — c) + log r^ = log c^.

Taking the antilogarithms {p — c) X r^ = c^,

or /) = c + —,..•• (2)
r~

and / = 2 c - /> = c - ^ . . . (3)

Case I

If the pressure is applied on the convex side, when r = r^,

p = o, and / = f^, and when r =^ r^, p ^ po, and / = f^, by

substituting these values in equations (2) and (3)

c ^ ]^ o = o, and f^
= c - -^

r^ r^

/'2 = c -1- -2, and /2 = c - ~2-
'2 ^2

From which

/^ = - ci X ^^, and p, = ci ^^ - ^sj.
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_ 2 />2 H"- and / - - ci /" - 4- M/i - r^^-r^t^
and /^ - c

|^^^, + ^^^j,

11 r2 ^ 2 _ V 2
^2^ - ^1

Since ^ + / is constant and -p^ = o, ^2^/2 =
/i'

^^^ ^^"

pression for /j could be obtained from that for
/j^
by subtracting

^2 from the value of the latter.

It will be noticed that /j, the circumferential stress at the

inside, is greater than that at the outside.

Case II

It may be mentioned in passing that if the pressure is applied

inside, as in the case of a hydraulic pipe or a cannon, the values

of /j and /g are obtained by simply interchanging the suffixes

I and 2 in the former expressions

—

i.e.

_ 2p^ and / - - ^ X "l+A".
'2 r 2 _ y 2' '^^^ II — ri ^ y 2 _ y 2

'2 '1 '2 '^l

It will be noticed that the stresses are now both tensions,

and that /^ has still the larger value, but it is not so great as

when the pressure is applied at the outside. To illustrate the

application of the latter formulas, let it be desired to find the

thickness of a cast-iron pipe 6 inches diameter, if the internal

pressure is | ton per square inch and the maximum permissible

intensity of working stress is i ton per square inch.

The maximum tension = /^ = — i and /)j = J, substituting

y 1 y
these values in the above equations i = | -^ -2— i.e.

^2 ~ ^1

2 ^2" - 2 r^^ = r^" + ro", r^- = 3 ^1^ = 27.

^2 = 5-2.

Therefore the necessary thickness = ^2 ~ ^1 ~ 5"^ "~ 3 ~ ^'^

inches.

Curved or Arched Dams. Let the arch be the segment of

a circle in plan. If it be assumed that the thrust of the

water normal to the inner—convex—surface of an arched dam
is transmitted to the abutments in every horizontal lamina of

the structure, according to the principle of action of an arch,

the compressive stresses due to the water pressure can be

determined from the formula for the thick cylinder.

Consider a horizontal lamina of unit depth at a distance

h below the crest (Fig. 143), and call its breadth b, and let the

radius of the inside profile there be ^g ^^^^ ^^at of the outside
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profile r^. The intensity of radial pressure of the water on the

lamina equals g h, and let / be the maximum intensity of cir-

cumferential stress which has been already shown to be at the

concave or downstream face. From the formula in Case I.

above

and

/
= 2Q.hr^

r.y - r.

or r,'' — ^1 = 2GhY^

^^\'I
2Qh

f

I / 2 G h\

If the inner face is vertical r^ will be constant, and this

expression for b gives the thickness necessary at any depth h

below the crest.

If ^2 be taken as 250 feet, / equal to 10 tons per square foot,

and h equal 100 feet, it will be

found that b works out to 83 feet.

Now for a gravity dam of triangular

section, it only requires to be 67

feet ; it will be seen therefore that to

permit of reducing the section due to

using the arched form of dam the

radius must be very sharp, unless the

working intensity of stress is con-

siderably increased. As an example

of the use of the above formula,

find the maximum intensity of stress

in the well-known Bear Valley dam,

which has a radius at the water

face of 335 feet, at a depth of 48 feet below the crest where the

breadth is 8-5 feet.

The expression deduced for b may be written

6\2 2G/^ b b^ 2Gh

/
=

or 2 „ = —-,—

ro'

from which

substituting / =

2 G h

h-')
2 X X 48

335 \ 335/

53 tons per square foot.

It will thus be seen that this dam is subjected to a working

intensity of pressure much higher than that usually considered

advisable.



CHAPTER XV

CONCRETE STRUCTURES REINFORCED WITH STEEL RODS WHERE
IN TENSION

The practice of using concrete reinforced with steel bars em-
bedded in its mass in order to take up tension in positions where

concrete, masonry, or brickwork would be of themselves unsuit-

able on account of the presence of such tension, has considerably

extended of late years. Applications of this form of construction

have already been alluded to in the case of concrete footings and
certain types of retaining walls. Another very important applica-

tion for building is for beams, floor slabs, and columns. The steel

rods are so placed in the concrete that the former take the tensile

stress, whilst the latter takes the compression

—

i.e. the steel must
be placed in the positions where the tensile stresses exist.

In the case of a beam of rectangular section supported at

the two ends and uniformly loaded, the intensity of tensile

stress is a maximum at the under surface at the centre, the

plane on which it acts there being vertical ; and it gradually

diminishes to zero at this surface as the ends are approached.

At the neutral plane the tension on vertical planes is every-

where zero, but the intensity of shearing stress is in each section

greatest at the neutral plane, being a maximum at the ends

and diminishing to zero at the centre. In Chapter VI., page

120, it was shown that if the only stresses acting on two planes

at right angles are shearing stresses, there is a tensile stress of

equal intensity on a plane making an angle of 45 deg. with

these planes ; thus at the neutral plane there is a maximum
tension of equal intensity to the shearing stress on planes sloping

downwards from the neutral plane at an angle of 45 deg. Thus
the maximum tension occurs at the central section at the lower

surface and acts on a vertical plane, and at the extremities it

occurs at the neutral plane on a plane sloping downwards from

it at an angle of 45 deg. It is therefore necessary, if the tensile

stress is to be taken up by steel rods in addition to embedding
rods near to the lower surface, as the distance from the centre of

268
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the beam increases to introduce reinforcement in the direction

of the tensile stress due to the shear. If straight rods of uniform
cross-section are used for the reinforcement, some of them
should be curved upwards as they approach the ends of the

beam, and since the stress in them would have a finite value

at the ends, it is necessary that they should be properly secured,

for instance, by passing them through a flat plate washer and
screwing a nut on the threaded ends of the rods, or by splitting

open the ends. Instead of curving up the rods towards their

ends, stirrups, connected to the rods and inclined upwards
beyond the neutral plane, may be employed. It will be

noticed that the introduction of the steel rods causes the

shearing stress to be constant in horizontal and vertical planes

between the rods and the neutral plane ; consequently the

maximum tensile stresses will be constant at points in vertical

planes between the rods and the neutral plane.

The modulus of elasticity for concrete is a varying quantity

according to its composition and its manipulation before it is in

its final position ; it also decreases as the stress upon it increases,

but its value is considerably less than that for steel, being

about one-fifteenth of its value for this material. One of the

most useful properties of concrete, in this connection, is that the

concrete in setting contracts, and therefore obtains a good grip

on the steel rods if they are round or square in section. This

effect, moreover, puts the rods into initial compression to some
extent at right angles to their length, so that the rods do not im-

mediately commence to contract in cross-section when the tensile

stress comes upon them. It will be seen that in order to obtain

this grip of the concrete on the rods the latter should not be too

near to the outside surface, as is also desirable in order to pre-

vent the concrete below the rods becoming detached—particularly

if subjected to heat. It is therefore desirable that the centre

of the rods should be kept at least ij inches from the outside

surface, but in shallow beams this distance cannot be obtained.

It is clear that the limit of usefulness of steel for the purpose

of reinforcing concrete is reached when its elastic limit is attained,

consequently in applying a factor of safety, it is more reason-

able to apply it to the elastic limit of the steel than to its breaking

weight: This would imply that a reinforced concrete beam
should be so designed that the concrete would be on the point

of failing when the elastic limit of the steel is reached, so that

the factor of safety is applied to the elastic hmit of the steel
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and to the crushing strength of the concrete. By limiting the

tensile stress in the steel in this manner, the strains in the con-

crete adhering to it are not injurious. The modulus of elas-

ticity of the concrete is not constant, but decreases as the stress

increases, as already pointed out, but as it is actually only com-

pressed to a fraction, say one-quarter of its ultimate strength,

the variation over this range is not considerable. No advantage

is gained by employing unnecessary refinements in a calculation

where the nature of the case involves a certain latitude in the

fundamicntal conditions, hence the neutral plane may be as-

sumed to be at the central horizontal section of the beam, and

the stress in the concrete may be taken as varying uniformly

from zero at this position to a maximum at the upper surfaces.

In the case of a large work to be constructed of reinforced

concrete it would be worth while finding the modulus of elasticity

of the concrete to be actually used, for the range of stress it

will be subjected to. Then the true position of the neutral

axis could be found by plotting the actual strains.

Diameter of Steel Rods for proper adhesion to the Concrete

It is clear that the tension in steel rods of constant cross-

section at any section cannot be greater than the total adhesion of

the concrete to it from the section when the stress in it is zero ; and

if there is a stress at the end of a rod, as in the case of rods cui-ved

upwards to take the tension due to the shear, already referred

to, the ends must be satisfactorily anchored. It is found that a

safe value for the force of adhesion of steel bars to concrete

may be taken as
-j-V

ton per square inch ; with a factor of safety

of 4, this gives ^^^ ton per square inch. There does not appear

to be any advantage in using steel of high tensile strength,

because although the modulus of elasticity for such steel is

greater than that for mild steel, a greater stretch would be re-

quired to develop its elastic strength, which might cause visible

cracks in the concrete. If the elastic limit of the steel em-

ployed be taken as 20 tons per square inch, this will be a

greater value than that of the actual elastic limit of mild steel,

but the concrete must necessarily take up some of the tension
;

consequently, the actual stress in the rods will not be as high

cis appears. Applying the factor of safety of 4, this gives a

working intensity of tensile stress in the steel of 5 tons per square

inch—the working stress is, however, often taken higher than
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this. A safe value for the crushing strength of concrete of

suitable strength would be i ton per square inch, which, with

a factor of safety of 4, gives a working intensity of compression

in it of I ton per square inch. The rods must be kept small

enough in diameter to have sufficient surface to give the necessary

adhesion. Call l the length of the span and d the diameter

of the rods. Then the adhesion of the round rods to the concrete

per unit length equals tt d X
.^'o,

which must be equal to the

maximum rate of increase of the tensile stress in the rods per

unit length, an expression for which we now proceed to deter-

mine. The bending moment at any section, m, equals the

moment of resistance at that section, which is the moment of

resistance of the concrete in compression plus the moment
of resistance of the steel rods in tension. Assuming that the

steel rods take all the tension, the two latter are equal. That

is, the moment of resistance at any section, about the neutral

axis, of the steel rods in tension equals the moment of resist-

ance of the concrete in compression, and each equals ' •

Assume the beam to be unifonnly loaded, and let n be the

number of the steel rods, t the tension in the steel rods at any

section, and )\ the depth of the rods below the neutral axis ; then

w d^ M

4
^^ 2n

Differentiating this with respect to x—
d t TT d'~ 1 du I

d X 4 ^ 2 n d X 2w
where f is the shearing force at the section ; it is a maximum

W L
at the end of the beam and there equals— . Thus the maximum

rate of increase of tension in one rod

d t IT d'^ F WL
~ d X 4 ~~ 2 w y^

~
4 w y^*

Now, by assumption, the tension in the steel rods at the

centre equals 5 tons per square inch, therefore

TT d^ _ 1 WL^ W L _ 77 d^~ X 5 X yi = 2^ -g-
; •

•
• ^-^ = 5 -.

Therefore the maximum increase of tension in one steel rod

per inch in length = . And this equals the adhesion

. -
,

TT d . ^ TZ d~ TT d -, L
per umt length = i.e. = -, or a = —

.

^ ^40 L 40 200
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This proves that for proper adhesion the diameter of the rods

should be not greater than — with the above data.
200

Next to find what proportion the cross-sectional area of the

steel hears to that of the total cross-section. This is found by
equating the tension in the rods to the compression in the con-

crete. If B = the total breadth of the beam, and n the number

of the rods, b = nb. The tension in the rods = « X - X '^.

The compression in the concrete

— 1 1 ? _ ° ^-2X4X^X6- ^^;

TT d'^ D B TT d- „
.

•
. n X 5 = —^, or 11 : D B = I : 80.

4 ^ 16' 4

That is, the area of the steel = i;^ per cent, of the total area

of the concrete.*

Moment of Resistance at the Middle Section of the Beam

Take the centre of the steel rods as being situated at a depth

of I D below the neutral plane.

The moment of resistance of the section equals the moment
of resistance of the steel rods plus the moment of resistance of

the concrete

= »-^ X 5X|D + lxi X 2 XBXf-

= o D^ B = tons-inches.
384 23

The Uniformly Distributed Load that the Beam will carry

W L-
The bending moment at the centre = —^ ; equatmg this

W L- D-

B

to the moment of resistance, —5- =
.

8 23

* See article, Engineering Neivs, New York, 15th March, 1906, p. 290, by

E. Godfrey.
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I ho nniloniiK' (listril)ut<'cl loud ^= w L —- t(jns ;

D- B
, , ,

apiJroxiniatelv 7t> i.
— tons, whore D, B.and i. arc m mclies.

The Proper Distance apart of the Rods

The tension in the rods will be transmitted uj) to the neutral

plane as a shear. Let the working intensity of shearing stress

for the concrete be taken the same as the intensity of the ad-

hesion of the concrete to the steel, viz. .,.\j
ton per square inch,

and considering i inch length of the beam near the ends ; we

have
B X I X :,V = n-TT d X 1 X ^^V•

Therefore the distance apart of the rods = - = ird, the cir-

cumference of the rods. If the rods are square the distance

^ 1. ij . 7 c- nTT d- I TT d- I B
apart should be 4 d. Smce = ^ d b, or = 5- d -
^ ^

4 80 4 80 n

= o n TT ^, it follows that n = 20 d.
80

And again, since d — —
, d =

* 200 10
,

The Maximimi Intensity of Tensile Stress at the Neutral Axis

The maximum intensity of shearing stress in the beam-

i.e. at the neutral axis of the end section = ;? x
B X D

rv ,
5^L „ D-B D

(page 126) = A X ^^3^p = I X 3^3X1,^^ = ^
tons per sq. in. = ^^ ton per square inch, since l = 10 d.

This is therefore the maximum intensity of tensile stress

at the neutral axis, acting on a plane inchned at an angle of

45 deg. to the neutral plane, and it uniformly diminishes from

the ends until at the centre it equals zero. The tensile stresses

at points in vertical planes between the rods and the neutral

plane would be the same as at the neutral plane. To resist

these tensile stresses stirrups connected to the horizontal rods

and sloping upwards beyond the neutral plane are often used,

or some of the horizontal rods are curved upwards tow^ards the

ends and secured by nuts with washer plates or otherwise,

s
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Monolithic Floor

When a floor consists of reinforced concrete slabs which

are monolithic with the reinforced concrete beams, these slabs

are more or less in the position of beams " fixed " at the ends.

In the case of a lieam " fixed " at the ends, the bending moment
IV I

-

at the centre is i)ositive and equals , and at llic supports

w l"
is negative and equals . This negative bending moment

should therefore be allowed for by reversing the reinforcement

over the supports ; that is, by placing it near the top instead

of near the hnver surface. Also, to allow for the defect from

com})lete fixing, a larger l)('iiding moment than
24

hould be

the value of the bending

If, therefore.

moment if the ends

a positive bending

allowed for at the centre, thougli it is not necessary to allow

for the full
o

were simply supported.

\e) I'
moment of — be allowed for at the centre and a negative bend-

12
^

ing moment of the same amount over the supports, the conditions

would appear to be amply complied with. The change over

of the rods from the lower part to the upper part should take

place at about one-quarter the span from the ends, as the point

of inflexion for beams fixed at the ends is near that position.

Reinforced Columns. Since the main object in using steel

for reinforced concrete is to take up tension by the steel whilst

the concrete takes up the compression, the most logical method

of reinforcing columns would appear to be by introducing circular

hoops or spirals of steel

embedded in the column

so as to resist the tend-

ency for the column to

increase in diameter

when the load is ap-

plied. To prevent the

spread between the

hoops, thin longi-

tudinal rods, equally

spaced round the

hoops placed inside the latter and extending from top to

bottom of the column, are often used.
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As an example of the application ol the above, liiul what

uniform load a concrete lieam (Fig. 144) reinforced willi f(»ur

|-inch square steel bars will carry, its length between sup})orts

being 12 feet, its depth 12 inches, and breadth 10 inches. The

centres of the rods are i^- inches above the under side of the

beam, and 2i inches apart horizontally. Take the elastic limit

of the steel as 18 tons per square inch, and the ultimate com-

pressive strength of the concrete as i ton per square inch, and

the factor of safety as 4, and assume that the neutral i)lane is

at the centre of the depth.

The maximum compression the concrete can take in a width

of 2h inches to limit the maximum intensity of compression in

it to I ton per square inch = 6x2|xi = yh tons. The

maximum tension that one rod can take to limit the tensile

stress in it to 18 tons per square inch = ^ ^^ X 18 = 7 tons.

Since the latter is smaller than the fonner, it will be the limiting

factor. The centre of the rods are at a distance of 6 — i-| = 4|-

inches below the assumed neutral plane, and the centre of

resistance of the concrete is a distance above the neutral

plane = f x 6 = 4 inches. The ami of the resisting couple

therefore equals 8i inches. The moment of resistance for

7
all four rods therefore equals

X 8i X 4 , ^ . ,

~ = 5gJ tons-mches.

w 144
tons-Equating this to the bending moment, which equals -

g

%£) = o'023 tons per
^ W X 144 X 144 ,

feet, we have --« -^ = 59i o^"

linear inch. .
•

. the total load = w L

= 3-3 tons.

As a further example, take the case of

a wall (Fig. 145) standing on a block of

concrete, which projects 2 feet beyond

the wall on each side, and the pressure

on the foundation beneath the concrete

is 2 tons per square foot. The concrete

is capable of resisting a shearing stress

of 60 lb. per square inch. If square

steel rods .V inch diameter are embedded

in the concrete, their centre line being

2 inches above its lower surface, and the

working intensity of tensile stress in the rods is to be 5 tons per

5ie.eJ. Rods

T
Fig. 145.
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square inch, find the proper thickness of the concrete and what

distance apart the rods should be placed, also find the maxi-

mum intensity of compressive stress on a vertical section of the

footing.

Call h the depth of the footing and x the distance apart of

the rods in inches.

The total shear on a length of 12 inches of the footing in the

vertical plane of the face of the wall equals 2 X i X 2 x 2240 lb.,

and this acts on an area of 12 x h square inches ; therefore

the maximum intensity of shearing stress equals i| times the

3 2 X 2 X 2240
average, i.e. equals - x -j

= 60 lb. per inch, the

working intensity of shear ;
.• . h = 185 inches.

The tension in each rod equals 4 X ^ X 5 = ^ ton.

The arm of the resisting couple equals

3X^ + 2-2= ;^/^- 2.

Therefore the moment of resistance for the length x inches

equals f (| h— 2) tons-inches.

The bending moment equals ' x 2 X 2 X 12 tons-mches.

Equating these

—

I (^A— 2) = 4 a',

4^- = fix i8i -
i,

10-5 — 2-5
1 • .

X = —'^ ~ = 4i mches.
4

The maximum compressive stress /^ in the concrete is found

l)y equating the tension in the rods to the compression in the

concrete. We have found that the fonner = I
tons, the latter

='2^2^''^^2 9*^4i= 19-^ /•

Equating the two values, I9"8 / = l,

f
= y^ ton per square inch.
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1
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1
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5
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Shearing Force {continued)—
For cantilever uniformly loaded,

14
For cantilever uniformly loaded

and with concentrated load,

15

For two moving loads on beam, 20
For uniform load moving over

span, 2u
Shearing stress in arch rib, 199

on base of dam, 250
vSpangenberg, Prof., 104
Stability of retaining wall, 238

of ' retaining wall increased

by weight of earth, 241
Stanton, Dr. T. E., 65, 87, 104
Stiffening girder, 216

hinged at centre, 219
, M a X i m u m b e n d i n g

moment on, 225
, shearing force on,

222
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1

7

,
" Increased," 106, 108

, Intensity of, 112
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, Normal intensity of, 113
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, Shearing, in web of girder, 126

, , Intensity of, 113

, Unit, 109
Stresses, "Principal," 115

Stringer, 136
vSurcharged retaining walls, 235
Suspension bridge, 213

•

, Hinged-rib, 228

Tensile stresses in dams, 257
Tension, Design of dam to avoid,

258
Tension, Intensity of, 109

Theorem of three moments, 139-156
For concentrated loads, 1 5 i

For load uniformly distributed,

139
Thick cylinders, vStrength of, 264
Timber dam, 263
Torsion, 105
Truss. (See Girder.)

Bollman truss, 47
Fink truss, 49
Roof trusses, 88-96
Trapezoidal truss, 48

Unit stress, 109
Unwin, Prof. W. C, S7

V

Vertical posts. Design of, 7;

W
Waddell, Mr. J. A. L., 109
Walls, Retaining, 2^7

, , surcharged, 235
, , with counterforts, 240

Warren girder, 46, 71

Web of girder. Principal stresses in,

130
of girder. Shearing stress m,

126
Whipple truss, 44
Wind bracing, 67

pressure, 64, 87, 237
Wohler, Herr A., 104

Yield point, 105
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